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UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSION
Investigations Nos. 731-TA-548 and 551 (Final)
SULFUR DYES FROM CHINA AND THE UNITED KINGDOM

Determinations
On the basis of the record1 developed in the subject investigations, the
Commission determines, pursuant to section 735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673d(b)) (the Act), that an in4ustry in the United States is not
materially injured or threatened with material injury, and the establishment
of an industry in the United States is not materially retarded, 2 by reason of
imports from China and the United Kingdom of sulfur dyes, i_ncluding sulfur vat
dyes, 3 provided for in subheadings 3204.15, 3204.19.30, 3204.19.40, and
3204.19.50 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United States, that have
been found by the Department of Commerce to be sold in the United States at
less than fair value (LTFV).

The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)).
2 Commissioner Brunsdale found two like products consisting of intermediate
dyestuffs and finished dyes, voting in the affirmative with repect to
intermediate dyestuffs from both countries, and negative with respect to
finished dyes from both countries.
3 Sulfur dyes are synthetic organic coloring matter containing sulfur.
Sulfur dyes are obtained by high temperature sulfurization of organic material
containing hydroxy, nitro, or amino groups, or by reaction of sulfur or
alkaline sulfide with aromatic hydrocarbons. For purposes of these
investigations, sulfur dyes include, but are not limited to, sulfur vat dyes
with the following color index numbers: Vat Blue 42, 43, 44, 45, 47, 49, and
50 and Reduced Vat Blue 42 and 43. Sulfur vat dyes also have the properties
described above. All forms of sulfur dyes are covered, including the reduced
(leuco) or oxidized state, presscake, paste, powder, concentrate, or socalled "pre-reduced, liquid ready-to-dye" forms.
1

2

Background
The Commission instituted these investigations effective September 21,
1993, following preliminary determinations by the Department of Commerce that
imports

o~

sulfur dyes, including sulfur vat dyes, from China and the United

Kingdom were being sold at LTFV within the meaning of section 733(b) of the
Act (19 U.S.C. § 1673b(b)).

Notice of the institution of the Commission's

investigations and of a public hearing to be held in connection therewith was
given by posting copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S.
International Trade Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing
in the
held in

F~deral

Register of October 7, 1992 (57 F.R. 46195).

Wa~hington,

The

DC, on January 13, 1993, and all persons who

opportunity were permitted to appear in person or by counsel.

th~

notice

hea~ing

was

req~ested

the

VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION1
Based on the information obtained in these final investigations, we
determine that an industry in the United States is not materially injured or
threatened with material injury by reason of less than fair value (LTFV)
imports of sulfur dyes from China and the United Kingdom. 2
I.

3

LIKE PRODUCT
In determining whether an industry in the United States is materially

injured or threatened with material injury by reason of the subject imports,
the Commission must first define the

11

like product" and the

Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (the
domestic industry as

11

11

11

industry.

11

Act 11 ) defines the relevant

the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or

those producers whose collective output of the like product constitutes a
major proportion of the total domestic production of that product . . .
In turn, the statute defines

11

like product" as

11

114

a product which is like, or in

the absence of like, most similar in characteristics and uses with, the
article subject to an investigation . . . . 115
The Commission•s determination of what is the appropriate like product
or products in an investigation is a factual determination, to which it
applies the statutory standard of

11

like 11 or

11

most similar in characteristics

See Dissenting Views of Commissioner Brunsdale.
Material retardation of a domestic industry by reason of the subject
imports is not an issue in these investigations, and therefore will not be
discussed further.
3 The Commerce Department has made no final determination with respect to
sulfur dyes from India. Nevertheless, because they are subject to
investigation, we have cumulated the price and volume effects of Indian
imports as we are required to do by the statute. See 19 U.S.C.
§ 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I).
4 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).
5 19 u.s.c. §1677(10).
1

2

3

and uses" on a case-by-case basis. 6

Generally, the Commission disregards

minor variations between the articles subject to an investigation and looks
for clear dividing lines between possible like.products. 7
In its final determinations, the Department of Commerce (Commerce)
defined the class or kind of merchandise subject to investigation as sulfur
dyes, including sulfur vat dyes.

The merchandise covered by the scope of the

investigation includes all forms of sulfur dyes and sulfur vat dyes, including
the reduced (leuco) or oxidized state, presscake, paste, powder, concentrate,
and so-called

11

pre-reduced, liquid ready-to-dye" forms. 8

The terminology employed in the sulfur dye industry varies and of ten is
inconsistent.

In this ovinion, and for purposes of our analysis, we adopt the

classifications contained in the Color Index (C.I.). 9

The three types of

sulfur dyes are 1) C.I. sulfur dyes, 2) C.I. leuco sulfur dyes, and 3) C.I.
solubilized sulfur dyes, unless otherwise noted.

C.I. sulfur dyes are sulfur

dyes that have been synthesized, but that require further processing (they
must be reduced) before they can be used to dye textiles.

C.I. leuco

~ulfur

6 In defining the like product, the Commission generally considers a number
of factors including: (1) physical characteristics and uses;
(2) interchangeability of the products; (3) channels of distribution; (4)
customer and producer perceptions of the products; (5) the use of common
manufacturing facilities and production employees; and, where appropriate, (6)
price. No single factor is dispositive, and the Commission may consider other
factors relevant to its like product determination in a particular
investigation. See, ~. Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores v.
United States, 693 F. Supp. 1165, 1169, n.5 (CIT 1988).
7 S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 90-91 (1979).
8 Final Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Sulfur Dyes,
Including Sulfur Vat Dyes, from the United Kingdom, 58 Fed. Reg. 3253, January
8, 1993, and Notice of Determination of Sales at Less Than Fair Value: Sulfur
Dyes, including Sulfur Vat Dyes, from The People•s Republic of China, 58 Fed.
Reg. 7537, February 8, 1993.
9 See Report at I-5.
The Colour Index is published jointly by the Society
of Dyers and Colourists in England ap.d the Association of Textile Chemists and
Colorists in the United States. The Index is the accepted industry
classification system for dyes.

4

dyes are sulfur dyes that have been further processed to the point where they
can be applied to textiles.
liquid form.

The dyes are

11

reduced 11 and in a water-soluble

Finally, C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes are sulfur dyes obtained

by reacting synthesized sulfur dyes (C.I. sulfur dyes) with thiosulfonic acid
to produce a thiosulfonic acid derivative.
soluble and generally in a powder form. 10

Sulfur dye in this form is waterUnlike

11

conventional 11 or leuco

sulfur dyes, solubilized sulfur dye is not used exclusively to dye textiles
but is often used to dye leather and

paper.~ 1

C.l. leuco sulfur dyes are relatively inexpensive dyes that are applied
primarily to vegetable or
linen.

11

cellulosic 11 fibers, such as cotton, rayon, and

They also are used in lesser quantities to dye paper, leather, and

certain synthetic fibers.

The vast majority of sulfur dyes are used to dye

cotton textiles, with approximately half used to dye denim. 12
The manufacture of sulfur dyes takes place in two stages:
synthesis, and 2) dyestuff finishing. 13

1) dyestuff.

To synthesize sulfur dyes, raw

materials first are converted to chemical intermediates to produce a substance
with many of the physical and chemical characteristics of the finished dye.
This intermediate product is generally water-insoluble and must be
11

solubilized 11 or

11

finished 11 before the dye is sold to end-users.

Solubilization involves reacting dye intermediates with additional chemicals
so that they become water-soluble or

Report at
Report at
12 Report at
of colors, but
13 Report at
10
11

11

reduced,

11

and then standardizing the

1-5.
1- 7.
1-15 to 1-16. Sulfur dyes can be used to dye jeans in a range
indigo is the preferred dye for the color blue.
1-10.
5

resulting dye to the producer•s strength or coloring power. 14
Almost all the sulfur dyes produced in the United States are sold as
ready-to-use or pre-reduced liquid sulfur dyes.

Nearly all the imported dyes

subject to investigation enter the United States as a partially reduced liquid
or powder.
finishe~

The subject imports then are converted by being reduced or

into solubilized liquid dyes before sale to end users.

In the preliminary investigations, the Commission found a single like
product consisting of all sulfur dyes, including C.I. solubilized sulfur
dye. 15

After considering the record in these final investigations, as well as

the arguments of the parties in these final investigations, we reaffirm our
finding that the like product is composed of all sulfur dyes.
In these investigations, as in the preliminary investigations, the only
issue relating to the like product definition is whether C.I. solubilized
sulfur dye is a like product separate from all other sulfur and sulfur vat
dyes.

Two respondents, Atul, an Indian producer, and Biddle-Sawyer, a U.S.

importer, argue that C.I. solubilized sulfur dye, as compared to other sulfur
dyes, is sufficiently different to warrant its treatment as a separate like
product. 16

17

Petitioner and the remaining respondents contend that the

The term "solubilization 11 is used here to refer to a chemical process
during which conventional sulfur dyes of a type used to dye textiles is
chemically reduced. It is distinct from the term 11 C.I. solubilized sulfur
dyes 11 used above which refers to a thiosulfonic acid derivative form of sulfur
dye that is used to dye both leather and textiles. See discussion at p. 2
supra.
15 See Sulfur Dyes from China, India, and the United Kingdom, Inv. Nos.
731-TA-548, 550, and 551 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2514 (May 1992) at 7.
16 In these final investigations, Atul relies primarily on the fact that it
would be more expensive for end users to use solubilized sulfur dyes on
textiles rather than conventional sulfur dyes. Posthearing Brief of Atul and
Biddle Sawyer at 8.
17 While the investigatio.n involving subject imports from India is not
currently before us, we have addressed the like product issue raised by Indian
(continued ... )
14

6

Commission's preliminary finding of a single like product was appropriate.
With respect to physical characteristics and uses, Atul argues that
solubilized sulfur dyes are used exclusively to dye leather and sometimes
paper products, while conventional (C.l. sulfur and C.I. leuco) sulfur dyes
are only used to dye textiles.

Information collected in these final

investigations, however, reveals that both Sandoz, the domestic producer, and
C.H. Patrick, a U.S. finisher of sulfur dyes, sell some of their C.I.
solubilized sulfur dyes to the textile industry as well as the leather
industry. 18

This fact, as well as responses to the Commission's

questionnaires, indicates that C.I. solubilized and conventional sulfur dyes
are interchangeable to some degree for certain applications. 19
Information on the record suggests that

~here

is little overlap in

channels of distribution between C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes and conventional
sulfur dyes because virtually all sales of conventional or C.I. leuco sulfur
dyes are made directly to end users,2° while C.I. solubilized dyes are
generally sold to distributors who then sell them to end users.

However, we

note that very small amounts of C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes are sold directly
to end users in the textile industry. 21
Information collected in these final investigations suggests that
producers and customers perceive C.I. leuco and C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes
17 ( ••• continued)
respondents because resolution of this issue is useful in our analysis of
whether to cumulate subject imports from India with imports from China and the
United Kingdom for purposes of assessing material injury and threat.
18 Report at Table 1.
19 See·Report at I-7 and D-3.
20 Report at I-24; Questionnaire responses.
The subject imports of C.l.
sulfur {partially reduced) dyes are sold to U.S. finishers, either directly or
through importers. The finished dyes are then so.ld to end users as C.l. leuco
sulfur dyes. See Domestic Industry discussion, infra at pp. 8-14.
21 Responses to the Commission•s questionnaires.
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as differing to some degree in physical or chemical characteristics, but as
having some overlap in uses and production processes. 22

Indeed, respondent

C.H. Patrick, which sells both C.I. leuco and C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes,
argues that the Commission should define the like product as all sulfur
dyes. 23
With respect to production processes, it appears that C.I. solubilized
sulfur dye undergoes an additional chemical reaction that other sulfur dyes do
not undergo. 24

However, information on the record indicates that except for

the final stage of production, C~I. solubilized and conventional sulfur dye
are produc~d on common equipment by the same production employees. 25
Finally, respondent Atul argues that solubilized sulfur dyes are two to
three times as expensive as other types of sulfur dyes. 26

Petitioner

testified, however, that after converting C.I. solubilized dyes into their
liquid equivalent, the cost of the finished C.I. leuco dye obtained from C.I.
solubilized sulfur dye would be similar to the cost of converting C.I. sulfur
into the C. I. leuco form. 27
In sum, we find that the record does not support defining C.I.
solubilized sulfur dye as a separate like product.
II.

DOMESTIC INDUsTRY28
Section 771(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines domestic industry

Report at D-3.
Prehearing Brief of C.H. Patrick at 3.
24 Unlike other sulfur dyes, C. I. solubilized sulfur dye is obtained by
reacting sulfur dye with thiosulphonic acid to produce thiosulphonic acid
derivatives. Because these dyes are inherently water soluble, they can be
used on substrates such as leather without undergoing a separate 0 reduction
process." Report at I-5.
·
25 Report at E-3.
26 Posthearing Brief of Atul and Biddle Sawyer at 8.
27 Tr. at 31; Petitioner•s Prehearing Brief at 14.
28 See Additional Views of Commissioner Crawford.
22
23
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as:
. . . the domestic producers as a.whole of a like product, or
those producers whose collective output of the like product
constitutes a major proportion of the total domesti~ production of
that product. 29
In determining the scope of the domestic industry in these
investigations the Commission must address two issues:

(1) whether the two

U.S. finishers of sulfur dyes, C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye, should be
included within the domestic industry as

11

producers 11 of the like product, and

(2) if finishers are considered part of the domestic industry, whether they
should then be excluded as related parties.

A.

Whether Finishers are Domestic Producers

Petitioner argues that the Commission should not consider domestic
finishers to be a part of th~; domestic tndustry becau~e they imp~rt and ·merely
further process the subject dyes. 30

..;

Petitioner asserts that when C.H. Patrick

and Southern Dye mix imported unreduced and partially reduced C.I. sulfur dyes
·, .'

with water and reduction chemicals to obtain the fully reduced C.I. leuco form
and standardize them to a particular shade and cast, they are merely
performing a minor finishing operation. 31

.

This minor finishing operation is a

task that textile producers performed in the past and continue to perform in
other parts of the world. 32

Thus .they argue that the primary .interests of

C.H; Patrick and Southern Dye lie in importation rather than in domestic
production.
C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye, as well as respondent James Robinson,
argue that U.S. finishers are engaged. in sufficient _production-related
29
30

31
32

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(A).
.Tr. at 70.
Tr. at 29.
Tr. at 22.
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activity to be considered "producers".

Southern Dye adpit;ionally argues that

it should be included within the domestic industry bei::,ause. it mapufa,ctv-res a
product that is distinct from the intermediate product it imports. 33
In deciding whether

fl:

.

fi:r;m qualifies .as a . domestic producer, .the

Commission often has anaiyi,ed the overall nat'+r.e of a firm• s productionrelated activities in the United
examined such factors as:.

Sta~es.

34

Specifically, the

(1) the extent and sou+ce <?f

Commissio~

~·firm•

has

s capital.

investment; (2) the technical expertise involved in U.S. ptoduction

~ctivity;

(3) the value added to the product in the.United States; (4) employment
level.s; (5) the quantities apd types of l?arts s<?urceq in the United States;
and any other cost$ an4 •ctivities

inthe.~nited

States leading tp production

of the. like product, including where produc.tion decisio~~ are made. 35

The

Commission has emphasized 1;hat no single factor - - inclucU.ng value added • - is
d~terminative

and that value added information.becomes

mor~

qther production activity indicia are t.aken into account, 36

'eanirigful whe.n
The Cqmmission

also has stated that; .it will. ,consid~r any other factors it ,deems relevant in
light of the specific facts of any if1vestigation. 37

.

.Since the preliminary investigation,. additional evidence
has be.en
. .
,·-'

..
Posthearing Brief of Southern Dye at 8-9.
34 Dry Film Photoresist from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-622 (l?;-eliminary),
USITC Pub. 25S5 (August 1992) at 14; Dynamic Random Access Memories of One
M@~abit and Above from the Republic of Korea, Inv. No. 7)1-TA-55~
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2519 (June 1992) at 11-12.
35 Dry Film, Inv. No'. 731-TA~622 (Pre],.iminary), USITC Pub. 2555 (A!-lgust
1992) at 14; DRAMS, Inv. No. 731-TA.,.556 (Pr~liminary), .~SITC Pub. 2519 (June
1992) at 11~12.
.
.
36 See, h&..:..• Dry Film Photoresist from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA .. 622
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2555 (August 1992); Color Television Receivers from
the Republic of Korea and Taiwan, Inv. Nos, 73l·TA-134 and l35 (Final),.USITC
Pub. 1514 (May 1984) at 7, 8.
37 Dry Film Photoresist from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-622 (Preliminary),
PSITC Pub. 2555 (August l992); Erasable Programmable Read Only Memories from
Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-288 (Finai), USITC Pub. 1927 1 (December 1986).
'
33
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gathered which causes us to re-consider our earlier determination that
finishers are part of the domestic industry.
mixing of chemicals in reactor vessels.

Finishing operations involve the

There is considerable disagreement

among the parties as to the amount of technical expertise and sophistication
of technology required in finishing.

Petitioner argues that solubilization of

sulfur dye is not a sophisticated process and notes that before Sandoz
introduced its

11

ready-to-use 11 leuco sulfur dyes, U.S. textile manufacturers

purchased unreduced dyes and pertormed the reducing

operat~ons

themselves. 38

Respondents, on the other hand, contend that the finishing operation is
complex and requires specialized equipment and skilled personnel.

Respondents

point out that none of their customers, many of whom are large technically
sophisticated textile mills, chose to finish sulfur dyes themselves because
such finishing is not a simple procedure. 39
Responses to purchaser questionnaires confirm that several end-users do
not have the necessary equipment and personnel to perform finishing
operations, and that to do so would require significant investment.

Some end-

users, however, indicated that they would not require any new equipment to

°

perform their own finishing operations. 4

Further, it is not clear whether

some end-users simply find it more convenient to purchase sulfur dyes in
ready-to-use form, or whether they actually could not perform any finishing
operations because of the level of technological sophistication required.
As we noted in our preliminary determinations, the level of capital
investment by C.H. Patrick is significant. 41

Capital investment by itself,

38

Petitioner•s Prehearing Brief at 3; Petitioner's Posthearing Brief at

39

Posthearing Brief of C.H. Patrick at 4.
Report at 1-7, n.15.
Report at 1-33.

10.
40
41

11

however, is not necessarily dispositive of an entity•s status as a domestic
producer . 42
With respect to employment levels, we note that C.H. Patrick

~nd

Southern Dye•s toll producer employs a relatively small number of production
related workers, particularly when compared to Sandoz. 43
Finally, there is additional evidence that raises questions about the
amount.and significance of the value added by finishers to the subject
imports.
are not

First, it now appears that a large portion of the subject imports
11

unreduced 11 sulfur dyes, but are

11

semi-reduced 11

,

and, therefore, may

not require as much processing as we believed in the preliminary
investigations. 44
Second, when all of the finishers• costs are included, the amount of
value added by C.H. Patrlck and Southern Dye is as high or higher than the
levels we have found sufficient to constitute domestic production in other
investigations. 45

We note that one U.S. importer reported that it adds a cost

to the price of its imports to cover certain procedures and expenses,
including laboratory costs for quality control, amortization of expensive
laboratory equipment, and warehousing and trucking. 46

The amount of value

added by this importer•s operations was actually greater than that added by

42 ~.

£...:....&.:., Dry Film Photoresist from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-622
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2555 (August 1992).
43 We recognize, however, the number of employees is but one factor in
defining the domestic industry and, in some instances, a domestic industry has
relatively few employees.
44 Report at I-14 to I-15.
45 ·Report at I-69 to I-70.
See, ~. Dynamic Random Access Memories of
One Megabit and Above from the Republic of Korea, Inv. No. 731-TA-556
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2519 (June 1992) at 10-12.
46 Memorandum INV-Q-027 at 3.
C.H. Patrick initially had included several
of these same procedures in its calculation of its domestic production value
added.
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the operations performed by C.H. Patrick on its imports, yet the importer
never considered itself to.be a domestic producer.

We note, however, that

this importer does not perform any actual reduction of sulfur dyes, as do C.H.
Patrick and Southern Dye.
We also have examined the actual

11

conversion 11 costs from the operations

performed by C.H. Patrick on the subject imports which reduce the sulfur dyes
into their ready-to-use, leuco form.

We believe it is appropriate and helpful

in this case to examine carefully these conversion costs apart from selling,
general and administrative expenses because the latter may include costs that
would be incurred by any importer and thus may not reflect domestic production
activity. 47

The amount of value added by direct labor, raw materials and

factory overhead was smaller than what C.H. Patrick originally contended.
We also note that the value added by Southern Dye•s toll production is
somewhat misleading.

A moderate amount of conversion costs can give a

significant percentage of value added because the base on which the percentage
is calculated is relatively small. 48
In short, the evidence indicates that for this particular process (i.e.,
finishing operations), calculating a precise or even approximate percentage of
value added is problematic.

Depending upon the Rpproach taken, it may be

overstated or understated.
In light of the additional evidence gathered during the final
investigation, we find that it is a close question whether C.H. Patrick and
Southern Dye are domestic producers of sulfur dyes.

We need not reach any

In fact, as required by generally accepted according principles (GAAP),
some of C.H. Patrick•s SG&A. expenses cover the same types of activities as
those performed by the impor~er discussed above.
48
Report at I- 33.
47
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final conclusion in this case, however, because, as discussed immediately
below, if we were to find that C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye were part of the
domestic industry, we would exclude them as related parties. 49
B.

Related Parties

The related parties provision, 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B), allows for the
exclusiort of certain domestic producers from the domestic industry fpr the
purposes of an injury determination.
steps. 5

°

Applying the provision involves two

First, the Commission must determine whether the domestic producer

meets the definition of a related party.

Seconq, if a producer is a related

party, the Commission may exclude such producers in "appropriate
circumstances. 1151
The statute defines related parties as producers who are "related

t~

the

exporters or importers, or are themselves importers of the allegedly
subsidized or dumped merchandise.n 52

Exclusion of a related party is within

the Commission•s discretion based upon the facts presented in each case. 53
The rationale for the related parties provision is the concern that domestic
producers who either are related to foreign producers or exporters, or are
themselves importers of the subject merchandise, may be in a position that

49 Based upon the foregoing analysis, Chairman Newquist finds that C.H.
Patrick and Southern Dye are not part of the domestic industry. Chairman
Newquist agrees, however, that if included in the domestic industry, it is
appropriate, as discussed below, to exclude C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye as
related parties.
50 ~. ~. Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from China and
Thailand, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-520 and 521 (Final), USITC Pub. 2528 at 7 (June
1992).
51 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B).
52 19 U.S.C. § 1677(4)(B).
53 See, ~. Torrington Co. v. United States, 790 F. Supp. 1162 (CIT
1992); Sandvik AB v. United States, 721 F. Supp. 1322, 1331-32 (CIT 1989),
aff•d without opinion, 904 F.2d 46 (Fed. Cir. 1990); Empire Plow Co. v. United
States, 675 F. Supp. 1348. 1352 (CIT 1987).
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shields them from any injury that might be caused by the imports. 54
In these investigations, C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye are related
parties because they import the subject merchandise.
whether

11

Thus the only issue is

appropriate circumstances 11 exist for the Commission to exclude them

from the domestic industry in the event the Commission determines them to be
domestic producers.
The Commission traditionally has examined at least three factors in
deciding whether a related party is being

11

shielded 11 from t;he effects of

subject imports and determining that appropriate circumstances exist to
exclude that party.

Those factors include: ·

tl) the percentage of domestic production attributable to the
importing producer;
(2) the reasons the U.S. producer has decided to import the
product subject to investigation, i.e., whether the firm benefits
from the LTFV sales or subsidies or whether the firm must import
in order to enable it to continue production and compete in the
U.S. market, and
(3) the position of the related producers vis-a-vis the rest of
the industry, i.e., whether inclusion or exclusion of the related
party will skew the data for the rest of the industry. 55
In addition, the Commission has considered other factors, such as the ratio of
54 See S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. at 83 (1979).
The Senate
Report states that:
The ITC is given discretion not to include within the
domestic industry those domestic producers of the like product
which are either related to exporters or importers of the imported
product being investigated, or which import that product. Thus,
for example, where a U.S. producer is related to a foreign
exporter and the foreign exporter directs his exports to the
United States so as not to compete with his related U.S. producer,
this should be a case where the ITC would not consider the related
U.S. producer to be a part of the domestic industry.

This is the only legislative guidance provided by Congress with regard to the
Commission•s application of the related party provision.
55 See Torrington Co. v. United States, 790 F. Supp. 1161 (CIT
1992)(affirming Commission•s application of the related party provision).
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import shipments to U.S. production for each producer and the length of time
that the producer has been engaged in domestic production. 56
Respondents C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye argue that they should not be
removed from the Commission•-s definition of the domestic industry because they
have a small share of the domestic industry, and because they have had no
choice but to import their inputs because petitioner refused to supply them
with domestically-produced product. 57

Record evidence indicates that Sandoz

has been willing in the past to .enter into negotiations with potential
purchasers of its intermediate dyes but that no purchases have taken place, in
some cases because the. price was considered too high. 58
We determine that appropriate circumstances exist to exclude both C.H.
Patrick and Southern Dye as related parties.

Information collected in these

final investigations supports· our finding, initially made in the preliminary
investigations, that the primary interests of both finishers of sulfur dyes
lie in importation rather than in domestic production.
III.

CONDITION OF THE DOMESTIC INDUSTRY59
In determining whether there is material injury to a domestic industry

by reason of the LTFV imparts, the Commission is directed to consider nall
As a preliminary matter, we note that the primary purchasers of C.I.
sulfur dye imports, C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye Company, in some instances
purchase their imports of C.I. sulfur dyes from importers rather than import
them directly, and thus are not always the importer of record. Report at I33. This fact does not alter our related party analysis because we have
previously determined that it was not appropriate to adopt a narrow definition
of the term 11 importern that would limit the term to mean 11 importer of record.n
Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from China and Thailand, Inv.
Nos. 731-TA-520 and 521 (Final), USITC Pub. 2528 (June 1992).
57 Prehearing Brief of Southern Dye at 4; Prehearing Brief of James
Robinson at 4-6; Posthearing Brief of C.H. Patrick at 5-6.
58 Tr. at 50-53.
59 Because we are analyzing the condition of a single domestic producer,
our discussion must necessarily be of a general nature because much of the
information relevant to analysis is business proprietary.
56
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relevant economic factors that have a bearing on the state of the industry in
the United States

11 60

These include production, consumption,

shipments, inventories, capacity utilization, market share, employment, wages,
productivity, financial performance, capital expenditures, and research and
development. 61

No single factor is determinative, and the Commission

considers all relevant factors

11

within the context of the business cycle and

conditions of competition that are distinctive to the affected industry. 1162
We note that the consumption of sulfur dyes is driven largely by the
demand for certain textiles (primarily cotton fabric) and particularly black
denim, which has increased significantly in popularity in recent years. 63
Demand for sulfur dyes increased by approximately 32 percent between 1989 and
1991. 64
The increased popularity of black denim has led to the introduction of
new sulfur dye products developed to meet the needs of the fashion industry.
Both Sandoz and C.H. Patrick have engaged in research and development efforts
to develop sulfur dyes and dye pretreatments that create a

11 stone

washed 11 or

"distressed" look and have marketed their dyes extensively, but C.H. Patrick
appears to have captured a larger share of the high fashion niche market for
black denim than has Sandoz. 65

Evidence on the rPcord suggests that Sandoz

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
Id.
62 Id.
63 Report at I-46.
There was testimony at the Commission's hearing that
the market for black denim has grown from approximately 10 percent of the
total denim market to approximately 30 percent today. Tr. at 92-93.
64 Report at Table 24.
65 Report at I-46 to I-48.
Sales of sulfur dyes are generally made through
direct contacts between sales representatives of the dye companies and
purchasing agents at the textile mills. However, when a company develops new
dyes or pretreatments that create novel effects, the marketing staff of the
dye company may produce sample fabrics that display these effects and contact
(continued ... )
6o

61
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has not always been at the forefront of innovation with respect to new sulfur
dye products. 66

Demand for sulfur dyes for use in dyeing leather has also

increased in recent years. 67
A second recent development affecting the industry was the introduction
by Southern Dye of an environmentally safer nfree sulfur free" dye.

All of

the dyes sold by Southern Dye are of the environmentally safer variety.

This

innovation by Southern Dye was followed by Sandoz•s introduction of a new line
of dyes that produce less free sulfur during its

applicatio~. 68

One of the

two new product lines introduced by Sandoz over the period of investigation is
its Sandozol ROT which is designed to reduce the amounts of certain pollutants
released during application of the dyes to textiles. 69
A third development in the sulfur dyes market is the introduction by
Sandoz and C.H. Patrick of lower priced black dyes that are substantially
similar to dyes already on the market.

In 1989, Sandoz began offering its

nDeniblack 4G 11 as a lower priced alternative to its existing Sulfur Black 4GCF
for use on denim. 70

In 1990, C.H. Patrick introduced its less expensive dye

known as 11Denim Black 2000. 1171

In spite of the introduction of these lower

priced products, however, some large customers are unwilling to change dye
( ••• continued)
designers and garment manufacturers rather than the textile mill. If a
designer is interested in the new product, the dye producer can create what is
known as a 11 pull-through 11 sale, whereby the garment manufacturer places an
order with the textile company specifying both the fabric and the new dye.
Report at I-49.
66 End User Submissions; Tr. at 16-17.
67 Report at I-46.
68 Report at I-48.
Southern Dye asserts, however, that its dyes are
significantly different from the environmentally safer dyes produced by Sandoz
and that its customers purchase its products because they meet special
environmental and health concerns. Report at I-48.
69 Report at I-48.
70 Report at I-48.
71 Report at Figure 6.
65
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suppliers because they do not want to risk altering the appearance of their
products in ways that might make them less marketable in order to obtain small
savings in the cost of dyestuffs. 72
Apparent domestic consumption of sulfur dyes increased between 1989 and
1991 and was higher in January to September of 1992 than in the corresponding
period in 1991. 73

Sandoz•s production and U.S. shipments also increased in

both quantity and value over the three year period of investigation and were
higher in January to September of 1992 than in the
1991. 74

correspo~ding

period in

Sandoz•s production capacity increased between 1989 and 1991 then

remained constant between January to September of 1991 and January to
September of 1992. 75

Sandoz•s rate of capacity utilization decr~ased

moderately between 1989 and 1991, but was higher in January to September of
1992 than in the corresponding period of 1991. 76
The unit value of Sandoz•s U.S. shipments increased between 1989 and
1991 and was higher in January to September of 1992 than in the corresponding
period in 1991. 77

In addition, Sandoz•s end-of-period inventories of finished

sulfur dyes decreased between 1989 and 1991, but were moderately higher in
January to September of 1992 than in the corresponding period in 1991.

The

ratio of such inventories to total shipments also decreased between 1989 and
1991, and was slightly higher in the first nine months of 1992 than in the
first nine months of 1991. 78

Report
a very small
73 Report
74 Report
75 Report
76 Report
77 Report
78 Report
72

at I-48. We note that the cost of the dye generally accounts for
percentage of the cost of the finished product.
at Table 24.
at Table 4 and Table 5.
at Table 4.
at Table 4.
at Table 5.
at Table 7.
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The average

numb~r

of U.S. production and related workers producing

sulfur dyes for Sandoz decreased between 1989 and 1991, as Sandoz 1 s
productivity (measured in pounds produced per hours worked) irtcreased.

The

number of production and related workers employed by Sandoz was higher in
January to September 1992 than in the corresponding period of 1991 and its
productivity was higher in January·to September 1992 than in the corresponding
period in 1991.

The number of hours worked decreased between 1989 and 1991,

but was higher in January to September of 1992 than in the corresponding
period of 1991.

Wages paid to production workers decreased over the three

year period, but were higher for the period of January to September of 1992
than for the corresponding period in 1991.

Average hourly wages paid

increased between 1989 and 1991 and were higher in January to September 1992.
Finally, Sandoz 1 s unit labor costs (measured in cents per pound) decreased
between 1989 and 1991 but were higher in the first nine months of 1992 than in
the corresponding period in 1991. 79
Sandoz 1 s net sales increased over the three year period of
investigation, and were higher for the peribd January to September 1992 than
for the corresponding period in 1991.

In spite of this increase, its

operating income decreased throughout the three yaar period of investigation,
as did operating income and operating income as a percentage of net sales.
Sandoz 1 s operating income as a percent of its net sales, however, were higher
for the period January to September 1992 than for the corresponding period in
1991. 80
The decrease in Sandoz•s operating income in spite of an increase in net

79
80

Report at Table 8.
Report at I-29.
20
~

-

sales appears to be the result of a number of factors unrelated to the subject
imports including, among other things, an increase in sales of Sandoz•s lower
priced De.niblack dye at the expense of its higher priced sulfur black dye and
increases in its operating costs. 81

IV.

82

CUMUIATION
In determining whether there .is material injury by reason of LTFV

imports, the Commission is required to assess cumulatively the volume and
' ..

effect of imports from two or more countries subject to investigation if such
imports are reasonably coincident with one another and "compete with each
other and with like products of tne domestic industry in the United States
market. 11 83

·

Cumulation is not required;' however, when imports from a subject

country are negligible and-have no discernible adverse impact on the.

dome~tic.

industry. 84
In assessing· whether· imports compete with each other· and

~ith

the

domestic like product, the Conuniss'ion generally has considered. four .facto,rs:
(1)

the degree of fungibility·between the impor.ts from different

See Report at 1-65 and 1-66.
Commissioner Rohr finds that the domestie industry is not currently , ..
experiencing material injury. He bases this determination on Sandoz•s strong
participation'in the growing sulfur dye market as evidenced by its solid
increases in production, shipments, capacity, productivity and net sales and
notes that, though Sandoz did experience decreased operating income and incom~
margins between 1989 and 1991, both of these indicators rebounded
·
significantly.in the first nine months of 1992. Accordingly he does not join
in the remainder of these views. For his findings on threat, see the
Additional Views of Commissioner David B. Rohr.
83 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iv)(I); Chaparral Steel Co. v. United States, 901
F.2d 1097 (Fed. Cir. 1990).
84 i9 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(v).
In determining whether imports are.
negligible, the statute directs the Commission to consider all relevant
economic factors including whether: (I) the volUDie and market share of the
imports are negligible; (II) sales transactions involving the imports are
isolated and sporadic; and (III) the domestic market for the like product is
price sensitive by reason of the nature of the product, so that a small
quantity of imports can result in price suppression or depre~sion. Id.
81

82
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countries and between import~ and the domestic like product,
including consideration of specific customer requirements and
other quality rel~ted questions;
(2) the presence of sales or offers to sell in the same geogr~phic
market$ o( imports fro~ different countries and the domestic like
product;
(3) the existence of common or similaD channels of distribµtion
for imports from different countries afl<;l the dQmestic like

product; and

(4) whether the imports are simultaneously present in the
market. 85
While no single factor is determinative, and the list of ·factors is not
ex~lusive,

these

fa~tors

are

intende~

to pro.wide the CoQU1lhsiort 'l'l{ith a

·framework for determining whether· the imports

the domestic like product. 8·6

¢omp~te

wit}l each other and with

of

Only a "re;ison~ble overlap"

comp~tition is

required. 87
We find that there

~s

i;uffici8nt competition

betwe~n

the subject impol:'ts

of $Ulfuf dyes from China, IndiC!, and the United KingdoD\ and between the

subject import$ and the <lomestic like product to warrant cumulation.
Respondent James Robin$on. a U.K.

vrodu~er

of C.I. sulfur

~yes,

argued at the

hearing that the sulfur black product it sells is UQique artd has no
competitors. 88

C.H. Patrick, the largest purchaser of subject imports who

purcha$es imports from all three subject countries (and

therefor~

the nature of competition between the subject imports),

ar~ues

is aware of

that cumulation

is appropriate. 89
85 See Fundicao Tupy. S .A. v. United States, 678 F. S~pp. 89a (CIT 1988),
aff•d, 859 F.2d 915 (Fed, Cir. id88).
'
6
8 See, ~. Wieland Werke, AG v. United States, 718 F. Supp.
50, 52 (CIT
1
I
1989) •
87 See,~. Granges Metallverken AB v. UniteqStates, 716 F. Supp. 17
(CIT 1989).
88 Tr. at 126-127.
89 Posthearing Brief of C.H. Patrick at 9.
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As discussed above, Sandoz has been willing in the past to enter into
negotiations with potential purchasers of its intermediate dyes indicating
that some level of competition exists between Sandoz•s intermediate C.I.
sulfur dyes and the subject imports. 90

91 92

With respect to sales to end users of C.I. leuco sulfur dyes, it is
clear that C.I. leuco sulfur dyes produced by Sandoz compete with C.I. sulfur
dyes that are imported from the subject countries and finished by C.H. Patrick
and Southern Dye into C.I. leuco sulfur dye.

All end users. reported that both

the domestic product and the products produced by C.H.

Patri~k

and Southern

Dye were employed in the same range of uses. 93
V.

NO MA'l'ERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS
In determining whether the domestic industry is materially injured by

reason of the imports under investigation, the statute directs the Commission
to consider:
(I) the volume of imports of the merchandise which is the subject
of the investigation;

See discussion supra at 16.
Respondents Atul, an Indian producer, and Biddle Sawyer, an importer of
Indian dye, contend that the Commission should not c~ulate imports of C.I.
sulfur dyes from India because C.I. solubilized sulfur dye used in the leather
industry does not compete with C.I. leuco sulfur dyes in either end use or in
geographic markets. Prehearing Brief of Atul and Biddle SaWyer at 34-35.
There is evidence on the record to indicate that imports of C.I. solubilized
sulfur dyes compete with domestically produced C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes,
and that distributors, such as Keystone Aniline, sell both domestic and
imported C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes. Tr. at 23; Tr. at 95-96.
92 Commissioner Crawford disagrees with the majority that evidence in the
record indicates some level of competition exists between Sandoz•s
intermediate sulfur dyes and the subject imports. Sandoz•s offer to sell to
Patrick was in no sense a good faith bargaining effort since the price quoted
by Sandoz for the intermediate dye was greater than the current market price
for the finished sulfur dye. Although the record on Southern•s experience
with Sandoz is business confidential, Commissioner Crawford notes that she
does not find the record supports any reasonable definition of competition.
93 Report at I-49.
.
90
91
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(II) the effect of imports of that merchandise on prices in the
United States for like products; and
(III) the impact of imports of such merchandise on domestic
producers of like products, but only in the context of production
operations within the United States. 94
In making this determination, the Commission may consider

97

such other
However, the

economic factors as are relevant to the determination
Commission is not to weigh causes. 96

11

98

In determining whether there is material injury by reason of the LTFV
imports, the statute directs the Comiilission to consider

11

whether the volume of

imports of the merchandise, or any irtcrease in that volume, either in absolute
terms or relative to production or consumption in the United States, is
significant. 1199

In calculating trends for such indicators as total domestic

consumption and other trends relating to volume, it has been necessary to
convert data regarding the quantity of subject imports into estimates of the
equivalent weight of the finished dyes . 100

This process necessarily

introduced some degree of uncertainty into the quantity figures because raw
material characteristics vary from factory to factory depending on the

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(i).
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(ii).
96 See, !!...:...&.:... Citrosuco Paulista, S.A. v. United States, 704 F. Supp. 1075,
1101 (CIT 1988).
97 Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Nuzum note that the Commission need
not determine that imports are 11 the principal, a substantial or a significant
cause of material injury. 11 S. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 57 and 74
(1979). Rather, a finding that imports are a cause of material injury is
sufficient. E.g., Metallverken Nederland, B.V. v. United States, 728 F. Supp.
730, 741(CIT1989); Citrosuco at 1101.
98 Views on the proper standard of causation of Vice-Chairman Watson are
set out in Certain Helical Spring Lockwashers from the People•s Republic of
China.and Taiwan, Inv. No. 731-TA-624 and 625 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2565
at 21, note 99 (October 1992).
99 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(i).
1oo Report at I-97.
94

95
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characteristics and age of the raw materials. 101
We note that domestic sulfur dyes accounted for the vast majority of
shipments during the period of investigation.

At no time during this period

did cumulated imports account for more than thirty percent of domestic
consumption in terms of either quantity or value . 102

103

During the period of

investigation, the market share of cumulated subject imports increased between
1989 and 1990, but decreased between 1990 and 1991, and continued to decrease
in the interim period. 104

In view of the nonprice factors relating to imports

discussed below, we do not find the volume or increase in volume of cumulated
LTFV imports to be significant.
In evaluating the effect of LTFV imports on prices, the Commission
considers whether there has been significant price underselling of imports and
whether the imports suppress or depress prices to a significant degree. 105

We

note that Sandoz•s prices generally have risen over the period of
investigation, indicating a lack of price depression. 106
Respondents argue that the Commission may not use the pricing data
collected in these investigations in its analysis of whether significant price
underselling exists or whether there has been price suppression or depression

Report at I-97, n.109.
Report at Table G-1.
103 In calculating the volume of cumulated imports we included imports of
subject sulfur dyes allegedly transshipped from subject countries through
Europe. See Report at I-98. Generally Commerce determines which imports are
11 subject to investigation".
In the investigation with respect to India,
however, Commerce will not make a final determination until after we must
issue our op1n1on. We note, however, that Commerce's finding on this issue
will not change our conclusion that a domestic industry is not materially
injured by reason of the subject LTFV imports.
104 Report at Table G-1.
105 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(ii).
106 Report at Tables 26, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 36, and 38.
1o 1
1 02
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to a significant degree. 107

They allege that a significant portion of the

prices of dyes finished from imports is attributable to processing activities
performed after importation by C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye and therefore any
underselling is not the result of dumping. 108
We disagree with the assertion that the Commission can make no use
whatsoever of the pricing data collected in these investigations.
Commission is required by statute to consider, "in each case,

11

11 the

Indeed, the
effects of

imports of [the subject] merchandise on prices in the United States for like
products .

11109

The Court of International Trade has stated that " [ i] n

evaluating the effect of imports on prices, it is clear that Congress vested
the Commission with broad discretion •to make reasonable interpretations of

Tr. at 118.
Prehearing Brief of C.H. Patrick at 12; Prehearing Brief of James
Robinson at 14. To support this proposition, respondents cite two Commission
determinations, Certain Granite From Italy and Spain, Inv. No. 701-TA-289 and
731-TA-381-383 (Final), USITC Pub. 2110 (August 1988), and Fabricated
Structural Steel from Canada, Inv. No. 731-TA-387 (Preliminary), US!TC Pub.
2062 (February 1988), which they allege stand for the proposition that "price
comparisons are o~ !!£ probative value and do not demonstrate significant
underselling by the 1 imported merchandise• when the comparison involves
services, components or products not subject to investigation." .Prehearing
Brief of James Robinson at 12-13.
We disagree both with respondents• reading of Certain Granite From Italy
and Spain and Fabricated Structural Steel from Canada and with their assertion
that those two Commission determinations are the ones most applicable to the
issues in these investigations. In the Granite investigation, a large number
of factors limited the Comrnission•s ability to make price comparisons between
domestic and import prices of granite, including the fact that related
products and services could account for a significant portion of the total bid
price and many of the reported bid prices did not break out the cost of those
items. Thus, this case does not support respondents' assertion that the
Commission can make no use of price comparisons when the imported product
undergoes any amount of finishing before being sold in the domestic market.
Like Granite, Certain Fabricated Structural Steel from Canada, is not an
analogous case because the only pricing data available for the domestic
product were for bids in which the subject steel was sold along with
engineering services, erection costs, and the cost of other products necessary
for the erection of buildings.
109 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(B)(II).
107

108
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the evidence and to determine the overall significance of any particular
factor or piece of evidence.

1 11 110

In these final investigations, petitioner argued at the hearing that the
Commission should compare a constructed price for Sandoz•s C.I. sulfur dye
product that it uses captively with the price of the subject C.I. sulfur dye
imports.

While we believe that the Commission may use these data in

evaluating the price effects of subject imports, we note that the CIT has
stated that,

11

[i]t is critical to fair price comparisons that they be made at

the level of actual competition in the U.S. market. 11111

Thus we find data

regarding prices at the level of sales to end users, which is the actual point
of competition, to be more probative evidence than price comparisons between
subject exports and an artificial transfer price constructed by Sandoz, which
may bear limited relevance to the prices quoted in the end user markets in
which the merchandise is actually sold.
While we disagr.ee with respondents' contention that we are precluded
from considering pricing data, we recognize certain limitations in the
data. 112

113

We note first that in assessing the prices to end users of

finished dyes sold by Sandoz, C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye we are assessing
11

° Copperweld

Corporation v. United States, 682 F. Supp. 552, 564 (CIT

1988).
111 Chung Ling Co. v. United States, Slip Op. 90·10-00528 (July 28, 1992)
at 22 (citing Maine Potato Council v. United States, 613 F. Supp. at 1245).
112 We note that direct price comparisons between the imported and the
domestic products were possible only for imports of C.I. solubilized sulfur
black 1 from the United Kingdom.,, Report at I-115.
113 Vice Chairman Watson and Commissioner Crawford find the pricing data in
these investigations·to be of limited, if any, value in assessing underselling
in determining whether the domestic industry is materially injured by reason
of the subject imports, because the significant amount of value added by U.S.
finishers may have masked any price effects from the dumped imports. In
addition, the substantial value added blurs the distinction between a
comparison of an import and a U.S. like product and a comparison of two U.S.
products.
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prices at a different level of trade than that at which the. subject dyes are
imported.

In additiqn, we note that the purchase prices for finished dyes

include value added by the U.S. finishers.
In considering the evidence of record on price effects, we do not find
si,.gnificant underselling for the following reasons.

First, an

ex~ination

of

prices of finished dyes sold by U.S. finishers and Sandoz•s prices imports
revealed no overall trend among the dyes selected for comparison, although the
prices for individual dyes showed bc>th upward and downward trends. 114

In

evaluating price trends, we selected for comparisons, among others, the Sulfur
Black 1 dyes that appeared to compete most closely with each other based on
factors such as dye characteristics and purchasers perceptions. 115
Second, we believe that nonpr:i,ce factors play an important role in the
market for sulfur dyes.

Indeed ther,e is evidence that for certain purchasers,

nonprice factors play a more important role than price in purchasing
decisions.

These customers include many customers who purchase

environmentally safer sulfur dyes 116 and those cus.tomers who desire particular
fashion effects. 117

118

As noted previously, there is evidence on the record

Report at I-53.
Report at I-53.
116 We note that Sandoz attributes a portion of the increase in its sales
to increasing demand for its environmentally safer sulfur black dye. Report
at I-65.
117 See Tr. at 16-18, 84-87, 89 and 61.
We note that representatives of
Sandoz testified at the Commission•s hearing that Sandoz is increasing its
capacity to produce environmentally safer sulfur dyes. Tr. at 62. C.H.
Patrick does not currently market an environmentally safer sulfur dye.
118 Chairman Newquist notes that in some instances, particularly where
11 fashion 11 is involved,
the Commission has recognized that heightened
consideration of customer or end-user preference and demand may be
appropriate. For example, in its negative determination in Sweaters Wholly or
in Chief Weight of Manmade Fibers from Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea and
Taiwan, USITC Pub. 2577, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-448-450 (Final Views on Remand)(Nov.
1992), the Commission stated:
(continued ... )
11 4
11 5
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that Sandoz has not always been at the forefront of innovation with respect to
new sulfur dye products. 119

For other customers, however, price is clearly an

important factor in purchasing decisions. 120
In the segment of the market where purchasing decisions are made
principally on the basis of price, we note that price reductions were
initiated by Sandoz . 121

As noted earlier, Sandoz was the first to introduce a

lower priced line of black sulfur dyes when it introduced its Deniblack
product in 1989.

C.H. Patrick then introduced its lower priced Denim Black

200 product in 1990. 122

On the basis of the above discussion, we conclude

that domestic prices have not been

supp~essed

to a significant degree by the

LTFV imports.
In assessing the impact of LTFV imports on the domestic industry we
consider, among other relevant factors, -U.S .. consumption,. production,
shipments, capacity utilization, employment, .wages, financial performance,

118

( •••

continued)

[a]s a background to.our discussion . . . ,we note-that domestic
producers tend to produce sweaters using basic yarns and styles,
whereas [the subject countries] and other foreign producers are·
better able to produce fancier sweaters requiring more handwork.
With this in mind, we note first that there have been changes in
consumer preferences. For example, consumers have become more
conscious of style and fashion trends, resulting in a shift in
consumer taste toward sweaters with more intricate designs and
patterns. In addition, the evidence in these investigations
indicates a significant shift in sweater consumption away from
[manmade fiber] toward cotton sweaters.
Id. at 23 (footnotes omitted).
119 End User Submissions; Tr. at 16-17.
120 Report at I-113.
We note that all end users reported that both the
Sandoz and C.H. Patrick qyes were used in the same range of uses and that a
·majority of end users stated that the Sandoz product and the products of U.S.
finishers and distributors of subject imports were of comparable quality. id.
121 Report at I-41.
122 Report at I-41.
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capital investment, and research and development expenses. 123

In these

investigations, due to the lack of significant volume or price effects of the
subject imports, we do not find a sufficient impact by the LTFV impdrts on the
industry to warrant an affirmative determination.
Based on our analysis of the financial condition of the domestic
industry and the nonprice factors discussed above, we find a lack of causal
nexus between any injury the industry may be suffering and the LTFV imports.
While Sandoz experienced a decrease in its net sales and share of apparent
U.S. conE!µmption in 1990, its net sales and

~arket

share increased in 1991 and

both were higher in the first nine months of 1992 than in the first nine
months. o.f 1991. 124

Further, Sandoz' s net sales in terms of volume increased

throughout the entire period of investigation. 125

We conclude, the·refore,

that the domestic sulfur dyes industry is not materially injured by reason of
LTFV imports from China and the United Kingdom.
VI .

No THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF LTFV IMPORTS

A.

Cumulation

In analyzing whether unfair imports threaten to cause material injury to
a domestic industry, the Commission is not required, but has the discretion,
to cumulate the price and volume effects of imports from two or more countries
if such imports compete with each other .and with the like products of the
domestic industry in the United States market, and are subject to

See 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(C)(iii).
Report at Table 24 and I-61. As noted above, Sandoz•s operating income
decreased between 1990 and 1991 but was higher in the first nine months of
1992 than in the first nine months of 1991. Report at I-61.
125 The discrepancy between the volume and value of Sandoz 1 s net sales
between 1989 and 1990 may reflect the introduction of its lower priced
Deniblack.
123

124
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investigation. 126
Imports from China, India, and.the United Kingdom are subject to
concurrent antidumping duty investigations.

For the reasons cited in our

discussion of cumulation for material injury, we find that the competition
requirement has been met in these investigations.
In these final investigations we have cumulatively assessed the price
and volume effects of the subject imports from China, India, and the United
Kingdom and find that the domestic industry is not threatened with material
injury by reason of LTFV imports from China and the United Kingdom. 127
B.

128

Analysis of Threat of Material Injury By Reason of Unfair Imports

Section 771(7) (F) of the Tariff Act of 1930 directs the Commission to
determine whether a U.S. industry is threatened with material injury by reason
of LTFV imports

11 on

the basis of evidence that the threat of material injury

is real and that actual injury is imminent. 11129

The statute identifies ten

specific factors to be consider.ed and we have considered all of the factors

126 Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United States, 728 F. Supp. 730, 741-42
(CIT 1989); Asocoflores, 704 F. Supp. 1068, 1072 (CIT 1988).
127 This determination relates only to LTFV imports from China and the
United Kingdom. However, because we cumulate the subject imports, we also
cumulate the price and volume effects of allegedly LTFV imports of sulfur dyes
from India which are also subject to investigation.
128 Vice Chairman Watson has determined that appropriate circumstances
exist to cumulate subject imports from China, India and the United Kingdom.
He notes that the various trends in the statutory threat factors as well as
the capabilities and intentions of the foreign respondents overlap to a
sufficient extent. Even if he had determined, however, not to cumulate the
subject imports from China, India and the United Kingdom, Vice Chairman Watson
would have made individual negative determinations with respect to those
countries.
129 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii).
While an analysis of the statutory threat
factors necessarily involves projection of future events, our determination is
not made based on supposition, speculation or conjecture, but on the statutory
directive of real and imminent injury. See, ~. S. Rep. No. 249, 96th ...
Cong., 1st Sess. 88-89 (1979); Hannibal industries Inc. v. United States, 712
F. Supp. 332, 338 (CIT 1989).
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relevant to the particular facts of this investigation.

These include data

regarding foreign production capacity, market penetration, price suppression
or depression, inventories of the subject merchandise, under-utilized
production capacity in the exporting countries, and the actual or potential
negative effects on the domestic industry•s existing development and
production efforts . 130

131

The presence or absence of any single threat :factor

is not necessarily dispositive . 132
In these final investigations, we find that the domestic industry is not
threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV imports from the subject
countries.
We do not find any excess or underutilized capacity in the subject
countries that is likely to result in a significant increase irt exports to the
United States.

We note that the only two significant importers of the subject

dyes, Southern Dye and C.H. Patrick are currently operating at close to full
capacity and have no plans to increase their imports . 133

There also is no

credible evidence on the record that indicates that these two finishers have
the ability to increase their capacity to import and finish sulfur dyes in the
near future.

Because the

11

bottleneck 11 effect of these finishers limits the

amount of imports that enter the U.S. market, it is unlikely that any excess
Three of the statutory factors are not relevant to the facts of these
investigations and therefore will not be discussed further. These are factors
(I) regarding subsidies, (VIII) regarding.potential product shifting, and (IX)
regarding raw and processed agricultural products.
131 The Commission must also consider whether dumping findings or
antidumping remedies in markets of foreign countries against the same class of
merchandise suggest a threat of material injury to the domestic industry. 19
U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)(I). We have not received any evidence that there are
any dumping findings or remedies in any other country involving sulfur dyes
from China, India, or the United Kingdom.
132 See~. Rhone Poulenc, S.A. v. United States, 592 F. Supp., 1324 n.18
(CIT 1984).
13 3 Report at Table 4.
130
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capacity in the subject countries will result in a significant increase in
exports to the United States.
In addition, information on the record indicates that some amount of
excess capacity to produce the subject sulfur dyes does exist in China, 1 34 . but
data coilected in these investigations indicate ·that there is a. large home
market in China for the subject sulfur dyes and that the United States is not
the largest export market for the -Chinese industry . 135
Because there are only· two··manufacturers of the subject sulfur dyes from
India who export to the United States, capacity figures for India are business
proprietary.

We

note, however, that imports from India accounted for less

than 10 percent of ·subject imports and that there are several constraints .on
the capacity of "the Indian· sulfur dye' industry, including-. shortage·s of.
chemical intermediates such as DNCB-and-the l'leed to upgrade its technology· in
variO\lS areas . 136
There is only a single producer of the subject imports inthe United
Kingdom and evidence collected 'in 'these investigations.indicates that .the
production capacity of· that producer has decreased over the period of
investigation, that the" capaci'ty utili'zation rate for that prt>ducer is ·high,.
and that the impo-rtance of export markets other than the .Uni.ted States is
increasing. 137
With respect to any·rapid increase in United States market penetration
and the likelihood that the penetration will increase to an· injurious level,
we again find that due to the importing

134

135
136
137

Report
Report
Report
Tr. at

at I-87.
at I-83; Tr. at 115.
at I-88.
99-100; Report at Table 22.
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0

bottleneck,

0

it is unlikely that an

increase in cumulated imports will increase to an injurious level.

while

th~

Moreover,

volume of cumulated imports did increase to some degree over the

period of investigation, import market penet;ration of cumulated iJJlports did
-

:

n,ot

0

·.

rapidly increase" between: 1989 and 1991. 138
We also find no pi;obability

th~l:

cumulated imports of the merchandise

will enter the United States at prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on dQmestic prices of the merchandise 139 fQr tpe reasons
stated above-in our discussion of material injury 'l>Y reason of the subject
imports.
With respect to

~any

substantial

incr~as~

in

i~ve~tofies

of the

•erchandise in the United State•, 11 140 j.nventorbs of c~ulated impoX"ts by
quimtity increased betwe*n'l9$9-and 1990, then decreased from i990 to_ 1991.

As a ratiQ to imports, inv6ntori~s Qf cumulated imports decreased between 1989
and 1991 and were lower in January to

Se~temb~ur

1992 _than ili the correspon'1ini

period :ln 1991. 141
We-also find that any existing or potential

eff~cts

exhti~g

on

development and production efforts of the dqm~stic industry are not sufficient
to warrant a threat findil'tg...
.

.

While petitionef alleged that the LTFV imports

.

.

-

have affected its plans for the future, we note that· e~lsting funding for
capital expenditures and research and development suggest that the industry is
not; threatened with material injury by

reas~:m

of imports of sulfur dyes from

the subject countries. 14 2

u 9 Report at Table 43.

The volume of c.~~lated importi; by quantity
1'lillion pounds in 1989 to 13.7 million p-oun~$ ill 1991.

increased from 11.~
139 19 U.S. C. § 1677 (7)(F)(i)(IV).
14 0

19 U.s.c: § 1677(7)(F)(i)(V).

141

Report at Table 19.
Report at Appeq.dix J: I- 75.

1 42
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Finally, we find no other demonstrable trends or evidence in the record
that would support a finding of threat of material injury by reason of
cumulated subject imports.
CONCLUSION
For all of the foregoing reasons, we find that the domestic industry
producing sulfur dyes is neither materially injured nor threatened with
material injury by reason of LTFV imports of sulfur dyes from China and the
United Kingdom.
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Additional Views of Comaissioner David B. Rohr on Threat of
xaterial Injury by Reason of LTPV Imports fro• China and the
·
Uni tad ltinqdom

I concur with my colleagues that the domestic sulfur dye
industry is not threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV
imports from China and the United Kingdom.

However, I disagree

with their use of a formal cumulated analysis in reaching this
conclusion.

I have therefore prepared these additional views in

order to set forth my individual findings as to the individual
threats· posed to the domestic industry by the subject imports
from China and the United Kingdom.

Vulnerability of the +ndustry
For purposes of my analysis of the vulnerability of the
sulfur dyes industry, I incorporate the discussion contained in
the Condition of the Industry section of the views of the
Commission majority. 1
single indicator.

In making my determination, I relied on no

I conclude that the indicators as a whole

reveal an industry that cannot be said to be currently
experiencing material injury.

I also conclude, based upon these

same factors, that it is not highly vulnerable to material
injury.

1

Views of the Commission at 16.
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Cumulation
I have expressed my concerns in the past over the use of
formal cumulated analysis in Collllllission threat opinions.

As I

have explained, a threat analysis involves the assessment by the
Collllllission of the capabilities and intentions of

foreig~

producers with regard to the domestic market and domestic
industry.

Formal cumulation, by ignoring differences in the

trends in the various threat indicators, raises the possibility
that the capabilities or intentions of one set of foreign
producers will be "assigned" to another set of foreign producers.
I have also been mindful of the fact that imports from
different sources may have a collective impact on a domestic
industry.

This is what I believe the Court of International

Trade had in mind when it stated that "cumulation" may be
appropriate in certain circumstances in the context of threat
analysis.

I have reconciled these differences by undertaking

what I term "informal" cumulation in my threat determinations.
In

perfo~ing

this "informal" cumulation, I provide individual

analysis of the threat posed by imports from a particular country
but take into account the presence of other unfairly traded
imports in my consideration of "other demonstrable adverse
trends."

By doing so, I can consider the collective impact of

imports in the context of individual threat indicators while
avoiding the unfair assigning of the consequences of the
capabilities or intentions of one country to others.
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The Commission can exercise its discretion in cumulating the
price and volume effects of imports from two or more countries if
such imports compete with each other and with the like products
of the domestic industry in the United States market, and are
subject to investigation. 2

In addition, the Commission also

considers whether the imports are increasing at similar rates in
the same markets, whether the imports have similar margins of
underselling, and the probability that imports will enter the
United States at prices that would have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of that merchandise.
In these final investigations I have assessed separately the
price and volume effects of the subject imports from China and
the United Kingdom due to differences in the rates at which at
the imports are increasing and other factors.

The Statutory Factors
Section 771(7)(F) of the Tariff.Act of 1930 directs the
Commission to determine whether a U.S. industry is threatened
with material injury by reason of LTFV imports "on the basis of
evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that
actual injury is imminent. 113

The statute identifies ten specific

Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United States, 728 F. Supp.
730, 741-42 (CIT 1989): Asocoflores, 704 F •. supp. 1068, 1072 (CIT
1988).
3 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F) (ii).
While an analysis of the
statutory threat factors necessarily involves projection of
future events, my determination is not made based on supposition,
speculation or conjecture, but on the statutory directive of real
and imminent injury. See, ~' s. Rep. No. 249, 96th Cong., 1st
(continued ••• )
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factors to be considered and I have considered all of the factors
relevant to the particular facts of this investiqation.

These

include data regarding foreign production capacity, market
penetration, price suppression or depression, inventories of the
subject merchandise, underutilized production capacity in the
exporting countries, and the actual or potential negative effects
on the domestic industry's existing development and production
efforts. 4

5

The presence or absence of any single threat factor

is not necessarily dispositive. 6
In these final investigations, I find that the domestic
industry is not threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV
imports from each of the subject countries.

As in the majority's

analysis of the condition of the domestic industry, I note that
much of the information on the condition and behavior of the
foreign producers is business proprietary.

Therefore, my

3 ( ••• continued)

Sess. 88-89 (1979); Hannibal industries Inc. v. United States,
712 F. Supp. 332, 338 (CIT 1989).
4 Three of the statutory factors are not relevant to the facts
of these investigations and therefore will not be discussed
further. These are factors (I) regarding subsidies, (VIII)
regarding potential product shifting, and (IX) regarding raw and
processed agricultural products.
5 The Commission must also consider whether dumping findings
or antidumping remedies in markets of foreign countries against
the same class of merchandise suggest a threat of material injury
to the domestic industry. 19 u.s.c. § 1677(7)(F) (iii) (I). The
Commission has not received any evidence that there are any
dumping findings or remedies in any other country involving
sulfur dyes from China, India, or the United Kingdom.
6 See ~' Rhone Poulenc. S.A. v. United States, 592 F.
Supp., 1324 n.18 (CIT 1984).
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discussion of the effects of the subject imports must necessarily
be in general terms.

Threat of Material Injury by Reason of LTFY Imports from China
First, I do not find any excess or underutilized capacity in
China that is likely to result in a significant increase in
exports to the United States.
indicates that some amount of

Information on the record
exces~

capacity to produce the

subject sulfur dyes does exist in China.

However, these dyes

must be finished for sale to end-users in the United States.

The

only two significant importers and finishers of the subject dyes,
Southern Dye and C.H. Patrick are currently operating at close to
full capacity and have no plans to increase their imports. 7
There also is no credible evidence on the

r~cord

that indicates

that these two finishers have the ability to increase their
capacity to import and finish sulfur dyes in the near future.
Because the "bottleneck" ef.fect of these finishers limits the
amount of imports that enter the U.S. market,

it is unlikely

that any excess Chinese capacity will result in a significant
increase in exports to the United States. In addition, data
collected in these investigations indicates that there is a large
home market in China for the subject sulfur dyes and that the
United States is not the largest export market for the Chinese
industry. 8

7

8

Report at Report at Table 4.
Report at I-37; Tr. at 115.
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With respect to ••any rapid increase in United states market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration will increase
to an injurious level," I again find that due to the importing
"bottleneck," it is unlikely that an increase in subject imports
from China will increase to an injurious level.
I

also find no probability that imports of the merchandise

will enter the United States at prices that will have a
depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices of the
merchandise9 for the reasons stated earlier in the majority's
discussion of material injury by reason of the subject imports.
Inventories of Chinese merchandise in the United States
increased between 1989 and 1990, then decreased in 1991. 10
I find no other demonstrable adverse trends or evidence in
the record that would support a finding of threat of injury by
reason of subject imports from China. 11 ·
I also find that any existing or potential effects on
existing development and production efforts of the domestic
industry are not sufficient to warrant a ·threat finding.

While

petitioner alleged that the LTFV imports have affected its plans
for the future, I note that existing funding for capital
expenditures and research and development suggest that the

9
10

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F)(i) (IV).

Report at Table 19. Such inventories were also higher in
the first nine months of 1992 than in the corresponding period in
1991. Id.
11
19- U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (i) (VII)'.
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industry is not threatened with material injury by reason of
imports of sulfur dyes from China. 12
Based on these factors, I cannot determine that the subject
imports from China pose a real and imminent threat of injury to
the industry.

Therefore, I conclude that LTFV imports from China

do not pose a real and eminent threat of material injury to the
domestic sulfur dye industry.

No Threat of Material Injury by Reason of µTFV Imports from the
United Kingdom ·
Because there is only

a single

'

'

u··.K. producer, I must d'iscuss

only general trends· to avoid disclosing business proprietary
information.
'with respect to '•iany increase in production capacity or
existing unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result ·in a ·significant increase in imports, 1113 and "the presence
of underutilized capacity for producing the merchandise in the
subject exporting country, 1114 I note that the same limitation on
subject imports presented by the production capacity of the two
U.S. finishers, C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye, also limits the
level of subject imports from the United Kingdom.

In addition,

there is only a single producer of the subject imports in the
United Kingdom and evidence collected in these investigations
indicates that the production capacity of that producer has

12
13
14

Report at Appendix J: I-33.
19 U.S.C. § 1677 (7) (F) (i)
(II).
•
19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(i)(VI).
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decreased over the period of investigation. 15

Moreover, the

capacity utilization rate for that producer is high. 16

In

,

addition, there is evidence that indicates that the percentage of
U.K. exports to the United States has decreased while relative
exports to third count;ry market!$ have increased. 17
I also find with respect to tpe United Kingdom, as
with respect to China, that petitioners'

alleg~tions

I

did

that a rapid

increase in U.S. market penetration by U.K. imports is likely
that tpe penetration will increase to an injurious
highly speculative in light of
above.

th~

l~vel

an~

-1--s

impol;'t ''bottleneqks" disc\,lssed

Moreover, imports of sulfur dyee; from th' United Kingdom

decreased in both v61Ullle and value between 1989 and ~991. 18
With respect to "any substantial increase in inventories ot
the merchandi,se in tbe United $tates, 1119 I note that pecau~e
there is a single U.K. producer, the level Qf inventories 9f
subject imports from the United Kingdom is also business
~roprietary. 20

As I did in the case of

~hina,

I find no probability that

imports ·Of sulfur dyes from the United Kingdom will enter the

Report at Table 22.
Report at Table 22. The single U. K. producer, James
Robinson, is presently operatinq at close to full capacity. Tr.
at 99-101.
17 Tr. at 101.
18 Report at I-43.
Those imports, ~owever, were somewhat
higher in the first nine months of 1992 than in ~he corresponding
period .in 1991. Id. Th~ market share of United Kingdom imports
was business proprietary.'
19 19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (i) (V).
20 Report at Table 19.
15
16
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United States at prices that will have a depressing or
suppressing effect on domestic prices of the merchandise again
for the reasons stated in the majority's discussion of causation.
I find no other demonstrable adverse trends that indicate the
probability that would support a finding of threat by reason of
the LTFV imports from the United Kingdom. 21
Finally, information collected in these investigations
indicates that, in light of the domestic industry's recent
capital expenditures, LTFV imports from the United Kingdom have
not had "actual and potential negative effects on the existing
development and production ef farts of the domestic industry. 1122
I

conclude that subject imports from the United Kingdom do

not pose a real and imminent threat of material injury to the
domestic sulfur dye industry.

21
22

19 U.S.C. § 1677(7) (F) (i) (VII).
19 u.s.c. § 1677(7) (F) (i) (X).
Report at Appendix J

33.
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and I-

ADDITIONAL VIEWS OP COMMISSIONER CAROL T. CRAWFORD
Sulfur Dyes from China and the United Kingdom
Inv. Nos. 731-TA-548, 551 (Final)

I join the majority opinion in its discussion and
determination that the like product in these investigations is
all sulfur dyes and that the domestic industry producing sulfur
dyes in the United States is not materially injured or threatened
with material injury by reason of subject imports from China and
the United Kingdom.

However, I differ with the majority on the

issue of the domestic

industry~-

At issue is wP,ether to include U.S. finishers in the
domestic industry, whether these firms are related parties, and
if these firms are related parties, whether appropriate
circumstances exist, to warrant excluding these firms from the
domestic industry for purposes of our analysis.
Having reviewed all the evidence of record, I have
determined·that·the two

u.s.

finishers should be included in the

domestic industry, and that they should not be excluded as
related parties.

I note that neither of these determinations

affects the outcome of my analysis.
However~

I would also note that the fact that the

domestic industry, and related party determinations are not
outcome determinative does not, in my judgment, relieve us of the
statutory requirement to define the domestic industry.

The

statute directs the Conunission to determine whether an industry

is materially injured by reason Qf the unfair imports.

Defining

the industry at issue does not become moot simply because it does
not alter the outcome in this ¢ase.

I.

Domestic Indust+:Y
Section 771(4) (A) of the Tariff Act of 1930 defines the

domestic industry as:
the domestic producers as a whole of a like product, or
those producers whose collective output of the like
product constitutes a major proportion of the total
domestic production of that product. 1
·
In determining whether a firm is a member of the
domestic industry, the Commission has analyzed the overall nature
of a firm's production-related activities inthe United States.
In my view, value added encompasses all of these factors and
should carry considerable weight in determining whether a
producer qualifies as part of the domestic industry.
Furthermore, the Commission has determined on numerous occasions
that "the like product determination is the industry
determination,
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that is, companies that produce the like product

constitute the domestic industry.
In deciding whether a firm qualifies as a domestic
producer, the Commission has examined such specific factors as
(1) the extent and source of a fi:an's capital investment;

(2) the

technical expertise involved in U.S .. production activity; (3) the

19 U.S.C. § 1677 (4) (A).
2

Asocoflores, 693 F. Supp. at 1169.
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value added to the product in the United States; (4) employment
levels;

(5) the quantities and types of parts sourced in the

United States, and any other cost and activities in the United
States leading to production of the like product, including where
production decisions are made. 3

In the case of the like product

including unfinished or intermediate products, I have also placed
considerable weight on whether separate markets exists for the
unfinished or intermediate products . 4·
In examining the record in these investigations, I find
the preponderance of evidence supports.· the inclusion of C.H.
Patrick and Southern Dye in the domestic .industry producing
sulfur dyes. Patrick's capital investment in its finishing
operations is substantial.

Southern uses a taller as its source

of production, and it has been the Commission's practice to
include all domestic production, including toll-produced or
converted, in the definition of the domestic industry. 5

I find

no basis in the evidence or arguments presented to deviate from
this practice.

Therefore, both Patrick and Southern have real

and substantial capital investment in their finishing operations.
3

D:r.:y Film Photoresist from Japan, Inv. No. 731-TA-622
(Preliminary) USITC Pub. 2555 (August 1992) at 14; Dynamic Random
Access Memories of One Megabit and Above from the Republic of
Korea, Inv. No. 731-TA-556 (Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2519 (June
1992) at 11-12.
4

Dry Film Photoresist, Additional Views of Commissioner
Carol T. Crawford at 24-25.
5

Refined Antimony Trioxide from the People's Republic of
China, Inv. No. 731-TA-517, USITC Pub .. 2497 (April 1992); Shop
Towels from Bangladesh, Inv. No. 731-TA-514 (Final), USITC Pub. No.
2467 (February 1992) .
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Although the record is mixed on the issues of the
amount of technical expertise involved and the sophistication of
the technology employed in finishing unsolubilized sulfur dye,
and the necessary amount of research and development required to
compete effectively, I find the weight of the evidence,
particularly from endusers' questionnaire responses, supports the
respondents' position.

I am also persuaded by the respondents'

position that producing a commercially and technologically
acceptable chemical modification (i.e., reduction and blending to
create a unique dye) is considerably more difficult to perform in
practice. 6

As

the staff report notes; '"the chemical reactions

that occur during the reduction process can affect significantly
the final form of the product, as is the case, for example in the
production of the new environmentally safer dyes." 7

As

the

Commission states in its opinion, "some large customers are
unwilling to change dye suppliers because they do not want to
risk altering the appearance of their products in ways that might
make them less marketable in order to obtain small savings in the
cost of dyestuff." 8

If large customers find considerable risk in

changing suppliers that regularly compete in this market, then it
is reasonable that these same customers would find equal or even
greater risk in becoming suppliers to themselves.
As

the majority Commission opinion states, C.H. Patrick

6

Transcript, pp.100-101, 194-196, and 202.

7

Staff report at I-13.

8

Commission opinion at 19, citing Report at I-48.

so

has engaged in development efforts to develop certain sulfur dyes
and dye pretreatments. 9

Given the success of U.S. finishers in

product innovation and developing new niche markets, I do not
find the comparison of U.S. finishers• R&D expenditures with
Sandoz•s expenditures meaningful.

In addition, I agree with the

Commission's opinion that the number of employees may not be
relevant in some industries and do not find it to be
determinative in these investigations.
Furthermore, there is no separate market for the
unfinished or intermediate sulfur dye product.
Based on the evidence presented in these
investigations, I find the domestic industry consists of all
producers of sulfur dyes, including U.S. finishers.

II.

Related Party Provision
The related parties provision allows for the exclusion

of certain domestic producers from the domestic industry in
analyzing whether there is material injury to the domestic
industry.

Applying this provision involves a two step process.

First, the Commission must determine whether the domestic
producer meets the definition of a related party.

Second, if a

producer is a related party, the Commission must determine
whether "appropriate circumstances" exist to exclude such
producers from the domestic industry.
9
10

Commission opinion at 17.
19

U.S.C.

§ 1677(4)

(B).
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10

C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye clearly are related
parties, because·

th~y

import the· subject merchandise.

The only

issue is whether appropriate circumstances exist for the
,.

Commission to exclutle them from the domestic industry.

The

Commission traditionally has examined at least three factors in
deciding whether a related party is being "shielded" from the
effects of subject imports and determining that appropriate
circumstances exist to exclude that party.

I find that the

evidence in the record ·:does not support exclusion of Patrick and
southern Dye from the domestic industry.
Patrick accounts for a substantial portion of U.S.
production of sultur dyes; Southern Dye accounts for only a small
portion.

I am persuaded, as are my colleagues, that the

inclusion of Patrick and Southern Dye does not skew the overall
operating performance and financial condftion of the domestic
industry.

Although considerable debate has arisen in these

investigations regc;1.rding the correct valuation of valu·e added by
the two finishers, I find .that both Patrick and Southern provide
significant value added to the finished sulfur dye product.
Of primary importance in my consideration is the reason
the U.S. producers have decided to import the product subject to
,.

these investigations.

The only domestic source of unfinished

intermediate sulfur dye is petitioner, Sandoz, which competes
with Patrick and Southern Dye in the market for finished sulfur
dye. Sandoz has de facto denied Patrick an.d Southern Dye access
to the unfinished intermediate sulfur dye, leaving them no choice
52

but to import to continue production and compete in the U.S.
"1arket for finished sulfur dyes. 11

The specifics of these denials are business confidential
and cannot be discussed in this opinion.
11
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CONCURRING AND DISSENTING VIEWS OF COMMISSIONER ANNE BRUNSDALE
Sulfur Dyes from China and the United Kingdom
Invs. Nos. 731-TA-548 and 551 (Final)
I continue to analyze the like product, and thus many other
issues, in these investigations somewhat differently than my
colleagues.

Although I encouraged the parties at the end of the

preliminary investigation to discuss my views if the case
returned for a final investigation, they silently declined the
invitation.

My analysis of this case is therefore not too

different from.what it was then.
I.

Like Product

As I concluded in the preliminary investigation, the record
strongly indicates another like product issue -- i.e., whether
concentrated sulfur dye and solubilized sulfur dye are separate
like products.
In Polyethylene Terephthalate Film etc. from Japan and
Korea, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-458 and 459 (Final) USITC Pub. 2383, I
distilled the usual multipart test the Commission.uses (and which
is repeated at note 6, supra), to focus on whether dumping would
induce significant substitution between two or more potential
like products by either· producers or consumers (or, to use a
shorthand phrase, whether they are "producer or consumer
substitutable.")

In this case, Commerce defined the articles·

under investigation to include both the various forms of
intermediate dyestuff and finished dyes (the concentrated dyes
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and the "so-called 'pre-reduced, liquid ready-to-dye' forms."
App. A-23.) 1
Consumers cannot readily switch between

concent~ated

dye and

solubilized sulfur dye, most obviously because the solubilization
of concentrated dye involves performing a complex series of
chemical reactions, not simply adding water.

I-12-13; see

~

Additional Views of Commissioner Crawfc;>rd at 50.

The ultimi;lte

purchasers of the solubilized dyes do not perform

thes~

reactions, and so cannot
businesses.

I-13 n.37. 2

u~e

concentrated dyes in their

Those who buy concent~ated dy~ are

solubilizers, who use it as an input for their product.

I-7.

The interestin9 question this set of facts raises is whether
we should consider

upst~eam

anQ downstream goods to be like the

articles subject to investigation, even though they
consumer substitutable.

a~e

not

·rt is a difficult question, but these

I will refer to them, ·as I did in my opinion in the
preliminary investigation, as concentrated dye and solubilized
sulfur dye.
By "solubilized sulfur dyes," I mean both c.I.
solubilized sulfur dye and c.I. leuco sulfur dyes.
In the final
investigation, the parties used the term "solubilized sulfur
dyes" to refer only to C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes.
C.I.
solubilized sulfur dyes are macle from reacting intermediate
dyestuff with thiosulfonic acid. C.I. leuco sulfur dyes are made
from intermediate dyestuff that is chemically reduced (which
makes it soluble). C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes and c.r. leuco
sulfur dyes, though not consumer substit.utable, are producer
substitutabl~, as the majority opinion describes in some detail.
Op. at 7-8.
I fully join that conclusion.
2
It is disingenuous, at the least, for Sandoz to argue that
textile manufacturers used to reduce concent~ated dy~ themselves.
That was literally decades ago, and involved a different
technology altogether.
I-6 n.7. No textile mill does it today,
nor could they do so at all easily or at a reasonable cost, as
Commissioner Crawford points out in her separate opinion.
Crawford op. at 50.
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investigations created a good opportunity for beginning a general
discussion.
As I noted in the preliminary investigation, there are three
paradigmatic situations.

The first is where the scope of

investigation describes articles that are only an upstream
product.

In that situation, we should exclude any downstream

products from the like· product.

Even if an integrated producer

could easily vary its ratio of upstream to downstream production,
this would be insufficient to conclude that its downstream
products are "like" the upstream product being imported.

The

reason is that the imports of the upstream product could not
possibly harm the downstream portions of the integrated
producer's operations.

As we have held before, "[b]roadening the

definition of like product, and hence the def'inition of the
domestic industry, to include products which result from further
processing of the articles subject to investigation, has the
effect of including within the definition of the domestic
'industry' producers of a downstream product whose interest, as
consumers, in the investigation is contrary to the domestic
producers of those articles • • • corresponding directly to the
articles subject to investigation."

Tungsten Ore Concentrates

from the People's Republic of China. Inv. No. 731-TA-497
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. 2367 at 9.
from Canada. Inv. No.

731-TA~525

See also Nepheline Syenite

(Final), USITC Pub. 2502 at 8

n.15.
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This focus on whether there i1;.>a ··coincidence of economic
interest between producers of the upstream and downstream
products strikes me as being ex'actly right.
difficult case of an integrated producer.

Consider the
Even if imports of the

upstream product reduced the inark·et' price o.f the upstream product
in general, an integrated producer's marginal cdst of making the
downstream product wduld not change, ;and so its production should
not be affected.

One exception would be if the' ·imports became so

cheap that even an integrated produce·r began using them, instead
of its own upstream product, as ihput for its downstream
production.

Eveh if this made its: overall operation less

profitable, its downstream pr:oduetiori wou1a:'not be harmed,
because the costs of that producti6n could only· decline. 3 ·As a
general rule, domestic products that use the :subject imports as
an input should ·not be part of the like product jus-t because they
are made by an integrated

producer~

The second si:tuation is where the scope•of investigation
describes article·s that are on'ly a downstream product..

In this

situation, the Commission sometimes does include upstream
products within the like product, by applying a "·Semif inished"
product analysis.

This analysis consists of ·listing various

factors (not all of them recited in a consistent way), describing
whether and to what extent they exist, and stating a conclusion.

There may well be exceptions to this general rule if, for
example, production processes vary within an industry or
downstream resources could not function outside an integrated
operation.
3
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These factors usually include:

(1) the necessity of further

processing the upstream product,
processing,

{2) the relative cost of that

(3) the.degree of interchangeability between the

upstream and downstream product,

(4) whether the upstream product

is used only in the downstream product, and (5) whether the
upstream product imparts to the downstream product its essential
characteristics.
I find this test deeply unsatisfying.
downright silly:

It is

~lways nece~sary

The first factor is

to proqess an upstream

product further to make it a downstream product -- that is why it
is called an "upstream" product.
mystical:

The last factor is positively

I have never been able to understand what it means to

say that an upstream product imparts to a downstream product "its
essential characteristics."

See, e.g., Fresh and Chilled

Atlantic Salmon from Norway, Inv .. No •. 701-TA-:-;3Q.2 {Final), USITC
Pub. 2371 at 9 (discussing the salmonness.of baby salmon compared
to adult salmon).

And the second and third factors, the cost of

processing the upstream product into the downstream product and
.the interchangeability of the two, really make more sense on the
consumer substitutability side of the like product analysis.
The remaining factor, whether the. upstream product is used
only in the downstream product, is much more useful.

It helps us

focus on what I regard as the key question of whether there is a
coincidence, or at least a near coincidence, of economic interest
between those who make the upstream product and those who make
the downstream product.

When we are asked to decide whether a
59

domestically produced product is "like" an imported one, we are
not being invited tb play at free association, we are being
directed to determine where the economic impact of particular
imports will be felt most directly.

If our like product

analys~s

deviates from a focus on the coincidence of economic interest
between those who

produc~

upstream and downstream products, it

may blind us from recognizing the full impact that imports under
investigation may be having on an American industry.
This case presents the third

~ituation:

The scope of

investigation includes both upstream and downstream products.
The Commission is not consistent in the approach it takes.
Earlier this week, for instance, it applied the
product analysis in

Sta~nless

Steel Flanges from India and Taiwan

Invs. Nos. 731-TA-639 and 640 (Preliminary),
the parties raised it.

~semifinished"

ev~n

though none of

In this case, the Commission ignored the

issue (both in the prelimina:r;-y and final investigations), even
though both Sandoz and I raised it. 4
4
I therefore find it a bit troubling to see the majority state
that "[i]n these investigations, as in the preliminary
investigations, the only issue relating to the like product
definition is whether G.I. solubilized sulfur black is a like
product . . . . " Op. at 6. It is true that the parties did not
contest the characterization of at least some downstream products
as "like" the upstream products in this investigation, while in
stainless Steel Flang~s they did. But this Commission does not
routinely let the parties define the' issues that we address or
the analyses we use to resolve them. This independence usually
takes the form of the mantra that "the Commission's title VII
proceedings are investigations, not adjudic~tions." The
inconsistencies this promotes ,are then sometimes warded off with
the incantation that "Commission determinations are sui generis,
and the Commission is not obligated to follow prior decisions,"
~, ~, Softwood Lumber from Canada, Inv. No. 701-TA-312
(continued •.• )
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Nothing has turned up in this investigation to persuade me
to change my conclusion in the preliminary.

When the scope of

investigation includes both upstream and downstream products, we
should ask ourselves whether there is a coincidence of interest
among the relevant producers.

If there is, we should find one

like product; if there is not, we shouldn't.

In this

investigation, the record shows that the production of sulfur dye
has become componentized, with at least some· upstream production
occurring in one country for use in downstream production in
another.

There will not be a coincidence of economic interest

among those specializing in downstream production and those
having integrated operations.

Therefore, I find there to be two

like products in this investigation, concentrated sulfur dye and
solubilized sulfur dye.
II.

Domestic

Indu~try

One of the advantages of finding two like products is that
it makes analyzing the rest of the issues in these investigations
very straigntforward_.

The domestic industry producing

concentrated sulfur dye cons is.ts of Sandoz, the only integrated
domestic producer.

The domestic industry producing solubilized

sulfur dye consists of Sandoz and those firms that buy
concentrate and solubilize it (the "solubilizers").

These

solubilizers are not part of the concentrated dye industry,
continued)
(Preliminary), USITC Pub. No. 2468 at 5 n.13 (connoisseurs of
Latin will recognize the solecism: Commission determinations are
really "ad hoc.")

4 ( •••
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because they produce a downstream product without making
concentrated dye themselves.

They need not be excluded as

related parties from the industry of which.· they :are a part -- the
solubilized dye industry -- because they do not import
solubilized dye.
Finding only one like product in this investigation quickly
leads to two knotty problems, neither of which in my view can be
untangled very well at all.

The first is whether the.

solubilizers are part of the domestic industry, and the second is
whether they are related parties •
. Domestic Indystry.

I agree with my colleagues that the

"domestic industry" means the domestic producers of the like
product.

But that just raises the question of what it means to

"produce" a product when so much of the raw material comes from
abroad.

The Commission used to focus on the value added to that

raw material in the United States.

As we stated in Color

Television Receivers From Korea and Taiwan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA'

134, 135 (Final), USITC Pub. 1514 {"Color Televisions") at 7-8,
"[t]he first issue which the Commission may examine in order to
determine whether a firm is a 'domestic producer,' where
significant parts or components are imported and assembled in a
domestic facility, is the value added to the product in the
United States.''
It is certainly not easy to make a complete and accurate
accounting of the value being added.

As the Commission pointed

out in Color Televisions, thE!. "rules of allocation and the
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problem of inter-party transfers
to be misleading."
accounting.

~ay

cause value-added analysis

Id. at 8, · ·aut the difficulty is not only in

It is in the meaning of "value" as well.

Thus, the

Commission also began looking at what it called "indicia of U.S.
production activity" -- that is, the four or five or six factors
that now constitute what the Commission "traditionally examines".
Originally, we recognized that the purpose of taking "these
indicia into consideration . • • [was.to make] the value-added
information pecome[] more meaningful."

Id.

Since then, the list of factors has been repeatedly recited,
often with a warning that no one factor is decisive..

We then

discuss each factor a little, and state a conclusion. 5

I

continue to question the vitality of this tei:;t in the absence of
some criterion, such as value added, by which to judge the
significance of the factors.

~

.Portable

El~ctric

Typewriters

from Sinqapore. Inv •. No. 731-TA-515 {Preliminary), USITC Pub.
2388 at 21-23 (views of Acti119, Chairman Brunsdale).

I am also

wary at the majority's declining to reach -a conclusion on the
issue in this investigation, because to them it was ·"a close
question."

Op. at 12.

It really isn't.

There has never, for instance, been a

requirement that a majority of· a product's value must be added in

Sometimes the discussion does not even go that far. In
stainless Steel Flanges, we simply noted that producers who
finish imported unfinished flanges were part of the domestic
industry "[i]n light of the definition of the like product"
{which included both finished and unfinished flanges). USITC
Pub. No. 2600 at 9.

5
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this country for it to be considered a domesti!= product.

In Low-

Fuming Brazing Copper Wire and Rod From New Zealand, Inv. No.·
731-TA-246 (Final), USITC Pub. No, 1779 (Nov. 1985) at 7, for
example, products with .only. 20 .. per.cent of the.ir yalue added in
the United States were considered to have a "significant" value
added which, when combined with :the producers' "substantial"·
capital investment in. the im,iustry, was sufficient to make those
producers part of the domestic industry.

More recently, in

Generic Cephalexin Capsules From Canada, Inv. No. ·731-TA-423,
USITC Pub. 2211 (Aug .. 1989) .at 11-12,. the Commission included
firms in the domestic . industry whose added valu,e was "extremely
low," at least in .part because the firms had invested.a
"significant amount of capital. 116
Related Parties.

The .second knotty problem is the question

of whether the,solubilizers, having.been. deemed "produ.cers of the
like product," are to.

b~

excluded as related partie$.

colleagues, following

th~.parties'

My

lead, frame the issue in the

terms "the Commission has traditionally used in the past ..
First, the Co:nunJssion has

usu~lly

· st?tted, and does again

today, that the purpose of the related parties provision is to

Perhaps the formulation . of when an .industry exists in the .
United States, in 19 u.s.c. section 1337, should be applied as
well to title VII cases: A domestic industry might include any
firm with "{A) significant investment in plant and equipment; (B)
significant employment of labor or capital; or {C) substantial
investment in . . • engineering, research and·development, or
licensing." Even if these capital- or knowledge-intensive
activities cannot simply be included in a value-added analysis,
we might want to recognize them as "productive activities" in
deciding questions of inclusion in the domestic industry.
6
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address the concern that domestic producers who are related
parties "may be in a position that shields them from any injury
that might be caused by the imports."

op. at 14-15.

This

formulation is geared, I think, to a bifurcated approach where
aggregated statistics are used to gauge the abstract health of a
domestic industry.

The majority of the Commission does not use

this approach anymore, and I suspect we will need to reexamine
the purpose of the related parties provision sometime soon.
Moreover, this formulation seems aimed only at parties whose
domestic production of the like product is reduced by their
purchase of imports.

Here, the solubilizers' domestic production.

of the like product may well be increased by their purchase of
imports.

The operations of the solubilizers are one of the

effects of the subject imports, not something that is "shielded
from" them.

I regret that neither the parties nor my colleagues

discussed these points.

I

hope some. interested party in some

other investigation will.
Indeed, the majority's discussion of the specific factors of
the "appropriate circumstances" test is even thinner than it was
in the preliminary.

Although it reprints the factors, there is

no discussion of them,.only a conclusion that appropriate
circumstances exist to exclude the finishers because "the primary
interests of both finishers of sulfur dyes lie in importation
rather than in domestic production."

Op. at 16.

There is no

reference to record evidence to support this conclusion.
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(Not

that it matters:

The Commission's negative determination

guarantees that this issue is nonappe_alable. )
Still, I must conclude again, as I did in the preliminary
investigation, that if the goal of our like product and domestic
industry analysis is to define an industry so that any
deleterious effects of dumping will' be plainly visible, then I
must agree with my colleagues' ultimate conclusion that the
solubilizers are not part of the same industry as Sandoz.

I

continue to regret that the path they take to.reach this sensible
result is unnecessarily twisted, because they find one like
product where there are really two.
III.

Material Injury or Threat

Having defined two like products and therefore two domestic
industries, I must then determine whether either of them is
materially injured, or threatened with material injury, by the
subject imports.

I will consider each

The Solubilized Dye Industry.

indust~y

in

turn~

It is easy to see on this

record that the solubilized dye industry is not being materially
injured by the dumped imports.

As the staff report notes,

imports of solubilized sulfur dye were only a tiny percentage of
the subject imports as a whole.

I-42 (Table 23), I-49 n.126. 7

I have changed my mind from the preliminary investigation and,
as I stated earlier, I have now concluded that C.I. solubilized
sulfur dyes are part of the same like product as C.I. leuco
sulfur dyes.
I therefore no longer consider it part of the
concentrated dye industry. Nevertheless, imports of solubilized
dyes of both sorts are still a very small fraction of the U.S.
market. Table 24.
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Moreover, only a very small part of the sblubilized sulfur dyes
are from China (which has by far the largest dumping margin
assessed against its exports).

I therefore repeat my

determination in the preliminary investigation:

There is no ·

indication that any such imports are materially injuring the
domestic solubilized dye industry.

Moreover, those domestic

firms that produce only solubilized ·dye oppose the petition, and
this is fairly good evidence that the dumping of the subject
imports is not materially injuring them.
It is also good evidence that the dumping of the subject
imports is not threatening to injure them.

The record is barren

of any indication that there will be any great increase in
imports of solubilized dye in the near future.
The Concentrated Dye Industry.

In contrast, it is easy to

see a reasonable indication that the domestic concentrated dye
industry (i.e. Sandoz) is being materially injured by the dumping
of concentrated dye.

The key fact here is that the cumulated

market share8 of the dumped imports is reasonably large, Table
24, and the dumping margins of the

Chin~se

imports (which account

for by far the largest part of imports) are enormous.

I-18.

This means that a fair price (as calculatecl by the Commerce
Department) for the Chinese imports would triple their price.
Because concentrated sulfur dye is an essential and costly input
in the production of the solubilizers' solubilized sulfur dyes, a

I join the majority's discussion of cumulation, and apply it
to my analysis of material injury. See op. at 21-23.

8
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near trebling of its cost would be an astonishing blow to their
profitability.

Compare Table 14 with I-29 (especially the

operating income figures for the finishers).

It is most unlikely

that they could survive.
This would mean that Sandoz, as the only domestic producer
of concentrate, would have its monopoly restored.

Either Sandoz

would be able to extract a very high price for sales of its
conc~ntrate

to the finishers, or it would be able to drive them

from the marketplace altogether and charge the downstream users
of solubilized sulfur dyes a monopoly price.

In either case, the

competition provided by the sales of concentrate from abroad, in
depriving Sandoz of such monopoly rents from its concentrate
business, is materially injuring Sandoz.

This may seem a

perverse result; it is nevertheless one compelled by th,e
application of antidumping law to all domestic industries
reg~rdless of the structure of the market in which they operate. 9

It seems a bit odd for the majority to argue that "[t]he
decrease in Sandoz's operating income in spite of an increase in
net sales appears to be the result of a number of factors
unrelated to the subject imports including, among other things,
an increase in sales of Sandoz's lower-priced Deniblack dye at
the expense of its higher priced sulfur black dye . . . . '' Op.
at 20-21. The record shows that Sandoz introduced Deniblack in
1989, the same year Southern Dye began operations, and dnly a
year after C.H. Patrick began finishing sulfur dyes.
t-23.
For
two years before that, Sandoz had no competition.
I-21 n.67.
The introduction of Deniblack while still selling a similar dye
to existing customers looks less like a corporate blunder, and
more like a completely rational attempt to attract new customers
in the face of renewed competition, while trying to preserve old
ones willing to pay a higher price (i.e. price discriminate).
9
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATIONS

I-3
INTRODUCTION
On September 21, 1992, the U.S. Department of Commerce (Commerce)
notified the U.S. International Trade Commission (Commission), with notice
subsequently published in the Federal Register (57 F.R. 44163, September 24,
1992), that imports of sulfur dyes (including sulfur vat dyes) 1 from China and
the United Kingdom are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States
at less than fair value (LTFV). Accordingly, effective September 21, 1992,
the Commission instituted and established a schedule for the final antidumping
investigations (Invs. Nos. 731-TA-548 and 551 (Final)) under the applicable
provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to determine whether an industry in the
United States is materially injured or is threatened with material injury, or
the establishment of an industry in the United States is materially retarded,
by reason of imports of such merchandise.
On October 23, 1992, Commerce notified the Commission, with notice
subsequently published in the Federal Register (57 F.R. 48502, October 26,
1992), that imports of sulfur dyes (including sulfur vat dyes) from India are
being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States at LTFV. In addition,
Commerce preliminarily determined that critical circumstartces do not exist
with respect to imports of the subject sulfur dyes from India. Accordingly,
effective October 23, 1992, the Commission instituted and established a
schedule for the final antidumping investigation (Inv. No. 731-TA-550 (Final))
under the applicable provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930 to determine whether
an industry in the United States is materially injured or is threatened with
material injury, or the establishment of an industry in the United States is
materially retarded, by reason of imports of such merchandise (57 F.R. 53779,
November 12, 1992).
Notice of the institution of the Commission's .final investigations, and
of the public hearing to be held therewith, was given by posting copies of the
notices in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade Commission,
Washington, DC, and by publishing the notices in the Federal Register. 2 The
hearing was held in Washington, DC, on January 13, 1993. 3

1 Sulfur dyes are synthetic organic coloring matter containing sulfur.
Sulfur dyes are obtained by high-temperature sulfurization of organic material
containing hydroxy, nitro, or amino groups or by reaction of sulfur and/or
alkaline sulfide with aromatic hydrocarbons·. For the purposes of these
investigations, sulfur dyes include, but are not limited to, sulfur vat dyes
with the following color index numbers: Vat Blue 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49,
and 50 and Reduced Vat Blue 42 and 43. Sulfur vat dyes also have the
properties described above. All forms of sulfur dyes are covered, including
the reduced (leuco) or oxidized state, presscake, paste, powder, concentrate,
or so-called "pre-reduced, liquid ready-to-dye" forms. The sulfur dyes
subject to these investigations are classifiable under subheadings 3204.15.10,
3204.15.20, 3204.15.30, 3204.15.35, 3204.15.40, 3204.15.50, 3204.19.30,
3204.19.40 and 3204.19.50 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States (HTS).
2 Copies of the Commission's and Commerce's cited Federal Register notices
are presented in app. A.
3 A list of witnesses appearing at the hearing is presented in app. B.
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On January 25, 1993, Commerce notified the Commission of the
postponement of its final determination in the antidumping duty investigation
of sulfur dyes, including sulfur vat dyes, from India, until February 19,
1993. Accordingly, the Commission voted only on the investigations concerning
China and the United Kingdom on February 11, 1993, and transmitted its
determinations to Commerce on February 18, 1993. 4
Commerce's Final Determinations
On January 8, 1993, Commerce published in the Federal Register (58 F.R.
3253) its final determination that imports of sulfur dyes, including sulfur
vat dyes, from the United Kingdom are being, or are likely to be, sold in the
United States at LTFV. With respect to allegations of critical circumstances
for imports of the subject merchandise from the United Kingdom, Commerce found
that critical circumstances do not exist.
On February 1, 1993, Commerce made its final determination that imports
of sulfur dyes, including sulfur vat dyes, from the People's Republic of China
(China) are being, or are likely to be, sold in the United States at LTFV.
Commerce also determined that critical circumstances exist for all exporters
of sulfur dyes from China, except Sinochem International Chemicals Company,
Ltd.
Background
These investigations result from a petition filed by counsel on behalf
of Sandoz Chemicals Corp. (Sandoz), Charlotte, NC, on April 10, 1992. The
petition alleged that an industry in the United States is being materially
injured and is threatened with further material injury by reason of imports of
sulfur dyes (including sulfur vat dyes) from China, Hong Kong, India, and the
United Kingdom that are alleged to be sold in the United States at LTFV. In
response to that petition the Commission instituted antidumping investigations
Nos. 731-TA-548, 549, 550, and 551 (Preliminary). Subsequently, Commerce did
not initiate an antidumping duty investigation concerning imports of sulfur
dyes from Hong Kong, and the Commission accordingly amended its institution
notice to discontinue its antidumping investigation concerning Hong Kong (Inv.
No. 731-TA-549).
As a result of its preliminary investigations, the Commission determined
that there was a reasonable indication that an industry in the United States
is materially injured or threatened with material injury by reason of alleged
LTFV imports of sulfur dyes from China, India, and the United Kingdom.

No vote has been scheduled, at this time, for the investigation
concerning India, but the Commission's determination would be due to be
transmitted to Commerce no later than 45 days after Commerce's final
determination.
4
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Pr.evious Investigations
Sulfur dyes, including sulfur vat dyes, have not been the subject of
other previous Commission investigations.
THE PRODUCTS
Description of the Subject Sulfur Dyes
The imported products subject to these investigations are sulfur dyes
and sulfur vat dyes. 5
The subject sulfur dyes are defined as follows:
Sulfur dyes.--Sulfur dyes are synthetic organic coloring matter or
preparations based on synthetic organic coloring matter containing
sulfur; they are obtained by high-temperature sulfurization of
organic material containing hydroxy, nitro, or amino groups, or by
reaction of sulfur or alkaline sulfide with aromatic hydrocarbons.
For purposes of this report, sulfur dyes consist of the following
categories of dyestuffs based on Color Index (C.I.)
classifications: 6
C.I. sulfur dyes.--C.I. sulfur dyes are sulfur dyes that
have been synthesized but that require further processing for use
in dyeing applications. C.I. sulfur dyes are generally processed
into presscake (excluding sulfur vat presscake), powder, granular,
or flake forms. Presscake refers to material as removed from the

5 Sulfur dyes are a subset of chemical products known as dyes, which, in
turn, are a type of colorant. Colorants are products that impart color to a
variety of substances, which are known as substrates. Colorants are
classified as either dyes or pigments. Pigments are insoluble colorants that
are physically incorporated into the substrate. Dyes are colorants that are
soluble and that adhere to the substrate by chemical reaction with the
substrate. Colorants act by absorbing all but a selected portion of the
spectrum of white light. The portion of the spectrum not absorbed is
reflected and is the color perceived by the eye. Dyes can be further
classified as natural dyes or synthetic organic dyes; pigments are either
inorganic or synthetic organic chemicals.
Sulfur dyes, as a group, constitute one dye application class.
Application classes are groups of dyes (of sometimes varying chemical
structure) which share common production, use, or application characteristics.
The major application classes of synthetic organic dyes are acid, azoic,
basic, direct, disperse, fiber reactiv~. sulfur, and vat dyes.
6 The Colour Index is the accepted industry classification for the
thousands of dyes and pigments that are currently in existence. It is
published by the Society of Dyers and Colourists, Bradford, England, in
cooperation with the American Association of Textile Chemists & Colorists,
Research Triangle Park, NC. The index covers natural and synthetic dyes, and
synthetic organic and inorganic pigments. Additional information relating to
the subject sulfur dyes, as provided in the Colour Index, is presented in
app. C.
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filter press fabric after synthesis. As noted below, physical
characteristics are modified before sale to users.
C.I. leuco sulfur dyes.--C.I. leuco sulfur dyes are sulfur
dyes that have been processed through chemical reduction into a
water-soluble (or leuco) form. C.I. leuco sulfur dyes are
processed into liquid form.
C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes.--C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes
are sulfur dyes obtained by reacting synthesized sulfur dyes with
thiosulfonic acid to produce a thiosulfonic acid derivative that
is inherently water soluble. C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes are
generally processed into powder form.
Sulfur vat dyes.--Sulfur vat dyes are a hybrid class of dyes,
resembling both sulfur dyes and vat dyes. The subject sulfur vat
dyes include, but are not limited to, vat dyes with the following
C.I. generic numbers: Vat Blue 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, and 50
and Reduced Vat Blue 42 and 43. For purposes of this report,
sulfur vat dyes consist of the following categories of dyestuffs:
Presscake.--Presscake sulfur vat dyes include those sulfur
vat dyes that have been synthesized but are unreduced and require
further processing for use in dyeing applications.
Reduced.-~Reduced sulfur vat dyes include those sulfur vat
dyes that have been processed through chemical reduction into a
water-soluble (or leuco) form. Reduced sulfur vat dyes are
processed into liquid form.

Paste.--Sulfur vat pastes are those vat dyes that have been
processed through dispersion (grinding) into paste form.
The term "sulfur dyes" actually refers to a series of dyes 7 that are
shipped and/or sold in a variety of physical forms, including presscake,
grains, powders, pastes, and liquids. 8 Additionally, the product may be sold
The first synthesized sulfur black dye was produced in 1893, a
development that stimulated the use of numerous organic compounds as starting
material for additional sulfur dyes. Sulfur Black 1 was discovered in 1898;
today it is still the number one volume dye in the textile industry. Before
the 1930s, all sulfur dyes were produced in powder form and required chemical
reduction by end users before they could be applied to a substrate. This step
was eliminated by the next major development in the industry--the creation in
1936 of the first ready-to-use (pre-reduced) sulfur dye solution. The
inventor of this solution patented his process and formed the Southern
Dyestuff Co. (Sodyeco), which manufactured and marketed the product as
"Sodyesul Liquids." Sodyeco has been in operation continuously since 1936 and
is now part of Sandoz Chemicals Corp., the petitioner. Petition, p. 14.
8 The actual chemical composition of many sulfur dyes is still unknown.
However, the chemical structure of both sulfur dyes and sulfur vat dyes can be
(continued ... )
7
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as reduced, water-soluble dye or in its non-reduced, water-insoluble form. In
general, sulfur dyes must be in a water-soluble (or reduced) state before
being applied by an end user to a substrate. 9 Most of the subject sulfur dyes
produced in the United States are sold as a ready-to-use, pre-reduced (C.I.
leuco) liquid. Imported dyes are shipped into the United States as C.I.
sulfur dyes in powder or granular form, which are then finished into the
liquid form before sale to end users. 10 Textile mills, the major end users,
prefer to purchase the product as a pre-reduced liquid. C.I. leuco sulfur
liquids, C.I. solubilized sulfur powder, and sulfur vat presscake are also
imported. 11 Domestically produced and imported C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes,
usually in the form of a soluble powder, are widely used in the leather and
tanning industries. 12
C.I. sulfur dyes, C.I. leuco sulfur dyes, C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes,
and sulfur vat dyea are chemically and commercially distinct products that are
not absolutely interchangeable in use. However, each chemical form of the dye
can be successfully applied to textiles--the major use for the subject dyes-if appropriate application techniques are used. 13 Although foreign textile
manufacturers use C.I. sulfur dyes in their operations, no textile
manufacturer in the United States is known to do so. 14 • 15 Instead, U.S.
8 ( • • • continued)
readily identified by the presence of sulfide or polysulfide linkages.
Petition, p. 17.
9 Sulfur dyes consist of polymerized molecules containing numerous sulfursulfur chemical bonds. These bonds are broken during a reduction process when
chemical reagents are added, placing the dye in a.water-soluble form. After
application, the dyes are returned to a water-insoluble form (by chemical
oxidation) and thus attached or "fixed" to the substrate.
10 There are currently two large-scale finishers in the United States:
C.H. Patrick & Co., Inc. (C.H. Patrick), Taylors, SC; and Southern Dye and
Chemical Co. (Southern Dye), Greenville, SC, which finishes products under a
toll arrangement. These firms import or purchase the vast majority of the
subject imports.
11 See app. D for a presentation of comments on the differences and
similarities in the physical and chemical characteristics and uses of sulfur
dyes and sulfur vat dyes, as well as comparisons of other categories of the
subject sulfur dyes, as compiled from responses to the Commission's
questionnaires.
12 As further explained in app. C, C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes constitute
a separate generic class in the Colour Index from other described sulfur dyes.
13 Transcript of the Commission's hearing, Jan. 13, 1993 (TR), p. 30, and
petitioner's videotaped demonstration presented at hearing. Appropriate
application techniques are discussed in the sulfur dyes portion of the Colour
Index as presented in app. C.
14 TR, pp. 21, 22, and 263.
15 During these final investigations, end users were asked the question
"what type of additional equipment would be necessary for you to use
unsolubilized sulfur dyes?" Responses varied. For example, (a) "Mixing
equipment--Operator training, .safety training, and safety equipment" (***
response to the Commission's End User questionnaire, p. 17); (b) "(m)ajor
capital investment would be required for mixing, blending, scrubbing and
standardizing equipment plus the addition of trained personnel" (***); (c)
(continued ... )
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textile mills buy C.I. leuco sulfur dyes or mixtures containing C.I. leuco and
C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes. 16 At present, the only commercial use of
conventional C.I. sulfur dyes in the United States is the manufacture of.C.I.
leuco sulfur dyes and C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes by sulfur dye finishers. 17
The subject sulfur dyes in finished form are sold as proprietary
compositions under tradenames specific to a manufacturer (e.g., Deniblack).
Individual dye preparations may contain different diluents and application
adjuvants or may contain two or more individual dyes to produce a specific hue
or shade. 18 • 19 There can be variations in product strength. 20
Petitioner claims that, except for the "environmentally safer dyes"
discussed below, C.I. leuco sulfur dyes can be used interchangeably by endusers, permitting dual sourcing. Respondents disagree, stating that sulfur
dyes from different sources demonstrate varying performance characteristics
· which finishers incorporate into and use to differentiate their finished
products. 21
Included in these investigations are sulfur vat dyes. Such dyes
comprised approximately *** percent of total U.S. shipments of sulfur dyes by
U.S. producers and finishers during 1991. Sulfur vat dyes are a hybrid class
of dyes resembling both sulfur dyes and vat dyes. They can be sold and
applied to the substrate in the form of most sulfur dyes (i.e., pre-reduced to
a water-soluble liquid (C.I. leuco) using aqueous alkaline, sodium sulfide,
and/or sodium sulfhydride) or like a vat dye (i.e., as a non-reduced, waterinsoluble paste requiring different reduction and oxidation agents). Most of
the sulfur vat dyes consumed in the United States are of the former type. 22
( ••• continued)
"(w)e would have to purchase additional mixing equipment" (***), (d)
"(e)nclosed mix tanks with external ventilation and odor removal devices"
(***); (e) "(c)hemical processing equipment--reactor, additional building
space" (***); (f) "(n)one" (***); and (g) "(n)one, but we would not want to do
this" (***).
16 TR, pp. 50-51.
17 TR, pp. 101 and 120.
18 The subject sulfur dyes come in a wide range of hues and include most
colors except true red. However, black (accounting for approximately ***
percent of U.S. shipments during 1991) is by far the most important hue,
followed by blues, olives, and browns.
19 See TR, p. 197, for testimony on the reasons for, and value of, blending
of proprietary dyes to make a finished commercial dye product.
20 Product strength refers both to the coloring strength of the unfinished
presscake and to the dyeing strength of the finished product. Higher coloring
strength is a result of fewer organic or inorganic impurities and produces a
more fluid, soluble finished product. Prehearing brief of McNair Law Firm,
exh. 6.
21 For example, products from***·
These different traits are reportedly
manifested at the customer level, where dyes for different application
techniques are not always interchangeable. Prehearing brief of McNair Law
Firm, exh. 6.
22 During 1991 ***percent of U.S.-produced and finished sulfur vat dyes
were sold as a vat dye (i.e., in the form of a non-reduced, water-insoluble
(continued ... )
15
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"Environmentally Safer Dyes"
Dyeing of textiles produces waste products that must be dealt with by
the textile dyeing and finishing mill. These waste products include excess
dye that is discarded, 23 impurities in the qyestuff used, 24 and dyeing
( • • • continued)
paste). Petitioner testified at the Commission's conference that the price of
a sulfur vat dye sold in a pre-reduced form (i.e., like a C.I. leuco sulfur
dye) is less than it would be if sold as a vat paste. Also, because they
share common reducing agents, sulfur vat dyes may be combined with other
sulfur dyes to produce a variety of shades. Preliminary TR, p. 63.
23 "Textile dyeing" is a batch process and any given manufacturer is likely
to apply a number of different dyes in the course of business. "Exhaust
dyeing," in which exactly the amount of dye necessary to color the textile is
used, can be employed with sulfur dyes. Exhaust dyeing is economical in its
use of dyestuff and uses no excess dye that has to be treated.
Fabric lots can vary in their uptake and responsiveness to dyeing, and
because the exact fiber weight of a fabric lot can be difficult to determine
as fabric lots are produced in (rather approximate) lengths, calculating the
exact amount of dyestuff needed is not always easy. Precise shade matching
can be difficult with exhaust dyeing and the fabric may have to remain in the
dye bath for a long period of time before all the dye is exhausted. For these
reasons, it may be more effective and economical to use an amount of dye in
excess of the theoretical minimum requirements. If so, the excess will be
released in the effluent and must be given appropriate treatment by the dye
applicator under current environmental regulations.
"Continuous dyeing," commonly used to apply the subject dyes to
textiles, is called continuous because the fabric to be dyed moves
continuously through the dyeing apparatus in large batches. However, the dye
bath itself is not continuously replenished by a chemical process and dyeing
is distinctly a batch operation, as this term is understood by the chemical
industry.
24 While soluble impurities are easily separated from insoluble products
(such as C.I. sulfur dyes) by simple washing procedures, reduction to C.I.
leuco sulfur dyes introduces excess reactants and generates reaction products
that are difficult to separate from the soluble C.I. leuco sulfur dyes.
Exhibit C of Petitioner's prehearing brief shows several sulfur
compounds used as reactants in conversion of C.I~ sulfur dyes to other forms,
and Sandoz testified that it actually uses sodium polysulfide as a reactant
instead of the sodiwn sulfide shown on its schematic diagram.
If sulfides (or polysulfides) are used as a reducing agent, they produce
free sulfur which will remain in the final dye mixture. Use of a non-sulfurcontaining reductant, such as sugar or sodium borohydride, will reduce the
amount of free sulfur present in the final dye mixture.
The free sulfur in the leuco dye product can deposit on the fabric and
cause various processing problems. While there are ways of coping with these
problems, so-called "environmentally safer" dyes generally contain less free
sulfur.
Another problem with sulfur may occur during waste treatment and
disposal. While free sulfur has no taste or odor, many sulfur compounds are
extremely (and unpleasantly) odoriferous. Again, the lower free sulfur
content of "environmentally safer" dyes may reduce waste treatment problems at
(continued ... )
22
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adjuvants. 25 "Environmentally safer dyes" is a term for proprietary finished
dyes that some textile mills may find easier to handle in their manufacturing
and waste treatment facilities. Because any such product requirement is
related directly to a customer's plant configuration and operations, such
dyestuff products normally cannot be readily interchanged without potentially
recreating the waste treatment problems for which that particular dyestuff was
selected. 26
Manufacture of the Subject Sulfur Dyes
The manufacturing processes involved in the production of the subject
sulfur dyes are analyzed below and consist of two different stages: (1)
dyestuff synthesis, and (2) dyestuff finishing (see figure 1). 27 • 28
Synthesis Stage
The subject sulfur dyes are produced by a series of batch (or unit)
processes using raw materials supplied by the petrochemical Lndustry. 29 The
raw materials are first converted into chemical intermediates. The specific
chemical intermediate used, along with variations in pressure and processing
time, determines the color and physical and chemical characteristics of the
finished dye. Sandoz produces sulfur black 1 (its major sulfur dye product).
through the sulfurization of the intermediate dinitrochlorobenzene (DNCB) 30
with sodium hydrogen sulfide, caustic soda, and sulfur flake at 120 to 130

24 ( ••• continued)
the textile mill. The term "environmentally safer," however, is rather
misleading, as discarded dye bath mixtures are required to be treated to the
same standards before discharge .into the environment whatever their
composition.
25 These products include those incorporated in the purchased dyestuff,
those added by the textile dyeing mill, and any textile finishes applied
simultaneously during dyeing.
26 The practical effect of this engineering parameter is to reduce the
substitutability of one proprietary dyestuff formulation for another.
27 See app. E for a presentation of comm~nts on the differences and
similarities in the manufacturing processes of sulfur dyes and sulfur vat
dyes, as well as comparisons of other categories of the subject sulfur dyes,
as compiled from responses to the Commission's questionnaires.
28 Dyestuff finishing, which is the preparation of commercially salable
dyestuffs, is to be distinguished from textile dyeing and finishing, which is
the application of dyes and finishes to textiles.
29 Historically, synthetic organic dyes (which include sulfur dyes) were
known as coal tar dyes because they were derived from raw materials found in
coal tar. The raw materials that become the building blocks for synthetic
organic dyes (and synthetic organic pigments) are aromatic compounds such as
benzene, toluene, xylene, naphthalene, and anthracene, which today are
supplied mostly by the petrochemical industry.
30 In terms of value, ***

Figure 1.

Manufacturing stages in the production of sulfur black 1 products
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Vat--Paste
5.E. Mill with sand.
grind & disperse

Paste

7.B.
Powder

8.B.

Standardize

Liquid 1
1

Also available in powder form.

Source:

Compiled from data provided in response to questionnaires of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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degrees centigrade. 31 The product is isolated and purified by treating it
with water, sulfuric acid, and oxygen in an airing tank, resulting in a waterwet oxidized filter cake or concentrate.
Sulfur vat dyes are produced using similar processes but, according to
petitioner, cannot be made on the particular equipment used to produce nonvatted sulfur dyes. Nonvatted sulfur dyes use high-temperature, highpressure reactors for thionating; sulfur vat dyes use oil-heated rotary
reactors and other types of reactors. However, nonvatted sulfur dyes can be
manufactured on either type of equipment. 32
Finishing Stages

Sulfur dyes

C.I. sulfur.--Sulfur dye presscake is mixed with water and dilution
chemicals, then evaporated to dryness to obtain a sulfur dye powder.
C.I. 1euco.--Following synthesis, production proceeds with solubilizing
the filter cake through chemical reduction in an alkaline bath of sodium
hydrogen sulfide, caustic soda, and water to a water-soluble (or "leuco")
form. During chemical reduction/solubilization, the product is standardized
to the vendor's strength or coloring power. The dyes may or may not be
clarified to remove impurities. 33
Petitioner states 'that the chemical reduction or solubilization of the
filter cake is insignificant in terms of overall cost.. Production of the
filter cake accounts for vir.tually ·all capital, labor, and energy consumed in
the manufacturing process since reduction/solubilization does not require the
high-temperature, controlled reactions necessary in the production of filter
cake. 34 Petitioner further argues that the processing performed by U.S.
sulfur dye finishers is "simply mixing of imported, u~reduced conventional
C.I. sulfur dyes with certain amounts of water and reduction chemicals to

31 Sulfur black 2 is produc,ed from heating 2 ,4-dinitrophenol, picric acid,
and sodium polysulfide. ·Colored sulfur dyes use an intermediate other than
DNCB and require a condensation step that, in essence, increases the purity of
the dye.
32 Sandoz's May 6, 1992, postconference statement, pp. 3-4.
In response to
a Commission inquiry for information, *** stated that use of certain
intermediates leading to slightly faster dyeing p:t·operties allows specific
sulfur dyes to be classed as sulfur vat dyes.
33 Petition, pp. 15-16.
34 Petitioner states that, in terms of time, reduction/solubilization
accounts for less than *** percent of petitioner's total overall manufacturing
time. In terms of cost, reduction/~olubilization accounts for less than***
percent of direct variable production costs, ***percent of manufacturing
costs, and*** percent of the. total cost of production. Petition, p. 16.
During these final investigations, C.H. Patrick has reported that its
conversion process adds between *** percent to its total costs of goods sold.
The comparable value added by Southern Dye is*** (between*** percent).
Detailed information on value added by U.S. finishers is presented in the
section "Financial Experience of the U.S. Producer and Finishers."
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obtain the reduced leuco form, standardized to a particular shade and cast"
and that this process amounts to a "dyeing method" as described by the Colour
Index (see appendix C). 35
Respondents claim that, although the chemical modification of C.I.
sulfur dyes to C.I. leuco sulfur dyes and C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes may be
diagrammed simply (e.g., exhibit C in petitioner's prehearing brief),
commercially and technologically acceptable· chemical modification is
considerably more difficult to perform in practice. 36 • 37 Further, the chemical
reactions that occur during the reduction process can affect significantly the
final form of the product as is the case, for example, in the production of
the new environmentally safer dyes.
C.I. solubilized.--C.I. solubilized sulfur ,dyes are obtained by reacting
sulfur dye filter cake/presscake with thiosulfonic acid to produce a
thiosulfonic acid derivative that is inherently water soluble. ·

Sulfur vat: dyes
Vat:--reduct:ion.--Processesused in the production of reduced sulfur vat
dyes are similar to those used to manufacture C.I. leuco sulfur dyes as
previously described.
Vat:--past:e.--Vat presscake is dispersed with sand in a grinding process
to produce a paste that can be mixed with other vat dyes by end users.

Manufacturing Environmentally Safer Dyes
During these investigations, varying degrees of difference in the
manufacturing processes to produce environmentally safer dyes have been
described by the parties. The petitioner's environmentally safer product is
differentiated (and chemically altered) from its other sulfur black dyes
during finishing. Such dyes have a lower sulfide content~ A comparable
imported product· also acquires its "environmental" characteristics when
finished in the United States prior to sale to end users. Southern Dye has
testified that its "Free-Sulfur Free" sulfur dye (patent pending) is not like
the Sandoz patented product, in that the chemistry and reduction systems are
different; i.e., Sandoz uses a sugar-type reduction system, whereas Southern
Dye uses a sulfide reduction system. 38
Petitioner characterizes· the differences in the two environmentally
safer lines as differences involving method· of application. Whereas Sandoz's

TR, p. 22.
TR, pp. 100-101, 194-196, and 202.
37 Respondents note that large, financially able and technologically
sophisticated textile mills with chemical operations, such as Burlington,
Millikin, West Point Pepperell; Fieldcrest, and Cannon, do not start with
imported or domestic C.I. sulfur dyes, indicating that U.S. textile mills
apparently do not find performing the chemical reduction themselves to be a
cost-effective use of their resources (TR, pp. 15 and 203-204).
38 Preliminary TR, pp. 130-131; TR, pp,
226-227.
35
36
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RD'r dyes require glucose-based reducing agents, Southern Dye's "Megablack"
relies on sodium borohydtide. The petitioner testified to the fact that
Sandoz researched sodium borohydride technology more than 30 years ago but
rejected it due to the fact that if misapplied by the dyer, explosive hydrogen
gas would be produced. 39 Similarly, Southern Dye testified that Sandoz' s
•ireduction environmental black" requires transporting large amounts of caustic
soda to the textile dyeing machines, and caustic soda is a highly corrosive
material that can burn skin upon contact. 40
Patent dispute

During 1990 S~ndoz was awarded a patent on its environmentally friendly
dyes, Sandozol RDT~type dyes~ Because of this patent C.H. Patrick, the
principal U.S. sulfur dye finisher, has been effectively precluded from
participating in the expanding environmentally safer sulfur dye m4rket during
the period of investigation. In August 1991, C.H. Patric'k filed for reexamination of the patent with Commerce's Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks. 41 Patrick has characterized the results of tlie re-examination· as
having rendered Sandoz' s patent "worthless. " 42 Although h~aring t~stimony
indicates that C.H. Patrick**~ environmentally safer dy~s, 43 Sandoz argues
that C.H. Patrick currently is advising end users of its immediate intent to
offer environmentally safer· dyes similar to those of Sandoz. 44
Issues Relating to the Nature of
the Impor~ed P~oduct
During the preliminary invesUgations, parties j..dentified the nature of
imported sulfur dyes subject to the investigations as follows:
Petitioner.--The petition stat~d that "(p)etitioner believes that
virtually all imported S\llfur Dyes (including Sulfur Vat Blue Dyes)
consist of unsolubilized (i.e~, non-reduceq) dried ptes~-cake or
powdered dye concentrates which are manufactured for sale and
exportation to U.S. solubilizers. "45
Re~pondents.--Coun~el.for

the U.K. exporter, James Robinson Ltd.,
described the impo.rted product as "sulfur dyes in two forms:
unsolubilized, liquid conc~ntrate and unsolubilized concentrated
powder." 46 And further, ''CHP (C.H. Patrick) imports and purchases
imports of sulfur dyes. in the form of unsolubilized liquid concentrate
and unsolubilized c.oncentrated powder. 1147

Sandoz posthearing brief, p. 10.
Preliminary TR, p. 131.
41 Preliminary TR, p. 145.
42 Ibid.
In addition, C.H. Patrick has ***·
43 During the Commission's Jan. 28, 1993, verification of C.H. Patrick's
questionnaire data, ***·
" Sandoz posthearing brief, ~xh. C.
45 Petition, p, 19.
46 Postconference brief of Rogers & Wells, p. l, fn, 3.
47 Ibid, p. 1 , fn. 4.
39

40
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During these final investigations, counsel for respondents has asserted
that the "subject imports consist primarily of semi-reduced (emphasis added),
concentrated sulfur dyes that must be further chemically reduced before being
sold to end-users. " 48 When asked to explain the significance, if any, of this
change in the description of the subject imports of sulfur dyes, an official
of C.H. Patrick testified that:
"(w)e import from six or seven different sources in China, from India,
and from England. Each one of those products have different
characteristics, different soluble characteristics, different degrees of
reduction. Some of them have none, some of them have some, some of them
have more than others. " 49
Counsel for C.H. Patrick further asserts that there is no substantive
significance to the change in description, but rather that the recent
description is simply more precise terminology. 50 However, evidence on the
record indicates that, in some cases, the subject sulfur dyes imported into
the United States are reduced almost completely before importation. For
example, in response to a request for information on James Robinson's
conversion of sulfur black 1 presscake to a leuco liquid, the U.K. respondent
described the stage of manufacture for its exported product as follows:
***. 51
With respect to imports from China, an official of C.H. Patrick has described
a major product imported from China as follows: 52
"***. 1153,54

Uses of Sulfur Dyes

The subject sulfur dyes are applied primarily to vegetable or cellulosic
fibers (such as cotton, rayon, and linen), but are also used to a lesser
extent in dyeing paper, leather, and certain synthetic fibers. Table 1
presents data.compiled from the Commission's questionnaires in these final
investigations relating to the subject sulfur dyes, in terms of end use,
color, process differences, and environmental impact differences. As shown,
over *** percent of Sandoz's subject sulfur dyes were sold to textile end
users; black sulfur dyes accounted for more than*** percent of U.S.

48

49

50
51

~
53

Prehearing brief of McNair La~ Firm, p. 2.
Testimony of Silvio Rodriguez, TR, p. 122.
Posthearing brief of McNair Law Firm, p. 16.
Postconference brief of Rogers & Wells, attachment 4, p. 1.
During the Jan. 28, 1993 verification visit to C.H. Patrick,
Prehearing brief of McNair Law Firm, exh. 6, addendum No. 1,

***

p. 2.
54

In a Feb. 1, 1993, clarifying statement submitted to the Commission ***
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Table 1
Subject sulfur dyes: Shares of U.S. shipments by Sandoz and finishers/
importers, by end use, by color, by environmental impact, and by process,
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

shipments; environmentally-safer sulfur dyes represent growing shares of total
shipments, accounting for ***percent during January-September 1992; and
shipments of clarified product have been declining as shipments of unclarified
product increased. With respect to imports, approximately *** percent of U.S.
shipments of the subject dyes were used in textile applications, approximately
*** percent were black dyes, shipments of environmentally-safer products.
increased, and *** dyes were clarified.
Additional information gathered during the preliminary investigations
concerning end uses of the subject dyes sold for textile applications is
presented below (in 1,000 pounds):
Sulfur
Sulfur dyes vat dyes
Total
Textiles:
Denim .......................
***
***
***
Wearing apparel 1 • • • • • • • • • • • •
***
***
***
Yarn ........................
***
***
***
Toweling ........ , ...........
***
***
***
Uniforms and tents ..........
***
***
***
Other textiles 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • •
***
***
***
Total .....................
***
***
***
1

2

Other than uniforms and not made of denim.
Includes raw stock, rugs, samples, textile collages, etc.

As shown, slightly more than half of the subject sulfur dyes sold for textile
applications were applied to denim, 55 although wearing apparel and, to a
lesser extent, dyeing of yarn (as opposed to fabric) were also significant end
uses for sulfur dyes. Sulfur vat dyes were used primarily for uniforms and
tents because of their greater water fastness, but were also sold for
application to denim(***).
Like Product Issues
In the preliminary investigations the majority of the Commission found
that there is a single like product consisting of all sulfur dyes. 56
"Denim" is generally recognized as referring to a warp-faced twill weave
comprising cotton or cotton/polyester fiber blends of intermediate weight.
56 See Sulfur Dyes from China. India. and the United Kingdom, USITC
Publication No. 2514, May 1992; p. 7.
55
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Commissioner Brunsdale found two like products in the investigations,
"concentrated (herein identified as intermediate) sulfur dye and solubilized
(herein identified. as finished) sulfur dye. " 57 Notwithstanding the unanimous
Commission finding that "soluble sulfur dye" is not a separate like product, 58
counsel for the Indian respondent has argued that evidence now on the record
provides the Commission with more detailed information to reconsider the issue
of whether there are two different like products: "conventional" sulfur dyes
and C. I. solubilized dyes. 59
This report presents as much information as is available regarding these
alternative like-product industries.
U.S. Tariff Treatment
Imports of sulfur dyes, including.sulfur vat dyes, that are subject to
these investigations 60 are classified in chapter 32 of the HTS. The column 1general rates of duty that apply to the subject imports under the enumerated
HTS subheadings are as follows (in percent ad valorem); 61
Item
--.-

HTS subheading

Rate of duty

Sulfur black dyes:
C.I. Nos. 53185,
53190, and 53195 .....

3204.19.30

$0.033/kg + 14%

3204.19.40
3204.19.50

15%
2()%

Other C.I. sulfur black
dyes, all C.I. sulfur
color dyes, and
·
C.I. solubilized
sulfur dyes ........... .
Sulfur vat · dyes 62 • • • • • • • •

3204.15.10
3204.l~.20

3204.15.30
3204.15.35
3204.15.40
3204.15.50

$0.033/kg + 14.4%
20%
8.4%
14.2%
. 15%
20%

Ibid, p. 38.
Ibid, pp. 8 and 33.
59 Counse~ to the U.K. respondent had indicated intentions to also argue
for such like product distinctions (Sept. 25, 1992, let.ter to Paul Bardos. from
William Silverman, counsel to James Robinson, Ltd., p. 1), but decided not to
pursue the issue following Commerce's rejection of such arguments regarding
two separate classes or kinds of merchandise in the final antidumping
determination concerning the United Kingdom (Jan. 8, 1993, letter to Paul
Bardos from William Silverman).
60 See app. A for Commerce's and the Commission's notices of institution ...
61 ~ee app. F for HTS notes and nomenclature.
62 In response to the Commission's questionnaire, importers have reported
that imports of sulfur vat dyes are generally brought in under HTS subheadings
57

58

***
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THE NATURE AND EXTENT

or

SALES AT LTFV

The following.tabulation provides dumping margins as dete:rmined by
Commerce 'for each' ·of the foreign countries (and companies) subject to these
investigations (in percent): 63
Country

Company

Margins

Critical
circumstances

Fin..al,. determinations:
U.K.:

James Robinson Ltd ... ·........
All others ...................

China:

Sinochem Shandong Import/
Export--Tianjin factory ....
Sinochem International ·
Chemicals--Handan factory ..
All others ...................
Kwong Fat Hong Chemicals
(Hong Kong trading Co.)-Wuhan factory ..............

19. 97 1
19.97

No 2
No 2

34. 96 3

Yes 4

102 .46 5
213 .16 5

No 4
Yes 4

191.003 • 6

Yes 4

2. 69 7
17. 55 9
10.12

Nos
Nos
Nos

Preliminary determination:
India:

Atul Products Ltd ............
Hickson & Dadajee Ltd ........
All others ...................

U.S. prices (USPs) were based on packed prices to unrelated customers,
with appropriate deductions for freight and rebates; value-added tax (VAT)
that would have. been collected if the merchandise had not been exported was
added t<> selling price. Foreign market value (FMV) was based on packed prices
charged to unrelated customers in the home market, with adjustments for inland
freight, packing costs, and differences in circumstances of sale.
2 In reaching this determination, Commerce found no outstanding antidwnping
orders on sulfur dyes, including sulfur vat dyes, from the United Kingdom, and
thus no history of dumping. Moreover, because the final dumping margins were
less than 25 percent, Commerce could not impute U.S. importer knowledge that
the exporter was selling the subject merchandise at LTFV.
3 USPs were based on purchase prices calculated from packed c.i.f. prices
from the respective trading companies to unrelated customers, with app'ropriate
deductions for insurance,. freight, and trade discounts. FMV was based on.
factors of production utilized in producing the merchandise as valued in India
and Pakistan, as Commerce determined that there was insufficient basis for
finding a market oriented sulfur. dye industry in China.
1

Footnotes ·continued on following page.
63

1992.

Commerce's period of investigation was Nov. l, 1991, through Apr. 30,
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--Footnotes continued from previous page.
Regarding Sinochem Shandong, Sinochem International Chemicals, and Kwong
Fat Chemicals, the dumping margins found were all over 25 percent and,
.. accordingly, Commerce imputed U.S. importer knowledge that the exporter was
selling the subject merchandise at LTFV. Commerce found that critical
circumstances exist for (a) Sinochem Shandong, in that their imports increased
massively (over 15 percent) between the period November 1, 1991 through March
31, 1992 nd the period April 1 through August 31, 1992; for (b) Kwong Fat
Chemicals, because the firm did not provide monthly shipment information, and
Commerce found that its imports were massive based on BIA; and for (c) "all
other" firms, because imports increased massively for at least two Chinese
firms. For Sinochem International Chemicals, Commerce found that the firm's
imports increased by less than 15 percent between the comparison periods, and
thus had not increased massively.
5 Based on best information available (BIA) as contained in the petition.
6 For its preliminary determination Commerce treated Kwong Fat Chemicals as
an intermediate country reseller and calculated FMV based on packed f .o.b.
prices charged to unrelated customers in Hong Kong, resulting in a 4.92
percent preliminary dumping margin. During its final investigation Commerce
determined that Kwong Fat'.s sales to the United States were clearly
transshipments which did not enter the commerce of Hong Kong, and used the
methodology outlined in footnote 3 to calculate FMV.
7 USPs were based on purchase prices calculated from c.i.f. prices to
unrelated customers, with adjustments for foreign inland freight, foreign
brokerage and handling, ocean freight, and marine insurance; .central excise
tax and sales tax that would have been collected if the merchandise had not
been exported; and import duty that was rebated or not collected by reason of
exportation. FMV was based on packed ex-factory prices charged to unrelated
customers in the home market.
8 Commerce found that there have not been massive imports of the subject
merchandise from India since the filing of the petition, and, therefore,
preliminarily determined that critical circumstances do not exist with respect
to imports of the subject sulfur dyes from India.
9 Hickson & Dadajee did not wish to participate in the Commerce proceedings
and was assigned a dumping rate calculated from BIA as contained in the
petition.
4

THE U.S. MARKET
Apparent U.S. Consumption
Table 2 presents data on apparent U.S. consumption of the subject sulfur
dyes, 64 as well as consumption of other groupings of synthetic dyes. 65

Quantity data for subject sulfur dyes are presented in this report in
terms of the weight of the finished, liquid form, except where noted
otherwise. (The exceptions are quantity data for C.I. solubilized sulfur
powders, which need not be converted to a liquid form prior to use by end
users, and sulfur vat paste).
65 Data in table 2 on the subject sulfur dyes were compiled from the
questionnaire responses; data on other dye classifications are based on
(continued ... )
64
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Table 2
Dyes: Estimated apparent U.S. consumption, by groupings of dyes, 1989-91 1
1990

1989

Item

1991

Quantity Cl.000 pounds)
*

*

*

.

Total

*

*

*

*

Total

.

*

*
1,268,853

355.760

339,261

412.489
Value

*

*

*

(l, 000

*
1,210,808

dollars)
*
1,548,639

Source: Data on subject dyes compiled from responses to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission in the final investigations. All other
data were compiled from the U.S. International Trade Commission's publication,
Synthetic Organic Chemicals, and official trade statistics, or were calculated
by difference.
Apparent U.S. consumption of the subject sulfur dyes increased steadily from
1989 to 1991, rising by*** percent. The trends in apparent_consumption of
sulfur dyes are largely determined by the demand for cotton fabric,
particularly black denim. Additional information on the market and its
determinants is presented in the section of this report titled "Factors
Affecting Demand." Estimated apparent U.S. consumption of all dye classes
shown in table 2 fell from 412.5 million pounds· in 1989 to 355.8 million
pounds in 1991, or by 13.7 percent. On a quantity basis, the subject sulfur
dyes accounted for *** percent of all such dye classes in 1991; on a value
basis the comparable share. was *** percent.
U.S. Producer and Finishers
The U.S. dye industry has existed since before World War I. It
developed mainly in the northeastern states because of their proximity to
refineries and chemical plants and early textile mills (in New Jersey), and in
th~ southeastern sta.tces because of their proximity to the major modern

( ••• continued)
shipment data published in Synthetic Organic Chemicals and official trade
statistics. Howeveli, classifications in trade statistics (imports/exports) do
not exactly parallel the production/sales classifications in Synthetic Organic
Chemicals. Some dyes are also used as, or made into, pigments, chemical
reagents, or chemical indicators, which usage is not fully differentiated in
the available statistics. Accordingly, data and totals for non-subject dyes
should be regarded as estimates, although the differences are believed to be
small.
65
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textile-producing states (North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia) and
companies that provide raw materials to the dye industry. ..Table 3 shows the
current U.S. producers and finishers of the subject sulfur dyes, the locations
of their plants, position on the petition, and their share of 1991 total
production of the subject products. As the sole integrated producer of the
subject sul.fur dyes, Sandoz is part of Sandoz Ltd., Switzerland, a diversified
chemical company producing a variety of chemicals in addition to dyes.
In contrast, U.S.-owned finishers are relatively small chemical
companies whose main products are dyes. 66 The firms are described below.

Company Profiles
Integrated producer
The petitioner, Sandoz Chemicals Corp., and its predecessor, Southern
Dyestuff Co., have been the leading producers of sulfur dyes in the United
States since approximately 1936. 67 In addition to .the subject sulfur dyes,
Sandoz also produces other types of dyes, including non-sulfur vat dyes, acid
dyes, direct dyes, disperse dyes, fiber reactive dyes, and fluorescent
brightening agents in three U.S. facilities'. .
.

.

Sandoz is part of a Swiss-bas~d multinational corporation, Sandoz Ltd.,
which produces a wide range o~ chemicals, pharmaceutic~ls, agro products
(e.g., fungicides), seeds, food products, and. materials used in construction.
On a worldwide basis, Sandoz Ltd.'s ch~mical group produces dyes for textiles,
leather, and paper, along with paper optical brighteners and pigments.

There is little integration back to the synthesis of dyestuffs in the
domestic industry because, in most cases, the cost involved to build dye
manufacturing facilities subject to stringent environmental regulation is not
economically feasible.
67 Currently, Sandoz is the only integrated U.S. producer of sulfur dyes in
the United States. Prior to 1987, there were at least six additional U.S.
manufacturers: Allied Chemical Co., American Cyanamid Co., Augusta Chemical
Co. , E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. , Mobay Chemicai Corp. , and Sou Tex Chemical
Co. Allied, Augusta, Du Pont, and Sou Tex stopped manufacturing in the early
1970s. In 1977, Amer.ican Cyanamid sold its sulfur dye production facilities
to Mobay, which then shut down production in the spring -0f 1986. Sandoz
testified a.t the Commission's conference that these firms ceased operations
due to the capital investment that would be required for them to meet new
environmental controls. Preliminary TR, pp. 50-51.
There is one new domestic dye production plant under construction:
CIBA-GEIGY's St. Gabriel, LA, facility. However, the plant (which is
scheduled to produce acid, direct, disperse, and reactive dyes) will not
manufacture sulfur dyes. Petition, pp. 5-6.
66
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Table 3
Subject sulfur dyes: U.S. producer and finishers, location of producing/
finishing facility, position on petition, and share of production in 1991
Position
on
Firm

Location

R~tit!ox;i~

of U.S. Rroduction
Sulfur
vats
Sulfur
Total
Shar~

I

~~-------Percent---------

Sandoz Chemicals
Corp 2 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Mt. Holly, NC
Martin, SC
C.H. Patrick & Co. 3 • • • • Taylors, SC
Greenville, SC
Southern Dye &
Chemical Co. 4 • • • , • • • • m
Share of total
and total ....... , -

s

***

***

***

0

***

***

***

***

***

***

100.0

0

..

***

s-supports and O•opposes.
Sandoz Chemicals Corp. (Sandoz) is the only integrated producer of the
subject sulfur dyes in the United States, SandQz is *** p~reent owned by Sandoz
Corp., New York, NY, which, in turn, is*** percent owned by Sanqoz Ltd., Basel,
Switzerland. Sandoz Ltd. is a worldwide producer of sulfur dyes. The firm owns
***percent of Rioquima, S.A~, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil;*** percent of Sulcolor,
S,A., Salvatierra, Mexico;*** percent of Sandoz S.A.E., ~arcelona, Spain; and
***percent of Sandoz Dongkook, Ltd., Seoul, Korea.
3 C.H. Patrick is *** percent owned by Graniteville Co., Gr'aniteyille, SC.
4 Not owned, in whole or in part, by any othe.r firm.
5 Southern Dye's *** dyes are ***·
·
1

2

Source: Compiled from ¢ata submitted in response to questionnaires of the U.S.
International Trade Commission.

The firm produces sulfur dyes in several countries in addition to the United
States--specifically Brazil, Mexico, S~ain, an~ Korea. 68
Dyestuff finishers

As previou~ly described, there are also firms that are dyestuff
finishers which purchase what is sometimes ref erred to as a raw material
(unreduced or partially reduced liquid or powder sulfur dyes) and fµlly reduce
and standardize the product for resale in the United States. Information on
the value added by their finishing activities is presented in the section o~
the report entitled "Financial Experience of the U~S. frqducer and Finhhers."
There are currently two large-scale finishers in the United States: C.H.
Patrick and Southern Dye.
Sandoz testified at the preliminary con~erence that no imports from
these plants enter the United States. ***· (Dec. 1 and 4, 1992, supplemental
responses to the Commission's producer's questionnaire).
68
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C.H. Patrick & Co .. --C.H. Patrick began operating in the 1940s as a
producer of specialty chemicals, including catal,ysts and water repellents. 69
In 1969, Graniteville Co., a manufacturer of denim and industrial fabrics,
purchased C.H. Patrick***· C.H. Patrick began sulfur dye production in 1988,
and in September 1989 purchased the sulfur dye operations of Burris Chemicals,
Inc., which had also been a dyestuff finisher.
Southern Dye & Chemical Co .. --Southern Dye, a privately-held company,
began operations in late 1989, when it introduced the first environmentally
safer dye ever marketed. 70
Hiscellaneous finishing operations.--During these final investigations,
***. 71
An industry perspective on the nature of the U.S. synthetic dye
industry has been provided in a chemical industry report, wherein as part of a
discussion of U.S. producers of synthetic dyes in general, the authors
characterized the U.S. industry as follows:
"***. 1172
U.S. Importers
During 1989-91, most of the imports of sulfur dyes from China, India,
and the United Kingdom were either imported directly by U.S. dyestuff
finishers (i.e., Burris, C.H. Patrick, and Southern Dye) or were imported by
specialty chemical distributors. 73 The names and locations of the
distributors (and the countries from which they sourced) are provided in the
following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Costs Associated with Importing Activities
During these final investigations, ***·

The firm reported that:

"Factors that were taken into account when the ***was set are; interest
expense, cost of new containers (nearly 100% of all imports must be
repackaged due to damage in transit and customer demand for U.S. size
containers), subsequent disposal of the original containers, laboratory
costs including quality control, standards maintenance and amortization
C.H. Patrick also sells disperse and vat dyes (including indigo). ***
Preliminary TR, p. 129. Bulk shipments of Sandozol black 4G-RDT, the
environmentally safer sulfur dye produced by the petitioner, began in***
71 ***
72 ***
73 Commission staff has identified *** importers of less significant
quantities of the subject product, principally from ***
69

70
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of expensive laboratory equipment, freight charges, remote warehouse
storage charges, handling charges, and internal warehouse labor and
supervisor cost for re-packaging and· handling. 1174
*** incorporating the above factors, accounted for *** percent of total
reported import value during***·
The majority of imports of C. I. sulfµr and C. I. leuco sulfur dyes, as
well as sulfur vat dyes, enter into the United States through the Charleston,
SC, Customs District.
Channels of Distribution
*** domestic sales. of sulfur dyes by Sandoz go directly to end users.
*** percent of these dyes are sold to textile producers and the remaining ***
percent go to producers of paper, leather, and ink. Sandoz ships most of its
dyes to the textile industry in a water-soluble liquid form, 75 whereas its
shipments to paper, leather, and ink producers are in either a water-soluble
liquid or powdered form. *** percent of Sandoz's sales of the subject sulfur
dyes are made to purchasers located within 1,000 miles of its plant in Mount
Holly, NC.
Most of the imported subject sulfur dyes are eventually use4 by the
textile industry; however, the imported sulfur dyes destined for use in
textiles are mostly in an unfinished form and must undergo further processing
before they can be used by the textile mills. C.H. Patrick and Southern Dye 76
are the only two known domestic firms currently engaged in finishing the
subject imported sulfur dyes used by the textile industry. Patrick, the
larger of the two companies, uses unfinished powdered dyes from China and
India and unfinished or concentrated liquid dyes from the United Kingdom.
Patrick buys the Chinese and British dyes from ***77 and *** Indian dyes as
well as some of the Chinese product. Patrick reports that it mixes the dyes
from all three countries and finishes them so that the dye is in a form that
can be used by textile mills. Most of Patrick's sales go directly to end
users. 78 Sales to Graniteville, Patrick's parent company and only related
customer, accounted for ***percent of its total sales in 1991.

***.
Sandoz has several textile customers that use C.I. solubilized dyes in
powdered form, but these customers represent*** percent of Sandoz's total
sulfur dye sales,
76 Burris Chemical imported and finished sulfur dyes from China prior to
September 1989, at which time it sold its business to C.H. Patrick.
77 The liquid unfinished sulfur dyes from the United Kingdom are purchased
through ***· The unfinished sulfur dye powder from China is purchased through
***
74

75

78

***
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Southern Dye buys· unfinished powdered dyes f~om *** through ***. 79
Southern Dye ***· Southern Dye sells to both distributors and end users in
the southeast and on the w:est coast of the United_States.
Biddle Sawyer Corp. and Keystone Aniline Corp. import C. I.. solubilized
sulfur dye powders that are used exclusively in the leather industry. Biddle
Sawyer purchases its C.I. solubilized powders from Atul Products in India and
sells all of this product to ***• which resells its sulfur dyes ***· ***
sells to end users in the leather industry. Keystpne buys its dyes from James
Robinson Ltd. in the United Kingdom and resells to. distributors and end users
in the leather industry.

CONSIDERATION OF MATERIAL INJURY
TO AN INDUSTRY IN THE UNITED STAT~S
In the majority opinion for the preliminary investigations, the
Commission found that U.S. finishers .(solubil.izer~) are part of the domestic
industry, but determined that circumstances existed regarding those firms'
importing activities such that they should be excluded from the domestic
industry as related parties. Therefore, discussions of the data in the
follqwing sections will concentrs,te on Sandoz's activities,. but tables will
present complete informatio.n on the subject sulfur dye operations for each of
the U,S. producers and finishers, separately and combined, for three possible
like-product industries as follows:B 0
I.

The subject sulfur dyes.--The products and industry as defined by
the Commission in its majority opinion for the preliminary
investigations.

II.

Intermediate and finished dyes.--The two separate products and
industries as defined by Commissioner Brunsdale in her concurring
and dissenting views for the preliminary investigations.

III.

C.I. solubilized and other subject sulfur dyes.--The two separate
products and industries as argued by counsel for the Indian
respondent.
U.S. Production,

Capa~ity,

and Capacity Utilization

Data for the U.S. production, capacity, and capacity utilization of the
U.S. producer's and finishers' operations producing· the subject sulfur dyes
are presented in table 4. For Sandoz, capability to manufacture the subject
sulfur dyes remained constant from 1989 to 1990, and then increased by***
percent from 1990 to 1991. Bl Sandoz' s production of the subject finished
sulfur dyes declined by *** percent from 198.9 to 1990, then increased by ***
percent in the next year, for a net increase in annual production during the
79 ***
BO See also app. G for summary data relating to the subject sulfur dyes.
Bl Questionnaire data indicate that capacity ***
(See Sandoz Dec .. 1,
1992, supplemental submission.)
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period. Production increased
when comp•red with production
capacity µtilization followed
reached its highest level for
January-S.aptember 1992. 82

by *** percent during January-September 1992
during the comparable period of 1991. Sandoz's
the same general trend as production, and
the period of investigation, *** percent, during

Table·4
Subject sulfur dyes: U.S. producer's and finishers• capacity, production, and
capacity utilization, by types, 1989-91, January-September 1991, artd JariuarySeptember 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. Producer's .and Finishers• U.S. Shipments
Data. for the U.S. producer's and finishers• U.S. shipments of the
subject sulfur dyes, by types of product, are presented irt table 5. The
quantity of Sandoz's U.S. shipments of the subject finished sulfur dyes
increased slightly from 1989 to 1990, then increasedby ***percent in 1991;
shipme~ts increased by *** percent during January-September 1992 compared with
those in the like period of 1991.
Table 5
Subject sulfur dyes: U.S. producer's and finishers• U.S. shipments, by types,
1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

.*

*

*

In its petition, Sandoz attributed the overall increase in the firm's
U.S. shipments in 1991 to rising sales of its lower-priced Deniblack 4G,
stating:
Although introduced only three years ·ago, sales of Deniblack 4G
now comprise *** of Petitioner's primary Sulfur Black 1 sales.
Unfortunately, it is anticipated that the continued marketing
success of Deniblack 4G will come at the expense of Petitioner's
Sodyesul Black 4GCF, resulting in a *** of Petitioner's Sulfur
Black sales revenue. 83 (Petition, p. 72.)
82 In the petition, Sandoz stated that its export sales of sulfur dyes to
its related firms "constitute a stop-gap measure to maintain some se.mblance of
reasonable capacity utilization," adding that "as the bulk of these sales were
to foreign affiliates who have since upgraded their own production facilities,
they do not guarantee future sales for export~" Petition, p. 75.
83 ***
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The average 1991 unit sale value of Deniblack 4G *** was *** than that of
Sodyesul Black 4GCF ***· Sales of Sodyesul Black 4GCF *** from 1989 to 1991,
whereas sales of Deniblack 4G.*** percent of sulfur black 1 sales in 1989 to
***percent in 1991 (if the new environmentally safer product is excluded). 84
U.S. Producer's and Finishers' Exports
Data for the U.S. producer's and finishers' exports of the subject
sulfur dyes, by types of product, are presented in table 6. Sandoz exports a
***percentage of its production, primarily to its affiliates in***·
However, as noted earlier, petitioner has stated that it cannot continue to
rely on revenue from such exports as its affiliates develop their own
capability to produce sulfur dyes. Sandoz•s exports of finished dyes declined
from *** million pounds (or *** percent of its total shipments) in 1989 to ***
million pounds (or *** percent of its total shipments) in 1990, increased by
*** percent to *** million pounds in 1991, and then decreased by *** percent
during January-September 1992 as compared to the same period in 1991. As
shown in tables 5 and 6, the unit values of such export shipments were ***
than the unit values of domestic sales to unrelated firms. ***. 85
Table 6
Subject sulfur dyes: U.S. producer's and finishers' export shipments, by
types, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. Producer's and Finishers' Inventories
End-of-period inventories
in table 7. As shown, Sandoz's
to 1990, remained stable during
September 1992 over the similar

for the U.S. producer and finishers are shoWn
inventories decreased by*** percent from 1989
1991, and rose by *** percent during Januaryperiod in 1991.

Table 7
Subject sulfur dyes: U.S. producer's and finishers' end-of-period inventories, by types, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The overall increase in petitioner's sales is also due to the 1990
introduction of its new environmentally safer product, Sandozol Black 4G-RDT.
In 1991 Sandozol Black 4G-RDT accounted for *** percent of total sulfur dye
sales by Sandoz in the United States.
85 Staff interview with John Galvin, attorney for Sandoz, Apr. 29, 1992.
84
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U.S. Employment, Wages, and Productivity
Table 8 presents data on employment, productivity, and unit labor costs
for the U.S. sulfur dye producer and finishers. The number of Sandoz's
workers producing the subject sulfur dyes remained relatively constant from
1989 to 1991, 86 although hours worked and wages paid declined. Average hourly
wages paid to Sandoz's production and.related workers producing the subject
sulfur dyes increased from*** in 1989 to *** in 1990, and then decreased to
*** in 1991. 87 None of the workers at Sandoz are represented by a union.
Table 8
Average number of U.S. production and related workers.producing all sulfur
dyes, hours ~orked, total compensation paid,· hourly wages, productivity, and
unit labor costs, by types of sulfur dyes, 1989-91, January-September 1991,
and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Financial Experience of the U.S. Producer and Finishers
Three firms submitted separate financial data for (1) the overall
operations of their establishments in which sulfur dyes and sulfur vat dyes
are produced and/or finished, (2) their sulfur dye operations, and (3) their
sulfur vat dye operations. Income-and-loss data for the individual
intermediate and final sulfur dye and sulfur vat dye products are presented in
appendix H. The firms are: (1) Sandoz, 88 the petitioner and the only
vertically integrated producer, (2) C.H. Patrick, a firm that purchases
intermediate products for further processing into finished sulfur dyes at its
U.S. facilities, 89 and (3) Southern Dye·, a company that ***. 90
In response to a question in the Commission's questionnaire, Sandoz
reported that it had not been forced to reduce the number of production and
related workers producing sulfur dyes (including sulfur vat dyes) by at least
5 percent or 50 workers during any of the period Jan. 1, 1989, to Sept. 30,
1992.
87 *** in hourly wage data when compared with Sandoz' s response to the
preliminary questionnaires have been attributed to*** (see Sandoz's Dec. 1,
1992, supplemental response).
88 As indicated in the petition, Sandoz Chemicals Corp.
(Sandoz) is a New
York corporation organized in 1983 and wholly owned by Sandoz Corp. which, in
turn, is wholly owned by Sandoz Ltd. of Basle, Switzerland. Petitioner is a
major domestic manufacturer of dyes, pigments, and coloring matter. Sandoz
employs *** persons overall and *** workers at its sulfur dye production
facilities at the Holly Hill plant in Charlotte, NC (petition, p. 5).
89· As indicated previously,
in September 1989 C.H. Patrick purchased the
sulfur dye operations of Burris Chemicals, Inc., which had been a dyestuff
finisher.
90 Southern Dye ***
86
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On-site verifications were performed on the data of Sandoz and C.H.
Patrick. As a result, Sandoz;·s data were adjusted for***
C.H. Patrick's
data were adjusted to: ***

Overall Establishment Operations
Income-and-loss data of the three firms on the overall operations of
their establishments in which sulfur dyes and sulfur vat dyes are produced
and/or finished are shown in table 9. The subject dyes accounted for
approximately *** percent of the total sales by these establishments in 1991.
Other products produced by Sandoz, the major producer, at its Mt. Holly plant
and their respective shares of total net sales by this establishment in the
firm's most recent fiscal year 91 are shown in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 9
Income-and-loss experience of the U.S. producer and finishers on the overall
operations of their establishments in which sulfur dyes and sulfur vat dyes
are produced and/or finished, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991,
and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Combined Operations on Sulfur Dyes and Sulfur Vat Dyes
Income-and-loss data for the three firms on their combined sulfu~ dye
and sulfur vat dye operations are shown tn table 10. Separate income-andloss data for sulfur dyes and sulfur vat dyes are shown in tables 11 and 12,
respectively. Operations on sulfur dyes represent 'the vast majority of the
combined operations, with reported net sales of $***, or *** percent, of the
combined net sales of $*** in 1991. S~ndoz's data represent *** percent of
the combined total net sales of the. subject dyes by the three firms in 1991.
Selected income-and-loss for the respective firms on their combined
sulfur dye and sulfur vat dye operations are shown in the following tabulation
(in thousands of dollars, except where noted):

*

91

*

*

Sandoz's fiscal year ends ***

*

*

*

*
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'!'able 10
income-and-loss experience of the U.S. producer .and finishers on their sulfur
dye and sulfur vat dye ~perations, fi,scal years 1989-91, Janq.ary-Septembe:r
1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 11
Income-and-loss experience of the U.S. producer and finishers on ~heir sulfur
dye operations, fiscal years l.989-91, Janµary .. September ).991, and JanuarySept~mber 1992

*

*

*

*

*

Table 12
Income-and-loss experience Qf the U.S. producer and finiShers on their sulfur
vat dye operations, fi~cal years 1989 .. 91, January-Sep~ember 1991, ~nd JanuarySeptember 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

The combined results are strongly influenc~d by Sandoz•s C.I. leuco
sulfur dye operations. ***
Although combined net sales increased steadily·
during 1989-~l, operating income exhibited an opposite ~r.end, with decreasing
margins during the period. A major factqr was ***• which were related to ***·
Sandoz believes the *** of DNCB are related to a change in accounting
for ***
According to Sandoz, the ***. 92 Additionally, ***· The on-site
verification proved this to be essentially true since the accountip~ changes
we~e reclassifications from *** an~ did not affect total cost of goods sold;
thus, neither operating income nor niat income before taxes was ~ffected. DNCB
in a recent batch analysis (1992) was determined to be approximately *** of
the total cost for sulfur black.
Cost of Goods Sold and SG&A Expenses for Sandoz
Cost of goods sold detail available for Sandoz on its c~mbined sulfur
dye and sulfur vat dye operations is presented in table l~. The *** are
related to *** in production volume and the *** are related to *** as the
The Sandoz information was provided by ***· in tel~phone conversations
with staff on DeQ, 2 and 7, 1992, wi~h additional information provided in a
telefax received on Dec. 9, 1992.
92
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result of Sandoz•s ***· The respective depreciation expenses for the combined
sulfur products by Sandoz and C.H. Patrick are shown in the following
tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 13
Cost of goods sold and selling, general, and administrative expenses for
Sandoz on its sulfur dye and sulfur vat dye operations, fiscal.years 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*.
Most of the

*
***

*

*

*

*

*

in Sandoz•s SG&A expenses are directly related to

***

***
There are *** sales to affiliates by Sandoz and C.H. Patrick. C.H.
Patrick's affiliated sales *** its unaffiliated sales; however, Sandoz's
affiliated sales generally have *** according to information obtained in the
preliminary investigations. In those investigations, Sandoz indicated that
its export sales were primarily to affiliates in *** at *** than the average
domestic net sales prices because the export price is ***· Although Sandoz
did not show any company transfers in its financial data, an approximation of
respective unit values can be made based on export shipmerits·reported in the
questionnaire.
Differences in average unit values for Sandoz's domestic and export
shipments of the subject sulfur dyes are shown in the following tabulation (in
dollars per pound):

*

*

*

*

*

*.

*

If***· As a share of Sandoz's total shipments of the subject dyes,
exports represented *** percent of the total converted pounds shipped. At the
on-site verification, it was determined that the difference in unit values in
domestic and foreign shipments is due primarily to ***
Value Added
The firms included in the data presented in tables 9-12 have vastly
different operations, not only when comparisons are made between the
vertically integrated producer, Sandoz, and the finishers, but between the
finishers as well. Whereas Sandoz produces the final product entirely from
its own production facilities without using purchased concentrate, C.H.
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Patrick purchases the unfinished concentrate and performs additional
processing to obtain the final produ¢t. Its conversion costs, SG&A expenses,
and total value added percentages are shown in the following tabulat;i.(!n for
C.H. Patrick's two sulfur dye product categories (in percent):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Southern Dye***· Adding to the disparate :nature.of the respective
operations are the apparent differences in the concentrates produced by Sandoz
and the multiple forms purchased by.the finishers, which require diff~rent
levels of processing.
Differences in value added to the purchased concentrate on a cost basis
by the finishers for common sulfur dye products are presented in table 14.
Table 14
Value added by U.S. finishers on sulfur dye and sulfur vat dye products,
fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Capital Expenditures
Capital expenditures of Sandoz and C.H. Patrick for their establishments
in which the subject sulfur dyes are produced and/or finished and for their
operations on such dyes are shown in table 15. ***. 93
Table 15
Capital expenditures by Sandoz and C.H. Patrick, fiscal years 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Investment in Productive Facilities
The investment in productive facilities and the annual return on total
assets for Sandoz and C.H. Patrick are presented in table 16 for their overall
establishment, sulfur dye,· and sulfur vat dye operations. ***. 94

93
94

***
***.
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Table 16
Value of assets and return on assets of Sandoz and C.H. Patrick for their
overall establishment, sulfur dye, and sulfur vat dye operations as of the
end of fiscal years 1989-91, September 30, 1991, and September 30, 1992

*

*

*

*·

*

*

*

Research and Development Expenses
Research and development expenses for Sandoz and C.H. Patrick for their
establishments in which the subject sulfur dyes are produced and for their
operations on these dyes are shown in table 17. ***. 95
Table 17
Research and development expenses of Sandoz. and C.H. Patrick, fiscal years
1989-91, January•September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The respective levels of investment for fixed assets at original cost
and capital expenditures of the combined sulfur dye and sulfur vat dye
operations of Sandoz and C.H. Patrick are shown in the following tabulation
(in thousands of dollars).:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

During the Sandoz verification, it was noted that ***
Sandoz personnel
indicated that ***
If***· The differences are shown in the following
tabulation (in thousands of dollars):

*

*

*

*

***
On the other hand, C.H. Patrick ***

95

***

***

*

*
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Enviro~~ntal

Expenses

Sandoz's and C.H. Patrick's reported environmental expenses for their
establii;hm!ants in which sulfur dyes and sulfur vat dyes are produced·and/or
finished, and for their operations in producing such dyes are shown in table
18; ***. 96
Aggregate environmental expenses for the subject dyes were
equivalent to ***percent of net sales in 1989, ***percent in 1990, ***
percent in 1991, ***percent in interim 1991, and*** percent in interim 1992.
Table 1~
Environmental expenses of Sandoz and C,H. Patrick, fiscal years 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Impact of Imports on Capital and Investment
The Commission requested the U.S. producer and finishers to describe any
actual or potential negative effects of imports of the subject sulfur dyes
from China, India, or the United Kingdom on their growth, development ~nd
production efforts, investment, and ability to raise capital (including
efforts to develop a derivative or improved version of the product). Comments
from the companies are presented in appendix J.

OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL JNJUR.Y

CONS~DERATION

Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of the merchandise, the Commission shall consider;
among other relevant economic factors 97 -(I) If a subsidy is involved, such.information as may
be pr~sented to it by the administering authority as
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent
with the Agreement),

96

***

Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that.actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
97
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(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration
will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the United States at prices that will have
a depressing or suppressing effect on domestic prices
of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the merchandise in the exporting country,
(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandise (whether or not it
is actually being imported at the time) will be the
cause of actual injury,
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if
production facilities owned or controlled by the
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701
or 731 or to final orders under section 706 or 736,
are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there will be increased imports,
by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the Commission under
section 705(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either
the raw agricultural product or the processed
agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more advanced version of the like
product. 98
Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
(continued ... )
98
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Information on the volume, U.S; market penetration, and pricing of
imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented
in the section entitled "Consideration of the Causal Relation::;hip Between
Imports of the Subject Products and Material Injury;" and information on the
effects of imports of the subject merchandise on U.S. producers' existing
development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented in the section
entitled "Consideration of Material Injury to an Industry in the United
States." Item (I), regarding subsidies, and item (IX), regarding agricultural
products, are not relevant in these investigations.
Parties and staff are unaware of any dumping findings in third countries
concerning sulfur dyes. The following section presents available information
on U.S. inventories of the subject products (item (V)); foreign producers'
operations, including the potential for "product-shifting" (items (II), (VI),
and (VIII) above); and any other threat indicators, if applicable (item (VII)
above).

U.S. Im.porters·• and Finishers' Import Inventories
Information on end-of-period inventories of imports of the subject
sulfur dyes held in the United States by U.S. importers or U.S. finishers was
compiled from responses to the Commission's questionnaires, and is presented
in table 19. As shown, end-of-period inventories of the subject sulfur dyes
reported by U.S. importers and finishers ***by ***percent from 1989 to 1990,
and then *** by *** percent from 1990 to 1991. During January-September 1992
inventories were *** than in the same period of 1991, accounted for by***·
As a share of imports, inventories accounted for*** percent in 1991 and***
percent during January-September 1992.
Table 19
Subject sulfur dyes: U.S. importers'/purchasers' end-of-period inventories,
and ratios of inventories to imports, by sources, 1989-91, January-September
1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ability of Foreign Producers to Generate Exports and Availability
of Export Markets Other Than the United States
Information presented in this section of the report has generally been
provided by counsel for the responding foreign firms. Available information
provided by U.S. embassies in the countries under investigation has also been
presented, as appropriate.

98 ( ••• continued)
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
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The Industry in China
Several producers in China are believed to independently manufacture
various subject sulfur dyes (including sulfur vat blues) for export to the
United States. Export sales to the United States are made through trading
companies or import-export corporations in China and Hong Kong and through the
China National Chemicals Import & Export Corporation (SINOCHEM), a governmentcontrolled foreign trade corporation. The petitioner estimates current annual
sulfur dye production in China to be approximately *** pounds. 99 There is
believed to be a large home market in China for sulfur-dyed black cotton
fabric used in wearing apparel.
Information on capacity, production, and shipments of the subject sulfur
dyes for six of the known manufacturers/exporters in China was provided by.
counsel and the data are presented in table 20. · In a posthearing- br.ief
submitted on behalf of respondents, the following data were·provided for
Chinese operations on sulfur black dye ( ~n '1, 000 pounds): 100

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Although the total amounts of reported exports .·to the United States in
table 20 track fairly closely with data on U.S. imports of.the subject sulfur
dyes, discrepancies in individual factory data were identified,-but remained
unresolved during these investigations. 101 Factory specific discrepancies are
presented in the following tabulation (in 1,000 actual pounds):
·-:1

*

*

*

*

.*

* ·.

.·*

The Industry in India
The petition stated that there are two manufacturers of sulfur dyes in
India, Atul Products, Ltd. (Atul) of Gujarat State, and Hickson & Dadajee,

In comparison, Sandoz's U.S. production in 1991 was about *** million
pounds.
100 Posthearing brief on behalf of respondents C.H. Patrick & Co. , Inc. ,
et al., app. 3, statement by Tongyuan Qi. The exports to the United States
shown in the above tabulation are smaller than those reported by the 6 firms
that supplied the data shown in table 20, in 1990 and 1991, even when exports
by Wuhan through Hong Kong are netted out. As noted in respondents' brief,
"As a result of the market economic reform, producers no longer report to the
Ministry. The above numbers are collected by the China Dyestuff Association
as provided by members (emphasis added) producing sulfur black."
101 Counsel for Chinese respondents reported that Chinese trading companies
provided export data and production and related data for their suppliers, and
*** (see Jan. 22, 1993 supplemental submissions of McNair Law Firm, and
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone).
99
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Table 20
C.I. sulfur dye operations in China: Capacity, production, capacity
\,ltilizat;ion, and shipment~. 1989-91, January-September 1991, and JanuarySeptember 1992 1
Item

1989

1991

1990
I

Jan. -Sept. -1992
1991

Quantities (l,000 actual Rounds)
Capacity., ............. , ....
Production ..................
Inventories .... , ............
Shipments:
Home market ........... ; ...
United States 2 • 3 •••••• , . ; .
All other markets ..........
Total .............•. ·, .. , ..

42,765
33,365
566

50,468
36,918
649

54,441
38,595
3,112

40,832
28,532
2,89~

43,053
36,151
4,805

18,388

zo,634
4,148
12.053
36.835

19,675
3,711
12.677
36.053

14,128
2,704
9.391
26.2Z3

17,080
3,815
13.566
34.461

2,27~

12,, 847
3~.5lJ

I

Ratios Uu percent)
I

Capacity utilization .... , ...
Inventories/production.! ....
Share of total .shipments:
Home market ............. , .
United States .............
A.11 other expo;rts .........

1.7

73.2
1. 8

70.9
8.1

69.9
7,6

84.0
10.0

54.9
6.8
38.3

56.0
ll.3
32.7

54.6
10.3
35.2

53.9
10.3
35.8

49.6
1,1. l
39.4

78.0

1 Counsel for respondents have provided data for six factories/exporters in
China that supply U.S. ~equirements, Those factories include Tianjin, Handan
(aebei), Dalian, Linfen, Yifong, an~ Wuhan. No data were received for***
factories; these factories supplied*** percent of U.S imports of the subject
sulfur dyes during ***· *** did not provide a response to the Commission's
request for information, but its U.S. brokerage firm reported that; ***·
2 Includes exports of Chinese-produced sulfur dyes by the Wuhan Factory
through Kwong Fat Chemicals in Hong Kong. *** in 1989, *** in 1990, *** in
1991, *** during January .. September 1991, and *** during January-September
1992.
3 Based on available evidence, it would appear that exports to the United
States of Chinese-produ~ed sulfur dyes by ***

Note.--Items may not; add to totals due to rounding.
Source;

Compiled from data submitted by counsel for Chinese respondents,

Ltd., (Hickson) of Bombay. In response to a request for information from the
Commission during the preliminary investigations, the U.S. consulate in Bombay
identified four additional producers: Amar Dye-Chem, Ltd. ,.Bombay; Atic
Industries, Gujarat State (and Arlabs Ltd., Bombay); Indian Dyestuff·
Industries, Bombay; and Rainbow Dyestuff Ltd., Bombay. The dyestuff industry
in India is based primarily in the western Indian states of Gujarat and
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Maharashtra. 102 It began in 1940 with the manufacturing of synthetic organic
dyes by Associated Research Laboratories. This company was acquired by the
Lalbhai Group which, in turn, established Atul in the late 1940s.
Production of sulfur dyes in India has historically been oriented
towards the large domestic market for textiles, in which the product is
usually purchased as a soluble powder. (In contrast to production in the
United States, textiles are produced in India by a widespread cottage
industry, which is better able to use the powdered form than the pre-reduced
liquid dyes purchased in the United States. ) 103 Data supplied by the U. s.
consulate during the preliminary investigations for the six identified Indian
producers are presented in the following tabulation: 104

Item 1

Fiscal
year
1988-89

Fiscal
year
1989-90

Fiscal
year
1990-91

Production (1,000 pounds) 2 .••••
Exports (1,000 U.S. dollars) 3 ••

3,560
2,477

3,693
4,451

3 '726
4,_905

1 No information on capacity, home market shipments, and inventories was
available.
2 The form in which the data are presented is presumably the form in which
the product is manufactured and shipped. According to the U.S. consulate, 60
percent of home market shipments in India are of the powder form; liquid dyes
account for 20 to 25 percent; presscake for 10 percent; and pastes for the
remaining 5 to 10 percent. Exports are usually powder or liquid.
3 Trade sources show that over 30 percent of exports are for the U.S.
market, followed by an estimated 25 percent to the European market. An
additional 20 percent are shipped to the Far East.

As shown in the preceding tabulation, production and total exports
increased by 4.7 percent and 98.0 percent, respectively, during the last 3
years. Industry sources expect additional increases in sulfur dye (and sulfur
In addition to sulfur dyes (and sulfur vat dyes), acid dyes, azoic dyes,
basic dyes, disperse dyes, reactive dyes, and naphthols, fast-colored bases,
organic pigments, and optical brightening agents are produced in India.
Production of all dyes is equally divided between large-scale, organized
producers (of which there are currently 48) and approximately 900 smaller
producers. Due to the substantial capital investment required, all
manufacturing of sulfur dyes in India is by large-scale producers.
103 Staff conversation with ***.
104 In a response to a "fax message sent by Mr. William Silverman, Rogers &
Wells" seeking clarification of the above information, the embassy in Bombay
cabled information to the Department of Commerce indicating that Atul and
Hickson-Dadajee are the major producers, that Atul is probably the only
exporter, and that the expected demand figures were reported in a Government
of India publication. Although the cable was addressed to "USITG W.T. Hart,"
the Commission's Office of Executive Liaison never received the cable, and,
therefore, staff was not aware of this cable until provided in respondents'
prehearing briefs.
102
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vat dye) production, projecting manufacturing levels of 10.2 million pounds
during 1994-95 and 12.9 million pounds during 1999-2000. A constraint on the
production of sulfur dyes (and other synthetic dyes) in India is the
availability of the chemical intermediates, specifically DNCB. 105 Also, the
Indian dyestuff industry is encountering several major problems; namely, the
need to upgrade its technology in the areas of filtration, drying, automation,
material handling, and pollution control.
Atul provided an individual response to a Commission inquiry for information.106·107 Data for its subject sulfur dye operations are presented in
table 21. As shown, Atul *** and projects ***
The *** of Atul's production
is consumed by the home market.
Table 21
Subject sulfur dye operations of Atul: Capacity, production, capacity
utilization, inventories, and shipments, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Industry in the United Kingdom
Available information indicates that there is only one manufacturer of
sulfur dyes in the United Kingdom, James Robinson Ltd. (Robinson),
Huddersfield. Robinson has produced sulfur dyes since 1913. In its most
recent fiscal year, sulfur dyes accounted for approximately *** of its total
sales. 108 As shown in table 22, *** of the subject sulfur dyes produced by
James Robinson are exported to countries other than the United States, such as
***. 109 Exports of the subject sulfur dyes to the United States *** percent
from 1989 to 1990, *** percent in 1991, and *** percent during January•
September 1992 compared to the same period in 1991. Overall production has
***
The capacity to produce ***· Capacity utilization for the subject
sulfur dyes *** percent in 1989 to *** percent in 1991; capacity utilization
was at *** percent during January-September 1992.

105 Staff conversation with ***.
106 Sulfur dyes accounted for approximately *** percent of Atul' s sales in
its latest fiscal year. Atul also produces other types of dyes. However,
products other than sulfur dyes cannot be produced on the equipment and
machinery used in the production of sulfur dyes.
107 An individual response to a Commission inquiry for information was also
supplied by Hickson. Hickson stated***·
108 Robinson also manufactures other specialty chemicals, including one
disperse dye, and cosmetic colors.
109 ***
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Table 22
Subject sulfur dye operations of James Robinson: Capacity, production,
capacity utilization, and shipments, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Expected Imports
In its questionnaires, the Commission requested that U.S. importers list
any expected (or actual) deliveries of sulfur dyes from China, India, and the
United Kingdom after September 30, 1992. Data received in response to this
request are presented in the following tabulation (in thousands of pounds):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF
THE SUBJECT PRODUCTS AND MATERIAL INJURY
U.S. Imports
Data on U.S. imports of the subject sulfur dyes will be presented in two
ways: (a) based on responses to the Commission's questionnaires, and (b) based
on official import statistics.
Questionnaire Data
U.S. imports based on responses to the Commission's questionnaires are
presented in table 23 and figures 2 and 3. The principal source of U.S.
imports of the subject dyes is China, which accounted for large and increasing
shares of the subject imports based on quantity; *** percent of imports in
1989 and*** percent during January-September 1992. 110

110 Quantities have been converted to the finished form equivalent weight,
normalized to 100 percent of standard. Raw material characteristics vary from
factory to factory and from country to country depending upon the
characteristics (i.e., the size and distribution of dye molecules,
concentration, solubility, tinctorial value, and impurities) and age of the
raw material. (Responses by*** to the Commission's questionnaire.) A
summary of the conversion ratios follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Table 23
Subject sulfur dyes: Importers' and finishers' U.S. imports, by subject
countries and by types of sulfur dyes, 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Figures 2 & 3
Sulfur dyes: Imports by type and source

*

*

*

*

The quantity of U.S. imports of the subject sulfur dyes from China
increased sharply, nearly doubling from*** million pounds in 1989 to ***
million pounds in 1990, ana decreasing to *** million pounds in 1991, or by
*** percent. 111 U.S. imports from.China increased to ***million pounds, or by
***percent during January-September 1992, when compared to the same period in
1991. *** the quantity of U.S. imports of the subject sulfur dyes from India
*** during the period. U.S. imports from the United Kingdom of the subject
products*** by*** percerit in 1990, then*** in 1991 (by*** percent). The
trends in imports are broadly determined by the same factors that affect
overall consumption (i.e., demand for cotton and, specifically, denim).
However, more narrowly, the dye blends or recipes currently in use (and the
amount of specific dye blends being sold) by C.H. Patrick, the principal
finisher of imported subject sulfur dyes, will determine the amounts that are
imported from each source. 112
Average unit values of U.S. imports varied aecording to product type and
source. Imports of the subject sulfur dyes ranged from $*** per pound (for
imports from China in 1991) to- $*** (for imports from the United Kingdom in
1991). U.S. imports of sulfur vat dyes from China were$*** per pound in
1991, while British-produced sulfur vat dyes were imported into the United
States at $*** per pound.
Official Import Statistics
The Commission's ability to rely on official import statistics for
anlaysis of data has been tainted by two factors: (a) transshipments of
Indian-produced sulfur dyes through Europe, 113 and (b) misclassification of

The decline between 1990 and 1991 is partially explained by***·
For example, the increased imports from China are reportedly due ***
Staff conversation with attorney for C.H. Patrick, May 11, 1992.
113 See app. K for letter from *** identifying imports of the subject sulfur
black dyes from Switzerland as sulfur dyes of Indian origin.
111

112
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black sulfur dyes. 114 Nonetheless, the following tabulation presents data on
imports of sulfur black dye under HTS No. 3204.19.30 115 as compiled from
official Commerce statistics:
Jan. -Sept. - 1991
1992

Source

Quantity Cl.000 actual pounds)
China ............. .
Hong Kong ......... .
Subtotal. ....... .
India ............. .
Switzerland ....... .
Subtotal. ....... .
United Kingdom .... .
Subtotal subject
countries.·.... .
All other ......... .
Total ......... .

1,910
406
2,316
35
453
488
1.858
4,662
0

4,662

3,~35

1.000
4,335
196
573
769
2.168
7 ,272
122
7,394

3,158
. 164
3,322
77
206
283
1.228

2,565
84
2,650
33
103
136
863

3,310
60
3,370
143
35
178
771

4,832

3,649

0

0

4,832

3,649

4,319
14
4,332

Value Cl.000 dollars) 1
China ............. .
Hong Kong ......... .
Subtotal ........ .
India ............. .
Switzerland ....... .
Subtotal ........ .
United Kingdom .... .
Subtotal subject
countries ..... .
All other .•........
Total ......... .

1,933
539
2,472
69
871
940
1. 531
4,943
0

4,943

2,835
1.133
3,968
233
977

1,210
1. 729
6,907
127
7,034

2,438
147
2,585
97
304
401
980

1,951
68
2,019
43
162
206
690

2,195
54
2,249
178
45
223
638

3,966

2,915

0

0

3,966

2,915

3,109
14
3,124

Unit value (per pound)
China ............. .
Hong Kong ......... .
Subtotal ........ .
India ............. .
Switzerland ....... .
Subtotal ........ .
United Kingdom .... .
Subtotal subject
countries ..... .
All other ......... .
Total ......... .
1

2

$1.01
1. 33
1.07
1.94
1. 92
1. 92

......li
1.06
(2)

1.06

$0.85
1.13
.92
1.19
1. 70
1. 57
.....JlQ
.95
1.04
.95

$0. 77

$0.76

$0.66

_,_2Q

.....JlQ

__..ll

.78
1.26
1.48
1.42
.....JlQ

.76
1.31
1. 57
1.51

.67
1.24
1. 30
1. 25

.....JlQ

__._§]_

.80

.72
1.05
.72

.82

(2)

(2)

.82

.80

Landed, duty paid.
Not applicable.

See app. L for letters from *** acknowledging misclassification of
sulfur black dyes ~s "other" dyes. Information as to the existence of such
misclassification, known and communicated to ***• was provided by *** in
response to a request for information on discrepancies between***·
115 Black sulfur dyes accounted for approximately *** percent of the total
subject sulfur dye imports during 1991.
114
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Critical Circumstances Considerations
In its antidumping investigation concerning China, Commerce made
critical circumstances determinations for all Chinese manufacturers/producers/
exporters, with the exception of Sinochem International Chemicals (Handan
factory). Commerce determined that imports have been massive over a
relatively short period of time following the filing of the petition. 116
Because the dumping margins e~ceeded 2~ percent, Commerce determined that
importer knowledge of dumping existed, and found that critic~l circumstances
exist with respect to the subject sulfur dyes from China (except imports from
Handan factory). Data representing month by month imports of the subject
Chinese sulfur dyes for the 5 months before (November 1991-March 1992) and the
5 months after (April-August 1992) the filing of the petition, as compiled
from responses to the Commission.'s questionnaires, are presented below (in
1,000 converted pounds:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

U.S. Market Penetration by Imports
Data on penetration by subject imports into the U.S. market are
presented in table 24. As shown, the share of apparent conswnption held by
shipments of imports from China increased sharply from 1989 to 1990 (in terms
of both quantity and value), then declined slightly from 1990 to 1991; the
share of apparent consumption was *** during January-September 1992 when
compared to the same period in 1991. Shares of apparent consumption held by
shipments of imports from India *** from 1989 to 1991, and *** during JanuarySeptember 1992. Shares of apparent consumption held by shipments of imports
from the United ~ingdo~ *** from 1989 to 1991 and *** during January-September
1992.
Shares of apparent consumption based on quantity and value for Sandoz,
C.H. Patrick, Southern Dye, all other subject imports, and other imports, are
presented in the follpwing tabulation (in percent) and in figure 4:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

116 In making its critical circumstances detemination, Commerce considers
the following factors in determining whether imports have been massive over a
short period of time: (1) The volume and value of imports; (2) seasonal trends
(emphasis added) (if applicable); and (3) the share of domestic consumption
accounted for by imports (Commerce final antidumping determination concerning
China, p. 13).
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Figure 4
Sulfur dyes:

*

Market shares

*

*

*

*

*

*

Tabie 24
Subject sulfur dyes: Apparent U.S. consumption and llljlrket penetration of
subject imports, by sources and by types of sulfur dyes, 1989~91, Janu•ry·
September 1991, and January·September 1992

1989

Item

1990 ;
,

Subject sulfur dyes:

*

*

1991

*

*

*

*

1991

\992

*

*

*

*

I

By' C.I. classification:

*

*

*

Value Cl.000 dollars)

*

*

*

*
Share of

*

*

*

*

*
consµmp~ion.

*

*

*

guantity Cin percent>

*

*

Share of consumption. value (in percent)

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to
U.S. International Trade Commission.

*
question~aires

*
of the
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Factors Affecting Demand
The demand for the subject sulfur dyes depends upon sales of certain
textiles, primarily cotton, and to a lesser extent, of leather and colored
paper. This demand has increased significantly in recent years, largely as a
result of the increased popularity of black denim and other cotton fabrics.
Approximately*** percent of the subject sulfur dyes produced by Sandoz, and
approximately *** percent pf the dyes that contain the subject imported dye
are used on denim. Prior to the 1980s virtually all denim was dyed blue with
indigo dyes. However, in recent years the demand for other colors of denim,
particularly black, has grown·rapidly and all denim colors with the exception
of indigo are produced using sulfur dyes. Total annual denim produc.tion in
colors other than indigo increased by 51. 6 percent during 1988-91 and
production increased by 17.4 percent from the first half of 1991 to the.first
half of 1992 (see figure 5).
·Both Sandoz an~ C.H. Patrick have reported aggressive research and
_d,evelopment efforts in recent year~ to produce sulfur dyes and dye pretreatments that will give 'Ql.ack denim a "stone washed look" or a "distressed
look" and allow the material to maintain certain sqade characteristics as it
fades after repeated washings. These developments, combined with a strong
marketing campaign for these dyes and techniques, have resulted in increasing
sales. Sulfur black dyes currently represent approximately *** percent of the
subject sulfur dyes produced entirely in the United States and approximatley
*** percent of the finished sulfur dyes produced from imports used by the U.S.
t;extile industry. 117
Demand for sulfur dyes for use in leather has also increased in recent
years. Keystone (an importer) states that this increase in demand has
resulted from the introduction of new colors offered by importers. According
to Keystone, these. colored sul:.f\1r dyes have replaced premetallized acid dyes
that are primarily imported from Germany.
The production and use of sulfur dyes have created some environmental
problems that have posed some limits on the growth in sales of sulfur dyes.
Sulfur dye production creates waste products which must be treated before they
. can be discharged into rivers and the atmosphere. In recent years Sandoz has
made modifications in its plant in order to treat these waste products and
thereby to comply with local environmental regulations. Textile mills have
also had to meet pollution requirements regarding effluents and air pollution.
The sulfur dye industry has responded to these problems by introducing
products that eliminate sqme or all of the problems mentioned above. Sandoz
now produces a line of sulfur dyes that reportedly contain reduced amounts of
sulfides and thus lower ~he levels of this contaminant in the wastewater.
This line of dyes accounted for*** percent of Sandoz's total subject sulfur
dye sales in 1991. Pat~ick reports that it has had limited options for the
production of environmentally safer sulfur dyes because of an ongoing patent
dispute with Sandoz. However, it claims that it has eliminated the problem of

Black sulfur dyes classffieq by the Colour Index as Sulfur Black 1
represent approximately *** percent of the dyes produced entirely in the U.S.
and*** percent of the finished sulfur dyes produced from imports.
117
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Figure S

U.S. Denim Production
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Source: Current Industrial Reports, U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department
of Commerce.
"free sulfur" 118 and that its sulfur dyes are now environmentally safer than
previously because it more rigidly controls excessive sulfides in its dyes.
Southern Dye is the only U.S. supplier of C.I. leuco sulfur dyes that reports
to have completely eliminated the use of sulfides in the dye reduction
process. Consequently, it is safer for workers in the ~extile plant and less
treatment of the plant's wastewater is required. All sulfur dyes produced by
Southern Dye are reported to be environmentally safer than conventional sulfur
dyes.
The growth of the sulfur dye market in recent years, especially for C.I.
Sulfur Black 1, as well as increased competition among suppliers has brought
other new products on the market. New black sulfur dyes reportedly have been
introduced not only to provide more competitively priced sulfur dyes, but also
to create special effects sought by the fashion industry, and to provide
specialized dyes that perform better using specific application methods.

Free sulfur is reported to be a cause of skin irritations for textile
workers in plants which use sulfur dyes.
118
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Sandoz began offering a new sulfur black liquid in July 1989 (Deniblack)
as a lower priced alternative to its popular Sulfur Black 4GCF that it
continues to sell. Sandox describes Deniblack as ***. 119 Sandoz reports that
it sells Deniblack ***·
C.H. Patrick began finishing imported sulfur dyes and marketing a
product (Patcosul Black 4RB) that is similar to Sandoz's 4GCF in the latter
part of 1988. When Burris stopped finishing sulfur dyes in 1989, Patrick
acquired its sulfur dye plant and continued to produce the Burris Sulfur Black
1 under the name Patcosul Black B-4G. Patrick has since introduced Patcosul
Black 4R-MD and Patco Denim Black 2000. Patrick reports that its 4RB is
compatible with all types of dyeing applications, while its newer, le~s
expensive black dyes are recommended for specific application methods. For
example, Patrick reports that its B-4G is designed primarily for exhaust
dyeing and' it recommends Denim Black 2000 for ball warp dyeing; 120 however,
each of these dyes is used by purchasers in application methods other than
those recommended. Southern Dye began selling a ~ulfur Black 1 dye in 1989,
and in late 1991 introduced another one which it reported was environmentally
safer and more expensive than its fi:r;:st sulfur black. Southern Dye reports.
that its dyes are significantly different from the environmentally safer dyes
produced by either Sandoz or C.H. Patrick, and that its customers buy its
products because they meet special environmental and health concerns.
Despite the efforts of Sandoz, C.H. Patrick, and Southern Dye to
introduce new lower priced products tailored to specialized end uses, some
large customers are unwilling to risk changing the appearance of their product
for a small saving in the cost of dye. These customers continue to buy a
familiar product when the same dye producer offers a less expensive
alternative that is designed specifically for the same end use. For example,
Avondale Mills, a textile producer, con~inues to use. C.H. Patrick's higher
priced 4RB even though Patrick promises the same results with its Denim Black
2000. 121 Cone Mills (the largest domestic manufacturer of denim) uses Sandoz's
Black 4GCF despite the cheaper alternative (Deniblack) that Sandoz reports has
an identical effect on denim. 122
Prices
Marketing Characteristics
The market for sulfur dyes consists of a single integrated U.S.
producer, importers, distributors, domestic finishers of the subject imports,
and end users. 123 The majority of the subject sulfur dyes are imported in an
unfinished form and require further processing prior to application in their

119
120

***

Ball warp dyeing is the dye application process used for denim.
Preliminary TR, p. 178.
122 Ibid, p. 71.
123 In its preliminary determination, the Commission found that U.S.
finishers (solubilizers) are part of the domestic industry, but determined
that the importing activities of these firms supported their exclusion from
the domestic industry as related parties. (USITC Pub. 2514, May 1992, p. 14.)
121
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intended end uses. 124 Consequently, U.S. importers sell most of their sulfur
dyes to domestic finishers, 125 who reduce and standardize the product for sale
to end users in the textile, leather, and paper industries.

-

Sandoz and C.H. Patrick sell their sulfur dyes almost exclusively to end
users in the textile industry; 126 Southern Dye sells to both distributors and
end users in the textile industry . 127 Sales are generally made through direct
contacts between sales representatives from the dye companies and purchasing
agents at the textile mills. However, when new dyes or dye pretreatments
create novel effects, the marketing staff of a dye company may produce sample
fabrics that display these effects and contact designers and garment
manufacturers rather than the textile mill. If.a designer is interested in
the new product, the dye producer can create what is known as a "pull-through"
sale, whereby the garment manufacturer places an order with the textile
company specifying both the fabric and the dye. Both Sandoz and C.H. Patrick
report that they quote prices to their major customers in response .to the
estimated quantity that the customer anticipates using during a given period
of time. These are generally verbal agreements that are renegotiated
approximately every 6 months. Southern Dye sells only on a spot-sale basis.
Sandoz publishes a price .list that· specifies a discount of $0.01 per
pound for drum shipments exceeding 10,000 pounds and $0.04 per pound for tank
truck shipments ex·ceeding 30, 000 pounds. Sandoz' s questionnaire responses
indicate that in the first quarter of 1992 it gave additional discounts of as
much as *** percent to its largest purchasers of Sulfur Black 4GCF. One of
Sandoz's least expensive and largest selling sulfur dyes (Deniblack 4G) does
not appear on its price lists. Sandoz quotes its prices on a delivered basis
for most of its customers, but its price list specifies surcharges for
delivery to certain parts of the country outside of the southeastern United
States.
C.H. Patrick publishes a price list that allows volume discounts similar
to those of Sandoz. Patrick reported adhering to the list prices until the
first half of 1989, when the introduction of a less expensive line of sulfur
black dyes from Sandoz necessitated additional discounts. Patrick also quotes
prices on a delivered basis in the southeastern United States, where most of
its customers are located, while sales to other parts of the country include a
surcharge for delivery. Southern Dye does not publish a price list; prices
are established through negotiation with its ·customers.

Sulfur dyes generally must be transformed to a water-soluble (reduced)
form prior to application. During the sulfur dye reduction process, chemical
.reagents break the numerous sulfur-sulfur bonds, placing the dye in a water
soluble form. After appli~ation, the dyes are returned to water-insoluble
form (by chemical oxidation) and thus attached or "fixed" to the substrate.
125 During 1991, *** percent and *** percent of the subject imports were
unfinished and finished product, respectively. (Staff report, table 23.)
126 Sandoz sells *** percent of its sulfur dyes to end users in the paper,
leather, and ink industries. C.H. Patrick sells exclusively to the textile
industry. Approximately *** percent of its sales are directly to end users
and the remaining *** percent are to ***
127 See section entitled "Channels of Distribution" of this report.
124

Most of the major textile mills are located in the southeastern United
States and freight costs are relatively low compared with the finished cost of
the dye. Transportation costs were therefore reported not to be a major
factor by Sandoz, C.H. Patrick, or Southern Dye. Sandoz reported
transportation costs to be approximately *** percent of the total delivered
cost of its product; Patrick reported this c9st to be between *** percent; and
Southern Dye reported *** percent.
The major consumers of sulfur dyes within the textile industry are
producers of woven and knit cellulosic fabrics, 128 yarn mills which sell to
these fabric producers, and commission finishers which provide a dyeing
service to fabric producers or purchasers. The leather industry uses C.I.
solubilized sulfur dyes to color leather used in shoes, boots, upholstery,
garments, or other products that require complete dye penetration. 12 ~ Most
sulfur dye users in both the textile and leather industries reported that they
sell to manufacturers that in turn produce a finished product with the dyed
fabric or leather.
The majority of end users that had purchased sulfur dyes from Sandoz
during 1991 reported that the Sandoz and subject company products 130 were of
comparable quality; the remainder stated that the subject company dyes were of
superior quality. All end users reported that both the Sandoz and subject
company sulfur dyes were employed in the same range of uses. The majority of
end users reported that there was no significant difference in the sulfur dyes
available from the various suppliers. However, three textile end users
indicated differences between Sandoz's and Southern Dye's products. Two of
these end users indicated that the Southern Dye product contained fewer
polysulfides, and the other end user indicated that usage of the Southern Dye
product resulted in less odor, required less time and water usage, and gave
the yarn a better feel than did the Sandoz product. Separately, one textile
end user indicated that Patrick's product imparted a deeper color and had
better fastness than Sandoz's.
End users were asked to report differences between Sandoz's and the
subject companies' terms of sale, service, warranties, sales techniques or
other marketing efforts. Most of those responding stated that Sandoz and the
subject companies' efforts were the same or similar in each of these areas. 131
However, five end users stated that the subject companies had better terms of
sale either because Sandoz doesn't prepay freight on smaller orders whereas
the competing subject company does or because the subject companies give
extended payment terms. Five textile firms reported that Patrick provided

Cellulosic fabrics include cotton, linen, and viscose rayon.
Sandoz reported that *** percent of its C.I. solubilized sulfur dye
shipments in 1991 were to the leather industry. ***of the C.I. solubilized
sulfur dyes imported into the United States in 1991 were sold to ~he leather
industry.
130 The importers and finishers of the subject sulfur dyes (Patrick,
Southern Dye, Burris, Keystone, Colorants, and Twilight) were referred to
collectively in the end user questionnaire as the "subject companies".
131 Seventeen of 22 end users replied that Sandoz' s terms of sale were the
same as or similar to those of the subject companies. This reply was given by
10 of 17 regarding service, 16 of 17 regarding warranties, and 18 of 25
regarding sales technique.
128

129
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better service than Sandoz, and five of nine firms in the leather industry
replied that the service of the subject companies was superior. 132 Three end
users in the textile industry and four in the leather industry stated that the
sales techniques of the subject companies were superior to those of Sandoz,
and five of these seven end users reported that the subject companies
contacted them more frequently than Sandoz did. In addition, *** reported
that Sandoz has a larger variety of sulfur dyes than the subject companies
have.
According to questionnaire data, "quality" is considered the most
important sourcing factor for sulfur dye end users followed by price,
availability, service, and traditional supplier. End users most frequently
ranked application requirements as "very important," followed in decreasing
order by price, fastness, wash characteristics, shades, environmental
characteristics, and speed of dyeing. Style preference was most frequently
listed as "not important" followed by minimum quantity requirements.
Questionnaire Price Data
The Commission requested net delivered prices from importers for sales
of four different sulfur dyes: Sulfur Black 1, Sulfur Blue 7, Vat Blue 43
(a sulfur vat dye), and C.I. Solubilized Sulfur Black 1. Direct comparisons
between the imported and the domestic products were possible only for imports
of C.I. Solubilized Sulfur Black 1 from the United Kingdom. 133 Most of the
other sulfur dyes are imported iri either an unfinished or a concentrated form
which must be further processed before they can be applied to a substrate.
Sales of C.I. solubilized sulfur dyes imported from India were also reported;
however, they were only to a U.S. distributor that resells to another
distributor that in turn sells to the end user. The second distributor's
sales prices to end users and margins of under/(over)selling have been
included in appendix M. The U.S. producer of C.I. Solubilized Sulfur Black 1
(Sandoz) sells only to end users.
U.S. Producer's and Importers' Prices

The delivered price of Sulfur Black 1 imported from China ranged from
$***to$*** per pound during January 1989-September 1992 (table 25). The
price increased from $*** to $*** during the first 5 quarters of the period,
then generally decreased, ending the period examined at $*** per pound, an
overall decrease of *** percent. The delivered price for Chinese-produced Vat
Blue 43 was $*** per pound during the 1 quarter in 1989 and the 2 quarters in
1990 for which data were reported. The delivered price of Sulfur Blue 7
imported from China was $*** for the 3 quarters in 1989 and 1990 for which
data were reported, and was $*** during the third quarter of 1992.
Table 25
Weighted-average delivered prices for sales of certain unfinished sulfur dyes
from China, by products and by quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

One textile company reported that Sandoz has more technical service
available although Patrick is faster.
133 ***
132
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Delivered prices of U.S.-produced C.I. Solubilized Sulfur Black 1 ranged
from $*** to $*** per pound during the period January 1989-September 1992
(table 26). The price*** from$*** per pound during the first quarter of the
period to $*** per pound during the first quarter of 1991 and *** to $*** per
pound during the third quarter of 1992. The price *** somewhat but ***
percent throughout the period. The delivered price of the British dye ranged
from $*** during January-March 1989 to $*** during the second and third
quarters of 1992. Overall, prices for the British product ***percent during
the period examined. The British product undersold the U.S. product in 13 of
15 quarters by margins ranging from *** to *** percent. In *** instances the
Sandoz product was priced higher than the British product by margins of ***
and *** percent.
Table 26
Delivered prices to end users by the U.S. producer and the importer of
British-produced C.I. Solubilized Sulfur Black 1 and margins of
under/(over)selling, by quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The delivered price of British-produced Sulfur Black 1 ranged from $***
to $*** p.er pound during January 1989-September 1992 (table 27). The price
*** per pound between***· Prices thereafter*** the following quarter and
held at this price through the remainder of the period. The delivered price
of British-produced Vat Blue 43 ranged from $*** to $*** per pound during the
15 quarter period. Prices were $*** per pound during the first quarter of the
period, then***· Prices were $*** per pound during the ***, the last period
for which data were reported.
Table 27
Delivered prices for sales of unfinished sulfur dyes from the United Kingdom,
by products and by quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Delivered prices of Indian-produced Sulfur Black 1 were $*** per pound
during the*** for which data were reported (table 28). The delivered price
of C.I. Solubilized Sulfur Black 1 was $***per pound during the 4 quarters
for which data were reported between***, and*** to $*** per pound during
***
Table 28
Delivered prices for sales of certain sulfur dyes from India, by products and
by quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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U.S. Producer's and Finishers' Prices

The Commission requested net delivered prices for the largest quarterly
sale of six sulfur dyes produced by Sandoz, five sulfur dyes produced by
Patrick, and two sulfur dyes produced by Southern Dye. Usable pricing data
were obtained from all three firms. However, Patrick reported that it blends
unfinished imported dyes from China, India, and the United Kingdom in
producing its finished sulfur dyes. 134 Thus, Patrick was unable to break out a
separate series on finished products made from imports from each country.
Southern Dye imported exclusively from China and was able to provide a series
on finished dyes comprising imports only from China.
Each sulfur dye supplier produces more than one Sulfur Black 1 and each
of these dyes competes with the others in some applications. The staff
selected for comparison the Sulfu~ Black 1 dyes that appeared to compete most
closely with each other based on factors such as dye characteristics and
purchasers' perceptions. 135
There was no apparent overall trend among the dyes selected for
comparison although the prices for individual dyes showed both upward and
downward trends. In 30 of 35 instances where comparisons were made the
Patrick Sulfur Black 1 dyes were priced less than the comparable Sandoz
products by margins ranging from*** to *** percent. 136 The Southern Dye
Sulfur Black 1 dyes were priced less than the comparable Sandoz products in
all 13 possible comparisons by margins ranging from *** to *** percent.
Patrick's navy blue sulfur dye (Navy GIFN) and its blue sulfur vat dye (Blue N
Paste) were collectively priced*** Sandoz's comparable products in 3 of 18
instances by margins ranging from *** to *** percent.. Patrick's products were
priced *** than the comparable Sandoz products in the remaining 15 instances
by margins ranging from *** to *** percent.
The delivered price of Sandoz's 4GCF ranged from$*** to $***per pound
during January 1989-September 1992 (table 29). The price was$*** per pound
during the *** of the period then *** per pound during *** and held for the
***
Prices *** the following quarter but had*** per pound by ***·
Delivered prices for Patrick's 4RB ***per pound during the period examined,
but showed a *** through the 15-quarte-r ·.period. The Patrick product was
***
Counsel for petitioner and respondents, in response to the Commission's
price comparisons, generally disagree. Counsel for respondents asserts that
comparisons of the U.S. producer's and finishers' selling prices are
impermissible since the finishers add value to the imported product.
Conversely, counsel for the petitioner has stated that comparison of
petitioner's prices and those of the U.S. finishers is appropriate, as is also
a comparison of theoretical transfer prices of the petitioner's unreduced
product and thos·e of the unreduced subject imports sold to U.S. finishers.
(TR, pp. 69-74 and 118.) Constructed prices of certain Sandoz unreduced
(unsolubilized) sulfur dye products as requested by Commission staff are
presented in app. N.
136 Three Sandoz Sulfur Black 1 dyes were compared separately to 3 dyes
produced by Patrick and to 2 dyes produced by Southern Dye; consequently these
35 instances are not mutually exclusive comparisons.
134
135
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Table 29
Delivered prices for sales to end users of .Sandoz's Sodyesul Black 4GCF and
Patrick's Patcosul Black 4RB and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters,
January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

priced l~ss than the Sandoz product in 14 of 15 quarters, by margins ranging
from *** to *** percent. During *** the prices of the two products were the
same.
The delivered price of Sandoz's Peniblack 4G ranged from$*** to $***
per pound during the period of investigation (table 30). Delivered prices***
per poun4 during***• then*** per poun~ by*** and remained at this level
during the remainder of the period examined.
Table 30
prices for sales to end users of Sandoz's Deniblack 4G and Patrick's
Patco Denim Black 2000 and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters,
January 1989-September 1992
Deliver~d

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Delivered prices of Patrick's Denim Black 2000 ranged between$*** and
$*** during***· Prices for Patrick's product remained at $***per pound
between their introduction in the fourth quarter of 1990 and the same quarter
in 1991, and ended *** per pound by the final· quarter of the period. The
Patrick product was priced less than the Sandoz product during all 8 quarters
in which comparisons were possible by margins ranging from *** to *** percent.
The delivered price of Patrick's B-4G ranged from $*** to $***per
pound during October 1989-September 1992 (table 31). The price held at$***
per pound from the fourth quarter of 1989 (when Patrick first began shipping
the product) until ***• then*** per pound for the following ***, before ***
per pound for *** of the period. The price of the Patrick product was lower
than the Sandoz product during 8 of 12 quarters in which comparisons were
possible, by margins of *** to *** percent. The price of the Patrick product
was higher than the Sandoz product in *** quarters by a margin of *** percent.
Table 31
Delivered prices for sales to end users of Sandoz's Deniblack 4G and Patrick's
Patcosul Black B-4G and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters, January
1989-September 1992
·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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The delivered price of Sandoz's 4G-RDT ranged from$*** to $***per
pound during the period from the product's introduction in July 1990 to the
***(table 32). Prices*** during the first 5 quarters that product was
available, then *** per pound during *** and remained at this level, ***
percent during the period for which prices were reported. Southern Dye's B4G ranged from$*** to$*** per pound during· the period July 1989-September
1992. These prices *** from***, then*** per pound by July-September 1992.
Overall, prices *** percent during the 13 quarters for which price data were
reported. The price of the Southern Dye product was less than the Sandoz
product during all 9 quarters for which comparisons were possible, by margins
ranging from *** percent.
Table 32
Delivered prices for sales to end users of Sandoz's 4G-RDT and Southern Dye's
"Free Sulfur Free" Sulfur Black B-4G and margins of under/(over)selling, by
quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The delivered price of Southern Dye's Megasulfur Black was $***per
pound during the 4 quarters for which prices were reported (table 33). The
price of the Southern Dye product was lower than the Sandoz product in all 4
quarters in which comparisons were possible by margins ranging from ***
percent.
Table 33
Delivered prices for sales to end users of Sandoz's. 4G-RDT and Southern Dye's
"Megasulfur Black Liquid" and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters,
January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Data on U.S. producer's and finishers' prices and sales of selected
black products, are graphically presented in figures 6 through 8.
Figure 6
Sulfur black 1
Delivered prices to end users

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Figure 7
Sulfur black dyes
Sandoz sales to end users
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Figure 8
Sµlfur black dyes
C.H. Patrick sales to end users

*

*

*

The delivered price of Sandoz's Navy GICF ranged from $*** to $*** per
pound during the period of the investigation (table 34). Prices*** between
$***per pound during***· Thereafter, prices *** during ***, but *** per
pound during January-September 1992. Patrick reported prices for its Navy
GIFN for *** quarters during the period of investigation. The delivered price
of the Patrick product was $*** per pound during *** and $*** per pound during
***
The price of the Patrick product was lower than the Sandoz product in
l of the 4 quarters in which comparisons were possible by *** percent. The
Patrick product was priced higher than the Sandoz product by a margin of ***
percent in the remaining 3 quarters.
Table 34
Delivered prices for sales to end users of Sandoz's Sodyesui Liquid Navy GICF
and Patric~'s Patcosul Navy GIFN Liquid and margins of under/(over)selling, by
quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The delivered price of Sandoz's Blue N Paste ranged from $*** to $***
per pound during the period examined (table 35). During 1989 prices were***
per pound, then*** by***· Through 1991, prices *** per pound, but were ***
during the final*** of the period. Delivered prices for Patrick's Blue N
Paste ranged from $*** to $*** per pound during the 15 quarters of the
investigation. During the first *** quarters prices *** per pound; they then
*** per pound during the *** quarters, before *** per pound for the final ***
of the period. The price of the Patrick product was lower than the Sandoz
product during 2 of 14 quarters in which comparisons were possible by a margin
of *** percent. The Patrick product was priced higher than the Sandoz product
in the remaining 12 quarters by margins of *** percent.
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Table 35
Delivered prices for sales to end users of Sandoz's Sodyevat Blue N Paste and
Patrick's Patco Econovat Blue N Paste and margins of under/(over)selling, by
quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

End Users' Prices

The Commission requested net delivered prices from end users for the
largest quarterly purchases of six sulfur dyes produced by Sandoz, five sulfur
dye's produced by Patrick, and two. sulfur dyes produced by Southern Dye.
Thirty-eight. end users of sulfur dyes from the. textile and lea.ther industries
provided usable price data for January 1989-September 1992, but not
neces'sarily for each product or for each qua;rter of the p~riod. 13 ~ 'l'~ere was
no apparent overall· trend among pric,es.· ~Ej?ported, although 'the prices, for ..
individual dyes showed both upward· and downward trends. In 20 of 28 instances
where comparisons were made the Patrick dye was priced lower than Sandoz's dye
and in all 9 instance where compari.sons wh.ere: i;n.![!.,de the,,So.uthern Dye product
was pri~ed lower than the Sandoz. product. , ' · · · · ·
' ·
· ·
.
. ...
Weighted-average delivered purcha~e prices for Sandoz's black 4GCF
reported by end users *** per pound, but *** percent over the period examined
·(table 36). Prices for Patrick's 4RB dye ranged between$*** per pound d~ring
.the p~riod examined. During***• the price was.$*** per.pound, on quantities
o~ *** p~unds.
Thereafter, prices*** per pound.on*** quantities.sold during
the remaining quarters examined. Price comparisons were possible between
Sandoz's and Patrick's product in 13 of the 15 quarters examined. In 12 .of 13
instances the Patrick product was priced below the Sandoz product by mariins
ranging fr~m ***· The Patrick product was priced higher than the Sandoz
product *** by *** percent.·
.
;·

Table 36
Delivered purchase prices for Sandoz's Sodyesul Black_4GCF and Patrick's
Patcosul Black 4RB and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters, January
1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The delivered purchase price of Sandoz'.s Deniblack 4G ranged from $***
per pound during*** to$*** per pound during*** (table 37). Delivered
The textile industr)" ac:counted for *** percent of total sulfur dye
consumption (by quantity) in 1991 and the remainder was consumed by producers
of leather, paper, and ink.
137
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Ta])le 37
Delivered purchase prices of Sandoz's Deniblack 4G and Patrick's Patcosul
Black B-4G and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters, JanuaJ:"y 1989September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

prices ~**per pound dutting ***, then*** throughout the remainder of the
period examined.
end users' delivered purchase price of Patrick's B-4G ranged from$***
to$*** per pound during the period examined (table 37). The price generally
***per pound from the first quarter of 1989 until ***· then*** 'per pound by
the final quarter of the period. The price of t:he Patrick proc;iuct was lower
than the Sandoz product during 8 of 15 qµarters, in which comparbons were
possible~ by ~r~ins ~anging fro~*** per~ent.
The pri~e· of the Patrick
product was lower thari the SandQz produc~ in 7 quart~rs t,y a margin$ ranging
from ~** percent.
·
End users' reported delivered.purchase prices of Sandoz~, 4G-RDT ranged
froIB $*** to $*** per pound du~ing the period from t~e product's intrpduetion
ifi July 199Q to*** (table 38). Price•*** per pound during***, then
remained at this level until ***per pound during ***· The following quarter
prices *** per pound, remaining at this level through the final quarter of the
period. Southern Dye's B-4G ranged from$*** to $***per pound during the
period J1,1ly 1989-Septernber 1992. These prices *** d'l,lring July-September 1989
through ***, then *** pe~ pound during the final *** quarters of the period.
Overall, prices *** percent during the 13 quarters for which price data were
repor~ed.
The price of the Southern Dye product was lower than ~he Sandoz
produ~t in*** quarters where pricing compari~on were possible, by a margins
ranging from *** to *** percent.
Table 38
Delivered purchase prices of Sandoz's 4G-RDT and Southern Dye's "Free Sulfur
Free" Sulfur Black B-4G. and margins of under/(over)sel.ling, by quarters, ·
January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Lost Sales and Lost Revenues

In these final investigations, Sandoz submitted an additional 10 lost
sale allega~ions totalling*** million pounds and valued at $***· In all,
Sandoz alleged *** million pounds of lost sales valued at $*** of the subject
product. No additional lost revenues were alleged by Sandoz in the final
investigations. The Commission's staff was ~ble to contact 10 of the 17
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purchasers listed in the allegations. The following are reports of the
conversations between Commission staff and those purchasers who could be
reached and were willing to discuss their buying practices in these final
investigations.
Sandoz alleged that due to competition from the subject imports, it
lost sales to ***valued at $*** since ***· *** could not recall the specific
sale cited in the allegation. ***'s questionnaire data show that the firm's
purchases of sulfur dyes from Burris, C.H. Patrick, and Southern Dye between
*** and September 1992 totaled $***; and purchases from Sandoz totaled $***
during the same period.
Sandoz cited an alleged lost sale of sulfur black 4GCF to ***, valued
at $*** since *** due to the subject imports. *** stated that the firm has
*** sulfur black 4GCF from Sandoz, but currently buys Sandoz's Deniblack 4G
because his customer prefers the product's reddish-black shade rather than
Patrick's B-4G, which has a bluish-green shade. ***further stated that
Sandoz's initial price quotes for Deniblack 4G are often higher at the time of
purchase and that Patrick's sales representatives visit more frequently,
providing superior service.
Sandoz alleged two separate instances of lost sales to ***· Sandoz
stated that the ***value of the sales exceeded $*** in***· *** could not
specifically comment on the quantities and values of either allegation but
confirmed replacing purchases of Sandozol Black R with Patrick's Pactosul
Black RS in*** due to sourcing delays from Sandoz. *** continues to purchase
***'s product due to quality and favorable handling costs. 138
*** also stated
that in 1989 the firm made a conscious decision to source from both Sandoz and
Southern Dye, regardless of price, for denim applications. Since 1989., the
firm has increasingly shifted sulfur dye purchases from *** in an attempt to
foster the growth of an alternative dye supplier.
An alleged lost sale to *** valued at $*** was reported for *** by
Sandoz. *** could not confirm the allegation, but stated that *** currently
buys*** from***· ***stated that some customers request ***'s product
because of its greener shade, while others require the redder shade imparted
by the *** product.
Sandoz submitted 12 lost sale allegations totalling *** million pounds
valued at $*** in the preliminary investigations.. In addition, 11 instances
of lost revenues were alleged totalling $*** for the period January 1989 to
***
Sandoz reported*** for alleged sales lost to ***· Sandoz stated that
the ***value of the sales exceeded $***and were awarded to ***· The
Commission staff contacted ***. 139 *** said that, although they have purchased
some of their sulfur dyes from*** since ***, this decision was not based on
price. He stated that the primary reason that they bought from *** was to
maintain a second source of supply and because they had encountered delivery
problems from Sandoz in previous years.

138
139

***
***
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*** said that the value of sales cited by Sandoz for *** seemed about
right; however, he thought that Sandoz's lost sales allegation for ***was too
high. He also reported that they still buy approximately *** percent of their
sulfur black dye from Sandoz and, although delivery problems from Sandoz still
arise, service from Sandoz has been better since the arrival of *** into the
market. ***had bought Sandoz's Sulfur Black 4GCF and*** in***, but then
switched to Sandoz's Deniblack 4G and*** when these less expensive products
were introduced. *** stated that Sandoz introduced its Deniblack at a lower
price before the introduction of***·
Sandoz alleged that sales of sulfur dyes to *** valued at $*** had been
lost to imported dyes since ***· The Commission's staff contacted***· ***
stated that *** has bought a large percentage of their sulfur dyes from *** in
recent years, not for differences in price but because they feel that it is
very important to have a second source of supply and because of delivery
problems with Sandoz. *** said that he could not confirm the value of lost
sales alleged by Sandoz.
Sandoz alleged that.sales of sulfur dyes to***, valued at$***, were
lost to imported dyes since ***· The Commission contacted ***, who reported
that values of lost sales reported by Sandoz seemed reasonably accurate. ***
stated that price was not a factor in his decision to buy from *** because the
prices of the products that he uses from Sandoz and *** are reasonably close.
*** said that they switched the bulk of their sulfur dye purchases to ***
because of the technical support they receive from *** and because they wanted
a second source of sulfur dye. As an example, he reported that *** has
encountered a number of problems with some new dyeing processes that it was
developing and*** requested help from both Sandoz and***· *** responded to
these problems and developed a dyestuff for their needs, but Sandoz did not
respond at all. *** still buys approximately *** percent of their sulfur dyes
from Sandoz.
Sandoz alleged that sales of sulfur dyes to ***, since ***valued at
$***have been lost to imports. Staff contacted***, who said that Sandoz's
allegations of lost sales from *** seemed about right. *** stated that they
now buy their sulfur blacks solely from *** and that this decision is based on
price alone. *** stated that *** still buys other dyes from Sandoz. ***had
requested bids for Sandoz's *** and*** in*** and ***'s price was lower. In
***, due to ***· *** requested bids for Sandoz's *** and***
Again, ***was
the low bidder and was awarded the sale.
Sandoz alleged that. sales of sulfur dyes to ***, valued at $***were
lost to imported dyes since ***· The staff contacted***· *** stated that,
although in recent years *** has been buying some of its black sulfur dyes
from***, he thought that Sandoz had overestimated the value of these sales.
*** stated that price is a big factor in its purchasing decisions and that
they use the least expensive product that will do the job. However, while
Sandoz's Deniblack works well on its denim fabric, it does not produce
satisfactory results in its finishing plant where ~** has been used in recent
years. *** feels that the service and the support of Sandoz and *** are
comparable.
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Exchange Rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Fund indicate
that the currencies of two of the three countries subject to these
investigations fluctuated widely in relation to the U.S. dollar over the
period from January-March 1989 through July-September 1992 (table 39). 140 , 141
The nominal value of the Indian currency depreciated by 41 percent while the
British currency appreciated 9 percent. When adjusted for movements in
producer price indexes in the United States and the specified countries, the
real value of the Indian currency depreciated by 18.9 percent. During the
same period the British currency showed an appreciation of 21.6 percent.

Table 39
Exchange rates:' Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates of selected currencies, and indexes of
producer prices in those countries,2 by quarters, January 1989-September 1992

Period

U.S.
producer
price
index

1989:
Jan. -Mar ........... 100. 0
Apr.-June .......... 101.8
July-Sept .......... 101.4
Oct.-Dec ........... 101.8
1990:
Jan.-Mar ........... 103.3
Apr.-June .......... 103.1
July-Sept .......... 104.9
Oct.-Dec ........... 108.l
1991:
Jan.-Mar ........... 105.9
Apr.-June .......... 104.8
July-Sept .......... 104.7
Oct. -Dec ........... 104. 8
1992:
Jan. -Mar ........... 104. 6
Apr.-June .......... 105.6
July-Sept .......... 106.'l

India
Producer
price
index

Nominal
exchange
rate index

Real
exchange
rate index•

United Kingdom
Nominal
Producer
price
exchange
index
rate index

Real
exchange
rate index•

100.0
103.4
106.7
107.9

100.0
94.9
92.0
90.4

100.0
96.4
96.8
95.8

100.0
101. 3
102.5
103.8

100.0
93.1
91.3
90.7

100.0
92.7
92.3
92.5

108.6
112.5
116.2
119 .3

89.7
88.1
87.1
84.5

94.4
96.2
96.4
93.3

105.4
107.6
108.6
109.8

94.8
95.8
106.5
111.3

96.8
100.0
110.3
113.1

123.5
126.3
134.2
136.2

81.2
74.4
59.3
59.1

94.8
89.7
76.1
76.7

111. 9
114.0
114.6
115.2

109.3
97.7
96.4
101.5

115.5
106.2
105.6
111.6

139.9
142.1
14 5. 9•

59.0
59.0
59.0

78.9
79.4
81.1•

116.9
ll8. l
ll8. 45

101.3
103.3
109.0

113.2
115.6
121. 6 5

' Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per unit of foreign currency.
Producer price indexes--intended to measure final product prices--are based on period-average
quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of the International Financial Statistics.
3 The real exchange rate is derived from the nominal rate adjusted for relative movements in producer
prices in the United States and the specified countries.
• Derived from Indian price data reported for July-August only.
5 Derived from British price data reported for July-August only.
2

Note.--January-March 1989 = 100. The real exchange rates, calculated from precise figures, cannot in all
instances be derived accurately from previously rounded nominal exchange rate and price indexes.
Source:

International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, November 1992.

International Financial Statistics, November 1992.
The value of the currency of the People's Republic of China is
determined by the Government of China rather than the free market. Therefore,
an accurate analysis of movements in the Chinese exchange rate cannot be
presented.
140
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lA-l33-IDIJ

~
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w r . Import Administration.
lntermticml1 Trade Administration.
Commerce.
FOR " " " " 8 IRFORMATION CUllTACT:

Stefani9 Amadeo, Olfice of Antidmnping

!n~a:tioaa.1mport Adminiid:ialhm.

lntemational Trade Adminmndlon, U.S.
Department of Cammarce. 141h street
and 'Collltltation Avanoe, NW.,
VfubinJton. DC 20230, attmzJ m1174.
On April 30, 1992. the
Depi1t11ment Df Commarce Idae
De,partmeDQ inltiate4 .an antlchampiJJ&
duty mYea!W&tion OD sulfur dyes,
iDcludina 1ulfar vat ~es. hm 1ndia.
The JU>tK:e .llated that we would iuue
our prelimiaary .determinaliaR OD or
before September 17, 199% {57FR1911DO,
MQ 7. '1992).

...,......nm
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EFFECTIVE DATE: September 24, 1992.
,. FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

sulfur vat dyes. Sulfur dyes are
synthetic, organic, coloring matter
Shawn Thompson; Office of
containing sulfur. Sulfur dyes are
Antiduniping Investigations, ·
obtained by high temperature
Investigations, Import Administration,
··sulfurization of organic material
U.S. Department· of Commerce, 14th
containing hydroxy, nitro or amino
Street and Constitution Avenue NW.,·
~ups, or by reaction of suliur and/or
Washingto~. DC ~30; telephone (202)
alkaline sulfide with aromatic
377-1776.
· · · ·· ·
·
·· •
hydroC4rbons. For purposes of this
PRELIMINARY DETERMINATION: We
investigation. sulfur dyes include, but
p~eliminarily d_etermine that sulfur dyes, are not limited to, sulfur vat dyes with
"the following color index numbers: Vat
including sulfur vat dyes. from the . .
United Kiil.gdom are being, or likely to
Blue 42, 43, 44. 45, 46, 47, 49, and so and
be, sold in the United States at Iese than Reduced Vat Blue 42 and 43. Sulfur vat
fair value, as provided in eec:tion 733 of
dyes alsQ have the properties described
_the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (the
above. All forms or sulfur dyes are
Act): The estimated margins are shown
covered, including the reduced Ueuco) or
.· in the "Suspension of Liquidation" .
oxidized state, presscake, paste,
powder. concenttate. or so-called "p~
. section of this notice. We also · .
preliminarily determine that critical
reduced. liquid ready-to-dye" forms. The
.circumstances do not exi•L
sulfur dyes subject to this investigation
of classifiable under subheadings
Case History·
3201.15.10, 3204.15.20. 3204.15.30,
Since the notice of .mltiati~n on A~
3204.15.35, 3204.15.40, 32.GU5.SO.
30, 1992 (57 FR 19600, May 7, 1992); the
3204.19.30, 3204.19.40 and 3204.19.50 or
following events have occurred. .
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
· On May 28, 1992. the International
United States (lfl'S). Although the KTS
Trade Commission (ITC) ·issued an
, subheadings are provided for
.
affirmati~e preliminary determin•tian.
convenience and customs PU."POSes our
On June 1, 1992. the Department
written description of the scope of this
proceeding is dispositive•
presented its questionnaire to James ,
. Robinson Limited (JR), which accounted Period of Investigation
for at least 60 percent of 1ale1 to the
-··
. . ··
The POI i1 November 1, 1991, through
United States during the Period of ·
April 30, 199z.·
investigation (POI}, in accordance with
19 CFR 353.42(b).
.
Sucb ors·-=•-- Co
•
JR submitted a response io section A ·
,.._. · mpansoaa
of the questionnaire on June 15, 1992.
We have determined for purposes of
and a response to sections B and C of
he preliminary detennination that the
product covered by this investigation
the questionnaire on July 20, 1992. On
comprises a single category of '"1uch or
August 5 and 28, we issued
supplemental questionnaires to JR. Wtt
similar" merchandise. Where there were
received the responses to these
no sales of identical merchandise in the
questionnaires on August 19 and
home market to compare to U.S. sales.
September 3, 1992.
we made similar merchandise ·
On August 31, 1992. JR requested that· comparisons on the basis of: (1)
.the Department determine that there are Category (i.e., conventional or vat); (2)
two classes or kinds of merchandise ·
color: (3) color index number: (4) type:
· under investigation. aolubiliz.ed sulfQr
(5) form; and (6) strength. We made
dyes and conventional sulfur dyes. JR
adjustments for differences in the
further requested that the Department
physical characteristics of the ·
rescind the investigation with respect to merchandise, in accordance with section
aolubilized sulfur dyes, because .
· 773(a)(4)(C) of the Act:
petitioner
has
not
made
a
less
than-fair· Fair.Value Co~parisom
International_ T~de Administration
value allegation resarding this catesory
IA•412-809J
of merchandise. or. at a minimum,
To determine whether sales of sulfur
calculate a separate deposit r~te fo1
dyes, including sulfur vat dyes, from the
Preliminary Determination of Sales at
each category. Due to the late date on
United Kingdom to the United Sta tea
Less Than Fair Value: Sulfur Dyes,
which these requests were received. ·
were made at leH than fair value, we
Including Sulfur Vat Dyes, From the
however, we were unable to adequately compared the· United States price (USP)
United Kingdom
consider them for our preliminary
to· the foreign market value (FMV), aa
determination. However. we will make·· specified in the "United States Price"
AGENCY: Import Administration.
determination on these matters by the
·and ·~Foreign Market Value" sections of
International Trade Administration.
time of the rmal determination.
this notice. _.
·
· · ··
Department of Comm.erce.
caption of the Order wa1 conected by an
Order d11ed luly •· 1992 and P11bli1hed on July ZZ.
11192 in Ille Feder.. R.pitw, 157 flt 3%5%0).
·
1 The

Scope of biveatigati~ ·
The mercha-ndise 1u'bject to this ·
investigation is s~ur dyei, includini

U~ted States Price
· We based USP on purchase price. in
accordance
with
section 772(b) of the
.
.
'.
.
~
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Act. because the subject merchandise
was sold 1D anre:iated parchasers .in the
United States prior &o importation and
because exporter''& 'B&ies pria!
methodology waa not «herwise
indicated.
W-e reclassified certain sales to a UKbased trading company. reported in the
home market sales listing, as U.S. sales
because JR had knowledge that the
ultima!e destination Df the merchandise
was the United States.
We calculated purchase price based
on packed prices to unrelated
customers. We made .deductions. where
appropriate. for foreign inland freight
.and air freight .to tb<.t .customer's
destination. W.e also made deductions.
where .appmpria1e, .for l'.ebates.
In accordance with .section
772(d)(l)[C) of"theAct. we added to the
USP the amount oI v.alue-added tax
(VAT) that would have been collected if
the merchandise had not been exported.
Regarding the reclassified sal.es. JR
claimed that it did not receive a rebate
of .the VA"T amounts .actually collected
on those sales. Accordingly, w.e made no
adjustment for VA"Tin those instances
because we determined that no
adjustment was called for under section
772(d)(1)(C) of the Act.
Finally, in accordance Mth section
772(d)(1)(B) of the Act. JR claimed an
adjustment to USP for the amount of
U.K. customs duty not colll!Cted on
imports of mmtroclilorobemene
(DNCB), a material used to make sulfur
dyes. hy reason ~f exportation -of the
finished prodi!ct. However. we find that
no-duty on impcJrts ofDNCBwas
actually paid, whether used for
merchandise sold in the home market or
for export. Accordingly, there was -no
actual liability for the duty. Thus, thi•
was not a duty which was rebated or
not collected by reason of exportation.
and. accorrlingly, it does not qualify as
an adjustment under section "2(d)('l7(B)
of the AcL
Foreign Market Value
In ~rder to determine whether there
were sufficient-sale• of sulfur dyes.
including sulfur vat dyes. in the home
market to serve as Tiable basis for
calculating FMV. we compared the
volume of home market sales -Of .sulfur
dyes. including sulfur vat dyes. to the
volume -of third country sales-of the
same products. :in accord~e with
section 71.3{ a )(lJ{B) of the Act. JR had .a
viable home market with respect to
sales of sulfur dyes. including sulfur vat
dyes. during the POI.
.
In accordance with 19 CFR 353.58, we
compared U.S. sales to ·home marlcet
sales made .at .the .same level of trade,
where poB&i.ble.

We calcalated FMV based on packed
prices charged to unrelated ~ustomera in
the home market. We made deductions.
where appropriate. for .inland freighL
We deducted home market packaging
costs .and added U.S. packing costs, in
accordance with .sec1ioD 773(a)(l) .of the
AcL
Pursuant to 19 CFR 353.56, we made
circumstance-of-sale adjustments,
where appropriate. for -differem:es in
t:redit expenns and t:redit insurance
expenses. We Tecaictrlated home market
crcdi t expense for thosP. 11ales for whicll
l>'l!rment had not been Teceived as of the
filing of the August 19 deficiency
response using the 11hort-term interest
rate reported by JR.
In addition to imputed credit-expense
on the sale, JR reported an imputed
credit expense re!at-ed to the
prepa}'lDent of VAT in the United
Kingdom. We disallowed an.adjustment
for this expense because it is not the
Department's practice to ·anal}'Ze each
opportunity -cost imiolved in maintaining
receivables end payables in the ·
ordinaiy <:ourse of a company"s
business. W-e also made a circumstam:eokale adjustment for differences m th1!
am01mt·ofVA"T, where appropriate.
Further, we made an adjustment for
physical differences in the merchandise.
where appropriate. in accordance with
19 CFR 353.S7.
Finally. before submitting its
questionnaire. response. JR requested
that .tt be .allowed to provide
abbreviated .sales .data far hmn.e market
prodlldJ Which tt .daimed were too
dissimilar to be matched to U.S. .sales.
Based on this claim. we .instmded JR lo
report only the total qoantity and
average price of ncb home mm:ket
produd which would not be matched. as
well as the product characteristics
coding far-eacb of l:Bese products. We
requested the product clw-acteriaticl
coding in order tu emme that JR and
correctly reported its matches as well as
its home market sales of similar

I
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listing in September 3. 199.:?.. Ho\l\·ever.
we detennined that ibis information was
received too late to use in this
preliminary determination. Accordingly.
we have used best information available
(BIA) to determine the FMV for these
home market sales. As BIA. we nsed the
average price reported for each of these
products iD questiou, reduced by the
lowest amount 0£ each charge or
adjustment.reported iR the home market
sales listing. We determined tliat t.'iis
amount would represent the minimum
amount 'Of :selling expenses that JR
would have inc-.med on these sales.
Also as BIA. we ·added to FM\' the
highest difference in.merchandise
adjustment for any of the s;:;Jes reported.
Currency Conversiao

We made currency conversions based
on the official exchange rates .in effect
on the dates of the US. sales a.s certified
by the Federal Reserve Bank.

Verif"u:atian
As provided in set:ticn 776(b) of :the
Act. we will verify the iDform.atiOD used
in making our final .determination.
Critical Circumslances

Petitioner alleges that "critit:al
circzmstances" exist with respect to
imports of sulfur dyes. including sulfur
vat dys. fmm tbe United Kingdom.
Section "733(e){1.J oI tbe Act provides that
critical x:in:wns.tances -exist if we
determine that the.re Ml a reasonable
basis 10 believe or wspect 'tfta t
lAJ (i) There is a hW.ory .of dumping in
the United States or elsewher.e of the
class or kind of merchandise which is
the subject of the investigation. or
(iij The pe1'90D by whem. ar fDI' whose
aa:ount. .the merchandise was imported
knew or should have known that the
exporter was selling the merchandise
which is the subject of the investigation
at less than its fair value. and
(B) There have been massive imports
of
the class or kind af merchandise
merchandi-.
which is the subject 'Of 1he in.astigaticm
After receiving tbH ;information. we
found that JR had incompletely -reported OYer a relati-vely &Aert period.
We normally consider ather .an
both il1 product ma4ches and .its home
-market aale1. Specifically. we found that outstanding antidumping order in the
United States or elsewhere cm the
for five al .the produc.t.a 1old iD the U.S.
market. there were .11everal home market subject merchandise, or margins of 25
percent or more sufficient to impute
products which w.ere .equally similar
knowledge -of .dumping under ·1ection
with respect .ta .the crileria aet forth in
App.end:ix V of .the questionWlir.e: JR had 733(e)(1}tAJ of the Act.Smee there are
no outstanding antidumping Ol'ders OR
matched in ita .caDCGrdance only one of
sulfur dyes. in.clucling sulfur vat dyes.
these home .matket products to each oI
the U.S. products in question .alMi had · from the Unlted Kingdom. and the
preliminarily-determined dumping
reported .only .the .aales of the prodw:.ta
margin for JR and an other exporters is
in its concordance in its home market
less than 25 percent. we cannot impute
sales listing.
knowledge under -.ecti:on 7!3("e}{1)(A) of
JR aubmitted a revised pzrcxluct
die AcL Since the rz:ileri-. necessary lD
concordance and home market •ales
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find the existence of critical
circumstances under section 733{e)(1)(A)
are not present. we do not need to
determine whether imports of subject ·
merchandise have been massive over a
relati\'ely short period.
Therefore. in accordance with section
733{e)(l)(A) of the Act. we preliminarily
determine that critical circumstances do
not exist with respect to imports of
sulfur dyes. including sulfur vat dyes.
from the United Kingdom.
Suspension of Liquidation
In accordance with section 733(d)(l)
of the Act. we are directing the Customs
Service to suspend liquidation of all
entries of sulfur dyes. including sulfur
vat dyes. from the United Kingdom that
are entered. or withdrawn from
warehouse. for consumption on or after
the date of publication of this notice in
the Federal Register. The Customs
Sel'\;ce shall require a cash deposit or
posting of a bond equal to the estimated
preliminary dumping margins. as shown
below. The suspension ofliquidation
will remain in effect until further notice.
The weighted-a\·erage dumping margins
are as follows:

Manutaelllr9r/producer/exporter

.I ~
.

·--·--·-..J

others--·---·-..-·-·--...--··--1

James Robinson Umit8d ..
All

~==:._
19.93
19.93

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 733(0 of
the Act. we have notified the ITC of our
detennina ti on.
If our final determination is
affinnative. the ITC will determine
whether these imports are materially
injuring. or threaten material injury to,
the U.S. industry before the later of 120
days after the date of this preliminary
determination or 45 days after our final
determination.
Public Comment
In accordance with 19 CFR 353.38.
case briefs or other written comments in
at least ten copies must be submitted to
the Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration no later than October 26.
1992. and rebuttal briefs no later than
November 2. 1992. In accordance with 19
CFR 353.38(b), we will hold a public
hearing. if requested. to give interested
parties an opportunity to comment on
arguments raised in case or rebuttal
briefs. Tentatively. the hearing will be
held on November 6, 1992. at 9:30 a.m. at
the U.S. Department of Commerce,
Rooru 3708. 14th Street and Constitution

A venue. NW .. Washington; DC 20230.
Parties should confirm by telephone the
time. date. and place of the hearing 48
hoW'S before the scheduled time.
Interested parties who wish to request
a hearing must submit a written request
to the Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration. U.S. Department of
Commerce. Room B-099. within ten days
of the publication of this notice in the
Federal Register. Requests should
contain: (1} The party's name. address.
and telephone number: (Z) the number of
participants; and (3) a list of the issues
to be discussed. In accordance with 19
CFR 353.38(b). oral presentations will be
limited to issues raised in the briefs.
This determination is published
pursuant to section 733(f) of the Act (19
U.S.C. 16i3b(f)) and 19 CFR 353.15.
Dated: September 17, 1992.
Rolf Th. Lundberg, Jr.,
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On May 22. 1992. we sent a letter to
the PRC embassy and petitioner
requesting that they address the issue
of: (1) Whether we should continue to
treat the PRC as a non-market econon
country (N~·1E). or (2) whether availat
information would permit the
Department to determine foreign marl
value (FMV) under section '773(a) of u
Act.
On May Z6. 1992. the International
Trade Commission {ITC} issued an
affirmative preliminary determination
On June 23. 1992. the Department
presented its questionnaire to the
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relatior
& Trade. in the PRC who. as a
responsible representative of the PRC
government. was deemed the proper
N!cipient of the questionnain!. The
Government of the PRC has not
responded to this questionnaire.
On July Z. 199Z. Kwong Fat Hong
Acting Assistant Secretary for Import
Chemicals. Ltd.. (KFC). a Hong Kong
Administration.
company. requested a questionnaire ir
[FR Doc. 9:?-23249 Filed 9-23-92: 8:45 amJ
the above-referenced investigation. 01
81WNG CODE 351o-os-M
July 7, 1992. Sinochem Shandong Impo
and Export Corp. (Shandong) and
Sinochem International Chemicals
[A-571>-818)
Company. Ltd. [SICC), also requested
copies of the Department's June Z3. 19!
Preliminary Determination of Sales at
questionnaire and requested an
Less Than Fair Value: Sulfur Dye9.
extension for the submission of
Including Sulfur Vat Dyes, From the
questionnaire responses. All three
People's Republic of China
companies stated that they qualified fc
separate antidumping duty margins.
AGENCY: Import Administration.
Based on these requests. we specified
International Trade Administration.
that each company would be consider1
Department of Commerce.
as an independent respondent only if i
EFFECTIVE DATE: September Z4. 199Z.
could demonstrate that it qualified for
FOR FDR'TlfER INFORMATION CONTACT:
separate rates in the test enunciated it
Stefanie Amadeo. Office of Antidumping the Final Detennination of Sales at Le•
Investigations. Investigations. Import
Than Fair Value: Sparklers from the
Administration. U.S. Department of
Peoples Republic of Chi.rza. 56 FR 2058
Commerce. 14th Street and Constitution (May 6. 1991) ("Sparklers"). Moreover.
-Avenue NW.. Washington. DC 20230:
we stated that we would consider thes
telephone (202) 377-1174. .
three companies as voluntary
respondents because the Government 1
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: We
preliminarily determine that sulfur dyes. the PRC was the primary respondent tc
our June 23. 199Z. questionnaire. We
including sulfur vat dyes. from the
further stated that as voluntary
People's Republic of China (PRC) are
respondents. we would only consider
being, or are likely to be. sold in the
the responses of the three companies ti
United States at less than fair value. as
provided in section 733 of the Tariff ACt the extent possible.
of 1930, as amended (the Act). The
On July S. 1992. the Department
estimated martins are shown in the
extended the due date for KFC'a
"Suspension of Liquidation" secHon of
response to August 10. 1992. and for
Shandong and SICC to August 17, 1992.
this notice. We have also determined
that critical circumstances ex.isl ..
I<FC submitted a response to Section
A. B. C. and D. and Attachments I and :
Case History
of the Department's questionnaire on
Since the notice of initiation on April
August 11. 1992. I<FC resubmitted a
30, 1992 (57 FR 19600, May 7, 1992), the
revised Section D and Attachment 11 of
following events have occurred.
the Depar1ment's questionnaire on
On May Z2. 199Z we sent letters to the August 12. 1992. On August 13. 1992.
KFC submitted a revised narrative
PRC government requesting a list of all
portion to Section A of its August 11.
known expoltera of the subject .
199Z, response. Shandong and SICC
. :merchandise.
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submitted their responses to Sections A,
C. and D. and Attachments I and II of
the Department's questionnaire on
August 17. 1992. On August 18, 1992,
SICC submitted revised pages on its
Sections C and D August 17, 1992,
responses.
.
On August 19. 1992. Dalian Chemicals
Import and Export Corporation (Dalian)
requested that it be a respondent in the
above-referenced investigation and on
August 24, 1992, submitted a response.
On August 28, 1992. we returned
Dalian's unsolicited August 24, 1992,
submission. We stated that we would
not consider Dalian a voluntary
respondent for the purposes of the
above-reference investigation because
(1) it was too late in the investigation to
consider another respondent and (2) the
administrative burden would be too
great.
On August 21. 1992, I<FC submitted
revised Sections B and C Appendices for
its August 11, 1992. response. On August
21, 1992, we issued a supplemental
.
questionnaire to KFC. On August 24,
1992, we issued supplemental
questionnaires to Shandong and SICC.
We received KFC's responses to the
supplemental questionnaire on August
28, and September 4. 1992. On
September 8, 1992. we received SICC's
and Shandong's responses to the
supplemental questionnaires,
respectively.
·
On August 28, 1992, we issued another
supplemental questionnaire to KFC.
Shandong, and SICC. We received the
response to this questionnaire on
September 4, 1992. On September 3,
1992, KFC submitted comments
regarding its status as an intermediatecountry exporter.
On August 31, 1992. we provided all
interested parties in this investigation
the opportunity to submit any publicly
available published information
(published material) for the Department
to consider using to value factors of
production in this investigation.
On September 3, 1992. the Department
requested information from the PRC
government regarding the Issue of ·
government control of the sulfur dyes.
industry.
Scope of Investigation
The merchandise subject to this
investigation is sulfur dyes, including
sulfur vat dyes. Sulfur dyes are
synthetic, organic. coloring matter
containing sulfur. Sulfur dyes are
obtained by high temperature
sulfurization of organic material
containing hydroxy, nitro or amino
groups, or by reaction of sulfur and/or
alkaline sulfide with aromatic
hydrocarbons. For purposes of this

I
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investigation, sulfur dyei include, but
are not limited to, sulfur vat dyes with
the following color index numbers: Vat
Blue 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 49, and 50 and·
Reduced Vat Blue 42 and 43. Sulfur vat
dyes also have the properties described
above. All forms of sulfur dyes are
covered, including the reduced (leuco) or
oxidized state, presscake, paste,
powder, concentrate, or so-called "prereduced, liquid ready-to-dye~· forms. The
sulfur dyes subject to this investigation
are classifiable under subheadings
3204.15.10. 3204.15.20, 3204.15~30,
3204.15.35, 3204.15.40, 3204.15.50,
3204.19.30, 3204.19.40 and 3204.19.50 of

the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States (HTS). Although the HTS
subheadings are provided for
convenience and customs purposes. our
written description of the scope of this
proceeding is dispositive.
Period of Investigation
The POI is November 1, 1991, through
. April 30, 1992.
Separate Rates
In their August 17, 1992, ·submissions,
SICC and Shandong argued that
separate, company-specific rates should
be calculated in this investigation. SJCC
and Shandong stated that there is no
central government control of either
company and th&\ each is an
independent legal entity that has control
over its own pricing decisions.
Furthermore, both respondents stated
that, as independent legal organizations,
each conduct its own operations, is
responsible for its own profits and
losses. and possesses its own
management, business, and finances
independent from all other companies,
including China National Chemicals
Import and Export Corp. SICC also
stated that it maintains its own financial
statements and pays corporate taxes
based on its own revenue.
As stated in Sparklers, we will issue
separate rates if-a respondent can
demonstrate both a de jure and de facto
absence of central control. Evidence
supporting, though not requiring, a
finding of de jure absence of central
control would include: (1) An absence of
restrictive stipulations associated with
an individual exporter's business and
export licenses; and (2) any legislative
enactments devolving central control
with respect to export trading
companies. Evidence supporting a
finding of de facto absence of central
control with respect to exports would
include: (1) Whether each exporter sets
its own export prices independently or
the government and other exporters: and
(2) whether each exporter can keep the
proceeds from its sales.

When we apply these four criteria, the
evidence in the record submitted by
respondents supports a finding that both
SICC and Shandong are entitled to :heir
own rates. Therefore, for purposes of the
preliminary determination. we have
calculated company-specific rates for
SICC and Shandong.
However, or final det:ision on :he
separate rate issue will depend upon
successful verification of the factual
assertions made by respondents and
relied upon here. (For our analysis of the
information on the record, see our
Concurrence Memorandum, dated
September 17, 1992.)
We preliminarily determined that KFC
is covered under 19 CFR 353.47,
concerning intermediate country of
exportation, and thus is a separate
respondent with a separate antidumping
duty margin (See below).
Since SICC and Shandong were the
only exporters of the subject
merchandise in the PRC to respond to
our questionnaire, we have no evidence
that any of the other k."lown exporters
are independent from either each other
or the government. Unless a respondent
demonstrates entitlement to a separate,
company-specific rate pursuant to the
test enunciated in Sparklers. we
presume that all respondents are rela!ed
and subject to a single rate. See, e.g.,

Preliminary Detennination of Soles at
Less Than Fair Value: Certain Carbon
Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings From the
People's Republic of China, 56 FR 66831
(December 26, 1991). Because the PRC
government did not respond to our
questionnaire, for purposes of the
preliminary determination. in
accordance with section 776(c) of the
Act, we used the best information
available (BIA) when calculating the
"All Other" rate.
In determining what rate' to use as
BIA, the Department follows a twotiered methodology. whereby the
Department may assign lower rates for
those respondents who cooperated in an
investigation and rates based on more
adverse assumptions for those
respondents who did not cooperate in
an investigation. See, e.g., Fmal
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: Aspheric Ophthalmosccpy
Lenses from Japan, 57 FR 6703, 6704
(February 27. 1992). According to the
Department's two-tiered BIA
methodology outlined in the Fine.I

Determination of Sales at Less Then
Fair Value: Ant1friction Bearings (Ot.~e:
Than Tapered Roller Bearings) and
Ports Thereof from the Federal Rep:.;bJ.c
of Germany. /taly, /apan, Romania,
Sweden, Thailand, and the United
·Kingdom, 54 FR 18992, 19033 (May 3.
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1989). when a company refusu to
provide the information reque1ued in the
form required. or otherwise significantly
impedes the Department's investigation.
it is appropriate for the Department to
assign to that company the higher of (1)
the margin alleged in the petition, or (2)
the highest calculated rate of any
respondent in the investigation. The
dumping margin calculated for SICC
was higher than 117.18 percent. the
recalculated petition rate. Therefore, as
BIA. the dumping margin assigned to iU
other exporters who did not cooperate
in this investigation is the rate
calculated for SICC. which is 210.35
percent. the highest calculated rate fot
any respondent in this investigation.

September 24. 1992

Foreign Market Value

Section 773(c)(l) of the Act provides
that the Department shall determine
FMV using a factors of production
methodology if (1) the merchandise is
exported from an NME. and (2) the
information does not permit the
calculation of FMV using home market
prices. third country prices. or
constructed value under section 77~(a)
of the AcL
In past cases (e.g.. Final
Determination of Sales at Less ThQfl
Fair Value: Chrome-Plated Lug Nuq
from the People's Republic of Chinr;z. ~
FR 46153 (September 10. 1991) (Lug
Nuts), and Sparklers), and indeed in
every case conducted by the
Fair Value Comparisons
Department involving the PRC. the PRC
has been treated as an NME. In~
To determine whether sales of sulfU?
dyes, including sulfur vat dyes, from the case. none of the parties to this
proceeding has suggested that the PRC
PRC to the United States were made at
is no longer an NME. However,
less than fair value. we compared the .
respondents claim .that their raw
United States price (USP) to the foreign
material and labor inputs used in thf!
market value (FMV), as specified in the
production of subject merchandise Ille
"United States Price" and "Foreign ·
market driven, and. therefore. that the
Market Value" sections of this notice.
sulfur dyes. including sulfur vat ~yea,
United States Price
industry in the PRC is a market-orienttd
industry.
We based USP on purchase price, in
accordance with section 772(b) of the
The Department has previously
Act, because the subject merchandise
interpreted section 773(c)(l)(B) of the
was sold to unrelated purchasers in the
Act to mean that FMV can be based on
United States prior to importation and
the NME exporter's prices or costs.
because exporter's sales price
despite the fact that the country may
methodology, in those instances, was
otherwise be considered an NME. if
not otherwise indicated.
sufficient market forces are at work
For Shandong and SICC, we
(see. Lug Nuts and Final Determination
calculated purchase price based on
of Sales at Less Than Fair Value:
packed c.i.f. prices from the respective
Oscillating Fans and Ceiling Fans /rQm
trading companies to unrelated
the People's Republic of China, 56 FR
customers. We made deductions. were
55271(October25, 1991) (Fans).
appropriate, for foreign inland freilPt~
However. as stated in our recent
ocean freight, and marine insurance. We notices of initiation for two .
also made deductions for a trade. .
~ountervailing duty investigations (see.
discount. Since neither Shandong nor
Initiation of Countervailing Duty
SICC indicated what mode of
Investigation: Oscillating Fans and
transportation was used for foreign
Ceiling Fans from the he People's
inland freight from the factory to the
Republic of China, 56 FR 57616
port, as BIA. we used the highest inland (November 13, 1991) and Initiation of.
freight amount in the PRC calculated for Countervailing Duty Investigation:
the distances from factory to port for
Chrome-Plated Lug Nuts from the
Shandong and SICC. respectively. The
People's Republic of China. 57 FR 877
inla."ld freight expense was based on a
(January 9, 1992). the Department
quoted truck freight rate contained in a
determined that it must reconsider the
public. June 1992. cable from the U.S.
appropriateness of the specific approach
Embassy in India.
established in Lug Nuts and Fans. In the
For KFC.. we calculated pu:chase price Amendment to Final Determination of
based on packed c.i.f. prices· from KFC
Sales at Less than Fair \lalue and
to unrelated customers. We deducted
Amendment to Antidumping Duty
foreign inland freight. ocean freight.
Order: Chrome-Plated Lug Nuts from the
marine insurance, drayage, other .
People's Republic of China, 57 FR 15052
expenses. and a third party surcharge.
(April 24, 1992), we developed the
Since KFC did not report its inland
following criteria for determining
freight expense. as BL.<\, we used the
whether a market-oriented industry
iiiland freight amount used in the
exists in an economy which wiU
petition for this in\'estigalion.
otherwise be considered non-market:
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• For merchandiM under investigation.
there must be virtually no sovemment
involvement in aettina prices or amounts to
be produced. For example. state-required
production of the merchandise. whether for
export or domestic consumption in the nonmarket economy country would be en almost
insuperable barrier to finding a marketoriented industry.
• The industry producing the merchandise
under investigation should be characterized
by private or collective ownership. There
may be state-owned enterprises in the
industry but substantial state ownership
would weigh heavily against finding a
market-oriented industry.
• Market-determined prices must be paid
for all significant inputs. whether material
non-material. and for an all but insignificant
proportion of all the inputs accountms for the
total value of the merchandise under
investisation. For example. an input price ~ill
not be considered market-determined jf the
producers of the merchandise under
investigation pay.a state-set price for the
input or if the input ia supplied to the
producers at 90vemment direction. Moreover.
if there is any state-required production in
the industry producin& the input, the share of
state-required production must be
insignificant.

or

If these conditions are not met,
pursuant to 19 CFR 353.52. the produce~
of the merchandise under investigation
will be treated as non-market economy
producers. and FMV will be calculated
by using prices and costs from a
surrogate country. in accordance with
section 773(c) (3) and (4) of the Act.
Respondents maintain that the prices
at which the factories purchase their
inputs for sulfur dyes are not subject lo
state control and are market-driven.
Respondents state that there are no
restrictions on any of the inputs used to
make the subject merchandise, that
prices and quantities are freely
.,
negotiated for all inputs, and that there
are no ceiling or guidance prices fo,: 11ny
of the inputs. Respondents claim that
their suppliers retain their profits. that
factor decisions are not subject to
review by any government entity, that
loans are obtained at market rates, and
that there are no restrictions on labor.
Neither Shandong nor SICC supplied
the prices at which Handan and Tainjin.
their suppliers. purchase their inputs in
time to be considered for purposes of
the preliminary determination.
Furthermore, respondents have not
adequately described the pricill8
policies and possible 80vernmcnt.
restrictions on their sources of energy:
Water, electricity. and coal. Neither
respondent submitted pricing
information with regard to energy inputs
in a timely fashion for use in the
preliminary determination. Also, we
require further substantiation for several
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of respondenti' assertioni, specifically,
GNP. (See memorandum from. the Office
supplien' business licenses, pricing
of Policy to David L. Binder, dated
information on the factor inputs, ·
_
August 6, 1992.) Because India fulfills
documentation on the government's role both requirements outlined in the
regarding labor, documentation on the
statute, India is the preferred surrogate_
newly-instated export licenses, and
country for purposes of calculating the
infonnation from the PRC government.
factors of production used in producing
As noted above, we continue to fmd
the subject merchandise. We have
"that the PRC is an mm. Therefore, the
resorted to Pakistan for surrogate values
presumption remains that the inputs
only if Indian values were not
used by the sulfur dye producers which
obtainable.
are sources in the PRC are not
We have used the values for the
purchased at market prices. A
factors of production. as appropriate,
respondent asserting that it purchase
from both countries. We valued the
inputs at market-oriented prices must
factors of production in accordance with
provide significant documentary
the a hierarchy for preferred input
evidence and also show that market
values set forth in the notice of Final
prices are at work to overcome this·
Determination of Sales at Less Thon
presumption. An absence of government Fair Value: Certaip Carbon Steel Buttcontrol alone is not sufficient to warrant Weld Pipe Fittings From the Peoples
a conclusion that prices for inputs are
Republic of China, 57 FR .21058 (May 18,
market-driven. We must also conclude
1992). We first used Indian published
.
material before resorting to unclassified
by application of the criteria outlined·
above that market forces are at work in . information contained in U.S.
determining the prices of these inputs
government cables or to. petitioner's cost
within the PRC. Therefore, respondents' information.
assertions, without sufficient
We calculated FMV based on factors
documentary support, are not enough to. of production reported by the factories
establish market behavior with respect
which produced the subject
to input prices.
merchandise for respondents. The
We do not have any information from factors used to produce sulfur dyes
· the PRC government which would assist include materials, labor, and energy. _
us in determining whether or not there is
To value dinitrocholrobenzene,
a lack of state control or a presence of · sodium sulphide, and sulfur, we used
market forces with respect to the
published, publicly available · ·
factories' input costs and their
information from the Monthly Statistics
respective supplier prices. We have
of the Foreign Trade of India (March
requested information from the PRC
1988).. To value sodium hydroxide, ~e
government to determine whether there used the average undelivered price
is any government control in the
obtained from the U.S. consulate in
chemical sector, sulfur dyes industry, or Pakistan, because there were no
in inputs used to produce sulfur dyes.
published material prices for sodium
The information submitted by the PRC
hydroxide and the U.S. embassy in India
government and respondents will be
could not obtain values for this input.
subject to verification, all of which will
We adjusted the factor values to the POI
be taken into account in making our
using wholesale price indices published
final decision on the PRC input prices
by the lntematiQnal Monetary Fund.
issue.
To value labor rates. we used
. Therefore, in accordance with section unskilled and skilled labor rates,
773(c) of the Act. the Department is
including benefits, obtained from the
required to determine FMV on the basis U.S. embassy in India. Since ·we have no
of factors of production utilized in
indication of the size of the factories in
producing the merchandise, as valued in the PRC. we used the unskilled labor
a surrogate country for all companies in rate provided by the U.S. embassy in .
the PRC.
India that was applicable for a medium
Section 773{c) of the act requires the
size plant operation. We adjusted the ·
Department to value the factors of
unskilled wage rate to account for the
production. to the extent possible, in one number of hours in an Indian work week
or more market economy countries that
based on information contained in the
published source, Country Reports on
are at a JeveJ of economic development
comparable to that of the NME and that Human Rights Practices for 1990. which
are significant producers of coniparabl~ was submitted to the U.S. Senate
merchandise. The Department has .
Committee on Foreign Relations in .
determined that India and Pakistan are
February 1991.
.
the most comparable to the PRC in
To value coal, we used the published
terms of overaJl economic development, source, Monthly Statistics of the Foreign
based on per capita gross national
Trade of India (September 1990), and a
product (GNP), the national distribution 1990 Indian coal price as published in
of labor, and growth rate in per capita
the Organization of Economic
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International Energy Agency Statistics
(OECD IEA Statistics). We calculated an
average undelivered f.o.b. coal price
based on the values derived from these
two sources. We adjusted the value for
the POI by using wholesale price incices
published by the International Monetary
Fund.
·
Toyalue electricity. we used the
publicly available Indian electricity ra!e
for 1985, published in the OECD IEA
Statistics. and adjusted the value for the
POI by using wholesale price indices
published by the International Monetary
Fund.
To value water, we used the water
rates obtained from the public
December 1989 Cdlble from the U.S.
embassy in India, for a producer of
comparable merchandiae, because there
were not published material prices for
this material. We adjusted-the factor
values to the POI using wholesale price
indices published by the International
Monetary Fund.
·
We used an average percentage for
factory overhead, based on Indian
producers' experience, which we
obtained from the U.S. embassy in lr.dia.
Pursuant to section 773(e)(l)(B), we then
added an amount higher than the
stah:itory ten percent minimum for
selling, general and administrative
expenses. and an amount higher than
the statutory eight percent minimum for
profit, based on Indian chemical
producers' experience, which was
obtained from the U.S. embassy in'lndia.
We also added. where appropriate: an
amount for packing labor based on the
appropriate Indian skilled and unskilled
wage rates, and an amount for packing
materials based on Indian prices
·
obtained from the public record of the
concurrent investi8ation of sulfur dyes,
including sulfur vat dyes. from India, in_.
order to arrive at a constructed FMV for
one metric ton or aulfur dye. We madeno adjustments for selling expenses.
(For a complete analysis of surrogate
values, see our Concurrence
·
Memorandum dated September 17,
1992.)
For I<FC, in accordance with 19 CFR
353.47, concerning exports from an
intermediate country. we ealculated
FMV based on sales in the intennediate
country rather than sales in the PRC.
We have preliminarily determined that
I<FC meets the provisions of 19 CFR ·
353.47 since (1) KFC is a Hong Kong
reseller-of the subject merchandise; (2)
the producer in the PRC who supplied
I<FC was unaware of the countries to
which I<FC intended to resell the
merchandise: {3) the merchandise
entered the commerce of the ·
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accordance with section 773(e)(t)(A) of
intennediate country but was not
determine that there ia a reasonable
the Act. we preliminarily determine that
substantially transfonned in that.. . .
baaia to ~lleve or suspect that:
country: and (4} the subject merchandise . . (A)(i) There is a hiatory of dumping in for KPC. critical circumstances do not
was subsequently exported to thtt
· the United Statea or elsewhere of the
exist with reipect to import of the
United Statea.
class or kind of merchandise which is
subject merchandise from the PRC.
In order to determine whether there
the subject of the investigation, or
With respect to firms covered by the
were sufficient aales of the sulfur dyes, . . (ii) The pei'llon by whom. or for whose "All Other" rate. because the dumping
including sulfur vat dyi!s, in Hong Kong_ account. the merchandise was imported margin is sufficient to impute knowledgt
to serve as a basis for calculating FMV. knew or should have know that the
of dumping. arid because we have
exporter waa selling the merchandise .
we compared the volume of home ·
determined that importa of sulfur dyes.
which is the subject of the investigation including sulfur vat dyes, have been
market sales of the such or simililr
category to the aggregate volume of
at less than itil fair value, and
massive over a relatively short time. we
(BJ There have been massive imports
third country sales. in accordance with
determine that critical circumstances
section 773(a)(t)(B) of the Act. Since the of the cla88 or kind of merchandise
also exist for those fums.
volume of home market sales was
which ia the aubject of the inveatigation
SuspeUion of Liquidation
.
over a relatively short period. ·
greater than five percent of the
In determining history or importer
aggregate volume of t~ird country sales.
In accordance with section 733(d)(t)
knowledge of dumping. we normally
we detennined that home market sales
of the Act. we are directing the Custom~
consider either an outstanding
constitute a viable basis for calculating
Service to suspend Uquidation of all
FMV in accordance with 19 CFR 353.48. antidumping order in the United States
entries of sulfur dyes, including sulfur
In accordance with 19 CFR 353.5&; we or elsewhere on the subject
vat dyes, exported from the PRC by
compal'.8d U.S. sales to home market
merchandise. or margins of 25 percent or SICC. Shandong, and all other
sales made at the same level of trade, · · more ai sufficient to impute knowledge · producers/ manUfacturers I exporters,
where possible.
· ,
of dumping unc;l.er 1ection 773(e)(l)(A) of that are entered. or withdrawn from
We calculated FMW based on packed the Act. See, e.g., Heavy Forged Hand · warehouse. for consumption on or after
f.o.b. prices charsed to unrelated
Tools, Finished or Unfinished. With or · the date which is 90 days prior to the
customers in Hong Kong. We deducted
Without Handles. from the People's
date of publication of this notice in the
home rnarket packing costs and added
Republic of China; 58 FR 241 Uanuary 3, Federal Register.
.
U.S. packing costs. in accordance with
1991.)
.
· · . · ·
In accordance with section 733(d)(1)
section 773(a)(l) of the Acl Because . . · Pursuant· to 19 CFR 353.18(1). we- . . of the Act. for KFC. we are directing the
KFC d~d not report any packini ~sf .
senerally consider the following factora ·Customs Service to suspend liquidation
Information. as BIA we used the pacldni in determining whether importil have
of entries of sulfur dyes, including sulfu:
been maasive over a short period of·
materials cost calculated for Shandons
vat dyes, exported from the PRC by
and SICC. For packing labor cost. we
time: (1} The volume and value of the
KFC. that ·are entered, or withdrawn
importa; (2) seasonal trends (if
used an average of SICC's and ·· · ·
_from warehouse, for consumption on or
Shandong's skilled and unskilled
applicable); and (3) the share of
.
after the date of publication of this
packing labor hours from the August 18. · domestic consumption accounted for by notice in the Federal Register. The
1992, public versions of SICC's and
imports. If importil during the period
Customs Service shall require a cash
Shandong'1 questionnaire responses.
immediately following the petition
deposit or posting of a bond equal to th1
Since no credit expenses were reported, increase by at least 15 percent over
estimated preliminary dumping margim
we imputed credit for both home market importil durins a comparable period
as shown below. The suspension of
- immediately preceding the filing of a
and U.S. sales, using an average POI
liquidation will remain in effect until
petition. we consider them massive.
short tenn borrowings rate obtained
further notice. The weighted-average
from the New York office of the Hong
All three of the respondents failed to
dumping marsins are as follows:
Kong I: Shanghai Bank. Because ~
provide company-specific information
comparisons involved purchase price
on their exports, as requested in the
sales. we made a circumstance of aale
Department's questionnaire.
Coiisequently, as BIA. we determine
adjustment. where appropriate, for
differences in credit expensei, in
that imports have been massive over a
acCQrdance with 19 CFR 353.58.
relatively short period of time.
SinOcnem Shendong Import end
For SICC and Shandong. because the
EJCPOl't eoi,:i./Tianjin
Botlai
Currency Conversion
dumping marsms exceed 25 percent. we
100.l
Olemlcll Dy9I F8CIDrf-·----··
We made currency conversions based determine that importer knowledge of
Sinochlm International Chemic:ala
dumping exists for sulfur dyes, including
on the official exchange rates in effect
Company, Ud./Handlln Chemical
210.:
on the dates of the U.S. sales as certified sulfur vat dyes. from the PRC. Because
Dyes Factory._
..,__••-----·Kwong Fat Hong Chemicllls, Lid./
importil have been massive, in
by the Federal Reserve Bank. ·
4.1
.Wllhan Dyes Factory ·----···--····
accordance with section 773(e) of the
210.:
All Olhars---·.:...--..·-----·
Verification
Act. we find that critical circumstances
exist with respect to exports of sulfur
As provided in _section 776(b) of the
Act. we will verify the information used dyes, including sulfur vat dyes, by SICC
ITC Notification
in making our final detennination..
and Shandong.
In accordance with aection 733(f) of
Critical Circwnstancet , .
.
However, as regards I<FC, since there
are no outstanding dumping orders on . the Act. we have notified the ITC of ow
Petitioner alleges that. ''critical
sulfur dye1, including sulfur vat dyes. , . determination.
·
circumstances" exist with respect to'··· · · from the PRC. and the preliminary· If our final detennination is
imports ofsulfur dyes, including sulfur : determined dumping margin for l<FC is · affmnative, the ITC will detennine
vat dyes. from the United Kingdom.
less than 25 percent, we cannot impute . whether these imports are materially
Section 773(e)(l) of the Act provides that knowledge under section 773(e)(t)(A) of . injuring, or threaten material injury to.
the Act for KFC. Therefore, in .. ··
critical circumstances exist if we : · ·
the U.S. industry before the later of 120
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days after 1be date of dris prefisnma17·
ddei'& . tian or cs aays after 01ll' Anal
determinatir&
Public Cmmneat
In accorliuce wilh 19 Q'R 353.38.
case briel.a or oUle:r' wriUeD U&JUDEDla iD
al ieut tea copies ma.at be Abmittai tO
the Assiltallt Secretary for lmpon
AdmilPstratioa DO later than NOYll:IDbt!r
16. 1992. and rebuttal briefs DO later tllu
November 23. 1992. Isl accordace with

19 CFR SS3.38(b). we will bold a pablii:
hearing, if requested. to .give mterested
parties an opportunity to comment on
arguments raised in case or rebutial
briefs. Tentame}y, the hearing will be
held cm November %5. 19112. at t p.m. al
the U.S. Department of Cmnmerce. roam
3708, 14th Street and Comtitubon
Avenue. ~'W.. W~DC2m30.
Parties should canfizm bf lelephcme tM
time. date. and place of tbe MriDf 41' ·
hours before the scheduled time.
Interested putia will:I wilh to 1equelt
a hearing mast submit a W!inm 1'f!q1181t.
to the Anistant Set:retuJ far lmpmt
Administration. U.S. Deparbnelll of
Commerce. Jl.oam 8--099.. witbia een dap
of tbe pgbtic:atim of Uzia notice ill the

Fedlnl ReP&lar. Req11estuiaould
contain: (l)Tbe partJ'• name. addrea.
and telepbaae nmnber: (2) Ille zmmber fl
participantc and {3) a list d tbe iuma
to be disatsled..ba accardam:e with 19
CFR 353.38(b). aral preaeatatiom will be
limited to issues nDsed in dle. lmefs.
Thia detemlination is publiahed
pursmmt to 1'ediaD 733(f) af lbe Act tll
U.S.C. 1873b(f)) and 19 CFR 353.15.
Dated: Septmnber17, 1992.

Rolf Tia. Landbera. Jr.
Aeling Anistanl Secntary for Impart
. Administratioa. ·
(FR Dae.a "3250 F.u..d ~ 8:45.aml
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subheadinp 320t.1.S, 3204..19.30.
3204.19.40. aDd 3204.19.50 of the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
United States. .
For further information concerning the
conduct of these investigations. hearing
procedure& and rules of general
application, c:oaault the Commission's
Rules of Practice and Procedure.. part
201, subparts A through E (19 CFR part
201), and part.207. subparta A and C (19
CFR part 20'7).
EffECTIVE DATE: September 21. 1992.
FOR FURTHER INfORMATION CONTACT:

Diane J. Mazur (202-205-3184). Office of
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Commission. 500 E Street SW ..
..Washington. DC 20436. Hearingimpaired persons can obtain information
on this matter by contacting the
Commission's TDD terminal on 202-2051810. Persona with mobility impairments
who will need special assiatance in
gaining accesa io the Commission
should contact the Office of lhe
Secretary at 202-205-2000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Bacicground. These investigations are
being instituted as a result of affirmative
preliminary determinations by the
Department of Commerce that imports
of sulfur dyes from China and the
United KisJ8dom are being sold in the
United States at less than fair value
within the meaning of section 733 of the
Act (19 U.S.C.1673b). The investigations
were requested in a petition filed on
April 10, 1992. by Sandoz Chemicals
Corporation. Charlotte, NC.
Participation in the investigations and
public service JisL Persona wishing to
[lnveatlgattons Noa. 731-TA-541lllld551
participate in the investigatiom as
(fl.Mt)]
parties must file an entry of appearance
Sulfur Dyes from China and the United with the Secretary to the Commission.
Kingdom
as provided in 1201.11 oI the
Commission's rules, nQt later than
AGENCY: United States International
twenty-one (21) days after publication of
Trade Commission.
this notice in the Federal Register. The
ACTION: lnstitutiozi and scheduling of
Secretary will prepare a public servtce
final antidwnping investigations.
list containing the names and addresses
of
all persons. or their representatives.
SUMMARY: The Commission hereby gives
who are parties to these investigations
notice of the institution of final
upon the expiration of the period for
antidumping investigations Nos. 731filing entries of appearance.
TA-548 and 551 (Final) under section
Limited disclosure of business
735(b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1673d(b)) (the Act) to determine whether proprietary information (BPI) under an
an industry in the United States is
materially injured. or is threatened with containin9 hydroxy. nitro. or amino 11roup1 or b'
reaction of 1ulfur or alkaline 1ulflda w1ih MOIMUC
material injury, or the establishment of
hydtocarbona. For purpoMI oi th- 1nvnu11uon1.
an industry in the United States is
1Wfur dye1 include. but are not limited lo. 1wf., • 11
materially retarded. by reason of
dye1 with the followina color index aumbe" v.1
Blue tZ. 43. 44. ts. 4'. ti. end SO and Reduc:.d v ••
imports from China and the United
Kingdom of sulfur dyes. 1 provided for in Blua 42 aad 43. swtur vat dya aba bin 1h•
1 Sulfur d)'H are 1ynthetic orsanic colorin1 matter
containin9 .Wfur. Sulfur dye1 are obtained by hisb
te~peratve •lllurizatian of orsaaic material

propertiea deec:ribed above. All farm• ol aullw ci:rare covered. iDcludilla tba reduced (leucol ot
oxidized atate. pre11caka. pa11e. powder.
concantrate. or 10-Celled "pnH'educ:ed. liqutd rwedT·
ta-dye" ronu.
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administrative protective order (APO}
and BPI service list. Pursuant to
I 207.7(a) of the Commia1ion'1 rules. the
Secretary will make BPI gathered in
these final investigations available to
authorized applicants under the APO
isaued in the investigations. provided
that the application is made not later
than twenty-one (21) days after the
publication of this notice in the Federal
Register. A separate service list will be
maintained by the Secretary for those
parties authorized to receive BPI under
the APO.
Staff report. The prehearing staff
report in these Investigations will be
placed in the nonpublic record on
November 20, 1992. and a public version
will be issued thereafter, pursuant to
I 207.Zl of the Commission's rules.
Hearing. The Commission will hold a
hearing in connection with these
investigations beginning at 9:30 a.m. on·
December 9, 1992. at the U.S.
International Trade Commission
Building. Requests to appear at the
hearing should be riled in writing with
the Secretary to the Commission on or
before November 30. 1992. A nonparty
who has testimony that may aid the
Commission's deliberations may request
permission to present a short statement
at the hearing. All parties and
nonparties desiring to appear at the
hearing and make oral presentations
should attend a prehearing conference
to be held at 9:30 a.m. on December 2,
1992. at the U.S. International Trade
Commission Building. Oral testimony
and written materials to be submitted at
the public hearing are governed by
§§ 201.6(b)[2), 201.13(0. and 207.23(b) of
the Commission's rules.
Written submissions. Each party is
encouraged to submit a prehearing brief
to the Commission. Prehearing briefs
must conform with the provisions of
§ 207.22 of the Commission's rules; the ·
deadline for filing is December 4. 1992.
Parties may also file written testimony
in connection with their presentation at
the hearing, as provided in I 207.23(b) of
the Commission's rules. and posthearins
briefs, which must conform with the
provisions of I 207.24 of the
Commission's rules. The deadline for
filing posthearing briefs ia December 16,
1992: witness testimony must be filed no
later than three (3) days before the
hearing. In addition. any person who baa
not entered an appearAnce as a party to
the investigations may submit a written
statement of information pertimmt to the
subject of the investigations on or before
December 16, 1992. All written
submisaiom must conform with the
provision• of I 201.8 of the
Commission's rules: any submission•

I

Wednesday, October 7, 1992

that contain BPI muat also conform with
the requirements of 11201.6, 2f11.3, and
2f11.7 of the Commission's rules.
·
In accordance with H 201:16(c) and
2f11.3 of the rules, each document filed
by a party to the investigations must be
served on all other parties to the
investigation (aa identified by either the
·
public or BPI service list), and a
certificate to service muat be timely
filed. The Secretary will not accept a
document for filing without a certificate
of service.
Autbarity: These inveatigationa are beins
conducted under authority of the Tariff Act of
1930, title vn. Thi1 notice ii publi1hed
punuant to I 'IJ11.ZO of the Commi11ion'1

ndes.
laaued: September ZS. 1992.
By order of the Commi11ion.
Paul R. Bardos,
Acting Secretary.
[FR Doc. 92-2.4340 Filed lo-6-92: 8:45 am)
9IUJNG
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Administration. U.S. Department of
Commerce. 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue. NW.. Waahinston. DC 20230:
telephone (ZOZ) 482-1778.
POSTPONlllaT: On October 2. 1992.
Kwong Fat Hong Chemicals. Ltd.
Sinochem Shandong Import/Export
Corporation. and Sinochem
Intemational Chemical Company. Ltd.•
respondents in the antidumping duty
investiption of sulfur dyes. including
sulfur vat dyes, from the People's
Republic of China (PRC). requested that
the Department postpone the final
determination.in that investigation 60
days in order to ensure that the
Department has adequate time to
conduct verification and to consider
fully all the issues ln the case. in
accordance with section 735{a)(Z)(A) of
the Tariff Act of 1930. as amended {the
Act) (19 U.S.C. 1873d(a)(2)(A)). In
addition. on October 8. 1.992. James
Robinson Limited. respondent in the
antidumping duty investiption of sulfur
dyes. including 1ulfur vat dyes. from the
United ICinsdom. requested that the
Department postpone the fmal
determination in that investigation 30
days in order to consider fully the issues
in the cue. in accordar.ce with section
735(a)(2)(A) of the Act.
We find no compellin8 reasons to
deny the requests and are. accordingly.
postponins the dates of the final
determinations until February 1. 1993.
for the PRC and until December 31. 1992.
for the United Kingdom. 19 CFR
353.ZO(b)(t).

This notice is published pursuant to
section 135(d) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1873d(d)) and 19 O]l 353.20(b)(2).
Dated: October ti. 181Z.
Rolf'l'la. Lamdbml. Jr.;
Actina Aui•tant Secretary far lmpon
Admini1trati0& . ·
[FR Doc. 82-ZS718 Filed lG-%2-82; 1:45 aml
111&.UNQ

(A-570-811. A_.12-IOIJ

Postponement of Final Antldurilptng.
Duty Dei.trmlnationa of Sain a1·Lna
Than fair Value: SUifur Dyea, lnclucltng
· Sulfur Vat Dyea, From the People'•
RepubUc of ChlM and the United

KlngdOl'ft
AGENCY: Import Administration.
lntemational Trade Administration.
Department of Commerce.
EFFECTIVE DATI: October Z3. 199Z.

FOR AntTMIR INFORMATION CONTACT:

Shawn Thompson. Pffice of _

~tidumpin1 lriveatisa~io,na, ~port

COOi . . . . . . .
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International Trade Administration

(A-533-ICSI
Preliminary Determlnaticn of Sales at
Less Than Fair Value: Sulfur Dyes,
Including Sulfur Vat Dyes, From India

Import Administration.
International Trade Administration.
Department of Commerce.
EFFECTIVE DATE: October 26. 1992.
AGENCY:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION COHTACT:

Kimberly Hardin. Office of Antidumping
lnvestigations. Office of Investigations.·
Import Administration. U.S. Department
of Commerce. 14th Street and
· Constitu:ion Avenue NW.• Washington.
. DC 20230: telephone (202) 482-0371.
'...Preliminary Determination
We preliminarily detennine that sulfur
dyes. including sulfur vat dyes. from
• India are being. or likely to be. solii in
the United States at leas than fair value.
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suiiur vat dyes. Sulfur dyes a:-e
submitted the compuler diskettes to its
synthetic. organic. coloring mat!er
AuRt1SI 19, 199:!. response.
.
On August Zl. 1992. we reG;.;e$i>!d
containing sulfur. Sulfur d)•es arr.
sales information from two customers of obtained by high temperature
one of Alul's customers. On August Jt,
sulfurization of organic material
199%. we received a response from cnecontaining hydroxy. nitf"O Or am!no
customer of Atul"s cwstomer.
groups. or by reaction of sulfur ar.rl;or
On August 21. 1992. petitioner
alkaline sulfide with a:-omaric
Case His!ory
requested a !hirly·day postponement of
hydrocarbons. Fer purposes of :his
the preliminary determination and
Since the notice of initi::ition on April
investigation. suliur ci;es inci:;d:?. but
submitted a sales below the cost of
30, U!9Z (57 FR 19600. May 7, 1992), the
are not limited to. sulfur vat d;.•es wi:h
production (COP) allegation. On
the following color index numbers: Va:
followiniJ events have occ-J;red~
September 1. 1992. we postponed the
Blue 42. 43. 44, 45. 46. 47, 49~ and 50 a:id
On May Z5. 1992. the International
preliminary determination in the al>«;Jve· Reduced Vat Blue 4:! and 43. Sulfur vc1t
Trade Commissicn (ITC) issued an
referenced investigation until Octobe,
dyes also have the properties described
affirmative preliminary determination,
19. 1992. (51 FR -11125. Septepr B.
abo,•e. All fonns of sulfur dyes are
On June 1, 1992. the Department
1992). Based on petitioner's Auguat ~.
covered. including the reduced (leuco} or
presented its questionnaire to Atul
1992. sales below the COP alfega tiOflo
oxidized state. presscake. paste.
Products Limited (Atu?J and Hick.on
we initiated a COP im1estigation on
powder. concentrate. or so·caHed "pre·
and Dadajee, Limited (Hickson} who.
September4. 1992. ISee COP
reduced, liquid ready-to-dye- forms. The
logether, accounted for at least 80
memorandum dated September -1. 1992.1 sulfur dyes subject to this investigation
percent of sales to the United States
On September 17. 199Z. WP. sent a
are classifiable under subheadings
during the period of investigation (POI),
letter
to Hickson ard Dadaiee in order
3204.15.10. 3:!0-1.15.zo. :nous.Jo.
in accordance with 19 CFR 353.42(b}.
to arrange a verification of Hickson·s
3204.15.35. 3:?04.15.40. 320US..SO.
On June lZ. 199:?. Atul requested an
· questionnaire response. We notified
3204.19.30. 3.2!>4.19.40 and JZ0.i."l9..50 o[
extenston for the submission of its
Hickson that, if its respon9e i8 not
the Harmonized Tariff Schedule o[ the
response to Section A of the
.
United States (HI'S}. The H1"S
Department's questionnaire. We granted verified. for purposes of the fiµal
determination. L'>e best infonnation
subheaeings are provided for
Atul the requested extension until J'1ne'
avatlable may be used. Ol'I September
convenience and customs purposes. Our
24, 1992. on which ii submitted a
18. 1992. we cantacted the U.S.
written des'criptif>n of the scope of this
response to Section A of the
consulate in Bomba]!, inlltructing that
investiga.tion is dispositive.
questionnaire. On June 19. 199Z Hic~son
the U.S. consulate cm:1tact Hickson
submitted a fetter to the Department
regarding verification. On September %2. Period of Investigation (POI)
stating that ii had not exported the.
1992. Hickson informeq thP. U.S.
subject merchandise to the United
The POI is November 1. 1991. thro~~
consulate in Bombay that they did not
States during the POI.
April JO. 1992..
desire to participate in this
On July 9, 1992. AtuJ requested an
investiga fion. ·
Such or Similar Comparisons
extensioll for the 9ubmission of its
Possible
Transshipment
Sections Band C response of the
We have determined for purposes of
the preliminary delenrunation 1i,at the
Department's questionnaire. On July- 9.
Based on information submitted in
1992. we granted Atul the requested
product C0'1ered by t.~is imesti~atioo
Atul's Section A response and
comprises
a single category of "such or
extension until Juiy 20, 199:?. On July lB"•
information submitted by petitionP.r. on
199.Z. Atul requested an extension forsimilar" merchandise. Where the~ were
July Z. 1992. we requested Atu) and
no sales of identical merchandise in the
the submission of portions of its
.
Hickson to provide information
Sections B and C response. On July 17,
home market to compare ro U.S. sales.
regarding possible transshipment of the
199Z. we granted Atul's July 18, 199:?.
we made similar merclianctise
subject merchandise. On July 13. 1992.
extension req1test for the submi9sion.of
Atul submitted ils response to our July 2. comparisons on the bam o~ ll)
Category {i.e... eoaventional or val}: (Z)
portions of its B and C response until
1992. transshipment qaestionnaiTe.
July 29. 1992.
cok>r. (3} color iade.x number: f4) type:
On July 31. 199:?. we requested salP"
(5} fomx and f6}strength. We made
On July 17, 1992. we iHued a Section
information from two of Atul's
adjus~nta for differences iD the
A defK:ie_ncy response to Atur. Ort Jttty
customers. On August ;, 199:?. we
physical characteristics of die
20. 1992. Atul submitted its SectioM B
received responses from Atul's two
men:hanciise. in accordance wich section
and C respon9e to the Department's
customers. On September ?5. 199Z. we
questionnaire. On July 23, 1992. Atul
requested further 9aJea information from 77J(a)f4)fC} of the Act.
requested an extension for the
Atul. one of Aturs wsromen. anti two
·Fair Value Campori'SDD$.
subm~siQn of its Sec1Hm A defK:iency
customers of Atut's cuetome!". On
To determine whether sales of suttur
responae. On Ju.,. ?4. 1119?. Wt! granted
September 24. 1992. we sent
At\tl an e:xcemion for the &ubmiHion
dyes. inc)uding sulfw vat dyes. from
questionnaires to At~. a U.S. importer.
lndi.a fo the Untied states were notade RI
Its Section A deficiency response ~ntil
and three European trading companies
less than fair value. we et>Rlpare<;f the
July 29. 199%. On July 29. 199%.. Atul
with reference to the issue of
Unired States price iuSP} te 1he foreign
submilted the remaining portionlt oJ ii•
transshipments.
market value fFMVl. 8ff specified in the
Sectiona Bend C re~ and its
We have not ye1 received auff"icienf
response to the Department's Sec1Hlll ., data ro analyze possible rrannhipments "United States Price·· and ""Foreif;n
Marke-t Vahle- aet:fimta of&his notice.
deficiency N!iler.
for purposes of the preliminary
On Auguet c. 1992.. we iHued a
.determination.
'JnitedStal.es. Price
Sections B' &Dd C deficiency letter to
Sct:Jpe
of
Jn11est~
Yor- Atul. we baited USP on purcha!te
Atul. On AIJ8Wll ta. 198%. we received
price. in accordance with secti-On ;1:tb)
Aturs Sections Band C defi'ciacy
The merchandiff aubjec1: to thi9
of the Act. becaue the subject
ruponse. On AUtJUll 20. l99Z Ahll
investi38tfon 19 au.!fur dy"'- lncludin!

as pro\"idcd in section 733 of lhe Tarifl
Acl cf 1!JJO. as amended (lhe ActJ. ThP.
e:;tirw1ted ma!"flinS are shown in the
"Suspension of Liquidalion·• section Qf
I his r.otice. We also preliminarily
detP.rmine that critical circumstances do
not exist.

or
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merchandise was sold to unrelated
pu~chasers in the United States prior to
importation and because exporter's
siSies price methodology was not
otherwise indicated.
We calculated purchase price based
on packed c.i.£. prices to unrl!lated
customers. We made deductions. where
appropriate, for foreign inland freight.
foreign brokerage and handling, ocean
freight, an_d marine insurance.
ln accordance with section ·.
772(d)(l)(C) of the Act. we added to the
USP the amount of the Central Excise
Tax and Sales Tax that would have .
been collected If the merchandise had
not been exported.
Finally. in accordance with section
772(dJ(l)(B) of the Act. we made an
addition to USP for ao import duty
which was rebated or not collected by
reason of exportation.
Foreign Markel Value
In order to detennine whether there
were sufficient sales of sulfur dyes,
including sulfur vat dyes, in the home
market to serve as a viable basis for
calculating FMV for Atul. we compared
the ,·olume of home market sales of
sulfur dyes. including sulfur vat dyes. to
the volume of third country sales of the
same p!'Oducts. in accordance with
section 773(a)(l)(B) of the Act. Atul had
a viable home market with respect to ·
sales of sulfur dyes. including sulfur vat
dyes. during the POI.
Petitioner alleged that Atul was
selling in the home market at prices
below the COP. Based on petitioner's
allegation. we requested data on the
production costs of Atul. Atul's cost
data were not submitted in time to be
considered for the preliminary
detennination. However; Atul"s
submitted cost data will be examined at
verification and will be analyzed for
purposes of our fin:tl detennination
In accordance with 19 CFR 353.58. we
compared U.S. sales to home market
sales made at the same level of trade,
where possible.
We calculated FMV based on packed
ex-factory prices charged lo unrelated
customers in the home market. We
deducted the quanlit)' discount expense
from the home market price. We
deducted a cash discount from home
market sales that met the cash discou11t
terms. We deducted home market
packing costs and added U.S. packini.
costs, in accordance with section
773(a)(l) of the Act.
Pursuant to 19 CFR 353.56. we made
circumstance-of-sale adjustments.
where appropriate. for differences in
credit expenses. We recalculated home
market and U.S. credit expenses. using
as the credit period the time between

l
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the date of shipment and date of
payment and the interest rate in effect ·
during the POI. as reported in Atul's
response. We calculated home market
credit expense on gross price less
·
discounts. We recalculated home market
credit expense, using the average credit
period. on those sales for which
payment had no! been received as of the
filing of the August 18 deficiency
response. We did not deduct the cash
discount from these sales because the
calculated average credit days for these
sales exceeded the credit terms reported
for these sales. We deducted the
advertising expense from the.home·
market sales price.
We did not deduct the claimed
WSl'ehousing expense from Atul's home
marlcetgross unit price as a direct
selling expense since this expense
aprears to be a pre-sale warehousing
expense as opposed to a post-sale
warehousing expense. Further. Atul has
not adequately shown that the
warehousing expense is directly related
to sales.
We made an upward adjustment to
the tax-exclusive home market prices for
the taxes we computed for USP. Further,
'we made an adjustment for physical
differences in the merchandise, where
appropriate. in accordance with 19 CFR
353.57.
Finally, in accordance with section
353.56(b)(l) of the Department's
regulations. we deducted commissions
from the home market prices and added
U.S. indirect selling expenses to home
.market price capped by the amount of
home market commissions.
We are currently investigating the
possibility of sales of Indian sulfur dyes
to the United States via third countries.
We will meke a determination regarding
these alleged sales for purposes of the
final detennination.
As noted in the "Case History"
·section of this notice. Hickson informed
the U.S. consulate in Bombay that they
did not desire to participate in this
inveatigation. Accordingly. for purposes
of the preliminary determination. in..
accordance with section 776(c) of the
Act. we used the best information
available (BIA) when calculating the
rs te for Hickson.
In determining what rate to use as
BIA. the Department follows a twotiered methodology, whereby the
Departmer.t may assign lower rates for
those respondents who cooperated in an
investigation and rates based on more
adverse assumptions for those
respondents who did not cooper~te in
an investigation. See; e.g.. Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: Aspheric Ophthamoscopy·
Lenses from fapan.·57- FR 6703, 6704

I
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(February 27, 1992). According to the
Department's two-tiered BlA
methodology outlined in the Final
Determination of Sales at Less Than
Fair Value: Antifriction Bearings (Other
Than Taper.ad Roller Bearings) and Parts
Thereof from the Federal Republic of
Germany. Italy. Japan. Romania.
Sweden, Thailand. and the United
Kingdom. 54 FR 1899:?. 19033 (May 3.
1989). when a company refuses to
provide the information requested in the
form required; or otherv.·ise significantly
impedes the Department's investigation.
it is appropriate for the Department to
assign to that company the higher of 1)
the margin alleged in the petition. or 2)
the highest calculated rate of any
respondent in the investigation. The
dumping margin calculated for Atul was
lower than the Department's
recalculated petition rate of 17.55
percent which was used for purposes of
initiation. Therefore. as BIA. the
dumping margin assigned to Hickson for
purposes of this preliminary
determination is 17.55 percent.
Currency Conversion
We made currency conversions based
on the official exchange rates in effect
on the dates of the U.S. sales as certif:ed
by the Federal Reserve Bank.
Verification
As provided in section T."6(b) of the
Act. we will verify the information used
in making our final determine lion.
Critical Circumstances

Petitioner alleges that "critical
circumstances" exist with respect to
imports of sulfur dyes. including sulfur
vat "dyes. from India. Section 733(e)(l) of
the Act provides that critical
.circumstances exist if we determine that
there is a reasonable basis to believe or
suspect that:
(A) (i} There is a history of dumping in
the United-States or elsewhere of the
class or kind of merchandise which is
the subject of the investigation. or
(ii) The person by whom, or for whose
.account. the merchandise was imported
knew or should have knov.'n that the
exporter was selling the merchandise
which is the subject of the investigation
at less than its fair value, and
(BJ "ntere have been massive imports
of the class or kind of merchandise
which is the subject of the investigation
over a relatively short period.
In determining history or importer
knowledge of dumping. we normally
consider either en outstanding
antidumping order In the United States
or elsewhere on the subject
merchandise. or margins of ZS percent or
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more as sufficient to impute knowledge
of dumping under section 733(e}l1}A) of
the Act. See, e.g., Heavy Forged Hand
Tools. Finished or Unfinished, With or
Without Handles. from the People's
Republic of China. 56 FR 241 (Jam1ary 3,
1991.}
Pursuant to 1~ CFR 353.16(f), we
generally consider the following factors
in determining whether imports have
been massive over a short period of
time: (1) The volume and value of the
imports: (2) Seasonal trends (if
applicable); and (3) The share of
domestic consumption accounted for by
imports. If imports during the period
immediately following the petition
increase by at least 15 percent over
imports during a comparable period
immediately preceding the filing of a
petition. we consider them massi\'e.
Since there are no outstanding
dumping orders on sul!ur dyes..including
sulfur vat dyes, from India. and the
preliminarily-determined dumping
margin for Atul and Hickson and
Dadajee is less than 25 percent, we
cannot impute knowledge under section
773(e}(l)(A) of the Act for these
companies. Because we cannot impute
knowledge of dumping. we need not
examine whether there have been
massive imports. Therefore. in
accordance with section 773(e)(l)(A} of
the Act, we preliminarily determine that.
for Atul and Hickson. there is no
reasonable basis to beiieve or suspect
that critical Circumstances exist with
respect to import of the subject
merc!iandise from India.
With respect to finns covered by the
"All Other" rate, because the d.:mpir.g
margin is insdficient to impute
know:edge of dumping. and because we
have not detennined that imports of
sulfur dyes. including sulfur vat dyes.
have been massive over a relatively
short time. we preliminarily determine
that there is no reasonable basis to
believe or suspect that critical
circumstances exist for those firms.

Weighlecf.

·Mar1utacturer 1prqducerI exporter

Atul Products Limited-...........................
Hickson and Oadajee Limited ............. ..
All Others ................................................

average
margin
perce11tage

2.69
17.55
10.12

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 733(f) of .
the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
detennina lion.
If our final detennination is
affinnative, the ITC will determine
whether these imports are materially
injuring, or threaten material injury to.
the U.S. industry before the later of 120
days after the date of this preliminary
detennination or 45 days after our final
determination.
Public Comment

In accordance w:ith 19 CFR 353.38.
case briefs or other written comments· in
at least ten copies must be submitted to
the Assistant Seere-tary for Import
Administration no later than December
1, 1992, and rebuttal briefs no later than
December 9, 1992. In accordance With 19
CFR 353.38(b), we will hold a public
hearing. if requested. to give interested
parties an opportunity to comment on
arguments raised in case or rebuttal
briefs. Tentatively.~the hearir.g will be
. held on December 14, 1992, al 9:30 &.m.
at the U.S. Department of Commerce.
room 37ca. 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue NW .. Washington. DC 20230.
Parties should confirm by telephor.e the
time, date, and place of the hearing 48
hours before the scheduled time.
Interested parties who wish to request
a hearing must submit a written request
to the Assistant Secretary for Import
Administration. U.S. Department of
Commerce, room B-099. within ten days
of the publication of this notice in the
Federal Register. Requests should
Suspension of liquidation
contain: (1) The party's name. address.
In accordance with section 733(d)(l)
and telephone number: (2) the number of
of the Act. we are directing the Customs participants: and (3) a list of the iaaues
Service to suspend liquidation of all
to be discussed. In accordance with 19
entries of sulfur dyes. including sulfur
CFR
353.38(b), oral presentations will be
vat dyes. from India that are entered, or
limited to issues raised in the briefs.
withdrawn from warehouse. for
·This determination is published
consumption on or after the date of
pursuant to section 733(f) of the Act (19
publication of this notice in the Federal
U.S.C. 1673b(f)) and 19 CFR 353.15(a}(4}.
Register. The Customs Service shall
require a cash deposit or posting of a
Dated: October 19. 1992.
bond equal to the estimated preliminary Rolf Tb. LuadlJers, Jr..
dumping margins. as shown below. The
Assistant Secretary for Import
suspension of liquidation will remain in Acting
Administration.
effect until further notice. The weighted(FR Doc. 92-25918 Filed 10-23-92; 8:45 am)
average dumping margins are as
81LUNG COD£ H1o-GS-ll
follows:

48505
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determination with respect to China is
February 5. 1993.
For further information concerning
these i01:estigations see the
~ommission's notice of in\•esligations
cited above and the Commission's Rules
of Practice and Procedure, part 201
subparts A through E (19 CFR part Wl).
and part 207. subparts A and C {19 CFR
part 207).
Authority: These in\·estigationa are bein11
conducted under authority of tile Tariff Act of

Sulfur Dyes From China and the United
Kingdom

1930. title VII. This notice ·ia published
pursuant 10 I 207.20 or the Commission's

United States International
Trade Commission.
ACTION: Revised schedule for the subject
investigations.

Acting Secretary.

AGENCY:

EFFECTIVE DAn:

October 22. 1992.

FOR AJRTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

rules.
Issued: November 6. 199!.
By order of the Commission.
Paul R. Bardos.
(FR Doc. 82-%1367 Filed 11-16-9~ 8:45 amj
BIWNG COD£ 'l'020-02. .

Diane J. Mazur (202-205-3184). Office of
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
I Investigation No. 731-T A-550 (Final) 1
Commission. 500 E Street SW .•
Washington. DC 20436. Hearingimpaired persons can obtain information Sulfur Dyes From India
on this matter by contacting the
AGENCY: United States International
Commission's TDD tenninal on 202-205- Trade Commission.
1810. Persons with mobility impairments
ACTION: Institution and scheduling of
who will need special assistance in
final
antidumping investigation.
gaining access to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
SUMMARY: The Commission hereby gives
Secretary at 202-205-2000.
notice of the institution of final
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: On
antidumping investigation No. 731-TASeptember 21. 1992. the Commission
550 (Final} under section 73S(b} of the
instituted the subject investigations and Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. 1673d(bJ)
established a schedule for their conduct {the Act) to determine whether an
{57 FR 46195. October 7, 1992)
industry in the United States is
Subsequently. .the Depanment of
materially injured. or is threatened with
Commerce extended the date for its
material injury. or the establishment of
final determinations in the
an industry in the United Stales is
investigations from December 1. 1992 10 materially retarded, by reason of
December 31. 1992 for the United
imports from India of sulfur dyes, 1
Kingdom and to February 1. 199~ for
provided for in subheadings 3ZO.U5.
China. The Commission. therefore. is
3204.19.30. and 3204.19.50 of the
revising its schedule in the
Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the
Investigations to conform with
United Stales.
Commerce"s new schedule.
For further infonnalion concerning the
The Commission's new schedule for
the investigations is as follows: requests conduct of this investigation. bearing
procedures. and rules of general
to appear at the hearing must be filed
application. consult the Commission"s
with the Secretary to the Commission
Rules of Practice and Procedure. part
not later than December 30. 199Z: the
201. subparts A through E (19 CFR part
prehearing conference will be held at
the U.S. International Trade
• Sulfur dyea are 111nlhelic organic colonna muller
Commission Building on Januar~· 4. 1993:
con1a1mng sulfur. Sulfur d}"el are obtained by high
the prehearir.g staff report will be
temperature •uifurizallon of oraanic m11enal
placed in the nonpublic record on
con111inin11 hydroxy, n1tro, or amino sroups. or by
reachon of sulfur or alkaline aulfide w11h 11roma11c
December 18. 1992: the deadline for
hydrocarbons. For purposea of these 1nves1111:111ons.
filing prehearing briefs is January 5,
d)>'P.S include. but are nol limited to. sulfur vat
1993: the hearing will be held at the U.S. sulfur
dyH with the follow1n11 color index numbers: V111
International Trade Commission
Dlue 4:0 43. 44. 4S. 47. 41. and SO and Reduced V;it
Building on January 13. 1993: the
Blue 4:? and 4:S. Sulfur vii dyP• also h:ive the
proprn1es described above. All turms of sutfor d\·r.s
deadline for Jiling posthearing briefs is
are covt!l'ed. incluchna the r"duced lleucot or
•
January Zl. 1993: and the deadline for
o'i1hzed stale. presacake. paste. powder.
filing supplemental briefs providing
concen1ra1e. or M1-c11lled "pre-reduced. llq11id re;ady·
comments regarding Commerce's final
lHye" fomi1.
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~01). and part 207. subparts A and C (19
CFR part 207).
EFFECTIVE DATE: October 23. 1992.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Diane J. Mazur (202-205-3184), Office of
Investigations. U.S. International Trade
Commission, 500 E Street SW ..
Washington. DC 2G.a36. Hearingimpaired persons can obtain information
on this matter by contacting the
Commission's IDD terminal on 202-2051810. Persons with mobility impairments
who will need special assistance in
gaining access to the Commission
should contact the Office of the
Secretary at 202-205-2000.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background
This investigation is being instituted
as a result of an affirmative preliminary
determination by the Department of
Commerce that imports of sulfur dyes
from India are being sold in the.United
States at less than fair value within the
meaning of section 733 of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1673b). The im·estigation was
requested in a petition filed on April 10,
1992. by Sandoz Chemicals Corporation,
Charlotte, NC.

nonpublic record on December 18. 1992,
and a public version will be issued
thereafter, pursuant lo § 207.21 of the
Commission's rules.

Authority: This investi11ation is bemi:
conduc:ed under authority or the Tariff .Act of
1930. title VII. Thi1 ~otice is publishrd
pursuant to I :?07.20 or the Commission·s
rules.
Issued: November&. 199:?.
By order or the CQ:nmiHion.
Paul R. Bardos,

Hearing
The Commission will hold a hearing in
connection with this investigation
beginning at 9:30 a.m. on January 13,
Acr:ng SecretaQ··
1993, at the U.S. International Trade
IFR Doc. 92-27368 Filed 11-1~e:?: a ..as e~I
Commission Building. Requests to
lllWNG CODE 7112o-ct2-ll
appear at the hearing should be filed in
writing with the Secretary to the
Commission on or before December 30.
199?. A nonparty who has testimony
that may aid the Commission's
deliberations may request permission to
present a short statement at the hearing.
All parties and nonparties desiring to
appear at the hearing and make oral
presentations should at·tend a
prehearing conference to be held at 9:30
a.m. on January 5, 1993, at the U.S.
International Trade Commission
Building. Oral testimony and wri:ten'
materials to be submitted at the p""blic
hearing are governed by§§ 201.6(bJl2}.
201.13(f), and 207.23(b) of the
Commission's rules.

Written Submissions
Each party is encouraged to submit a
Participation in the lo\·estigation and
prehearing brief to the Commission.
Public Service List
Prehearing briefs must conform with the
Persons wishing to participate in the
provisions of§ 207.22 of the
investigation as parties must file an
Commission's rules: the deadline for
entry of appearance with the Secretary
filing is January 5, 1993. Parties may also
to the Commission, as provided in
file written testimony in connection with
se::tion 201.11 of the Commission's rules, their presentation at the hearing, as
not later than twenty-one (21) days after provided in§ 207.23(b) of the
pubiication of this notice in the Federal
Commission's rules. and posthearing
briefs, which must conform with the
Register. The Secretary will prepare a
provisions of § 207.24 of the
public service list containing the names
Commission's rules. The deadline for
and addresses of all persons, or their
filing posthearing briefs is January 21,
representatives, who are parties to this
investigation upon the expiration of the 1993; witness testimony must be filed no
later than three (3) days before the
period for filing entries of appearance.
hearing. In addition. any person who has
Limited Disclosure of Business
not entered an appearance as a party to
Proprietary Information (BPI) Under an
the investigation may submit a written
Administrative Protective Order (APO)
statement of information pertinent to the
and BPI Service List
subject of the investigation on or before
Pursuant to § 207.i(a) of the
January 21. 1993. All written
Commission's rules, the Secretary will
submissions must conform with the
make BPI gathered in this final
provisions of § 201.8 of the
investigation available to authorized
Commission's rules; any submissions
applicants under the APO issued in the
that contain BPI must also.conform with
investigation, provided that the
the requirements of § § 201.6. 207.3. and
application is made not later than
207.7 of the Commission's rules.
twenty-one (21) days after the
In accordance with §§ Z01.16(c) and
publication of this not:ce in the Federal
207.3 of the rules, each document filed
Register. A separate service list will be
by a party to the investigation must be
maintained by the Secretary for those
served on all other parties to the
parties authorized to receive BPI under
investigation (as identified by either the
public or BPI service list), and a
the APO.
certificate of service must be timely
Staff Report
filed. The Secretary will not accept a
The prehearing staff report in this
document for filing without a certificate
investigation will be placed in the
of service.
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FOR FUR'TMEll IM'ORllATION CONTAc'r: Kim

Hardin, Oflice of Antidumpiq
lnveati(latioaa. Jmport Administnlion.
U.S. DepatmeDt of Commerce, 14th

Street and Constitution Av1Du1. NW.,
Washington. DC 20230: telephone {202)
4.82--0371.
p~

On October 30, 1892. Atul Producta
Limited. a rnpondent accountins for a
significant portion of export.I in the
antidumplng duty investigation of
.. sulfur dyes, including 1ulfwo vat dyes •
. &om India. requested that the
Department poltpone the final

determination in this investisatioo until
Febnwy 1.1893. in accmdance with
section 735(a)(2){A) of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended (the Act) (19 U.S.C.
1672d(a){2){A)). in order to eDSUJ'I that
the Department bu adequate time to
conduct verification and to consider

fully all the iuuea in the cua.
We find no compelling reuous to
deny this nquest and are, accardingly.
postponing lbe date of the final·
deten:cination until Febn.w)· t. 1993.
Thia notice is published pursuant to
Metion 735(d) of the Act (19 U.S.C.
1673d(d)) and 19 CFR 3S3.20(b)(2).
Dated: NOY9mbar 20. 11H12.

AluM.Dama.
Aaistant Secnrta17 for Import
Administratioa.
IFR Doc. 92-29629 Filed 12-+-12: 1:45 aml
K.LMCCIOl•t. . . . .

(A-13MOS)

Postponement of Final Antldumplng
Duty Determlnetlona of S.IH at La•
TMn F* Value: Sulfur Dyea, lnclud1ng
Sulfur Vat Dyea, From India
AGENCY: Import Administration,

International Trade Administration.

Department of Commen:e.
EFRCTIVE DATE: December 7, 1992.

·
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there was no less-than-fair value (LTF\'}
allegation in the petition reg!lrding this
type or dye, or, at a minimum, caiculate
separate dumping margins for each type
·Final Determination of Sales at Leu
Than Fair Value: Sulfur Dyea, lncluC::lng of dye. For the reasons outlined below,
we determine that conventional and
Sulfur Vat Dyes, From the United
solubilized sulfur dyes do not constitute
Kingdom
separate classes or kinds of
AGENCY: Import Administration,
merchandise.
In past cases where the Depart:nent
International Trade Administration,
has been called upon to determine the
Department of Commeras.
number of classes or ends of
EFFECTIVE DATE: January 8, 1993.
merchandise under invostifZation. we
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
have based OW' analysis on the criteria
Shawn Thompson, Offico of
set forth by the Court of International
Antidumping Investigations. Import
Trade in Diversified Products v. United
Administration, International Trade
States, 6CIT155, 572 F. Supp. 883
Administration, U.S. Department of
(1~8:;} ("Diversified Products").
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution According to Diversified Products, the
Avenue, NW .• Washington, DC 20230;
Department may rely upon the
telephone: (202) 482-1776.
following factors in determining
FINAL DETERMINATION: We determine that whether products belong to the same
sulfur dyes, including sulfur vat dyes,
class or kind of merchandise: (1) The
from the United Kingdom are being. or
general physical characteristics of the
are likely to be. sold in the United States merchondise; (2) the ultimate use of the
at less than fair value, as provided in
merchandise; (3) the expectations of the
section 735 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as
ultimate purchaser; {4) the channels of
amended (the Act). The estimated
trade in which the produ::t is sold; and
margins are shown in the "Suspension
(S) the manner in which the product is
of Liquidation" section of this notice.
advertised and displayed. (See, e.g.,
Final Determinations o( Sales at Lass
Ca1eHistory
Than Fair Value: Antifriction Bearings
Since the publication of our
(Other Than Tapered Roller Bearings)
affirmative preliminary determination
and Parts Thereof From the Federal
on September 24, 1992 (57 FR 44163),
Republic of Germany, 54 FR 18992 (May
the following events have occurred:
3, 1989)).
We received requests for a public
Regarding four of the five Diversified
hearing from Sandoz Chemicals
Products criteria (i.e., ultimate use,
Corporation, the petitioner, on October
expectations or the ultimate purchasers,
2, 1992, and from James Robinson
channels of trade. and manner of
Limited URJ, the responde~t. on October advertising), we find that there is
5, 1992.
significant overlap between the two
From October 5 through October 8,
types of dyes. Although it is true that
1992, we conducted verification in the
one type of solubiliZAd sulfur dye (the
Untied Kingdom of JR's responses to the type fonn1.1lated t" dye le3thar) cacu1:it
Department's questionnaire.
be used in the same applications as
On October 8, 1992, JR requested a
conventional sulfur dyes (and vice
versa), we find that another type (the
postponement of the final
determination. We granted this request, type fonnulated to dye textiles) can be,
and on October 16, 1992, we postponed and is ultimately used in the same
applications (i.e., to dye textiles).
the final determination until not later
Accordingly, we find that the ultimate
than December 31, 1992 (57 FR 48356
use and expectations of the ultimate
(Oct. 23, 1992)).
Both petitioner and JR filed case briefs purchasers for one type of solubilizad
sulfur dye are similar to the use of. and
on November 17, 1992, and rebuttal
expectations for, conventional sulfur
briefs on November 25, 1992. A public
dyes. Moreover, it appears that the type
hearing was held on December 2, 1992.
of solubilized sulfur dye formulotad to
Class or Kind oC Men:hlmdiae
dye textiles moves in the same channels
On August 31, 1992, respondent
of trade as conventional sulfur dyes.
requested that the Deportment of
Along the same lines, we find that
Commerce (the Department) determine
advertising for this type of solubilized
that there are two separate classes or
sulfur dye, lib that for conventio:ul
kinds or merchandise under
sulfur dyes, is directed towards textile
investigotion-conventionol sulfur dyes ·
·
· · Di' vers1·1·w d
Regord'mg th e rema1mng
and solubilized sulfur dyes. Respondent dyers.
Products criteri.on (the ~neral physicnl
further requested that the Deportment
characteristics of the merchandise). we
either rescind the investigation with
note thot, when examining :iifferoncus
respect to solubilizod sulfur dyes, as
International Trade Administration

(A-412-809)
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in physical characteristics In the context
of a class or kind analysis, the
Department looks for clear dividing
linea between pro'duct groupa,'not
merely the preaence or abaence of·
physical differences between certain
products. In this specific instance,
although there are physical differences
between certain types of solubilizlid
sullur dyes (i.e., those formulated for
use on leather) and conventional sulfur
dyes. we find that the physical
differences between the two product
groups in queation (i.e., conventional
sulfur dyea and solubilized sulfur dyes
taken u a whole) are not so great or IO
dearly delineated as to fonn the sole
basis for determining that they fall
with:u separate classes •'r kinds of
merchandise. In other words, physical
differences among these products alone
are not ipso facto proof of different
classea or kinds.
In making its arguments that separate
classes or kinds of merchandise exist,
respondent relies heavily on a recent
determination issued by the
Department. (See, Pure and Alloy
Magneaium From Canada: Final
Affirmative Determination; Resciaaion
of Investigation and Partial Diamiual of
Ftttition, 57 FR 30,939, Ouly 13, 1992)
("Magnesium"). In that determiution,
the Department found not only that the
two produc:U in question had clearly
defined differences in physical
characteristics, but alfQ that they were
ultimately used for distinctly difl8reat
purp0188 by purchasers who had
completely different expectations. We
find that respondent's reliance on·
Magnesium ia misplaced, however,
because in this investigation we find no
clear!y defined diffentDC88 in any ofti.
five Dive:$ijit1~ Products criteria.
In sum, our analysis of conventional
and solubilized sulfur dyes in light of
the Diversified Products critmia
supports a finding that thHe productl
should not be aepuate clas18S or kinda
of merchandise. Accordingly, we have
not rescinded the investigation with
respect to aolubilized sulfur dyes. In
addition, in accordance with the
Department'• practice of calculating one
weighted-average margin for the clua or
· kind of merchandise. we have
ealculated a single margin for
solubilizad and conventional sulfur
dyes. (For a more detailed discussion of
this issue, 1188 Memorandum from David
L Binder. Acting Director, Office ol
Antidwnping lnveatigationa. to Ricbard
\Y. Moreland, ActinB Deputy Aamtant
Secretary for inwstigations. dated
December 22, 1992.)

Scope of laff9tigalioll

United States Price

We calculated USP using the
The merchandise subject to this
methodology desaibed in the
investigation is sulfur dyas. includiq
preliminary detennination, with the
sulfur vat dyes. Sulfur dyea are
following exception: We diaregarded
synthetic, organic. coloring matter
U.S. aunple salea in our analyaia.
·containing sulfur. Sulfur dyes are
because theae alea accounted for a vary
obtained by high temperature
small pen:antage of U.S. sal• by
sulfurization of organic material
volume. (For further discusaion, see
containing hydroxy, nitro or amino
Comment 5 in the "Interested Party
groups. or by reaction of sulfur and/or
Commenta" section of this notice.)
alkaline sulfide with aromatic
hydrocarbons. For pwpo18S of thia
foreign Markel Value
investigation, sulfur dyes include, but
We calculated FMV using the
are not limited to, sulfur vat dy• with
methodology described In the
the following color index numbers; Vat
preliminary datermination, with the
Blue 42, 43, 44, 45, 48, 47, 49, and 50
following
nceptiona:
and Reducad Vat Blue 42 and 43. Sulfur
1. We e'XC'~udel from our Prli.lys!a cine
v11t dyes also l. .. ,v.. the prope1tiea
large volume ale. as we determined
described above. Ail forma of au.Jfur
dyes are covered, including the ieduced that thla sale was made outaide the
ordinary course of trade. (For further
(leuco) or oxidized state, presscake,
paste, powder, concentnte. 0r so-alled discussion, 1188 Comment 3.)
· 2. We reclusified payments to one of
"pre-reduced, liquid ready-to-dye" .
respondent's customers. charaderi.zed
forms. The sulfur dyes subject to this
by respondent as post-sale rebates. as
investigation are claasifiable under
commission expensea because the
subheadings 3204.15.10, 3204.15.20,
payments in question were made in
3204.15.30, 3204.15.35, 3204.15.40,
return for the customer's performance of
3204.15.50, 3204.19.30, 3204.19.40 and
the functlona of a sales agent (including
3204.19.50 of the Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United States (fn'SUS). the function of finding buyen). Because
JR neither 19ported U.S. indirect selling
Although the HTSUS subheadings ue
expenses nor paid commissions In the
provided for convenience and cuatoma
purposes, our written deecription of the U.S. market, we Ul8d beat information
available (BIA) to determine the amount
scope of this prOceeding la dispoaitive.
of the commission offset for these sales.
Period al Ia.....aigatloa
Id BIA, we used the amount of the
comrtission itself. (For further
The period of investigation (POQ la
discussion, aee Comment 9.)
November 1, 1991, throush April 30,
3. We conected JR'• reported
1992.
.
diffit19nce in merchandise adjustments
(difmers) for erron found at nrification.
Such or Similar CmiapariMHla
In addition, for one product comparison
We have determined that all the
we excluded sales of one product fzom
products covered by thia investigatloo
the caleulation o; FMV. u we ftnd that
constitute a single r.ategory "f l'UCh or
thl" vnriabltt cost differ.? •1ce between tho
similar merchandise. Where there were
product sold in the home marl.et and
no sales of identical merchandise in the that sold in the United States is too lup
home market to compare to U.S. salea.
to allow a reasonable price-to-price
we made comparbons on the basis of:
compariaon (i.e.• the revised difmer for
(1) Category; (2) color; (3) color index
this product comparison exceeded 20
number; (4) type; (5) form: and (8)
percent of the coat of manufacture
atrength. We made adjustments for ·
(CDM) of the product sold in the United
differences In the physical
States. and no party to this proceeding
characteristica of the merchandise. in
provided any basis to depart from the 20
eccordance with section 773(a)(4)(Q of
percent guideline).
the Act.
4. We made a ciraunstanaH>f-ale
adjustment for aedlt expensea using
Fair Value Comparisona
revised U.S. aadlt expenses. We
To determine wheths aal• rif sulfur
-.=alculated these~ usins
dyes. including sulfur Yat dyes. &oga the reapondent's home market interest rate.
because this wu the rate that
United Kingdom to the United Stalel
reapondent actually used to finance ita
were made at lea than fair value. we
mmpared the United Statea price (U$P) U.S. accounts receivablea. (See
Comment 1.) In our recalculation. wa
to the fonign marbt value (FMV), u
also us8d updated payment infonnatlon
specified in the "United Statea Price"
and ''Foreign Market Value" -=ttona of for certain U.S. •lea, provided at
verification.
this notice.

A-24
, ............ I VoL 58, No. s I Fricliy,
5. We edded to FMV a adc1Jt1cm81
U.S. pecking e:xpml8. bMed cm our
findings at '19riflcadan.
CurnDCJ

eoa...-.

We made CWT8DCJ c:onveniOOl ba
accordaace with 18 Q'll 353.eo(a) buad
on the official exchange rat• in effect
on tbe det• of the U.S. •lee • c:ert18ed
by the Federal a-rw Bank.

Veri&catioa
A. provided in eectlaa 776(b) ofthe
Ad, we wrifted inlormation provided
by re1pondent by Uling andard
verification procedurm. IDcludlna tbl
examinatioa of relevant IAl8I acf
. financial records. and •laction of
original 10Umt dooumantaUoa
ccotaif .lin!J -elt. ·:r...ot ~farrMUGD.
Critical Cln:mmtaDal
Petitioner allege1 that "critical ·
circumstanC81" mdlt with reaped to
importl of 1Ulfur dyes. including aulfur
vat dY98r from the United JCin&dom.
Section 735(aM3) oftbe Ac:t"J>rovid•
that critical drcumat.anC81 mdlt 11 we
determine that there ii a ._..,.,..,..

balit to beliew or auapecl that:
·
(A)(i) 1bare ii a history of dumpiJll in
the United Stat• or elleWb4tre of the
clau or kind of mercbandl• wbic:b ii
the IUbjecl of the inveatiption, OI'
(ii) The JMll'IOD by wbOID, or for wboee
accomat. the lll8l'diaDdile wu imparted
knew or lhould have bown that ibe
exporter wu aelllnc the men:band1ae
which ii tba subject of the hlveadptioa
at leu than ill fair value, llDd .
(8) There have beeD mauiw importa
of the clua or kind of menWndl•
which ii the subject of the hlftlliptioa
over a relatively lhort period.
With NSpecl to the &nt crilerioD, we
note that tlMa an no outmnd•na
antid•unpiug ordan: on ~uU.ar dye1.
including sulfur vat dy.. lram tbe
United Kingdom, ad. thu. DO hiatOfJ
of dumping. Monover, becaUM tbe !DU
dumpins mupa for JR ad all - exporters ia Ina than 25 percmt. W9
cannot impute bowledP UDW -=tJan
735(a)(3)(A)(il) of the Ad. Since the
criteria D8C8lllllY to ftDd the uilteam
of critical cin:umltlDCel unde aecdaa
735(a)(3)(A) are not p,._t, we do DO&
need to determine wbetber imporll of
subject mercbaDd1ae bave beeD mamw
over a relati¥aly lhort period. ID
accordance with 98Clion 735'8)(3)(8) of
the Ad.
Accordingly, we determine diet
citicaJ c:ircumallDcm do not ailt wtlb
respect to imports al aulfm c1Jt1,
includiq sulfur vat ct,.. from tbe
United ~gdom. CFor fmtblr
discussion oftbia ilsue, . . CoJIUINllt
1o.)

......_. PUIJ C----a.
Comment 1
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. higher COltl to productl which have
man production ltepa or have more
complex proc • (and therefore Ul8
man labor). In tb11 particular imtance,
petitiooer'1 JDMhodology of allocating
overhead bued on production volume
would be dlltol'tive and inac:curate,
became JR'• costa would not vary
proportJcmally with the volume
produced. Petiticmer'1 recalculated
numbers lbaw that the overbeed
· ft cant
amounll very by an inligni
llDOUDt betwwn the diffBrent product
groupt produced by JR_ However, we
noted at verification that it ii more
CDltly to produce subject merchandi•
u a powder than u a liquid (tb818 are
dulilled U 18p8111te product group• in
~·· 8f'CW:JUDtiDg l)'ltem), becau1e
powder producticm raquira additicmal
machinery and bu several additional
produdian 1tep1. Therefore, we have
U98d JR'• verified overhead cost. for
purpaaea of tbe 6nal det8rminatiaa.

Petitioner alleges that JR inconectly
calculated ill adjUltmenll ditTerenc. in the pbylical
characterilticl of tbe mercbandla
Accordins to petitioner, JR'• Ul8 of
direct labor a.ti u a bail lor
allocating overhead camtitua. the l8llt
llCQll'llte method of m~OV81'1Mad.
u JR'• prod··-•..a.a..
- - invol· - •• .-1
capitaJ.intemive, low·labor
manufacturins prGC8ll. PetitiOller
maintains that the individual elementl
comprisinB JR'• varieble overlui9d COltl
will iDaeue ar ~ proportlaoally
with the amount of aooda prOctucecL
while the amomat of labor will oat
n8Clllllarily \'Uf at all. eou.p..•~~.
petitioner arpea that th• mOllt, mrat8
basia of allocatins variable cmtrbead
costa i1 tba volume of gooda produced.
To thil md, petitioner provicled.the
Department witb racalCulated overbeed
·amountl, 11 well 11 reviled dffmm'I.
Comment Z
Respondent contends that ill method ·
Petitioa• alleges that all of JR'• home
of alloaltinl avsbeed COltl oa the buia market salea of certain products were
of labor ii the belt method available for mede at priC81 below the coat of
measuring the work n.....,. to tUe
. production (<X>P) and lhouJd be
raw materiala through to &niabed
8xcluded from the Deputment'1
producta, became ill r.ctGrJ ii not
anal)'lia for purpoMI of the final
automated and ltill ii relativelJ labordetermination. In order to support thi1
· intensive. AccordiDS lo respandmt.
alleptioD; petitions cded itl own
uains petitiaaer'1 augpmd
CXlP calculation• for
producll, ·
metbodoloRY of ...uacating overhead
uing respondent'• data after revising
COila huedoa produclion volume UI
them to take into account ill proposed
inappropriate ill th1a iDV81tiptioa
methodology far reallocating overbeed
because JR'• pioc11111 -:!Zrodud
expenw. (See Comment 1, 1upra.)
ranp ii ao clJvene
UDit
PetitiOlltB' tban mmpared the reviled
produced by JR doel not require the
CXJPs to the pm unit pricaa for the
same UDOUDt of overb81d inputs).
products In question, lea any reported
Respoadmt .-"ta that tbit
rat.ta Acmrding to petitioner, because
Department bu ecapted tbia allocatloa (1) the total volume of all below-c:mt
methodology in other iD'nldptlCIDlo
•I• ii great• than tan peramt of the
cltblt T•Wvilloa ._....,
JR'• total l:~me m,.rket •lea of 1Ubjfft1
UmOcbrar.w 41 Color, From Japan: P'mal mmcbandilc:. 81'1d (2) i.H of the aa1ea of
Resulta of AnUdumplna Duty
tbe apecUlc producta in question ue
AdmfnlltraUw
58 PR 34177
below<aat, ibe Department abouJd
Ouly 28, 1981) end Pina) DetennfneUon apply ill "lOll0/10" Nie and exclude
of Salaa el 1-1 than Plir Value: Call
tile tielow-cmt sal• &om the margin
Site 'l'lamclMn Frmn Jepea, 41 PR
analyaia. Accordingly, petitioner states.
43080 (Oct. ae. 1814). Plnally,
the Department lhould be• FMV for the
rapcmdmt not• abet the Deputment
U.S. Illes previoualy compared to the
veri&ed JR'• ONrbmd COltl IDd
below-c:GSt sal8I on the con1tructed
allCIClldoaa and bmd no aipiftCllDt
value (CV) for one of producll sold in
diacNplad#
the home merbt. Petitioner J"MSOD8
that. of the belaw<oat products 10ld in
DOC-l'olltion
the bame merbt. this product ia the
We..- with IWpOllCieDt and baw
only one be'Yin9 a reviaed dilmer of leu
accepted JR'• alkaticm melbodolag
then 20 pen:mt of the COM of the
for p~ of the llDal detmmineticm.
mmperiaon producta aold in the United
Aft• eYaluating JR'• allocltima
Stat81.
metbodolOBJ,-. IDd that. while the
Finally, petiti0ner 1Ubmill that ill
compmy'a coata do Dot c:ornleae
CXlP alleptioa lhould not be re;ected
perfectJy with the amount of labor Ulad, on limelbma graundl, •not only did
ill methodology ii man accunte than
petiti...., pnrvioualy submit an
the ait....Clve put fartb by p.titicmer, ha allepUon. but it ii not now eitb•
that JR'• metboCiolalJ at laaat -1p•
rallegina ..... below c:oat. or ntqU8SllD9

u....

Rnlew:
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that the Department Initiate a OOP ·
have refectecl petitioner's COit allegation · wlthla tbe POL Relpcmdent natal that
inVHtlgation. Rather, petitioner ugues
u untimely.
tta order ncord cud. med to aatabllab
that the factl on the record, vertlled by
Comment 3
the date of ale for all other bom1
the Department, establiab that JR'•..._
market tnnaactiona, abowa that both
Petitioner contends that one large
prim and quantity were 8xecl on the
were O.low COP. Moreover, petitioner
date reported in the home market aalel
maintains that it did not have complete volume sale should be excluded from
the calculation of FMV because it (l)
Moreover, reapondent a..u.
acceu to these fact.I, uaed ID ill wu not made within the POI; (2) wu
tha CUilom• in queation wu obligated
brief for the &rat time, u (l) petition•
to. and In r.ct did, accept and p1y for
did not receive auflident infOrmatian cm not made in the ordinary course of
all mercbandlae aold pursuant to th1a
one of the products in question until JR trade: and (3) constituted a pretended/
ftctitioua
Should the Deputment
sale. and it did ao in the same manner
filed ill aecond deftdency 191pODl8
u JR'• otbtr aalas. Respondent further
(which wu submitted after the deadline disagree, petitioner argues. th1a aale
states th8t tb1a aale wu not made
for filing a cost allegation) and (2) much should be dinegarded in any event.
because it wu made at a price O.low ill outltde the ordinary course of trade•.
of JR'• coat information wu reviled
COP.
becaue there were other large aalel
during verification.
Regardlns the fint argument.
made by JR during the POL Therefore, ·
Respondent contends that the
petitioner atataa that • contract analyaia ntapODdeDt atatea that the atze of th1a
Department abould reject petitioner'•
sale wu not uncommon. Finally. ·
COP allegation. u it ii 108 days put the la relevant in determ.iDlng when a aale
oa:urs for pUlpOl'JI oft.be &ntidumplq l'9Sp0Dd8Dt up• that th.la aa!t W.il .•al
regulatory deadltne. Respondent ltatel
a &c:tltious sale, u it wu made in order
th1at the l'lc.pLbnent affo.~ patitionar duty law. Ar.cordiag to .,.Utioner. the
to ualat the customer to develop a
methodology that reapondent used to
numerous opportunitiea to submit an
market for the prodU<:t in certain areu determine the date of aale for the order
adequate allegation prior to the
in qu..Uon conflided with one of the
of the United Klnsdom.
deadline, yet petitioner decl1ned to do
proviaiona in the ~t between
so. Moreover, napondent atatea that
DOC Podlon
petitioner bad au.ffident information in - respondent and ill customer.
Aa:ordlngly, petitioner uaerta that the
We apee with respondent that the
Its poaession prior to the deadline to
date of aale for th1a tranaection wai
make substantially the aame allegation, date that a binding commitment wu
made under the tenna of the agreement
withla the POL At veriftcation. we
u almost all of the data used by
revi...J respondent'• clocumenJ&tion
petition• in lta cue brief wu c:ootained (in th1a cue the date of abipment)
should be controlling for date of aale
on thls aa1e and found that the blndlna
in JR'• pre-defldency qu..Uonnaire
purposes. Aa the aa18 wu shipped
c:ommitment between the partiea u to
respoDHL Finally, respondent arguea.
outside the POI, petitioner uaerta that it price and quantity wu mede on the date
regardlea of the timing innlved,
petitioner'• allegation ii without merit ·abould be excluded from the calculetion that reapoadeat reported In Ill aalea
ofFMV.
~
·
becauae it Nli81 OD ID incomlct
Reprdin1the18CODd argument.
· a..w.v., we aaree with petitioner
reallocation of overhead co.ta.
petitioner contends that, becaUle (1) the · that thls aa1e wu made outside the
DOC Position
aale wu priced below the COM of the
ord.lnuy caune of trade. We note th8t
We agree with re1pondent that.
product in queation and (2) the
not only wu th1a ule at a peater
petitioner'• cost allegation ii untimely. · dn:ummncm aunoundina the aa1e
quality and lower price than other
We 6nd that petition• bad llCC8ll to all patently cleviated from the cond.ltiam
aal• to the ume c:utom•, but it wu
of the neceuary informaticm two weeb and pncticaa applicable to oth• home
mo out of line with the prtc. and
prior to the preliminary determination, market aalea reported by JR. it ia clear
quanUti• of the YUt matority of
.
and that, baa petition• cboeen to mab that the sale wu not made in the
..,._c1eat•1 other aal• tranaactloaa ID
a coat allegation earlier than in ita cue
~course of trade.
the home market dwilll the POL In
brief, it bad the raw data to do ao. We
Rapidlq the argument that tb1a sale
addition, we note that the .......-..t
also note that the "deadliDe" 181 out in
wu lctitioU.. petitioner contendl that
between rmp"lldent and the naatcnner
19 C7at 353.31(c){J)(f) d<W aoJt '*IU1re
bc;tl:. the timing of th:i ...le (i.e., aftor the in quection wu c:oncludeJ i.o a mumtr
the Department to retect coat .u.puona ftllng of the. petition) and the price at
noticeably different from rmpondmat'a
received after the dHdllne date ID .U
wbiCb it wu made (i.•., 0.low the price
durlna the POI (I..., the aa1e
CIS8L Rather, it atataa that the deadline
then in ell'ect between JR and Ill
involved a 11apecial apeement" betwem
will b8 45 daya Defore the ICbeduled
c:uatam•), when taken in conjunction
the .,...U• in ord• to pro...- the · . ·
date for the preliminary detennlnation . with the met that Ill shippl.na 'pattem
product at luue).
.
"unle11 a relevant reapome ii untimely wu markedly dlfrerent from that for JR'•· Buecl on 0ur datermlnatioa that thla ·
or incomplete." BecaUle JR'• ori&iJlal
otlm ..... to tb1a
lead to the
.... not made in the. ordinary
response wu defident. the Department concluaiaa that the sale wu contrived
coune of tnde, we have excluded It
requeated that JR submit new
for the purpcm of aenina u the buia
from our calcuJatlon of FMV for
information after the regulatory
far a men favorable PMV calculation.
~ of the 8nal determination.
"deadline." Had th1a new information
r.iiticms atataa that th1a aa1e abould
.ACcaldinalY• we do not ....ct to
directly led petition• to O.lieve or .
tberef'on be dbreprded for purpo191 of ac1m- the i11Ue of wb«her tbla _.
suspect that any of JR'• home market
the final detmmlDatioa and -=tloa .
wu made ID ord• to eatabllab a
salea were made at pricea O.low CX>P.
773(a)(t) ofthe Act. wblcb atatea that.
ftc:titioua market.
petitioner could have made a COit .
"Pia the uc:ertainment of lanligD
Comment4
allegation at that point In the
market value ror the purpo181 of tb1a
Petitions contenda that omt of JR'•
investigation and we would not
title no pretended sale or offer for aale,
necessarily have comldered it to be
and no aale or offer for aa1e intended to home marbt ..._ lhould be tNated •
a coalipllMlllt aale• .,.. tbauP It WM
untimely. Accordingly, becauae
lltabllab a fictitious market. aball be
not reparted u u:b. Petiti__. fwtm
petitioner bad aa:e11 to the releYIDt
taken into account."
coatmda that the pm unit price far
information well O.fore the date on
Reapondent contends that the aale
thll ..i. should be l9Yl88d upwud to
wu properly reported u a ule made
which it submitted ita ca• brief, we

u.ama.

..i,.

other..._

cuatom•.
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equal JR'I "scheduled price" for this
product, with the difference between
the scheduled and reported prices
treated u • commiaalon. Aa support for
lts contention that this ule should be
classified as • consignment sale,
petitioner notes that the sale wu made
to • customer who acts u a conaignQl8Di
agent for other producta. In addition,
petitioner claims that this trao.saction
appears to have been handled in•
manner similar to that in which JR'•
consignment sales to this agent were
handled.
Respondent cooteoda that C!!,tioner'a
argument should be rejected
use the
sale in question was not a consignment
sale. Respondent notes that JR'a
consignment agreement with its agent
cnvered a different product entirely.
Therefore, respondent maintains that
this sale should be treated u • nonconsignment sale for purposes of the
final determination.
DOC Position

comparisons -.use JR did not have
the same type of aales ln the home
market during Ula POI. Moreover,
respondent COJJ,tenda that to examine
these sales ii contrary to the
Departmeot'i practice, dting Final
Detennination of Sales at Leu Than Fair
Value: Coated-Croundwood Paper From
the United Kingdom, 56 FR 56,403
(Nov. 4, 1991) (~bere the Department
detennined that including trial sales in
only one market would be unfair).
Petitioner argues that the Department
should continue to include these sales
in its analysia becaU88 they are not
outside the ordinary course of trade.
Petitioner states that the quantities of
these sales indicates that these orders
went placed by the cust:>mer for the
p•1rpose uf conducting fcll mill
p~uction trials 11Dd .that JR bad the
expectation of follow-up sales.
According to petitioner. this fact alone
is auffident to aupport the Departmeoi'a
determination that these sales were of
usual commercial quautities and in the
ordinary cowse of trade. Therefore.
petitioners ll558rt that they should be
matched with home market ules for
purposes of the final determination.

3Z57

making unfair compari.aona, we find that
this argument la without merit. The
Department makes pric:e-te>-price
comparisons baaed on the requirements
set forth lo both the aotidumping statute
and ita regulations. We evaluate the
information used in our LTFV analysis
in light of these requirements, as well as
in light of the commercial practices in
the industry in question. Baaed on our
evaluation of the circumstances
aunounding the particular transactions
at laaue, we find that our actions are
consistent with both the statute and the
regulations. C.OOaequently, respondent's
argument does not alter our analysis in
anyway.
CommentB

Respondent contends that the
Department should exclude from its
analysis JR'a home market sales of
"excess, left over, or odd lot"
merchandiae, because this merchandise
was not sold in the ordinary course of
trade. Respondent notes that, unlike
other products aold in the home market
which were produced to order for home
market customers, the merchandise in
question was produced solely for one
U.S. end user. Consequently,
respondent states, the excess produced
&om each batch was inventoried and
sold in&equently in the home mark.et as
an incidental, "odd lot" product.
According to respondent, the
Department has r.lized in other cases
that e:xceu or left over merchandise is
out of the ordinary course of trade and
has therefore excluded auch
merchandise &om ita calculation of
FMV, Aa support for this contention,
respondent dtes Certain Fresh Cut
Flowers From Colombia: Final Results
of Anti"wnping Duty Ac!n~i'1.r&tive
Revie~" 5S f'R .1.0,49·, (May l /, ~ :·9<')

We agree with respondent. The
Department normally accepts •
respondent's assertions, which tha
respondent bas certified u factually
· correct, unleaa either there la conflicting
DOC Position
information on the record or the
information la found to be factually
In performing its LTFV analysis. the
inaccurate during verification. lo this
Department ia not required to examine
instance, we examined the
·
every sales tran:aaction made by a
respondent during the POL See 19 CFR
circumstances aumnmding this sale at
verification and saw no evidence that it 353.42(b)(l). (See alao e.1-. Final
wu shipped to the customer in question Determination of Sales at Leu Than Fair
Value: New Minivans Prom Japan, 57
u consignment stock. Moreover, it
FR 21,937 (May 28, 1992).) Ac:cord1ngly,
would be inappropriate to dauify all
we have diareg.rd8d sample aaln in our
sales to• customer, who Ilda at times
LTFV calcu~tiona far .purposes of the
as • consignee, u consignment .
final determination, becaue we !ind ·
merchandise, based solely on the fact
that these sales accounted for a very
that the partiea have an agent/prindpal
small percatap of U.S. sales by
relationship governing ulea of certaiD
volume and we have adequate sales
(but not all) products. Accordingly, we
CO'/\B'889 wit!.' out e:..aruioing tla'lm. (Sen,
'lavft uot recl::ssifted t!ti.. .Je a B
e.1.. Final Determination of Sales at Leu ("1'1owers").
consignment sale far purpoaea of the
Altematively, 191pOndeot argues that
Tban Fair Value: Coated Groundwood
final determination.
.
the Department should disntgard JR's
Paper From Frence, 58 FR 58.380,
Comments
home market uln of the product in
58,384 (Nov. 4, 1991).)
·
question and hue FMV on CV.
Respondent arguea that the
Regarding respondent'• trail ules.
Respondent argues that its home marke1
DepartmffDt should exclude sample and however, we &nd that th888 sales were
sales do not provide a meaningful basis
trial orders from its analysis. beciaue
not made in unusually small quantities
for pric.to-price comparisons because
the overriding goal of the antidumpin1
(i.e., the quantities were companble to
of the extreme diffel'8Dces lo individual
statute is to make appl81-tCHpplll
the quantilJ• of ot,ber U.S. sales .
sales quantiti61 between the two·
comparisons. (See, e.g.• American .
traoaactiona reported by 191pOndent.
markets. Respondent dtn 19 crR
Permac, Inc. v. United Slata, 783 F.
and were llCtlW.ly larger than the
Supp. 1,421 (ar 1992) ("American
quantities of respondent's home market 353.SS(a), which states that in
"comparing the United Statea price witl
Permac").) Accord.lng to rmpcmdent. in sales of the identical merchandise).
foreign market value, the Secretary
American Pennac, the court recognized Because respondent has provided uo
nonnally will uae sales of comparable
that ln aotidumping investigations the
compelliug reason to disregard these
merchandiae." In this case, respondent
. Department may exclude U.S. ules
sales, we determine that It ia
contends that "comparable" refers to
when they are UD1'8p1818Dtative of a
appropriate to include them in our
price comparability, not similarity of
company's U.S. •llinl pncticea ancl .
LTFV analyail.
Regardbig respondent'• argument that physical charaderiatica. Aa evidence
when such sales would result lD an
that the prices for th. . two products
unfair compariaon, ·
.· .
.
the Department should exclude both
Respondent states that examining the sample and trail ula because to not do are not comparable, respondent offers .
sales at issue results.in unfair pricing
the feet that a significant percentage of
so would 1"8llllt in the Departmenra
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ii• preliminary dumpins margin wu
attributable to th. . comparisons.

· Petitiaaer maintains tl:iat the
Deputmmt WU correct ia basiag PMV
• JR'• home marke~ sales of the product
in question. Petitioner aSserta that th..
saJea wwa made to the aeme aaatoms
end la similar quantities u other bome
market ales, and that respondent'•
argument amounta to little mme then ID

dealt with e perishable pd. Thus. we
find that the cin:umstances here ere
factually different &om those in the
FloW«S cue. Accordingly, we have.
Included respondent's aelea of the
product In question In our final margin
analysis.

expenses for a very fBw da}'I durins the
POI end then only by accident (I.e., any

interest paid OD nesetive balances WU
due to the company's overestimation of
the funds available in the ea:ount
becalll8 the company attempted to
maintain• zero or alightly positive
balance
there). We alao determined et
Comment 1
verification that JR bonowed from Jta
Petitioner argw19 that the Department home mubt bank in the ordinary
should calculate U.S. awdit expeum
eleventh hour claim for an adjustment
course of its buaineu. and we reviewed
using the ectual interast rate inc:wracl by the interest rates applicable to thoae
for pre-ule warebouains expensee.
Petitioner further uaerta that ea:epting JR during the POI cm ill U.S. dolWborrowinp. Thus. our Ul8 of JR'• home
denominated buk eccount. Patition•
respcmdent'a arsument that these ....
market interest rate is consistent with
asserts that the Department detmniDed
were outside the ordinary course of
the instrucdons of the Court of Appeals
at verification that the actual int81811t
trade would therefore ne<mSitete
for the Federal Crcuit in a recent cue,
rate paid on this account was
makins a similar detenninatioo far a
La Mtdalll lndustriale. S.p.A. v. Unitlld
substantially hiper than the theoratk:al Statas, 912 F.2d 455 (Fed. Cir. 1990),
number of other home market sales not
interest rate reported la JR'•
at iss11e. WhPre there exist
.
where the court directed the 0-.partmunt
-1ut:.:rtic.nnaire reapoD88. Aa:ordiJS to
conllllllpc'rP.neou• .·al• cf =-ienW:al
to consider the comm.arcially reuonable
petitioner, it is pNfarable to me an
merchaDdlse ln the home market,
businea practice of respondents in
petitioner states, it is appropriate to rely actual verified rate rather than •
determining the interest rate used la the
theoretical rate, particularly in view of
on such sales, rather than CV. as the
the 6-ct that et verification JR presented calculation of imputed crediL
basis for determining FMV.
the Department with two diffarent l8ll
CommttntB
DOC PMition
of rates from its bank. ·
\Ve agree with petitioner. The
Respondent argues that the
Respondent argues that it WU unable
Department should deduct &om FMV ·
to provide the Department with the
antidumping law requires the
accurate abort-term interest rate on its
Department to disraprd individual
imputed credit expenses related to the
U.S. dollar-denominated account
home market sales made outside the
pl'Jpeyment of value added taxes (VA11.
ordinary course of trade. This section of because its bank would not cooperate
Specifically. respondent argues that it
the law does not appear to apply in the
with JR. Respondent contends. however; incurred an opportunity cost for the
cunenl investigation, how_ev~. u JR'•
that it is ~pproprieta to uae U.
period in which it had paid VAT to the
home market sales were made to the
''ftrified actual" nite to calculate U.S.
U.K. scwemment for a particular aele.
same customers. and in similar
aedit expenses. u JR dld not actually
but bad not yet received payment from
quantillea. u other home marUt salea.
pay this nite. Moreover, respondent
ill home market customers. Aa
Moreover, there la no indication that
notes that u1ia11 this "ectual" rate la
Department precedent on this laue.
this particular merchandise is not sold
•pecially unl'USOnllble in Upt of the
respondent cites Final Results of
to the ume types of purchaser In the
fact tbat the rates pnmded by the buk
Admlnilltrlltfve Review of Antidumping
same manner es other sulfur dyes In the to response to JR'• second request W9l8 Duty Order: Color.TeleYi1ion Receivers
home market.
ao muCb lower than either the "ectuel" Fram ICorea, 49 FR so.420 (Dec. za.
Reprdlng JR'• arsument that the real
rate or the reporb!d rate. ··
l984l("CIVa"), ln which the
issue is price comparability between
Rather, reaPoadeut argues, the
Department allowed • similar claim.
markets. we note that JR incorrectly
Deputment should calculate U.S. a'8llit
. Respondent not.a that. although it is
cited 19 CFR 353.55. That section
expeDRS usiDS JR'a home~
relet• to adfustmmita for price
lntenlll rate. Respondent points out abet not the Department'• cummt practice to
impu!P credit expensea ral1ttei lol V \T
difrerenCM :n the merdtei:disa duo tD
It rarttlJ used Jta U.S. dollarprepayments. in a recent case the
differences in the commerci1I quantity
denaminaled account because the
Department implied that it would allow
of sales. Thia prcmsion states that the
intanllt rate that JR would receive cm
such
an adjustment if it were properly
Deputmmt "normally will use ..._of positive baJanc. WU bfper In fts
quantified. (See. Preliminary
comparable qu.ntitiea of men:bandbe
pounds aterlins eccount. Thus. · ·
• • • (and) • • • will make •
respondent contends that any financing DeterminaUon of Sales at Leu Than Fair
Value: Dyoamic Random Aa:ass
N111011able allowance far any diff9rmce of its U.S. dollar-danominated
Memory
Semiconductors of One
in quaaUUea. 10 the extent tbat the
naivabl• was done primarily through
Mepbyte and Above From the Republic
Secretary is aem&ed that tbe eJDOUDt of its pounds sterllns account and that.
of Korea. 57 FR 49.D66 (Oct. 29, 1992)
any price dlfferential la wholly ar partly consequently. using }R's verified home
("DRAMI"). where the Department
due to thel difference in quantities." JR mubl tntereat rat• wouJd lead to the
diaellowed credit expenses related to
did not attempt to claim that its prim
most aa:unte measurement of the
VAT
paymeota because respondent dld
dlfferential between the U.S. and home
opportunJty cost euocieted with
DOt take into account the •vinB pined
market ales of tbia product resulted
holdJns
receivables.
from euly payment of VAT by the
from a diffam... in quantiti• Thus. we
DOC Position
customer.) Raapondeat ..... that ita
fi-ad that this provision in the
claim in thJa cue WM canectly
We agree with respondent and baV9
Department's resuJaUom does not apply
recalc:uJ.aad U.S. aed.it exp81119 uaiDg quuti6ed. a it took iato account not
in thia inatanc:a.
JR'• home market interest nte. We noted only th• oppartuDilJ cost wociated
Finally. with regard to NlpGDdent'a
with its prepayments of VAT to the U.K.
at verifiCltiDD that JR dld Dot pay
argument that the Daputmeat bu
savemment. but also the opportunitJ
interest GD its U.S. doUaJo..daaomined
disregarded ..... of left°"'
merchandise in the put, we DOie tbal
recembl• in the ordinary cour. of ita pin _.dated ~th euly paymmt of
VAT by I.ta cmtomen.
busin-. u it only 1ncwred interest
the case cited by respondent. Flowers.

u.s.
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DOC Position
We disagree. After further reflection,
we have reconsidered the position taken
in DRAMs. We find that there is no
statutory or regulatory basis for making
the adjustment suggested by respondent.
While there may be an opportunity cost
associated with the prepayment of VAT.
that fact alone is not a sufficient basis
for the Department to make an
adjustment in price-to-price
comparisons. We note that virtually
every charge or expense associated with
price-to-price comparisons is either
prepaid or paid for at some point after
the cost is incurred. Accordingly, for
each pre- or post-service payment. there
is also an opportunity cost (or gain).
Thus, to allow the type of adjustment
suggested by respondent would imply
t ► •et in the future the Departmer t would
be faced with the impossible task of
trying to determine the opportunity cost
(or gain) of every freight charge, rebate
and selling expense for each sale
reported in a respondent's database. In
order to make a price-to-price
comparison, this exercise would make
our calculations inordinately
complicated, placing an unreasonable
and onerous burden on both
respondents and the Department.
Consequently, we have not deducted
from FMV the imputed credit expense
in question.
Comment 9

commissions. it opted not to report
offsetting expenses.

Comment 10
Petitioner argues that critical
circumstances exist with respect to
imports of subject merchandise from the
United Kingdom, because imports of
Sulfur Black 1 were massive over a
relatively short period during the POL
Petitioner bases its analysis on the
Bureau of Census' import statistics for
Sulfur Black 1 (the type of sulfur dye
which petitioner states accounts for a
"significant portion" of the domestic
sulfur dye market). Petitioner states that
these statistics show that imports of
Sulfur Black 1 increased by between 40
and 75 percent during April through
June 1992 when compared to the period
January through March 1992.
Respondeat argues thst netitioner's
critical circumstances analysis is invalid
because it is based on imports of only
one product, rather than the entire rang*
of products subject to investigation.
According to respondent, • comparison
of the volume of all of JR's products
exported to the United States during the
period January through March with the
volume of its exports made during the
period April through June shows that
JR's exports of subject merchandise to
the United States have actually
decreased. Finally, respondent notes
that, before the Department will find
critical circumstances, the dumping
margin must exceed 25 percent.
Respondent
notes that the preliminary
Respondent argues that JR's post-sale
payments to its consignment agent were margin in this case was lower than that
amount
properly treated in the preliminary
determination as rebates, rather than
DOC Position
commissions, because the agent often
We agree with respondent. As the
resells the merchandise for a higher
final dumping margin calculated for JR
price than the price it paid JR.
is less than 25 percent and there is no
"history" of dtur.pi.,3 ot the
DOC ros:tion
merchandise subject to this
We disagree. For purposes of the final investigation, this issue is mc.ot. Fur a
determination, we are treating these
discussion of the criteria used to
payments as commissions, rather than
determine the existence of critical
as rebates, because they were made in
circumstances, see the "Critical
return for the consignee's performing
Circumstances" section of this notice.
the functions of a sales agent (including
the function of finding buyers). Because Continuation of Suspension of
JR neither paid commissions in the U.S. Liquidation
market nor reported U.S indirect selling
We are directing the Customs Service
expenses as an offset to commissions
to continue to suspend liquidation of all
paid in the home market (as requested
entries of sulfur dyes, including sulfur
in section C of the Department's
vat dyes. that are entered, or withdrawn
questionnaire), we have used BIA to
from warehouse, for consumption on or
determine the amount of the
after September 24, 1992, the date of
commission offset for JR's sales in
publication of our affirmative
question. As BIA. we have used the
preliminary determination in the
amount of the commission itself
Federal Register. The Customs Service
(thereby resulting in a net reduction to
shall require a cash deposit or the
FMV of zero). We note that, although JR posting of a bond equal to the estimated
was aware that the Department could
amount by which the FMV of the
potentially reclassify these expenses as
merchandise subject to this
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investigation exceeds the USP. as shown
below. This suspension of liquidation
will remain In effect until further notice.
The weighted-average dumping margins
are as follows:
Pmemeananulacturenemonw

Weipleedeverege
noggin pectentage

James Robinson United ..—....
All Others

19.97
1197

ITC Notification
In accordance with section 735(d) of
the Act, we have notified the ITC of our
determination.
Notification to Interested Parties
This notice also serves as the only
',minder to parties subject to
administrative protective order (APO) of
their responribdity concerning the
return or destruction of proprietary
information disclosed under APO in
accordance with 19 CFR 353.34(d).
Failure to comply is a violation of the
APO.
This determination is published
pursuant to section 735(d) of the Act
and 19 CFR 353.20(9)(4).
Dated: December 31, 1992.
Alen IL Dam
Assistant Sectsauy for import

Administration.
(FR Doc. 93-357 Filed 1-7-03; 5:45 aml
IMLUNO ones 11110-0144
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201.35(cK1J and 201.37(b) (19 CPR
201.35(c)(l) and 20t.31(b)).
Fall FURTHER INFORllAllON CONTACT:
Katherine M. Jon•, Office the

or

General Coumel, U.S. JntemaUcmal
Trade Commisaion, 500 E 8aNet. SW.,
Wuhinaton, DC 20438, wJ.phone zoz206-3097. Hearing impaired tudlvlduall
are advised that lnfmmatlan on this
matter may be obtained by contact1n1
the Commistlon's 'M'D terminal on 202205-1810.
IUPPUllENTAR't' INFOMIA110N: The

PnvHtlptlon No&. 731-TA-MI, 550, end
551 (Fin.I))

Sulfur DyH From China, India, and the
United Klngdomi Commlulon
Determination to Conctuc:t • Portion of
the Heartng In camera
AGENCY:

U.S. lnternaUonal Trade

Commi11ion.
ACTION: Clolwe or a portion of a

Commisaion hearing to the public.
SUMMARY:

Upon request or N8pondenta .

in the above-captioned &nal

invVUgation. the Commission bas
determined to conduct a portion or its
hearing ICheduled for January 13, 1992,
in Camera. See Commission rules
207.23(a), 201.13, and 201.35 through
201.39 (19 CFR 201.23(a), 201.12, and
201.35 thro_ugh 201.39). Tbe mnainder
of the hearing will be open to the
public. The Commiaiaa also bas
determined that the to-day adv.ace
notice of the change to a meetins wu
not possible. See Commfaion 111111

Commi11ion believ• that good cause
exists in thia inv..U~on
to bold a
short portion of the
in camera.
The in camera portion of
bearing
will be for the purpose or addressing
butiD. . proprietary Information <BPn
u part of respondents' p1'818Dtation in
chief, and therefore properly the subject
of ui in camera hearing pursuant to
Commission rule 201.36(b)(4) (19 CFR
201.38(Cl)(4)). In making this decision.
the Commluion nevertheless reaffirms
its belief that wherever possible its
business should be conducted in public.
The hearing will include public ·
pl'8HDtations by petitioner aad
respondenta, with questions from the
Commission. Afler respondenta' public
presentation, the Commission will bold
an in camera sesaion, during which time
respondenta will conUnue their
presentation to the Commiuion and
cover business proprietary infonnation,
followed by questioning by the
Commissioners and time for rebuttal by
petitioners regarding such infonnation.
For the in camera portion of the hearing,
the room will be cleared of all persons
except thoae who have been granted
accesa to BPI under a Commission APO
service list in this investigation. See
Commiuian rule 201.35(b) (18 CPR
201.3S(b)). All th0te planning to attend
the in cammv portion of the hearing
would should be prepared to present
proper idantiftcation. ·
AlllharilJ: The Ceneral Coumel has
certillecl, punuut to CammJ•ioa Rule
Z01.39 (19 Q'R 201.39), that lD her opinion.
a portion of the Commlaloa'• heari.Dg In
Sulfur Dy• from China, India. and the
United Kill&dom. IDY. NOi. 731-TA-548, 550
• 551 (Fmel), may ba c:loted to the public to
pnmrnt dllcJOIUN of bualD. . proprietary
l.Dlormatio&.
lauecl: January a, 1993.
By order of the Commialo11.

PaalLludal,
Acfinl Scawfai7.
IPR Dae. 93-826 Plied 1-13-93: 1:45 aml
aLMCOOl7m••
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(57 FR 44185, September 24, 1992), the
foll~ nenta

[A-l70-l11)

Fln11I Detennlnetlon of Sele8 8t Leu
Then F81r V81ue: Sulfur ·Dyn. lncludlng
Sulfw Vm Dyu, From the People'•
Repubtlc of China
AGENCY: Import Ad.ministration.

International Trade Adm.iniltration,
Department of Commerce.
UF'ECT1VE DATE! February 8, 1993..
FOR FURTHER INFOAllATION CONTACT:

Kimberly Hardin. Office of
~tidumping lnvestigation1, lmport
Administration, U.S. Department of
Commerce, 14th Street and Constitution
Avenue, NW., WUhington. DC 20230:
telephone (202) 482-0371.
·
ANAL ~TION: The Department of
Commerce ("the Department")
determines that aulfur dyes, including
sulfur vat dyea, &om the People'•
Republic of CUna ("PRC"') .,. being. or
are Ubly to be, aold lo the United State•
at 1911 than fair value, u provided in
aection 735 of the Tarifl' Act of 1930, u
amended ("the Ad'1 (19 U.S.C. 1873d).
The Department alto determinea that
critical drcumstancea exist for all
exporten except Sloochem lntemationaJ
Olemicala Company, Lid. ("SICX:-'). The
eltimated marginl are shown lo the
"Suspenaion of Uquidation" ieetion of
thJ1 notice.
Pwiod ol ID...tigatiaa
The period of lovntiption (''POI") 11
November 1. 1991, through April 31,
'
1992.
CueH!atmy
Since our affirmative preliininary
determination on September 17, 1992

nave occuned.

On S.Ptember 18, 1992, respondents,
JCwoq Pat ffODB Chmillcala, Ltd.
("JCFC'1, Sinocliem Slwidong Import
and Export Corporation (''Sinochem
Sbandoq'1, and SICC. submitted
respon.1811 to the Deputmeat'1 market
oriented industry ("MOI") questionnaire
on behalf of Tianjin Bohai Dye1 Factory
("Tianjin"), Wuhan Sulfur Dyeatuff
Factory ("Wuhan") and Hanclan Dyea
Fact
("Handan").
On~ptember 28, 1992, we received
an alleption of clerical anon in the
preliminary determination. We
cietermi.ned that the alleption1 did not
involve clerical errors.
On October 1, 1992, respondents
requested an axteDaion of time in which
to submit publicly available publiahed
information ("Pl"). We granted the
extenaiou until November 9, 1992. We
received a timely submiuion containing
Pl &om respondent&. On October 2,
1992, the petitioner, Sandoz Olemicals
Corporation, submitted an allegation
that JCFC'1 home market and third
country sales an below the colt of
production. On October 8, and
December 9, 1992, respondents
submitted comments opposing
petitioner's aales below cost allegation.
On October 2, 1992, we received a
request from respondents to postpone
the final determination pursuant to 19
CFR 353.20, and on October 23, 1992,
we published a notice of pOltponement
of final antidumping duty determination
in thll investigation (57 FR 48356).
Also on OctOber 2, 1992, petitioner
requested a public hearing. On October
6, 1992, JCFC, Sinochem Shandong,
SICC. respondents and C.H. Patric.It •
Company, Inc. {"CHP") and
lntemational Technical Services, Ltd.
("lntertech"), importers allo requested a
publich~.· .
.
On October 7, 1992, reapoiidenta
submitted areaponae to the market rates
questionnaire on behalf of the Ministry
of Foreign Economic Relation• and
Trade {MOFERT). On November 4,
1992, we requ•ed that MOFERT
provide ua with background information
on the sulfur dye industry in the PRC.
On November 17, 1992, MOFERT
submitted its response to our November
4.1992,requeat.
•
From November 23 through December
11, 1992, the Deputment conducted
verification• iD Hons JCona and the PRC
of the questionnaire responNS
submitted by respondents.
On January 15, 1993, petitioners,
reapcmdenta and CHP submitted cue
briefs. On January 19, 1993, respondent»
and petitioner submitted rebuttal briefs.
At the requ•t of the Deputment,

..

,,.

.
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·1mtanm the PRC ID"'DJD8Dt did DGt
petitioner aubmltted • 1Upplemental
hrief OD January 19 md OD fanum'J 2t, · adeqa.mly r.pond to oar
1993, relpGllcient9 IUhmttted CDllUMDts. quMttonnetn. ID putiaalar, it failed bl
rebutting tlm brfet A public h8lrlng · .·
ld8Dtify all Rlfur dyw produmn.
WU belcl DD January 21, 1983.. . _ _ . . ~bf the quettiaaD.Ure.
n-..... punwmt to -=tlon 778(c) of
Scape afla"8tiptimt .
the Act, we UMd the nte 98t faith ID tbe
The~ subject to dm ·
petition u tat luformatloa awan.ble
('"BIA., wbea calculatfDc the "All
~ rate ID ecc:ard&D.cl wtth the tw.
synthetic. orpa1c. colariq m.ettar
ti81'11d BIA methodology, outJiued ID
amtaiDlng sulfur. Sulfur dyee are
Prelimimry Determluadon of Sal• at
obtained by high temperature
1M1 Than Pair Value: SullmJUc Add
aalfurlzation of cirganic material
From the People'• RepuhUc of Cilua, 11
cout.ahliq hydroxy, alt:ro ar amino
FR 9409, 9410, (March ta. 1992))
grou.K,a. ar by nectioo of sulfur end/ar ("Sulfanillc A.cidj.
1lb ne su.lflde with aromatic
Pair Val• Campariaau
hydrocarbous. For~ ofthia
iuY9lltlption. IUl.fur dy• Include, but
To detmmiue whether MlH of sulfur
en not1tmited to, .wfur vat dyee with
dyes, Including sulfur vat dJM. from th•
tbe followins color iudex uumben: Vet
PRC to the United Stat• wwe made at
Blue 4Z, 43, 44, 4!5, .a, 47, 49, md !50
1... thm fair value, we compared the
md Reduced Vat Blue 42 md 43. Sulfur United States price r-uSP") to the
nt dJ91 al90 have the propertiH
foreign market value ('"FMV'1, u

::'::';!·=1:~.

deaaibed above. ·All fDrma of l1llfur

ct,.. are coweaed, iududing the reduced
(leuco) ar oxidizad state, pNUCab,
paste, powder, conceutrate, or 10-C&lled

"prHeduced, liquid reacfy.to-dre"
fonm. The 8U1fur dym suf>led to thia

specified ID the "United States Price"
and "Foreign Market Value" aectiom of
this notice,

United Statee Price
We bued USP OD pwchua price, ID

accordance with aectioa· 77Z(b} of tba
.Act, becaua the subject merchaodl•
wa1 90ld to Ullftlated purcbuen ill tbe
United States prior to importation and
becaU88 exporter'• ..i.. price9
methodology, ID thOl8 iJLat.aDcel, WU
not otherwt.. Indicated.
For Sluochem Shandong and SICC,
lot conweoience md customs purpoeea.
Our written delalption of tba ecope of
we calculated pwchue price bued o~
this IDffatigaUon la diapolitift.
pecked c.U. pricee from tbe respective
trading companlea to WU'9lated
Separatebtel
cuatomen. We made deduction•, when
ID our pnllmbwy dst!rmlnatlon. w. · appropriate, for fDre1gn Inland freight.
atatad that the 8nal decilian u to
ocean fnight, and marlua lmunmce. We
whether 51.nocbam Sbandang md SI<X:
made deductiom for. trade.
should l'8Clrive compauy...peciBc rm.
dilCOUDL Conalatent wtth the
would depend upaD IUCC&Uful
pNlimlnuy determbaatiaa, ...
verification of the factual ....ttam
continued to uae, u BIA, tbe highest
made~=danta and 111lled upon ID IDlend freqbt amowd ID ~ PRC
the
detmmilult1on.
·· ca1culmd b the dlan'* from r.ct01"7
BUed m our flad.lnp at 'NriflcetiGa.
to port for Sbaudang md SJCx:. The
we ban detarmJnad that Siucv:h9111
IDJmd hight expeal8 WU t:.aed OD 8
Shandcmg ud SB::x: haft demODltreted, quoted truck freight rate amtained In 1
puraumt to tbe. lelt eunrv:tated ID Iba
publk:, 1'=• 1992, cable from tbe U.S.
FtnaJ Detmm1natian of Sal8I at i.embuly ID ·India. See Sum>pte Country
'l"hlD Pair Value: Spuklsl Pram lb.
eactlon Wow.
People'• Republic of Chiu.a. 58 FJl 20588
For DC. ,.. calcWat.ed purchMe
(May •• 1991) ("SpukJlln''l. that they
price hued an pecbd c..1.t prtcea from
are entitled to •paral8 rm-. Un1- a
D'C IO amelatad cuatomers. We
r.pandent ~ mtitJamat to deducted fonign ID.land &.ight, OC8UI
a 18pftle, company-.pedftc rate
freight, muim IDaunDca. dra)'8Ba. otbm'
punuat IO the lelt _..mdated la
expeD1H. and I third party l\U'dWg9. .
Sparklen, we will prmume that tiler en
FonipMarbtVllae
subject to a lingle ralll. (See, e.g.. PlDal
Section 773(c)(1) of the Act proW*
Determination of Sal• at i.- Tban Pair
Value: Certatu Carbon Steel Butt-Wald
that the Department ahaJ..l datarmine
fol'llign m.erbt value uallJ8 facton of · ·
Pipe Plttinp Prom the P9ople'• ··
Republic ofOilna. 57 n 210SI (Mey"
producticm ~ U(1) the
.
merdauldl.. ..
.
from 1 DOD- ·
18, 199Z) C-SUU-weld")). ID tbla
·· ·'

IDY91tigation are clusifiable under
subheadinp 3204.15.10, 3204.15.20,
3204.15.30, 3204.15.35, 3204.15.40,
3204.15.50, 3204.19.30, 3204.19.40 and
· 3204. 19.!50 of tba Harmonized Tariff
Schedule of the United Stal88 (HTSUS).
The HTSUS 1Ubheadinp are provided

mo

m.ubt ecaaomy (""NMI"), and (2) tbe
lubmetkm doee Dot pmnit the
calcalMioa of PMV uains home mubt
prices, third country pricm. ar
conltrudBd Vllue under aectian 773(1)
of the Ad.
In put
Phial
Determination of Sal• at 1Ma 'nlan Pair
Value: CuomH'lated LUI Nuu Prom
the People'• Republic of Olin&, r'Lus
Nuta'1 58 FR 48153 (Septembs 10,
1991), and Sperklen), and indeed ID
candw::ted by the Depatment
bavol'rin8 tbe PRC. the PRC hM be.
-tr.tad U UI NME. In thla cue, Dcme of
tba pmti• to th1a proceed•n1 baa
auggeeted that tba PRC la DO lonpr ID
NM1L Hownw. r.pondenta dalm that
tMlr nw mat.eriala and labor IDputa
uaed ID the production of the IUbject
merchnd•• ere marbt drivm, ud,
thereforw, that the sulfur d199, Including
sulfur ftt dy9e. lnduatry ID tba PRC la
a MOL
The Department baa pnrioualy
Interpreted aection 773(c)(1)(B) of the
Act to mean that FMV om be baaed OD
an NME exporter'• pric• or. com,
dmpite the fact that the country may
otherwiae be cooaidered an NME. if
auflideot market forces are at work (aee
Lu1 Hua and Final Determination of
Sales at Leu TbaD Fair Value:
Olcillatiug Fan.a and c.eiling Fam Prom
the People's Republic of Ciiua, ("Fam")
58 FR 55271 (October 2!5, 1991).
ID the preliminary det.ermiDalioD ID
thia iuftltiptioa, tbe Department mted
the criteria th.al would be uaed for
determining wbetb• a MOI ex1sta ill m
eamomy wliich otherwise is cmuldered
lo be Dcm·marbt: .

cu.<•·•··

..,_.,cue

• For marc:bandlle 1mds ln....uptlaa,
th. . 1111111 be YirluallJ DO FVW . , ,
lnwl¥9lmlll ID -ttma pricel ar lllDDllD.. m
be podumd. F a r • : ltatHequil9d
procluc:tioa of them
dJM, wb8tbs b
export or domestic comumptkm ID tbe lllml·
mubt eamomJ country wauld be a almolt
lmupenble barri• to llndh.a • marbtorieatlld lndmlry.
• 'ne lllduaDJ podudlll tbe merc:baDdlle
- - bat ........ abauldbe cbanc1Sl.l8d
bJ prl.,.. ar carU.cti'IW OWlloS9hlp. n..
DlllJ be~ enterprt.l ID ti.
lndumy but IUhAmtial 1tata OW1181'1hlp
would .-P U.Yil7 IPfmt hdlDg.
mubt-oriatad Industry•
• Mubt-datmDIDecl prlcel mmt be paid
far all llp.Ulcat lnpata. wti.tber iD8t8ria1 ar
1MAHA1t91W, end far a all but lmtplftcwnt
propmtloD ol all tbe lnputa
b
Iba IDtlil ftlm oltbe .......nc11ba ......tl ., Par eampl8, u Input prim
will aat be cme:ldand aaubt~ if
the produc:m9 of tba mscUncl1le uDdlr
~tiOD paJ a ........ prim lar the
Input ar If th• Input "
111e

..,.....'!1.

"'C!

prDchll=-a at pwmD8llt

MOi60ta, lltt.r. la aay atalH9q\dnd
praductiaD ID ti. IDdmtry produdlla tbe
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lDput, the 1bare of atate-nquind produ~
muat be l.DligniflcaDL
lf these conditiom ant not met,
pursuant to 19 CFR 353.52, the foreign
market value will be calculated by uaing
pricea and cost.a from a 1WTOpte
country, in accordance with section
773(c) (3) and (4) of the Act.
The responding trading companies
and factories have submitted
information in support of their MOI
claim. These flrms account for
approximately 35 percent of PRC
production and 30 percent of exports to
the United States during the POL Whllt
the above &.nm have attempted to
provide information in support of their
MOI claim, the PRC govemment lwl
been less than cooperative in this case.
The PRC govemment failed to respond
to the MOI questionnaire when we ftrtt
issued it, and also failed to respond to
our "Mini-section A" questionnaire
which seeks to identify producers. Even
though the' PRC government did
eventually respond to a portion of our
"MOI questionnaire", it did so only
after we made it clear to them that
unless it responded we would not even
consider the MOI claim being made by
the responding companies. We
·
determined that it would not be possible
to adequately evaluate an MOI claim
without full governmant cooperation.
The PRC government's lack of timely
and complete cooperation bu left us
with insufficient information to
..reasonably evaluate the market
orientation of the PRC sulfur dye
industry u a whole. Most important ft
the fact that we have detailed
information on only 35 percent of the
industry which consists solely of
voluntary respondenta. Because the PRC
govemment failed to cooperate in the
beginning of the investigation, we wen
unable to identify and select additional
companies to investigate in order to
have a large and more representative
group of companin with which to
evaluate the entire induatry.
The PRC government bu provided
some information regarding the question
of govemmsnt controlled production, so
called "in-plan" production, ofvat dyes
and some inputa. The PRC government
bu also provided aome information u
to the identity of the other producen.
However, the information submitted in
the government questionnaire respome,
and the information provided at
veri.flcation, ant inadequate regarding all
three elementa of the MOI test. The
specific deficiende1 are: (1) The list of
in-plan producta provided by the PRC
govemment which ahowa that vat dyn
and their inputa are not in-plan is not
time-specific and does not clearly cover

z4 I Monday,
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the POI; (2) the PRC govemment bu not
provided suflldeot data on the extent of
state ownership of the remaining 85
percent of the mllur dye industry; and
(3) the PRC gcmmmient bu not
provided any information on whether
market prices are paid for the inpull of
the supp lien of the 85 percent of the
industry which ls non·retponding. For
all of the above reasons, we determine
that there is an insuffident basia for
finding a MCI in this cue.
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Comment 1 for a complete discussion of
this issue). To value sulfur, we used
published, publicly available
information from the Monthly Statistics
of the Foreign Trade of India (March
1988) u ID the preliminary
determination. We adjusted the factor
values for the POI uaing wholesale price
indices published by the International
Monetary Fund.
To value labor rates, we wed
unskilled and skilled labor rates,
including benefita, obtained &om the
Sunogate Country
U.S. embauy in India, u wu done in
Section 773(c) of the Act requl.rel ~e
the preliminary determination. We
Department to value the facton of
adjusted the unskilled wage rate to
production, to the extent pouible, in
account for the number of hours in en
one or more market economy countri•
Indian work week based on information
that are at a level of economic
contained in the published aource,
development comparable to that of th'
Country Reports on Human Righ~
non-market economy country, and that
Practices for 1990, which wu submitted
are significant producers of comparable to the U.S. Senate Committee on Fon,ign
merchandise. The Department bu
Relations in February 1991.
To calculate FMV, the reported factors
determined that India and Pakistan are
of production were multiplied by the
the most comparable to the PRC in.
terms of overall economic develofmeqt, appropriate Indian values for the
based on per capita gross nationa
various components. With the exception
l'roduct ("GNP"), the national
of DNCB for Tianjin, we added an
distribution of labor, and growth rate ii) amount for the delivery of inputs to l.Qe
per capita GNP. (See memorandum from factory to arrive at a delivered cost of
the Office of Policy to David L. Binder,
materiw. We calculated the truck
dated August 8, 1992.) Because India
freight rate based on June 1992
fulfills the requirementa outlined in the information obtained from the U.S.
statute, India is the preferred sum>gate
embusy in India. Based upon the
·
country for purposes of valuing the
wholesale price indices available. we
factors of production used in produciJlg did not adjust this figure. We calcul~ted
the subject merchandise. We have used
train &eiaht rates based on a December
only Indian surrogate value for purposes 1989 cable from the U.S. embassy in
of the final determination.
India. We adjusted the figures for the
We valued the facton of production
POI using wholesale price indices
in accordance with the hieiarchy for
published by the Intemational Monetary
preferred input values set forth in Butt·
Fund.
Weld. We first used Indian published
We valued factory overhead, SG.lA.
material before resorting to unclassified and profit based upon information
information contained in U.S.
provided by respondenta in their
government cables, or the public cost of November 9, 1992, submission. (See
production questionnaire response of
Comment 1 for a complete discussion of
Atul, a respondent in a companion case this iuue).
We also added, where appropriate, an
involving India, which wu submitted
on the record in this case ("Atul'a
amount for pa~g labor based on the
appropriate Indian skilled and unskilled
response'1.
We calculated FMV hued on facton
wage rates, and an amount for packing
of production reported by the factoriea
materials baaed on Indian prices
which produced the subject
obtained &um the public record of the
merchandise for respondenll. The
concurrent Investigation of sulfur dyes,
facton used to produce sulfur dyu
including sulfur vat dyes, from India. in
include materials, labor, and energy. We order to arrive at a comtructed FMV for
verified the production information of
one metric ton of sulfur dye. (For a
three of the factories which submitted
complete analysis of surrogate values,
information on behalf of ICFC. Sinochem ... our concurrence memorandum
Shandong, and SICC.
dated January 22, 1993.)
To value dinit:rochlorobenzene
Critical
Cln:mmtucee
(''DNCB"), sodium sulphide, and
Petitioner alleged that "critical
sodium hydroxide, we used published,
circumstances" existed with respect to
publicly available information from
Imports of sulfur dyes, Including sulfur
Chemicab Weekly, and also Chemical
vat dyes, from the PRC. Section
Bu.aineu in the cue of sodium
hydroxide, u provided in respondenll'. 735(a)(3) of the Act provides that aitical
circumstances exist when we determine
November 9, 1992, submiuion. (See
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that there la a reuooable bui1 to believe Cumtaq CoaTenicm
imported lnputa. Petitioner claims that
or 111.1pact that:
When calatlating fcnign market
the record ttatet that one lndian 1ulfur
value, we made CUM1ncv coaveniana in black producer producae DNCB for ita
(A)(i) 111. . II I blatary of dumplq In the
Unit.Id Statn ar 1llew b8re of th8 c1UI ar
accordance with 19 CFR 35l.60(a).
aulfurblack production. Petitioner
kind ofmen=bandiM wh.i.cb II th8 au.bject of
submits that the Departmenf1 reliance
V..ulcatioa
on Indian import statiltica i1 proper
the lnv•tiption, ar
(ii) The person~ whom, orb whOM
Punuant to section 776(b) of the Act. becaute they are inhenmtly reliable and
8CCOUDt, the men:li:andile wu Imparted
we verified iniormauon uMd i.a
are hued upon actual prices. Petitioner
knew or 1bould ha,. known thmt the mmon• reaching our fin&! ae1enn.i.aatioa. We
claim1 that respondenta' usertion that
wu •dins the men=handi• which l1 tile
used
itanciard
venlic..auon
proced~
the 1Ubmitted pricet are "actual
mbject of the lnnttipticm at 1eu than itl fair
includmg exammation of 1"91ennt
domestic prices for the inputa" ia
value, and
incorract. Petitioner cont.ends that the
(B) Then haw been mauln lmpartl of the accounting recoro;is anci onginal aowat
documents proVJaea iJy 1"81pondenll.
publicatiooa submitted on the recorci by
clau ar kind of men:h1Ddil8 which II the
mbject of the lDveatiptioa over a relatively
lat..aed P·- Com.meats
reapondenta refute any contention that
abort period.
- •;,
th... price• are "actual
and that
the pricet are not actual
u.se they
Comment J
Regarding critmion (A){il) above, we
Retpondenll llate that the
are not llrm quote1. Petitioner useru
normally mnaidft margin• of 25 perceDt
Depanment ahould uae the PI provided that the publlcatiooa note that, with
or more iD the cue of pwcbue price
reapect to DNCB. the prices are without
compariaona, and 15 perceDt or more in in respondents' November 9, 1992,
aub
c.)
th fa
f
tax and excise, which is not
the cue •f exporter salae price
minion IUT va uing e cton
inaubatantial in India. Petitioner
compariaom, IUffldent to impute
production in a sum>gate economy.
Specifically. reapondentJ argue that the estimates that tax and excise can equal
knowledge of dumping under aection
Department should use the intemal
40 percent or more of the sale1 price.
735(a)(3)(A)(li) of the Act.
price• in India. the surrogate country of Petitioner atatee that respondents
Punuant to 19 CFR 353.l&<n, we
should have submitted updated import
generally con1ider the following facton first choice, for DNCB, sodium
hydroxide, sodium sulfide and many of statistics or an alternative inflation
in determining whether importl have
been mas1ive over a abort period of
the other raw material ~b~~ used to
factor rather than now complain about
produce the aub;eQ me
dil8.
the inflation factor used in the
time: (1) The volume and value of the
importl; (2) 18810Dal trenda {if
Retpondenta avow that linat neither of preliminary determination.
the Chinese sulfur black producen use
Regarding profit and factory overhead,
applicable); and (3' the there of
domestic consumption accounted for by imported lnputJ, the Department should petitioner 1ubmit1 that in the
import1.
not rely on Import statiatica to value the preliminary determination, the
Regarding (A) above, the margin•
factors of production in this cue.
Department relied upon a previoua
found for Sinochem Sbandong, SIC:.
Regarding DNCB. respoodeota state that i.aveatigatioa of the Indian chemic.ala
and ICFC are all over 25 percent, and
the Department should not use the
lndustry which ia more reliable than
accordingly, we can impute knowledge. inflated German import value that wu
publications with respect to the
Regarding (Bl above, for Sinochem
used In the preliminary determination.
cheniicala and pharmaceutical
Sbandong. ita imports inaaaled by over Reapoadenli alao 1tate that, aince
industriea u suggested by respondents.
15 percmt betW88D the period
neither Chinese nor Indian 1ulfur black
Regarding electricity, water, and coal,
November 1, 1991throughMarch31,
producen use imported DNCB for
petitioner ttataa that respondents
1992 and the period April 1 through
production, neither should the
incorrectly uaert that the amount.I for
Auguat 31, 1992 ("the compariaon
· Department use imported figu.rea. On
these ltema are already included in the
perioda"), and thu.a have inaeased
these bue1. re1poacienta urge the
factory overhead of the one producer in
massively. For SICX:. ill imports
Department to use the domestic coat of
the 1wropte country. Petitioner argues
inaeued by leu than 15 percent
DNCB ID India, or tile price of DNCB in
that respondents cannot make such
between the compariaon periods, and
Ciiaa, to reflect the true coat of DNCB.
overbroad claima regarding the practice
thus have not increased mauively. For
Reprdiag 1odium hydroxide,
in India baaed upon one producer.
ICFC, becaUM ICFC did not pravide the
reapoadeall alao argue that the
DOC Podlon
monthly shipment information
Department should use the PI aubmitted
requested in the questionnahe, we find
by 181poadeall in ita November 9, 1992,
Ia our preliminary determination we
that ita lmpom are ma•hre bued on
aubmiuion.
·
relied OD data obtained &om the
BIA.
Resuding overhead .....pondenta
following toun:iu: (1) India.a import
Ia aa:ordanc:e with Mdfon 735(aK3)
claim that the Department double
llatistica, (2) ID OEC> report, and (3)
of the As;t, we determiae that aitical
counted eoargy and dieaal fuel baaed
cabl• &om the U.S. embauiea in India
drcumatancet exist with retped to
upon the Item.a included at Atul '1
and Plldataa. Ia accordance with our
import.I &om Si.aochem Shaadong and
factory OV9rbead. Retpoodeall argue
recently enunciated practice we invited
ICFC, and that aitical drcumltancee do that we should uae the overhead ral8
Interested pa.rtiea to submit Pl in a
not exbt with reapect to imports &om
they calculated baaed on Atul '1
timely fulUan. (A8 DAS Sailar
SICC. With l'9lped to the &nm covered ~·.
memorandum elated September 10,
by the "All Other'' nta. becaute that
~ aelllq. aeaeral and
1992). Rnpoad•n•a• coumel submitted
dumpiDIJ margin ii 1nffid•nt to impute
administrative expamea ("sc.A"),
auchinfmmatioa for moat factor inputs
knowledge of dumping. and because we respondatl argue that we ahauld uae
and also submittad the public version of
have detennined that lmportl of aulfur
the rate they calculated hued on Atul'1 the COP questiamuaire raspome
dyes, including sulfur Tat d,.., have
reapome.
· submitted by an IadiaD producer in the
P.Utioaer llatae that there 11 nothing
companioa CU8 involrin& Indian 1ulfur
been muaiV'8
a relattnly shart
time for at leut two 8nm. W9 detmmine in the reamf wbJcb mpporil
'dya ~enta' PI mn•Qd of
that aitical dn:wmtaaC81 alao mat fur respoadenb' ltatement th.at IDd1u.
. Jnbmatiaa from the lallowiat 1ourrw·
"all other" ftrma.
sulfur dye producen do not use
·
(t) 1bree Indian chemical buaineu

e:·
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19 U.S.C. 1677b{Q are met. Specifically,
petJUoner notes that KFC purchases
Nlfur dyes frcim the exporter/asent and
not frcim the manufacturer or producer
and, thenfore, does not aatisfy the first
aiterion of section 1677b(0.
Petitioner ltltes that the second
criterion of the 1tatute, which requlrn
a lack of knowledge by the producer or
manufacturer of "the country" to which
the 1"8181Jer Intends to export the
merchandise, bu not been met. as
Wuhan, the PRC producer, bu admitted
Ill knowledge of the country to which
JCFC. the Hong ICong re&eller, intended
to export the merchandise, i.e., Hong
Kong. Petitioner concludes, based on
the statutory luguage, "such country
shall be treated, for pwpoaea of this
MClion, u the country from wltich the
merchaadi.e wu exported," that the
intermediate country will be considered
the country of exportation and FMV
determined on that basis. Thwi. the
country referred to in the second
criterion or the statute is the same one
referred to In the concluding passage
(I.e., the intermediate country), not the
United States.
Thus. petitioner argues that in this
cue, the second statutory criterion
requires that Wuhan, u the PRC
muufacturer or producer. be unaware
that the reHll•r, KFC, intended to
export the merchandise frcim the PRC to
the alleged intermediate country, Hong
Kong. Petitioner claims that Wuhan had
knowledge of KFC'1 intent to export the
merchud.lae to Hoag Kong and thus, u
-the llCDDd aiterion of the statute is not
aatilfled by Wuhan, the statute requires
the Department to treat the PRC, not
CommenlJ
Hong Kong. u the country o(
Petitioner stat• that ICFC"1 sal• In
exportation.
Hong Kong cannot be med u a be1i1 f'or
P8lftloner states that for an
FMV u the criteria In 19 U.S.C. 1877b(f) Intermediate country to be treated as the
have not been met. Aa:ording to
country from which the merchandise
petitioner, 19
t&77b(Q
wu exported, both the statute and
that, only under specifically dellned
regulations requlrt that the merchandise
c:ircumatances may an intermediate
"eater the commerce of such country."
country be considered the "COUDtry
Howwer, petitioner dailna that ICFC'1
from which the merchandi• la
aulfur dyel do not enter the commerce
~d~ts'PI.
exported" and foreign oiarbt value ·
o( Hong Kong. ·Petitioner contends that
Reguding fadory overhead,
baled on the price ID the Intermediate
the terms "enters the commerce of such
respondents submitted an Indian
country'" In 19 U.S.C. t677b(f)(4) and
country. P9tftfoner allo aottt that the
pem.ment study contllning data
"at.en the commerce or the
Department'• regulatfona spedflcally
relevant to cmtrb•d calculatlcma.
HOWftW, respondents calculated 1 8xed provide ID 19 aR 353.48(c) that when intermediate country'" ID 19 CPR
353.f7(c) require that the mercbandile
Oftfheed ratio or 8.58 percent hued
mercbandl• la tnnahfppecl through •
under coatldention be sold or offered
90lely on depredation expen18t. Our
third country, the Sec:ret.ary may not,
for CODIWDption in the intermediate
review or the study revealed that there
except under aR 353.47, calculate
wu detailed Information on l'8'P8in and foreign marbt value bued oa the price country. Petitioner claim• that sinco the
maint8DIDce, two categariea o(npeDl8I et which the merchandl• ii sold ID the ltatutOl'J ud regulatory aiteria have
that are traditionally considered to be
not beta met in the inttant
"country or tranahlpmen~ ..
inftstiption, Hong Kong cannot be
overhead expen981. Moreovv, the study Accordingly, petitfoaer argu• that,
considered "the country from which the
contained Information on energy cmtt,
under the statutory ud regulatory
merchandise WU exported,. instead, it
which, U Included with the othar
lcbeme, an intermediate country Is
la merely a country o(transshipmanL
considered 1 ..country of
axpemet, yielda m overhead nte of
19.13 peramt ofmattrialt ud labar. We truw.hlpmeat'" punuant ta 19 CP1t
Petitioner cJalms that th!a la • cluaic
note that tbe public COil of production
353.f&(cJ uni., the atatutory criteria of cue af tnnuhipment when the

publlcationa, md (2) UI Indian
government study.
Jn aa:ordance With our hierarchy of
preferred surrogate fador ftlue 10u:rat1
articulated in Butt Weld. we have UMd
:respondents' PI for inputs which w. .
Dot ftlued uaing Pl in the prellminuy
determinaUon. Ho'W8V81', far 10me
inputa, we have both Indian import
staUstics (which were used in the
preliminary determiaation) and
respondents' PI. Thut, we mutt decidf
which IOUJ'C8 of Pl 11 preferable.
Respondents' data are more current tbaD
the Import statiaticl Ul8d in the
preliminary determination. In addition.
we have observed that the avenge
Indian import value rm certain material
inputs can ftl'J', IOIDetim81
.
ligniflcantly, hued on the COUDtry of
origin, or the
of the ahipment.
and lfbued on a
et category, the
type of mercbandi.e. Thia indicate1 that
the Import statistics may be •n•itive ta
dift'erenan in quality, technical
speciftcatioa1, and quantity. In thia
CBl8, the industry publication• in the ·
1UmJ81te country have the advantage of
being immune from at leut 10me of
these difficulties. MCJl'80ft!',
respondents have provided u1 with two
IOW'C8S of data with approximately
.
comparable prices leading ua to
question the Import statlatla ID th11
cue. Accordingly, we have uaed
respondents• Pl to ftlue material co•
Concaming petitioner's UJUmentl
about tam, the record of thia cue 11 not
disposltlve regarding whether my W.
are, or should be paid, the manner ID
which they woulcl be paid, or how tueh
payment should be lncorponted Into ·
the factor values used. Moreover, the
llc:t that a publication fuues 1
disclaimer regarding the prices
published therein does not invalidate
those pricea u 1 reacmable buomet.r
of mark.et conditions. Rather, such
disclaimers semt merely to protect the
publication from llabililJ. ACcordfngly.
we have used the valu• u reported in

quan.!!t

responte of Atul, u Indian produc:m of
the tubjed merchandil8, reveala a
timJlar overhead rate, lncluaive of ·
energy, of 18.55 pen:ent of materiala ud
labor. The recalculated rate of 19.13
percant la preferable became lt la more
current, clearly ldenli&e1 the txpen181
Included, and ls limilar to the rata
calculated for a known producer of the
sub)ect mercband.lae ID Iodia. Hence, we
determined that the recalculated rate or
19.13 percent overhead rate la the most
appropriate choice for the flnal
determination.
Regarding selllng. general and
administrative expeD181 (SCAA),
19Spondentl calculated a 5CaA rate o(
13.95 percent of cost of manufacture
hued on Atul's re1poD18. However, thia
calculation Involves only general
expenses and lgnont1 selllng txpenl81.
We recalculated the SGaA rate to
include selling expeme1, which yielded
a rate of 24.14 percenl Tbe recalculated
rate ls preferable because it la more
cum1nt thUI the figuni used in the
preliminary determination and la bued
on the experience of 1 known producer
of the subject merchandlaa ID a
IWT08•te country. Moreover. neither the
24.13 recalculated rate nor the rate UMd
in the preliminuy detenDination la PL
Hence, we used the recalculated rate for
the &nal determination.
Finally, reaardiog profit. u with
SCAA, we relied on Atul'1 1"81pome.
However, we recalculated rapondenta'
calculations because respondents used
net, rather than gl'Oll, profiL The
recalculated profit rate of 8.87 wu
greater than the statutory miDlmum.

u.s.c.
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merchandise exported to the United
In
after it is purchuad from
States wu not even warehoused In
the
ese ~roducer and imported into
Hong Jeong. Rather, the goods went
Hong Jeong. Respondanll contend that
placed on a truck at the PRC warehouse the sulfur dya1 are subtequantly
and shipped directly to the port In Hong· exported to the United Stat•.
Respondents dte numerous casn in
ICong for shipment to the United States.
which the Department con1idered the
Petitioner argues that at the point of
reseller pgrviaion where the re•llar is
exportation &om the PRC the
located inihe intermediate country, not ·
merchandise was destined for the
the boma market. Respondents state that
United States. The merchandise,
the petitioner'• drcumvention argument
therefore. never entered the commerce
is without merit u KFC's exports &om
of Hong Jeong; rather, the merchandise
Hong Jeong are presently subject, to
was merely transshipped though Hong
estimated duty depoeita, and ll 1
Kong.
Respondents claim that the
dumping order is issued. ICFC would be
Department verified that KFC meets all
involved in any adminlstntive review.
of the statutory requirements of the
Respondents refute petitioner'•
intermediate country proviaion.
argum~nt that the PRC producer sells to
Specifically, respondents state that: (1)
the middleman (I.e. the exporter and/or
KFC. a Hong Jeong re•llar, purchaset
agent) because ICFC la the only party
the merchandise, &om the manufacturer that takes title to the merchandiM. not
· -or producer of the merchandise in the
the exporter, nor the agent. Finally,
PRC; (2) the producer, the exporter of
respondents state that petitioner
the merchandise, and KFC'1 agent in
intentionally misconstrued the statutory
Chine do not lcnow (at the time of the
language so H to write the intermediate
sale to ICFC) the country to which KFC
country reseller proviaion out of the
intends to export the merchandise (e.g., statute or in the alternative, to attempt
United States); (3) ICFC exports sulfur
to confuse the Department so that it will
black dye to countriaa other than the
find that KFC does not meet this
United Stataa; (4) ICFC'• aulfur black
provision.
Respondents state that it makes sanH
enters the commerce of Hong Jeong, but
· 'is not substantially transformed in Hong to interpret the statute u Congrau
intended it to be interpreted as the
Kong; and (5) ICFC'1 sulfur black is
Department bu done in the past.
subsequently exported to the United
Respondents state that when the statute
States. As such, respondents claim that
is examined, it is clear that the term
ICFC should be considered an
"such country" refwrs to the
mtennadiata country reseller pursuant
intermediate country, but the term "the
to the Act. Respondents state that KFC,
country" or "a country" refwn to the
not the PRC producer or exporter, sells
countries to which tha reseller in the
the sulfur black dye and sets the prim
to the United Stataa and i1 the source of intermediate country intends to export.
·any dumping. Respondents state that
Respondents state that Congress passed
the intermediate country reseller
since KFC has the sala1 organization,
provision to cover the situation where
the relationship• with customers, and
sells &om inventory out of ill
the 1'818ller in the Intermediate country
warehouses, the Chinese parties (i.e..
is the source of the dumping because
producers. exporters and the agent) do
the reseller, not the companies in the
not and cannot know the ultimate
home market. lcnow1 where the
destination of the merchandise at the
merchandise is being export~.
time of sale to ICFC.
DOC Position
Respondents state that when ICFC
We agree with petitioner that ICFC's
imports sulfur dye into Hong ICong,
pursuant to Hong Kong law, it must file · exports to the United Stata1 do not enter
the commerce of Hong Jeong and, as
an import declaration and items
such. ICFC does not qualify under
destined for transshipment are not
section 733(0(4) the Act. We treated
required to be declared. Respondents
KFC u an intermediate country reseller
state that when ICFC fila1 an import
declaration with the Hong Jeong
under 773(0 int!:Jrellminary
on ICFC'a
government. it "enters" the sulfur black determination
into the commerce of Hong Jeong.
characterization of thaea salaa in its
Rasponi:fents claim that the sulfur dya1
questionnaire response which appeared
could be sold in Hong ICong, and soma
to satisfy the &ve requirements of
of the sulfur dyes. in fact. ware sold in
section 773(Q of the Act. We
HonglCong.
determined, in fwct. that the method of
Respondents state that tha sulfur dyes sale and distribution for ICFC's Al• to
KFC sells to the United States are also
the United Statn is more eccuntely
exported to countria1 other than the
dasaibad u tramahipmenL
United StateL Respondanll claim that
At verification we learned that KFC's
KFC does not altar the sulfur black dye
characterization of this information in

Its quutionnaire response wu not
entirely accurate. Specifically, the
following things beCame clear: (1)
CUstomars In both Hong Jeong and the
United Statn pwchue dyes produced
in different PRC factories; (2) the one
Hong ICong cwtomar of J(FC purchased
dye &om a different PRC fadory than
the United States customer: (3) all
merchandise, exported to the United
Stalal wu shipped &om the PRC factory
to ICFC"s rented warehouse in Sheozan,
PRC; (4) all merchandise sold in Hong
ICong wu shipped &om a different PRC
factory, throtJ8h the Sheozen
warehouse, to 1CFC Ho~!i°ng
warehouse; (5) the me
dise bound
for sale in Hong Jeong wu sold &om
inventory &om ICFC'1 Hong Kong
warehouse; and (6) the merchandise
bound for the United Stataa was put on
a truck in J(FC'1 ranted warehouse in
Shanzen and trucked through Hong
Jeong directly to the port for shipment.
Thus, &om verification. we determined
that the marchaodiH exported to the
United States was shipped from the
factory in the PRC to a warehouse in the
PRC where it wu, eventually, reloaded
on a truck and drivan directly to the
port in Hong Kong for shipment to the
United States. The above pettam of sale
and distribution la most accurately
characterized u transshipment.
Counsel for respondents argues that
there ls a "contingency of diversion"
into the commerce of Hong Kong for the
merchandiae exported to the United
States baaed on the fact that KFC 6les
a document with Hong ICong Customs
which would allow 1CFC to sail this
merchandise in Hong Kong if it wanted
to. Counsel stataa that there is a separate
Hong ICong cmtoma document for
transshipment which ICFC could use if
they were merely transshipping.
However, verification cfaarly showed
that ICFC's exports to the United States
were transshipped through Hong Kong.
The fact the KFC 8181 a cmtoma
document which would allow it to sell
the merchandise in Hong Jeong is not, in
and of itself. llUflident evidence that
this merchandise entered the commerce
of Hong ICong. ID 1 1"8C8Dt case,
Preliminary Determination of Sal• at
Lass Than Fair Value: Ferroailicon From
ICazakhstan. 58 FR 79 Uanuary 4, 1993),
we relied partially on the fact that
marchandiaa entered a bonded
warehouse u evidence the merchandise
did not enter the commerce of that
country. However. the fact that KFC
does not store the aulfur dyes which are
bound for export to the United States in
a bonded warehouse in Hong Kong does
not.!fu:!,'811 demonstrate that the
ma
d1le enters the commerce of
Hong Kong. We must examine all of the
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wheth.r merchandile mtan tbe
commerce of a couatr)'. ID dUa cue,
ICFCa alea to tb9 Uniled Statea ...
cleuly tnnuhipmmta whida do DOt
IDW the CQID!!WCl9 of Halla JC-a. and
u aucb. do DOt merit coula..uon
under -=tiOD 773(f) of U. Ad.

Accmd.iDg)y1 we do Dal rMCh .
petitioner'• UJIUID81ltl resudmg . .
interpretation of lectiou 773(0 of the
Act or ICFC'a Miu in Hema~
CommentJ

Respondents state that all &icw. were
verified at Wuhan and although 1ame
reported f'acton dilfared Crom the
emouut verified. the diff'eraucea were
minor In most cues and 1dequataly
lained.
ard.iDg Wuhan. petitioner requeata
th
e Dapartmanl ignore the facion
production reported by rupoadenta and
uae BIA or the facton verified and
IUDUIWizad el page sev8D of the
veriflcatiou report. Petitioner augesta that the Department reaort to BIA !or the
input !act.on
akilled and na1killed
packing labor u these itama were not
verified.
,Petitfoner notea 1 disaepancy
between the amount KFC reports u
Wuhan-produced sulfur dyea and the
amount Wuhan reported produced
during the POL Petitioner concludes
that 1ame of the U.S. alea consist of
sulfur dyes produced by factoriea other
than Wuhan. Petitioner c1ai.ma that it ia
significant that DO iDvoicaa from Wuhan
ware produced al vetiflcation by either .
KFC. the asent. or the exporter.
Petitioner states that ICFC cannot
demonstrate to the Department that the
merchaadiy it IOld to the United Slltee
wu, in fact, produced by w~
Finally, petitioner ellegea that the
Wll'81olved conflict between the
emounta reported by Wuhan ad tbet
sold to the United Stat• toptlMtr with
the Deputmant'1 inlbility to vedfy tbat
the dyea uported to tbe United St.alee
were produced by Wubu abould renlt
in the Department'a rBIOrt to BIA.
Petitioner urges the Depeitmeat to r.;.ct
JCFC'a oral repre.atatiom and ue the
rate in the petition u BIA far tbe 8D&l
detenniDatiaa.

or

ror

DOCPoation

We diMgiw with petitioD&r. tbe
VeriflcatiOD Nparl ipella out the

JDUtabe in the iPbmatiGD aubmitt8d
by Wuhan which wve DOtecl ll
verification. The noted mJataba. wha
taken together, did not repreemt a
vm&atioo failure merittna the ma al

BIA. a.ther. w. hn• Wlaw9cl av
practice of cmnc:lillg enan bmd Ill
'Ndficatkm
tho. eaan . .
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not campnibemive aar do tbeJ abiblt · DOC Position
a l)'llematic milltatmumt of feel. 'l'bul.
We . . - with n11pODdenta. Al the
we med tbe iDfonnaUoo in Wuba'1
· preliminary detarminaUaa we Ul8d th41!
cpatiowire recpoD• anec:tecl far
50 kg. value becaUM TiaajiD'a
emm DOtecl at nriflcatioa.
queatioanaire retpome wu unclear 11
to whether lt uaed 25 or 50 kg. drums.
Comment 4
Al verillc:aticm we d8termlned that
TlanjlD did me 25 kg. druma.
R.eapcmdenta state that the
Department lhould treat Sl.Dochem
Comment1
Shandcmg'1 claimed commlufoa u a
R.espcmdeata argue \bat the
commiu1oa rather than u a di1COUDt u
Department.
LD ill lnstnJcliou to U.S.
wu done In the preliminary
Cuatoma.
ahouJd
Dot explicitly U,mit th9'.
determination. R.eepondenta state that It
1pplicalioD of the margin cak:uleted for
provided documentation et vari&aticm
1 given uportm (e.g., SICC) eolely to
1Upporting the fad that the 1mowat
export tnmactiona mvolviDB thJt
claimed la • commluion. Reapcmdenta
export• end its supplying factory (e.,.,
clalm that lta aaatomer calla the amount Handm).
a diacount beca\118 lt la advant-seoua
Petitioner ltates that, uawni.q a low
for the cuatomer to do 10.
margin for JCFC compared to the othlr
exportara, the factori• would sell to tM
DOC Position
United Stat.. through JCFC rather than
thorough exporters having relatively
We disagree with respondent.. A
higher dumping margins. thua
com.million is a peyment to a aelea
circumventing an antidwnpiQs duty
rep"'98Dlltive for enpglng iD sales
order. Funher. petitioner 1tat• that
activity on behel!ofthe 1ellm". A
because ICFC wu unable to aubmit
dillCOUDt Is a reduction in price to 1
invoiCM from the factori•. the
customer. That customer may well turn
Deputment could Dot verify that~
around and re1ell the merchandbe~
merchandise actuelly sold to the Unit8d
however, 1uch male would not change
Stat• was the same as that repm1~ by
the di1COunt l.Dto 1 commJulon. The
ICFC.
entity that received this payment wu a
cuatomer-not 1 sa.lesmao-who
DOC Position
1UbsequentJy resold the merchandise.
We disagree with respandanu. TM
Accordingly, we determine that thia
LTFV margins far specific exporters,
payment la properly treated u a
who qualified for Hparate rates in tbis
diSCOUDL
case, are calculated hued upon two
factors: (1} FMV based OD the factors qf
Comments
production of the PRC factory which
Respondents request that the
1Upplied the specific exporter, valued bl
Department of&et the cost of JWW
a aurrogeta country, and (2) USP baled
materiala by the NV9Due eamed OD the
OD the apecific exporl•'a pricee to
ale ol sodium thlosu.lfate by the PRC
umelated cu.stomera lD the United
r.ctosy durins the POL
States.
cak:Wated uaiDg
th. . two
would only be
DOC Position
repnaentatJn of traDMctiom lDTolvil:ag
theae two puti• and an only to be
We have not granted thJ1 1djuatmanL
applied to importa of the listed
Respondenta ban Dot adequately
menufacturu or prodUCB' wlaich ...
demomtnted how the production and
ale ol IOdlum thioaulfate does, or could exported by the u.ted exporter.
UlJ traDlediOD coveriDa otber
be Ul8d ta. otflet the materiel coat
producen or other exporters would be
repcmed !or production the lllhlec:t
covered by the "all others" nte.
merr:hepdl•. ID &DJ event, only the
quantity o!maferi&l lnputa uaed to
Comments
produce the auhjed. marchandile ia
Petitioner submita that tM musLn far
relnaat uud81 tbe Act'• fectma
KFC will exceed 25 percent md,
methodolollJ. not au NME producm'a
following ill edminiatrativ• pracdce, the
costa or ailepd. ofl'Mta.
Department muat lmput9 Jmowledae al
dumpln9 by tbe lmpalW9 panumt to
Comment•
aec::llcm 773(e)(1J(a)(U) ol lbe Ad .S
R.pcmdmta requ..a tbat. liDa tbe
determim thet criUcal dlcwDatnal
Deputment V8liJled that TlaDjbl ~ 2$ exiat . . JCFC.
R.espaadmta ..... tMl the
~ dnlma far pri1ng. the D&patmaat
valm dnum et cmHa1.f of tbe pubUc . Depertmaat b.a vms.d that ..ui..
pric:Hepart.cl bJ Abal. the lndlm
· SICX:: nar 5'md-em m..n.t.....a .......

Ani.::sm

na--..

or

respcmdmt ......... hldlaD druma

awsoq.

were mwiM dar-the JMldticm wu
filed. .
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DOC Position
We qrw with petitioner. See the
Critical ClrcwmtaDcel Mdion of thi9
notice.

Comment I
Petitioner states that the summary of
the January 4, 1983, verification report
raprdins market ratel and It.ate control
makes clear that these iuues have been
discussed previously with PRC ofBda.ls.
Petition• ueerts that the documenta
submitted during verification do not
fully comply with the requests of the
Department to aubstantiate the market
and •puate rate c1aima and, th818fore,
respondenta' claim for aeparate rates
and utilization of Chineae market priC8I
should be rejected.
.
Ra1poudenta state that the
Department should UM actual Clln...
costs to calculate coeta in thi1 caH
because the Clln... savemment for the
first time baa placed documentary
evidence on the record of this
investigation that the product aubject_to
investigation and the raw material
inputs are not aubject to any ltatemandated prices under the mandatory
or the gW.dance plan.
Raspondents state that the prices for
the product subject to investigation and
all the chemical inputs are &eely set by
the producers baaed on supply and
demand in the Oiine1e marbL
Respondents It.ate that there i1 virtually
no government involvement in setting
prices or amounta to be produced, the
sulfur dyes industry ii characterized by
collective ownership. and market·
determined pricea an paid for all
significant inputs and for an all but
insignificant proportion of all the inputa
accounting for the total value of sulfur
blaclr.. Raspondenta also state that the ·
Department verified that market priCH
were paid for all inputs and there wu
no state-required production for the
inputs. Regarding labor, 18Spondenta
state the factories are able to hire and
6nt workers hued on the compani•'
needs and their workers' perfonnanCH.
DOC Position

We disagree with respondenta. See
the Separat8 ht• and Foreip Marbl
Value sections of this notiC9.

Commenrio
In determining the extent of llaterequired production in the input
induatries, reapondenta It.ate that coal.
electricity and foreign inland freisht
should not be included. Respondenta
claim that the Departmmt lhould
exclude coal, electridty and freisbt
because th81e inputa rep1'9Mllt u ·
insignificant proportion of the total. · .
value according to the preliminary

determination. Respondents further
state that, ahould the Department
determiu that marbt prices can be
uaed, then the Cbln... market price1 for
coal. electridty and hight rates should
be uaed to c:alculate the Oiine1e COltl of
production.

d.ilaepand• permeating TianJin'•
reported date requ.lrel the rejection of
the retponM and the u• of BIA u a
bui1 of det~ FMV.
Raga.rding labor, respondenta ltat1t
that Tianjin did not provide new labor
factors at vwri8cation. Relpoodenta state
that the Department'• verifier wu
DOC Position
provided with an exhibit which showed
Thia iuu• ii moot because we
three calculation erron that had been
rejected the MCI claim for other
made iD the September 8, 1992,
reason1. See the Fareip Market Value
nt1ponH. Respondentl state that the
Mctioo of thi1 notice.
only difference between the exhibit and
the September submiuion were due to
Comment ff
clerical calculation errors. Respondents
Petitioner contenda that the laln
request that the Department UM the
·dates reported by Slnochem SbandoDI
labor hours so calculated by the
are lncorrec:t ad the Department should Department at veri&cation in the final
uae u BIA the rate provided lo the
determination. ·
petition u the _lales reported are not
Respondenta state that when
within the POI.
petitioner quotes from the Tianjin
Respondeota submit that the terma of verification report that "TI>F bu
Sinochem Sbandong'1 contract are not
understated COltl for all raw material
Mt until the mercbandlae i1 actually
inputs," the petitioner ii referring to the .
&hipped. Re1pondenta request that, u
market prices of the inputa. not the
reported, the Department use the
factors of production. Respondents also
shipment date u the date of sale in the
state that the factors provided by Tianjin
final determination.
ware identical to the infonnation
provided in TianjiD's books and records.
DOC Position
Therefore, respondents request that the
We agree with respondents. We
Department accept the raw material
examined respondenta' date of sale
input data supplied by the J1!Spondents.
methodology at verification and
Respondeota state that petitioner
determined that it wu reasonable.
claims, without basis, that the verifier
could not perform a completeneu teat
Comment 22
because respondenta' November 9, 1992.
Petitioner contenda that the
submission wu untimely. RespoDd!tDtl
Department should reject Tianjin's
submit that there is no statement by the
n11ponse and use BIA for the factors of
verifier that indicated that the
production determination u the
November submission wu untimely or
veri&cation report is ntplete with
resulted in the verifier being precluded
discrepand• that taint the entire
from doing a completeneu tell.
submission. Petitioner claims that
Respondenta requelt that the
respondents' eleventh hour disclosure
Department Ul8 the data reported in the
of the true nature of the transactions
November submission in the Bnal
mulled in the lack of any pouibility of determination.
reviewing Tlanjin'11e1pon1e for
DOC Position
completeDH1. Petitioner submits that
there were 1ubatantlal discrepancin in
We disagree with petitioner. The
Tianjin'• submitted information
verification report spelb out the
including four difrerent calculatiom in
mistakes in the information submitted
its labor boun, wtth the lut version
by Tianjin which were notad at
submitted at verification with amounll
verification. The noted millakea. when
subltalltially below those reported in
taken together, do not reprnent a
the three prior submillion1. Petitioner
verification failunt meriting the Ul8 of
atat• that the Department should reject BIA. Rather, we have followed our
u untimely ita suomiuion at
practice of correcting enon found at
verification reprdlng labor houn. In
veri5cation u long u thOR enors are
addition. petitioner atates that the ·
not comprehensive or exhibit a
Department wu unable to verify the
systematic miut.atement of fact. Thua,
division of the workers between
we Uled the information in Tianjin'•
productionlpeckins and skilled/
questionnaire respome corrected for
Wllkilled and, therefore, the submilllion anon noted at verification. .
at verification could not be
CommentJ3
subllantiated. Ftnally, petitioner stat8s
Reprding SIC:, petitioner llatel that
that the inability of the Department to
conduct a completeneu test reprdina . the Department wu unable to verify the
Tiajin (and the failure to verify any
Nported marine iDSuranc:e for
respcmdenll' U.S. ..i... Petitioner states
date of the reseller) and the
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DOC Po.Jtion
. that the formula requ81ted to
demomtrate how the muine lmunnce
Thia l11Ue la moot becauae we havw
premium tchedule would result in the
used a factory CM1rbead rate that
marina bmumce expense NpOrted wu includes an amount for water. Hence,
never provided et verification.
· we do not need to value water
Petitioner suggesta that u the
•parately.
reapcmdenta bave lailed to provide the
Comment16
requested information, the Department
should rasort to BIA for the marine
Petitioner argu• that because the
insurance on respondenta' U.S. aale1.
Department did not verify certain
information at the Jinan f.ctory, an
R&lpondenta state that at verification
input supplier, the Department should
of SICC'a producer. SICC provided a
draw adverse inferencee about factor
marine inlUl'Ulce premium ICbedule
value information related to Jinan.
which includes the formula for marine
Raspoodenta state that to infv that
in1U1SDce premiuma. Rnpoodenta note
Tianjin
abould be penalized becaUle the
that the imuraoce premium• reported
Department did not verify additional
wen1 estimatea 1ligbtly higher than the
partiff, such u Jinan, la unwarranted.
formula in the schedule. Raspondenta
Rnpondenta argue that for the
request that, aioce the formula wu
petitioner to uk the Department to UM
provided, the Department uae the
BIA
because each item wu not
formula for SICC marine inlUJ'Ulce for
examined to the petitioner'• aati1faction
the final determination or u• the
ia absurd. Ralpondeota request that the
average marine insuraDce u verified at
Department di1regard petitioner'•
Sioochem Shaodoog.
inaccurate and untrue argumenta.
DOC Position

DOC Position

We agree with petitioners. Uolib the
types of errors noted at verification
diacuaaed in com.manta 3 and 12, tbia
wu an error where information
requested wu not provided. Thus. thi1
charge could not be verified. Al. BIA we
have uaed the biaher of the eltimated
amounta reported in the questionnaire
responae or the allepd amounta
respoodeota indicated.

We agree with respondents. Given the
time and 1"810UJ"Cll coostraiDts in an AD
cue involving an NME where a MOI
claim la being evaluated, we muat limit
the number of 1uppliera, and supplier'•
suppliers, we vi1it during verification.
Accordingly, no adverse inferences are
warranted.

Comment14

Petitioner states that the Department
should aubstitute the verified marine
insurance and freight for the estimated
amounts reported in Sinochem
Shandong'a respoDM.
Raspooaenta agree with petitioner but
suggest that the Department UM the
average verified marine iolU.rance and
freight.

Petitioner states that the sales dates
reported by SICC are incorrect, and the
Department should use u BIA the rate
provided in the petition u the reported
U.S. aalea are not within the POI.
Re1poodeots state that the date of sale
reported by SICC wu the abipmant date
became the contract did not &x both
price and quantity at the contract date.
Reapoodenta 1ubmit that additional
information wu provided at verification
to support the claim that the abipment
date wu the earliest date at which both
quantity and price were &xed. Al. such,
respondents request that the Department
use the. lhipmeot date u the date of sale
u reported.

DOC Position
We agree with respondents. At
verification we examined respoodeota'
date of aale methodology and
determined that it wu 1'8UODable.

Comment IS
Regarding Haodan. petitioner ltatel
that the comtct amount for water par
metric ton of sulfur black noted in the
verification report should be used.

Comment 11

DOC Position
We agree with petitioner.
CoDtiaaaticm ots...,...a•oa of
Liquidaticm
In ac:cordaoce with Nction 733(d) of
the Act. we are clirecting the Customs
Service to continue to auapend
liquidation of all eotrie1 of sulfur dyes,
including sulfur vat dyes. from the PRC.
u dellned in the ..Scope of
IDV9Sligation" aectioo of thi1 notice, that
are entmid, or withdrawn from
wanhoUle, for CODIWDpdon on or after
the date of publication of tbi1 notice lD
the Federal l.egimr. lbe Cuatoms
Service ahal1 requint a caah depolit or
pOlting of a bond equal to the estimated
mupn amount by which the foreip
market value of the subject merchandbe
exceed.I the United Statff price u
abown below. Tbe auapemlon of
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liquidation will remain lD effect until
further notice.

....,

~or...-.-

snc::t.... awmv
Tllftn.

SICCMlnllln
ICFCMulwl
AIOf*9

....,
,,...

~

ClllCll cir~

Y•

tQZ.41 No.
tit.GO Y-.
'1S. ti Y•

ITC Notilicatloa
lo accordmce with Mction 735(d) of
the Act. we have notified the rrc of our
determinatiou.
Noti&c:atioa to IDte....aed Partiae
Thi• notice a1ao Mrvff u the only
reminder to parties aubject to
administrative protective order (APO) of
their nt1pomibility covering the return
or destruction of proprietary
information' dilclOMd under APO in
accordance with 19 crR J53.35(d).
Failure to comply is a violation of the
APO.
1bi1 determination i• publiabed
pursuant to aection 735(d) of the Act (19
U.S.C. 1873d(d)) and 19 crR 353.20.
Dated: February 1. 1993.

JoeeplaA.Spmiai.
Acti111 Aa.idGnt Secretary for Import
Administration.•
(FR Doc. 93-2141 Piled 2-5-93; 1:45 uni
a.uNG

com .,......,
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF WITNESSES
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CALENDAR OF PUBLIC HEARING
Those listed below appeared as witnesses at the United States
International Trade Commission's hearing:
Subject

SULFUR DYES FROM CHINA, UNITED
KINGDOM, AND INDIA

Inv. No.

731-TA-548, 550 and 551
(Final)

Date and Time

January 13, 1993 - 9:30 a.m.

Sessions were held in connection with the investigation in the Main
Hearing Room 101 of the United States International Trade Commission, 500 E
St., S.W., Washington, D.C.
OPENING REMARKS
Petitioner (Mr. Galvin)
Respondents (Mr. Reardon)
In support of Imposition of
Antidumping Duties:
Galvin & Mlawski
New York City, NY
and
Riggle and Craven
Chicago, IL
On behalf of
Sandoz Chemicals Corporation
Charlotte, NC
Michael Dixon, Marketing Development Manager, Text.iles
Robert H. Coley, Executive Director, Textile Industry Line
John J. Galvin
David J. Craven

)- -OF COUNSEL
)--CO-COUNSEL

- more -
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In Opposition to the Imposition of
Antidumping Duties:
McNair Law Firm, P.A.
Washington, D.C.
and
Miller, Canfield, Paddock and Stone
·:Washington, n:c.
On behalf of ·
C.H. Patrick and Company, Inc.
International Technical Services, Ltd. (Int~rtech)
Sinochem International Chemicals Company
Sinochem Shangdong Import & Export Corporation
Kwong Fat Hong Chemicals, Ltd.
.
.
Trade Resources Company
Washington, D.C.
Silvio A. Rodriguez, Senior Vice Presi~ent,
Dyes Division, C.H. Patrick & Co,, Inc; ..
Thomas J. Reardon, President and CEO,
C. H. Patrick & Co., Inc.
Donna D. Faber, Vice President/Technical,
Dyes Division, C.H. Patrick Qo., +nc.
Thomas A. Tantillo, Vice President, Dyeing
and Finishing, Graniteville Co.
Kevin Kwan, President, Kwong F~t Hong
Chemicals Ltd.
Tongyuan Qi, Deputy Division Direc~or,
Dyestuffs, Chinese Ministry of Chemicals
Seth Kaplan, Economist, Trade
Richard Boltuck, Economist,
Trade Resources Co.

Randi S. Field
Terry X. Gao
William E. Perry

R~sources

Co.

)

)--OF CO-COUNSEL
)

- more -
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In Opposition to the Imposition of
Antidumping Duties:
Siegel, Mandell & Davidson, P.C.
New York, NY
On behalf of
Biddle Sawyer Corporation
Atul Products Limited
Christopher F. Walsh, President, Twilight Color
& Chemical Co., Inc.
John Weil, Technical Director, Twilight Color
& Chemical Co., Inc.
Brian S. Goldstein
David Newman
Paul A. Horowitz

)

)--OF COUNSEL
)

Rogers & Wells
Washington, D.C.
On behalf of
James Robinson Ltd. ("JR")
Southern Dye and Chemical Company ("Southern")
Keystone Aniline Corporation
Robert Rae, President, James Robinson Limited
David Clarke, Technical Director, James Robinson
Limited

Arthur Andrews, President,
Keystone Aniline Corp.
Leon LaGrande, President,
Southern Dye & Company
Ronald Jones, President,
Applied Business Management Company
James Levy, Consultant
William Silverman
Carrie A. Simon
Douglas J. Heffner

)

)--OF COUNSEL
)

- end -
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SULPHUR DYES
'·When the Supplement to the ~d ~dition of the Colour Intk~
was published in 19(>3, the development ~f the group of dyes
~pplied by method 6 had proceeded to such a stage .that it
was necessary to draw a .mqre definite distinction between
the six groups which had previously .been delcribe~ ,in. the
2nd Edition. The designations which were then published
have been retained, and the table printed below gives the
designations, to help the user in esta~liahing the group into
which a particular dye falls. .
The 'C.I. Solubilised S~phur' dyes carry. a different C.I.
Constitution Number from the parent sulph\U'. dye (when the
manufacturing method is known) as chemically they are the
thiosulphonic acid derivatives of the parent dye. Tl:ie. 'C.I.
Leuco Sulphur' dy~. on the other hand, carry the same C.I.
Constitution Number as the corresponding 'C.I. Sulphur'
dye, as chemically they are only pre-reduced forms .of the
conventional parent dye.
•' ·.
Since the Supplement was publisht;d, a new class of dye
has been reported, which for a variety of reaaons was given
the classification 'C.I. Condense Sulphur'. These dyes may
be· applied together with 'C.I. Solubilised Sulphur' dyes by
special techniques and are desCribed in a short· preamble to
this small new section on page 3705.
·

Dyeing Methods
For the sake of convenience the general dyeing methods are
reprinted in the following paragraphs. It should be noted that
the proportions of reducing agents and the dyeing temp~ra
tures suggested may vary with indi~dual dyes and the
advice of the manufac:tUrers should be followed with regard
.
.' ·
·
to the detailed dyeing procedure~

Method 1

.

. .

The dye is pasted with a little cold water and then dissolved
by boiling for 10 minutes with the nec:essary amount. ·of
sodium sulphide in sufficient water to giv~ a strong sulphide
concentration without exceeding the. iaturation point of the
dye. The dissolved dye is then added to the requisite volume
of water in the dyeing vessel, together with 2·5% of anhydrous sodium carbonate if required.· The material to be
dyed is then entered and the temperature of the dyebath
raised as necessary. Common salt (5~15 $/1) or Glauber's salt
Gennal Generic NmM

C.I. Sulphur

Solubility in Water

Ineoluble or partially
eoluble

crystals (10-30 g/l) is then added, the amount depending on
the depth required. This is most advantageously done in
several additions made during dyeing. The material is then
rinsed well, aftertreated if necessary, rinsed again and finished
in the normal manner.

Standinf Datha
Sulphur dyes do not eXhaust completely and it is advantageous to employ a standing bath, especially for full blacks
and other heavy dyeings. In these case5, after the first bath,
to obtain a similar depth, the· dyebath is replenished with
55-75% of the weight of dye originally used. This should be
dissolv~d separately with the necessary amount of sodium
sulphide. The euct proportions required depend on the
degree.of exhaustion obtained in the first bath and the process
may be repeated many times~ No further additions of salt are
necessary after the first bath.
In the entries that follow, the average degree of exhaustion
is defined as moderate, good, or very good. On a percentage
basis these definitions may be regarded as under 65%, 6575% and over 75% respectively.

Method2•
The dye is pasted with water and this paste, together with the
correct amoun~ of reducing agent,, is boiled in 25-30 times
its weight of soft water.. The reducing agent consists of a
~re of two part$. of. anhydrous sodium carbonate with
one part of s0dium formaldehyde sulphoxylate.
The dissolved dye is added to the dyebath, which is again
boiled for a short time. The material is then entered dry and
is dyed for 20 minutes at the boil. Common salt or Glauber'a
salt is then added in an amount depending on the depth
required and dyeing is continued for a further 3<>-40 minutes. The material is then ·rinsed in the normal manner and
any desireq aftertreatments are made.

Method3
This method is similar to Method 1 except that little or no
sodium sulphide is required to dissolve the dye. For the
actual amounts required, the manufacturers' literature should
be consulted.

Substanrivity' ;n Water

Variable alight
substantivity

r(

C.I. Leuco Sulphur

C.I. Solubilised Sulphur

Soluble

Soluble

Substantive

Non-substantive

Daeriptiw Class

Dyeing Method

Conventional

1

Dispersed or specialited
conventional

2

Liquid mixtures with Na1S
and/orNBHS

3

Dry mixtures with Na1S as
reducing agent

4

Dry mixtures with sodium
formaldehyde sulphoxylate
as reducing aireDt ·

s

~iosulphonic acid

6

t1ves

deriva- .
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Method4
The dye is pasted with a little water at about 30°C, and ~
paste diluted with 10-12 times its weight of water at the saine
temperature and allowed to stand for 10 minutes with
occasional stirring. The dissolved dye is added to the
requisite volume of water in the dye vessel, to which has
previously been added 5-40% of common salt or 10-80%
of Glauber's salt and a small quantity of anhydrous sodit,UQ
carbonate. The material is entered and dyed for 45-60 minutes at 25-30°C. On completion of dyeing the material ls
rinsed and finished in the normal way.
Methods•
The dye is pasted with water and dissolved by boiling in 1020 times its weight of soft water. This solution is added to the
dyebath containing. the necessary volume of water and the .
temperature is raised to 90-95°C. The ma~erial is entered
and after 20-30 minutes common salt or Glauber's salt is
added .as required. On completion of dyeing the material is
rinsed and finished in the normal way.

brands and is required when assessing the oxidation characeristics of a particular dye.
Special amilia,ries are also described in the literature for
aftertreating material dyed with sulphur dy~,, which react
with the unoxidised dye and improve the fastness to wet
treatments.

Futnea Properties
It is impossible to differentiate with any degree of certainty
between material dyed with C.I. Sulphur dyes, C.I. Leuco
Sulphur dyes and C.I. Solubilised Sulphur dyes. It follows
that the fastness properties are similar and co~equently no
attempt has been made to draw any distinction between the
three groups jn this respect.

TeztileUS&1•

•n addition to general use in batch processes, sulphur dyes
are nowadays being used much more extensively in padsteam processa. All types can be applied in this way but the
C.I. Leuco Sulphur liquid dyes and the C.I. Solubilised
Sulphur dyes are especially suitable. Also worthy of note is
the increasing use of the C.I. Solubilised Sulphur dyes in
Method6
The dye is pasted with cold water and dissolved by boiling pad-jig processes.
The C.I. Leuco Sulphur dyes applied by method 4 are
for a short time in sufficient water to ensure complete dissolution. The solution is added to the dye vessel containing specially suitable for dyeing viscose rayon because of the low
the necessary volume of warm water. Reduction to the sub- application temperature. The C.l. Solubilised Sulphur dyes
stantive form can be made either before or after entering the are used on all forms of cotton and viscose rayon but especimaterial. The reducing .agent usually employed is sodium ally for goods in which penetration, appearance and handle
sulphide, but sodium hydrosulphide may also be used, as can are of importance but not achievable with dyes listed under
reducing agents consisting of mixtures of sodium carbonate the complementary C.I. Sulphur arid C.I. Leuco Sulphur
·
.
with glucose, sodium hydrosulphite or sodium formaldehyde headings.
In addition to the application methods listed on page 3649,
sulphoxylate. Additions of common salt from 5-30 g/l are
required to assist exhaustion and dyeing is continued at. the methods have been described involving high temperature
correct temperature until the desired result is obtained. The baking in the presence of sulphur-containing chemicals such
material is then rinsed and finished in the normal manner.
as thiourea and acid forming catalysts. Baking may be done
When sodium carbonate and sodium hydrosulphite are in conjunction with anticrease treatments.
used, it may be necessary to make small additions of the
reducing agent from time to time to keep the bath in good Noa-Teztile U...e
Leather-This class of dye can only be used on leathers capcondition.
able of resisting alkali, e.g. oil-tanned leather. Only certain
Mtertreatmenta
brands and, in particular, the Leuco and Solubilised dyes are
In the tabular layout which has been adopted for the seCtion, suitable and then only in presence of a protective agent.
the effect of the most commonly used aftertreatments emA table of sulphur dyes suitable for application to leather
ployed to establish a stable hue has been described whenever was included in the Leather Dyes Section of the Supplement
possible. It is this property which distinguishes different to the 2nd Edition (see pages S243-245).
Ll~RATURE

CIBA, BP 661913, 636399
CFM BP 787878, 874151
H. M. Waddle et al., The Effect of Sulfur B/4&k on the Tentkring of Cotton Yarns, A,,... Dyestuff Rep., 1948, 37, 833-837
H. Birchall, D1tJeloprnents in the Appli&ation of Sulphur Dyes to Loose Cotton and Yams, JSDC, 1951, 67, 495-501
H. Boothroyd, Dyeing with Sulphur Dyes, JSDC, 1942, 58, 25
F. Feigl, Spot Tests, Analyst, 1935, 60, 56
V. E. Rostovtsev and S. A. Plaksin, Telutil. Prom., 1948, 8, No. 4, 24: C/anl. Abs., 1950, 44, 3259
S. Rakhlina, Telutil. Prom., 1949, 9, 29
Horsfall and Lawrie, TM Dyeing of Tutile Fibres (London, Chapman & Hall), 2nd Edn., 76-80, 98-102, 149, 165, 306
J. L. Crist and R. E. Rupp, TM Sulfur Dyes, Arnn. Dyestuff Rep., 1957, 46, 83-86
J. Muller, The Application of Water-soluble Sulphur Dyestuffs, Tutil Prtuis, 1958, 13, 613-616, 731-735
C. Klopfstock and W. Titzka, On the Application of the lmmedial Dyestuffs Hydrosol in rruu:hine and piece dyeing, Melliand
Textilber., 1960, 41, 6+-7 (English Edition E3, 1960, 218)
•No dyes requiring this method of application are lilted in this Edition of the
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VAT DYES
Historical
Few naturally occurring vat dyes are known. Indigo, obtained from the Iruligoferu, waa applied to textiles probably
5000 yean before the introduction of commerical synthetic
indigo and is one of the oldest dyestuffs known. Tyrian
Purple, obtained from molluscs found on the shores of the
eastett Mediterranean Sea, had for its effective agent the
6: 6' dibromoderivative of indigo and was a much later discovery; its use in Crete dates from about 1600 BC. The
colour yields obtained were naturally small and costly so that
materials coloured with this dye were reserved for royalty and
persons of rank.
Bayer first synthesised indigo in 1879 but it was not until
1897 that the first commerical synthetic product was placed
on the market.
In 1901 Bohn, attempting to prepare an anthraquinone
analogue of indigo, obtained indanthrone, the first of the
series of anthraquinonoid vat dyes, 'most of which possess
greatly ,superior fastness properties compared to the previously known indigoid dyes.
A further major development took place in 1921 when
Badei:- and Sunder succeeded in preparing a water-soluble
leuco ester of indigo. This was placed on the market in 1922
under the name 'Indigosol O'. In 1924 a method of preparation direct from anthraquinone parent dyes by simultaneous reduction and esterification was patented by Jones,
Wylam and Morton.
The synthetic vat dyes were nearly all originally sold as
pastes in order to simplify the vatting operation but better
methods of preparation enabled powders to be introduced
and the physical condition of the modem powder brands has
progressed step by step with the demands made by modem
application methods such as continuous dyeing processes.
In tbo8c cases where the dye, either in paste or powder
form, is applied as a pigment with binder or is used for pre-,
pigmentation processes dyes of particularly fine particle
size must be used.

those of the corresponding sodium compounds and these
ddferences, and other colour changes based on chemical
constitution; have been used for dyestuff identification on the
, fibrel.
Water-soluble leuco esters of vat, dyes are particularly
suitable for the production of level pale shades or the colouring of materials difticult ,to penetrate. The original dye is
'.regenerated by simultaneous hydrolysis and oxidation.
Tenclering :
Some vat dyes, eilpecially among the, yellows and oranges,
possess the power of accelerating the degradation of cellulose '(or silk) upon which' they are dyed. Tendering is
particularly liable to take place during dyeing when the dye
is in a reduced condition and oc:cUn to a lesser degree on
, exposure of the dyed fabric to sunlight and moisture. For
this reason, dyes which accelerate the tendering of cellulose
should be protected from direet sunlight during dyeing.
, Cellwc>se tendering has been shown to be due to a catalytic
action of the dye during oxidation and reduction resulting in
, the formation of minute quantities of hydrogen peroxide
which act on cellUlose to form oxycellulosez, a, 4, 5,
Laboratory methods have been worked out to determine
whether or nOt dyes will accelerate tendering and much
work hai been done to connect conititution and fading with
cellulc>se degradation. In particular it has been shown that
in some case8 dyes containing pyridine or pyrimidine rings
in their structures will not accelerate the , tendering of
cellulose•.
,

Application - Dyeing

Th~ conditions of application i,ndicated throughout this
section ate
applicable tO cellulosic fibres. Normally
anthraquinone vat d~ are applied by one or more of three
methods, referred to :here as Methods 1, 2, and 3, corresponding to, the hot, ~ ,and eold dyeing methods in
gene~al u8e.and approv~ ~y the S.D~C. Committee on the
classification of vat dyes (,n Appeiullit I to these notes).
Chemical
The.,· preferred methods of application are indicated by
, Vat dyes, with very few exceptions, fall into two clearly an unbracketed n'1mber; ·alternative methods have the
defined groups, indigoid and anthraquinonoid.
number enc;Iosed in brackets.
Some b~t-dyeirig dyes require further addition& of caustic
Included in the former are indigo, thioindigo and their
derivatives while the latter include derivatives of anthra- ' soda to the dye.bath and this is indieated by the eode 1 +. The
quinone as well as heterocyclic quinones. Characteristic of dyeing method for indig0id dyes is designated Method 4.
Some iiul~goid dyes, arid especially thfoindigoid, may be
all these compounds is the ketonic group > C=O which, on
reciuction, forms > C-OH. A.a leuco compounds ai:-e applied by one of the methods used for anthraquinone dyes
capable of forming water-soluble alkali metal salts the and this has been recorded when known.
In a few cases special application methods are used and
~er-insoluble vat dyes may be brought into solution by
,
reduction in alkaline liquor, in which form they exhibit these too are indicated.
affinity for, textile fibres, subsequent oxidation re-forming
When dyeing pale shades the speed of dyeing may be
the original insoluble dyestuff.
reduced by omitting electroryte, adding ,a retarding agent
If the- sodium leuco compounds are acidified acid leuco , and/or additional caustic soda and by temperature control.
compounds can be prepared. Such compounds possess
Conversely, exhaustion may be increased by adding
very much less affinity for the fibre and have 'been used to , electrolyte or by reducing the alkalinity of the dyebath thus
enable level dyeings to be obtained from dyestuffs whiCh lowering the solubility of the leuco compound.
possess so great an affinity that, when applied by the normal
In those cases where oxidation after dyeing develops a
process, they are difficult to apply evenly. The colours of black from a green, the dye is treated as a green and the
these acid leuco compounds are often very different from development to a bld is considered as an aftertreatme!'t.

those
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When the user is faced with the probleni of colouring
materials very difficult to penetrate the normal dyeing
methods have to be modified, e.g. by acidifying the reduced
dve to fonn the acid leuco compound which possesses very
~uch less affinitv for the fibre or, more conunonly, by
evenlv impregniti~g the material with a very fine suspension
of th~ unreduced dye and subsequently fixing it in situ by
treatment with caustic soda and hydrosulphite (the pigment
padding process)?• s.
The pigment padding process is the major basis for most
continuous vat dyeing procedures e.g. pad steam•. Here the
pigmented fabrics, preferably pre-dried, are passed through
a cold padding liquor containing caustic soda and sodium
hydrosulphite. Reduction and ~tion are achieved by steaming at atmospheric pressure e.g. 30 seconds at 100-105°C.
This is followed by continuous oxidation and soaping treatments as part of the continous sequence. Pre-pigmentation of
loose fibres, yam packages, knitgoods on the Winch, and
woven fabrics on the beam dyeing machine is a valuable aid
to level dyeibg in aqueous development processes.
Vat dyes may be applied to silk by ·methoda similar to
those used fo~ cellulose although protective agents may be
added to the dyebath in order to avoicl damage to the
•
fibre 10. 11.
As wool is so easily duiaged by caustic alkali it is usual to
prepare a stock vat using the minimum amount of caustic
soda and to prepare the dyebath itself With ammonia, glue
and hydrosulphite. After adding the stock vat to the dyebath the latter should react only faintly red to phenolphthalein. Should alkalinity develop later ammonium
sulphate may be added to. the dye liquor to reduce alkalinity
to a minimum. The indigoid vat dyes, most of which may
be applied by such methods, have been found to be suitable
for wool12 although anthraquinonoid vat dyes may also be
used satisfactorilvlS, 14.
Vat dyes of high molecular weight will not normally dye
cellulose acetate With an acetyl content of over 34% unless
the fibre has been swollen, when it becomes difticult to
handle. Some vat dyes are subject to gas-fume fading unless
the surface of the cellulose a~te has been partially laponified. In spite of these difficulties acetate has been dyed with
vat dyes and a number of patents have. been taken out
covering the use of solvents and/or additio~ to the dyebath 15.
Selected vat dyes can be applied to pol)'C'ter fibres by
thermofixation, e.g. pigmented and dried goods are thennofixed at 200-220°C for 60 seconds. Vat dyes are frequently
similarly applied together with disperse dyes by then:nofixation or high temperature dyeing processes on polyeatercellulose fibre blends.

dyestuf" on the fibre. For list of important Application Patents
relating to solubilised vat dyes see Appendix II.
In the case of dyes sensitive to conditions of dyeing and
oxidation milder development conditions are employed.
When exhaustion is good it is sometimes possible to use a
one-bath process in which the nitrite is .acided to the dye
liquor and development carried out. in th¢ same liquor by
the. addition of sulphuric acid to the qhausted dyebath.:
Relatively recently the solubilised vat dyes have been
COIDJ!loruy applied to polyester-cellulose blends to give pale
shaqes of high fastness and shade solidity on both fibres.
Subsequent to dyeing by the orthodox continuous or noncontinuous methods used for cellulose alone, the developed,
neutralised, soaped and dried material is given a short heat
trea~ent (circa 30-60 seconds at 200°C) in order to fix the
regenerated vat dye stain on the polyester fi.bre.

Applicaticm - Printing
A new era in textile printing opened with the introduction
of vat dyes in spite of the difficulties 8$80ciated ·with the
early days when glucose in the presence of caustic soda \vas
the only available reducing agent. The use of formaldehyde
sulpho~late with potassium carbonate alone or in conjunction with sodium carbonate greatly simplified •the process
while in recent years the use of thiourea dioxide a5 a reducing
agentll has been suggested when printing acetate, wool or
fibres likely to be damaged by alkali.
Two main processes of printing have been developed. In
the first, the dyestuff, reducing agent and alkali are all incorporated in the printing paste, and, after printing, the
material is dried and steamed. In the second process, which
allows the printed but unreduced material to be stored
indefinitely, the printing paste contains only the dyestuff
and a thickener, the fabric being padded 'subsequently in a
cold solution containing alkali, reducing agent and thickener,
followed by s~ng at 110-125°C fot 40-50 seconds to
reduce and fix the dye17.
This process is the basia of the pr~rit day "ftaSh age"
method of print development.
· ·
When printing cellulose acetate With vat dyes it is neces- .
sary either to incorporate in the printing paste sufficient
sodium or potassium carbonate to saponify the cellulose
acetate at the point of contact or to lightly saponify the
whole of the fabric by padding with, e.g., sodium carbonate
and sodium chloride or glycerol, drying and steaming before
printing. It ia of interest to note that dyes of unsymmetrical
indigoid structure are claimed to give the beat resultlB.
The solubilised vat dyes are normally printed with an
oxidising agent with or without an acid splitting salt and
development is brought· about subsequently by steaming
Application - Solubilised vats
under neutral or acid conditions.
The main use of solubilised vat dy~ on cotton or rayon ia
In addition to their application in direct printing, by the
for the production of level pale shades on piece goods, for- "all-in" or "ftash-age" processes described above, the vat
yarns in._package form and for materiala difficult to penetrate. dyes and leuco esters may be employed, either alone or in
The water-soluble dye is applied from a neutral bath to conjunction with dyes of other classes, in a wide variety of
cellulosic materials and from a weialdy acid bath to wool ot discharge and resist styles.
The printing application data in this section refer to the
silk and, if the affinity is low, the colour may be applied by
padding. The process is unsuitable for weighted silk as the use of the vat dyes and leuco esters in the six main fields of
weighting is removed in development. Dyeings are de- application. The titles used to describe these application
veloped in a fresh bath in the presence of an oxidising agent fields, and the significance which baa been atta!?hed to .the
such as sodium nitrite, sodium bichromate or ferric chloride titles for the purpose of recording the available info_rmauon,
together with sufficient sulphuric acid to hydrolyse the are u follows:
3i20
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Direct: The dye is suitable for use in direct printing on a Presentation
white cellulose ground, by the "all-in" process.
The dyes in each hue group are arranged in numerical order
Coloured Resist: The dye may be used as an illuminating according to the C.I. Generic Name. Where a dye is available
colour in resist styles, i.e. as a head colour (under any ground). both as a vat dye and the leuco ester, the vat dye appears first
White Resist: The dye when used as a ground may be followed immediately by the solubiliscd form. Where a solubresisted to give a good white (by any method).
ilised form exists without the corresponding parent dye, the
Coloured Discharge: The dye may be used as an illumin- solubilised form appears in the appropriate position accordating colour in discharge styles, i.e. as a head colour (on any ing to its C.I. Generic Name.
ground).
·
The application and usage data arc presented in tabular
White Discharge: The dye when used as a ground may be form. When the dye may be dyed by a variety of methods, the
discharged to give a good white (by any method).
-vatting and dyeing temperatures shown are those for the
Flash Ageing: The dye ·is applicable by the two-stage preferred method or methods only. Suitability or unsuitprocess of printing, in which the printed fabric is padded with ability for use in the various styles of printing is denoted by
alkali and reducing agent and steamed in a.flash-ager.
a 7 or a x respectively.
The main fastness properties tabulated· refer to dyeings on
Aftertreatment
cellulose~ The fastness properties on other substrates are inSubsequent to the oxidation of vat-dyed or vat-printed cluded, where available, under "Textile Application other
materials, or to the development of solubilised vat dyes, the than Cotton". The three figures given for fastness to light
material is advisedly soaped at the boil to remove any loose refer to H normal, normal and 2 X normal depth dyeings.
dye and to develop the true shade. During this treatment the Where only one figure is given in the light fastness data this
dye becomes more crystalline and this may bring about refers to the standard (normal) depth dyeing. When the dye
changes in fastness, e.g. to lightll, 20, 21.
is known to have a tendency to accelerate the degradation of
The fastness of the final shade may also be affected by the cellulose this fact has been noted below the table of fastness
type of finish as, e.g. crease-resist, waterproofing, etc.
properties.
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C.I. Sulphur Black 1 (Gremish - Bluish black)
C.I. Leuco Sulphur Black 1

&~
N01

2,4-Dinitrophenol
Heat 2 4-dinitrophenol or its sodium salt (which may be prepared in

situ by the alkaline hydrolysis of 1-chlo~o-2,4-dinitrobenzene) with

sodium polysulfide under reflux at 110-1020 C for 48:-72 houn or for a
shorter time under pressure at 130-140 C. Then dilute the melt and
complete precipitation of the dye by the addition of acid or by air
oxidation
It is necessary to have the correct ratio of intennediate to polysulfide
in the melt. When this has been achieved, very little dye remains in
solution at the end of the process.
The empirical fonnula has been stated to be c ..H 11 N 10,S, or
C 11H 11 N,O,S, according to conditions used in the preparation of the
dye (Vetter)

Discowrers - Vidal 1896
Pricbs and Kaltwasser 1899 (condenser method)
Vidal, BP 16449/96, 1417S9; USP 618152; FP 231188 and
addn. GP 98437 (Fr. S, 4S9), 1163S4 (Fr. 6, HS)
Cassella Co., BP 19831/96; FP 2S9S09, 267343
Stolaroff, BP 219S/OO; FP 296180
Soc. Chem. Ind., Basic, BP 1303S/03; FP 333096
Clayton Aniline, BP. 17805 /03
Kalle Co., BP 26379/03; FP 337278; GP 186860 (Fr. 8, 748)
Claus & Co., BP 11S90/09
Bayer Co., BP 1S62S/09; USP 93S009
Hiyama, JSDC, 67 (19Sl), 35, ab. from JSCI Jap. (Ind. Chan.
Stet.), 51 (1948), 92-98
Sunderland, JSDC, 17 (1901), 3
Mayenberg, JSDC, 17 (1901), 62
Erdmann, Ann. 362 (1908), 133
Vetter, Dissertation, Dresdn (1910)
Vlies, JSDC, 29 (1913), 316
Rowe, JSDC, 33 (1917), 12
Lubs, 314-31S
BIOS 983, 61
FIAT 764- lmmedialcarbon L·
lmmedialschwarz MO ex.
lmmedialschwarz NGD
lmmedialschwarz Paste NSG CJC.
lmmedialschwarz Tex.
PB 74181, fr. 2689- lmmedialCllPbon B

Water - insoluble
Alcohol - insoluble
Na,S - solubility very rood - greenish black
NaOH to sodium sulfide solution - rather bluer
HCI to sodium sulfide solution - greenish black ppt.
H.S01 cone. - sparingly soluble cold, dull greenish blue hot,
.
converted into black blue by further heating
2S % fuming sulfuric acid - black blue; on dilution - greenish
black ppt.

5 318 6

C.I. Solubilised Sulphur Black 1
(Gnenuh black - Bluish bloeli)

The thiosulfonic acid of C.J. S318S

53190 ·

BIOS Muc. SS - lmmedial Carbon L for paper
FIAT 764 - Immedial Carbon L
Soluble in water
H,SO, cone.- black, with SO, evolved; on dilution - ppt.
NaOH - bluish black
NasS soln.- greenish black

C.I. Sulphur Black 10 (Greenish black)
C.I. Leuco Sulphur Black 10

FDX 88S -

lmmedialtiefschwarz JG

0

c)o.
NO,

NH,

2,4-Dinitrophenol

p-Aminophenol

Heat a mixture of 2,4-dinitrophenol and p-aminophenol (or pnitrosophenol or p-nitrophenol) in aqueous sodium polysulfide

H,SO, cone. - greenish black; on dilution -

53195

FIAT 764 - lmmedialschwarz MORR ex. st.

C.J. Sulphur Black 2 (Bluuh black)
C.I. Leuco Sulphur Black 2

FDX 88S -

black ppt.

lmmedialschwarz RFL
lmmedialschwarz PFL

OH

and

01N~01

or

NO,
2,4-Dinitrophenol

Picric acid

Picramic acid

Heat a mixture of 2,4-dinitrophenol and picric or picramic acid with
aqueous sodium polysulfide. Stt C.I.S318S and C.I.S3205 to which this
group of sulfur blacks is closely related

Na,S - solubility very good - bluish black
H,SO, cone. - bluish black; on dilution - black ppt.

53196

C.I. Solubilised Sulphur Black 2 (Bluuh black)
The thiosulfonic acid of C.I. S319S

Soluble in water

4485
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53571

c.L Sulphur Green 2 (Bluish grurs - Gf-urs)
c.L Leuco Sulphur GreeA 2

Prepare in a similar manner to that described in C.I.53570 omitting
the copper sulfate from the sulfurisation

53572

C.L Solubililed Sulphur Green 2
(Bl.,Ula green - Grem)
The thioaulfonic acid of c.1: 53571 .

53573

C.L Solub.iliaed Sulphur GreeA 3 (GrH11)
The thiosulfonic acid of C.I. 53570

53580

C.I. Sulphur Green 7 (Grnn)
C.I. Leuco Sulphur GreeA 7

BIOS 986, 2, 311
BIOS 983, 47, 90
FIAT 764- lmmedialgruen BB eZ. 'F'
N.,S - solubility good - olive
ff.SO, cone. - dark blue; cm dilution - dark blue ppt.
Soluble in water

H.SQ1 cone.- blue; on dilution - ppt.
NaOH - bluiab black
Na,$ soln.- greeaiah blue

Soluble in water
ff.SO, cone.- dull peen; on dilution - ppt.
NaOH - bluiab peen
N.,s soln.- bluiah mm

BIOS 1155, U-12
FIAT 764 - Immedialbrillanqruen 5G 'F

Sn aho C.1.53570
Yellower than C.1.53570, similar in fastne11

5-(p-Hydroxyanilino)-8-p-toluidino-l-naphthalenesulfonic acid
Heat this intennediate with an alcoholic solution of sodium polysulfide
in the presence of copper sulfate; under reftux for SO hours. Then add
sodium nitrite and after boiling for a funher 16 hours. distil off the
ethanol and precipitate by air blowing at 50-60°C
The indophenol is made by oltidising a mixture of p-Tolyl Peri acid
and p-aminophenol with sodium hypochlorite, and then reducing with .
sodium hydrosulfide (BIOS 1155, 11-12)

53581

C.I. Solubiliaed Sulphur Green 7

53590

c.L Sulphur Green 10 (Dull green)

The thioaulfonic acid of C.I. 53580

Tbiopae Fat Grema 3GW (Fii)
1912
M.L.B., BP 6080/12; USP 1083489; GP 272843 (Fr. 11, 488)
Sn aho BP 359254; GP 590873 (Fr. 20, 1056)

DU&-...:.. ffabnenkamm

0

NH,
p-Aminophenol

8-Amino~l-·

Benzidine

naphthalenesulfonic acid

Heat the indophenol derived from p-aminophenol and the condenaation product of benzidine and 8-amino-1-naphthalenesulfonic acid
(Peri acid) with sodium polysulfide in the presence of copper sulfate
Addition of molybdic acid to the sulfurisation gives a yellower dye
(GP 590873)

(d) Indopbenols containing a. Carbazole Nucleus

53630

C.I. Vat Blue.43 (Reddish blue-+ Reddish navy)
C.I. Vat Blue 47 (Reddish navy)

~NH-OOH

V;,_NV
H

p-( 3-Carbazolylamino)phenol

Heat this intermediate with a solution ofsodiwn polysulfide in butanol
under reflux at 107°C for 24 hours. Then heat with sodium nitrite for· a
short time. distil off the butanol and complete precipitation of the dye by
air blowing and adding salt
The indophenol is made by· condensing carbazole with p-nitroeophenol in cone. sulfuric acid at - 20 to - 23 °C followed by reduction
(BIOS 983, 71-74)
A modified dye is made by adding p-(4-illnino-m-toluidino)phenol,
4,4'-iminodiphenol and pheaol to the sulfurisation (BIOS 983, 75-81)

Disc_.,., -

Hau 1908; Herz 1909
Caaaella Co., BP 2918/09, 18822/09, 489/11; USP 919572,
931598, 956348; FP 400022, 413716, 435537; GP 218371,
227323, 230119, 224590, 224591, 235264, (Fr. 10, 301,
258, 256, 303, .303, 305)
BP884027
.
R. Wedekind & Co., GP 284888 (Fr. 12, 288)
Filr':.-David, 396
Lub1, 327-328
BIOS 983, 43, 53-58, 71-74, 75-81
FIAT.1313, 3, 238
FIAT 764 - Hydronblau R, RR, JR
For propo1ed corutitution of thae Oya see Shah, Tilak & V~nkatanman, JSDC, 66 (1950), 333

Note - Some dyes of thia comtitution are converted into
their leuco compounds in a similar manner to the C.I.
Leuco Sulphur Dyes
H 1SO, cone. - dark blue; on dilution - blue ppt.

"#97
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53631

C.I. Sulphur m.ck 4 (Blui.rh Waeh)

~-Huat908

Similar to the method delCribed in C.l.53630 except that copper
sulfate is added to the aulfuriution

Culel1a Co., BP 14143/09; FP 413755; GP 221215 (fr 10, 304)
FIAT 764- Indocarbcm SN

53640

~-Hen1909

C.I. Vat Blue 42 (Blu - RedllUh llOf')')

O;x)-MH-Ooa
I

Cdla
p-{9-Ethyl-3-c:arbaolylamino)phenol
Heat thia intennediate with llOdium polysulfide in bucanol in a
similar manner to that delCribed in C.1.53630
The indophenol ia made by condensi~ 9-ethylcarbuole with
p-nitrosophenol in cone. aulfurie acid at - 23°C (BIOS 983, 65-70)

Cuael1a Co., BP 9689/09, 489/11; USP 966092; FP -1-12012,
•m537; GP 222640 (Fr. 10, 302)
BIOS 983, 65-70
FIA.T 1313, 3, 238
FIAT 764- Hyciniablau G
Greeaer dwl C.I.53630
camtiiuti~ ~ converted into
their leuco campounda iD a limilar manner to the C.I.
Leuco Sulpbur 0,.

N•-Some dyes of thia

H1S01 COQC. -peeailh blue;
N..S,01 /NaOH -yellow

OD

dilutiop - greenish blue ppt

(7) -ACRIDINE, AZINE, OXAZONE 8'ld THIAZONE COMPOUNPS.
53680

C.L $ulpbur Brown 20 ( S - )

FIA.T 764 - lm"Wlialbnun R ex. b. 'F'

3,6.0iamino-2,7-dimethylaeridan
Bake this intennediate with llOdiwn polysulfide at 280-285°C for
24 houn

5 3 7 00

C.I. Sulphur Violet 4 (RMldilla tliol•t)
C,Ha
I

H1N,/'yN '1~410

IL~N~V

~-A.

Schmidt 1905
M.L.B., BP 2797/06; USP 829740; FP 372277; GP 181125
(Fr, I, 787)
I.G., GP 590873 (Fr. 20, 1056)
BIOS 983, 111-112
FlA.T764- Immeclialpurpur C.'F'

8-Amino-IC>-ethyl-7-methyl-2(108)-pbenuinone

Bake this intennediate with llOdium poi)'luUide, in the preaence of
copper sulfate, at l90°C fer 15 boun
The azine is made by c:ondenainf N 1-ethyltoluene-2,4-diamine with
p-nitrosophenol in dilute hydrochloric acid, and then ozidiaiq with
manganese dioxide (BIOS 983, 111-112)
Addition of molybdie acid td the beke reddens the hue (GP 590873)

5 3 710

C.L Sulphur Red 3 (Dull bord.,_)

H~o:;ooB
8-Amino-2-phenazinol

DU-.n - WeiDbers 1900 {copper free dye)

A. Schmidt 1905
Cuaella Co., BP 14836/00; USP701435; GP 126175 (Fr. 6, 6S0l
M.L.B., USP818980; FP 361608; GP 171177 (Fr. 8, 783)
BIOS983, 50
BIOS 1155, 23-24, 29
FIA.T 764- Immedialprune S ez. 'F'
lmmedialmarron B ez. •F'

Hi:at this intenn~diate with aqueous sodium polysulfide, in the
presence of copper sulfate, under reflux at 115-116°C for 6 houn
(BIOS 1155, 29)
The copper sulfate may be omitted from the proc:eu if deaired
The azine is made by air oxidising p-(2,4-diaminoanilino)phenol

H,SO, cone. - brownish violet; on dilution - red ppt.

53711

The thiosulfonie acid of C.I. 53710

C.I. Solubilised Sulphur Red 3
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APPENDIX D
COMMENTS ON CHARACTERISTICS AND USES

D-3

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
The Commission's questionnaires in these investigations requested
comments regarding the differences and similarities in the physical/chemical
characteristics and uses of selected sulfur dyes. The following comments were
received:
A) SULFUR dyes vs. SULFUR VAT dyes:
Firm

***· ............

Comments
Characteristics.--"Both ... dyes are made by thtonating·
or sulf"urizing specific intermediates with
··
polysulfides and/or sulfur. The difference
between ... the dyes lies primarily in their method of
reduction. Sulfur dyes are reduced with caustic and
sodium sulfide to their leuco form. They are also
applied from a sulfide dyebath. Sulfur vat dyes are
reouced and applied from a caustic and sodium
hydrosulfite bath. Sulfur dyes are sold and used in
their leuco reduced liquid form. Sulfur vat dyes are
sold and used as paste dispersions."
·
Uses.--Sulfur dyes are used in pad-steam continuous,
exhaust, and denim dyeing operations. These dyes are
used for their economy and where wash fastness to
chlorine is not important. They are used to dye
cellulosic fibers."

***·· ......... .

Characteristics.--"In pre-reduced (leuco) form, the ...
differences are insignificant. When the fiber is .
dyed, the sulfur vat dye will generally have better
washfastness and better resistance to chlorine
bleaching ... Because of this, they can be used in
combination with CI Leuco sulfur dyes to improve
fastness and in CI vat. paste form can be used with
conventional vat dyes to reduce costs of vat dye
combinationw~thout any major sacrifice in color
fastness."
Uses.--Denim, work clothing sold over the counter ...
Sulfur dyes also used in denim, knits, woven sports
apparel, cordoroy, hosiery and yarn ... On denim, the
use o.f CI Leuco sulfur dye to replace the suJ,.furized
vat leuco would be unacceptable due to the reaction
with chlorine bleach being dramatically different."
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Firm
(Continued)

***· ........... .

Comments
Characteristics.--"Sulfur dyes are pre-reduced liquids
for the cotton and rayon fiber. Sulfur vat pastes are
un-reduced pastes that can reduce in a vat dye system
where no chl~rine fastness is required (i.e., reduce
with caustic-hydro)."
Uses.--"Sulfur liquids are used industry-wide to
produce dark, heavy shades economically. Sulfur vat
dyes are used to make more economical vat shades-generally used in combination with other aq. vats.
Both the sulfurs marketed as a pre-reduced liq. and
the sulfur vat marketed as a paste are both applied on
cotton and rayon fibers."

B) SULFUR VAT dyes vs. OTHER VAT dyes:

***· .......... .

Characterist-ics.--"Differences are insignificant.
When the fiber is dyed, the fabric appearance is
similar. Other vat dyes will have improved chlorine
and crock fastness. Sulfur vats can be used with
other vats to reduce cost."
Uses.--"Over-the-counter work clothing, sewing thread,
hosiery, exhaust dyeing of denim yarns."

***· .......... .

Characteristics.--"Sulfur vat dyes are made by
thionating or sulfurizing specific intermediates with
polysulfides and/or sulfur. As such, sulfur is an
intrinsic part of the chemical structure. Vat dyes
primarily based on anthraquinone chemistry, are made
by a completely different route; thus the chemical
structures are different ... Generally, the sulfur vat
dyes are duller in shade than the vat dyes. Vat dyes
have much superior chlorine fastness, wash fastness,
and light fastness. Vat dyes are much more expensive
than sulfur vat dyes. Both sulfur vat dyes and vat
dyes are sold as paste dispersions. Both are reduced
and applied from a caustic and sodium hydrosulfite
bath. II
Uses.--"Both ... dyes are used in pad-dry-pad-steam
continuous and exhaust dyeing operations. Vat dyes
are used where the highest washfastness is required
such as workwear and high-end towels. Due to the
differences in cost and fastness characteristics,
sulfur vat and vat dyes are not interchangeable."
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fin

Comments

(Continued)

***· .. ·........ .

Characteristics.--"Sulfur vat dyes are totally
different dye types. Vat dyes are antraquinone-based
dyes. Sulfur-vat types are inert sulfur pastes that
will reduce in sodium hydro_xide and sodium
hydrosulfite."
Uses.--"Vat dyes are used
where maximum fastness is
may be used with vat dyes
where maximum fastness is

for lighter, brighter shades
;i"equired. Sulfur-vat dyes
to make some vat type shades
not required."

C) Sulfur BLACK dyes vs. sulfur OTHER-COLOR dyes:
Comments

***·· .......... .

Characteristics; - - "Sulfur black, by the·ir nature,
contain more reduction chemicals than other colors.
Their chemical natures are similar. Blacks and other
colors are blended together to make a variety of
sulfur shades."
Uses.--"Sulfur dyes are used in denim, outer wear,
corduroy, and polyester/cotton blends."

***· .......... .

Characteristics.--"Dffferences are insignificant.
Both categories are used with some application
procedures."
Uses.--"Denim, knits, wovens, hosiery, on cotton ory
rayon firers."

***· ... ~ ...... .

Characteristics.--"Sulfur black and sulfur ot;:her color
dyes have different chemical structures and
chromophores that impart the difference in color.
Generally both have poor washfastness. to chlorine.
Both are reduced with caustic and sodium sulfide to
their leuco form. They are also applied from a
sulfide dyebath. They are sold in their leuco reduced
form."
Uses.--"Both are used in pad-steam continuous,
exhaust, and denim dyeing operations. Both are used
for their economy and where washfastness to chlorine
is not important. Their end uses are the same but
they are not interchangeable due to the difference in
color."
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p) C.I. SULFUR dyes vs. C.I. LEUCO/SOLUBILIZED sulfur dyes:
,

Firm
..
'·

:

'**· ..... .. . .. .

Comments
Characteristics,-dyes are sulfur dyes that have
been chemically reduced with caustic and sodium
sulfide to the soluble liquid form. C.l. sulfur dyes
are in presscake, liquid, powder, granular or flake
forms. C.I. sulfur dyes are insoluble or have limited
solubility. The C.I. sulfur dyes have no affinity for
the cotton. C.I. leuco/solubilized dyes have good
affinity for cotton and when reoxidized in the fiber
form and insoluble product."
11

•••

.!l§.ll.--"C.l. sulfur dyes are not suitable for
commercial uses. C.I. leuco/solubilized liquid dyes
are used in pad-steam, continuous, exhaust and denim
operations."

*'*:* .... ; ...... .

Characteristics and uses.--"C.I. solubilized dyes are
either water soluble liquids or water soluble powders
used to dye textiles, paper, or leather. Requires
adde9 reduction :to dye textiles. CI Sulfur dyes are
non-reduced insoluble products required to be
solubilized or reduced before dye can be applied to a
substrate. Can also be reacted to form CI Solubilized
dye."

***· .......... .

Characteristics.--"Unlike pre-reduced liquids,
solubilized dyes contain no reduction and no fiber
affinity. They are thiosulfonic acid deri~atives;
therefore are water soluble."
Uses.--"Solubilized types may be used in the paper or
leather trade by different dye methods. Sulfur dyes
is a class of dyes generally available for dark
·Shades."

E) C.I. LEUCO dyes vs. C.I. SOLUBILIZED sulfur dyes:
Comments

***· ...... ·.... .

Characteristics.--"CI Solubilized has differenct
chemical characteristics, i.e., no strong alkali or
reduc.tion is present in the physical or chemical form
contrary to Cl leuco dyes." ·
Uses.--"Both can dye cotton or rayon but CI
solubilized must be reduced. Knits or wovens can be
dyed for casual wear in exhaust bath. CI solubilized
can also be used to dye paper and leather."
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Firm
(Continued)

***· .......... .

Comments
Characteristics.--"The leuco dyes are generally a
liquid, have added chemicals and are stable. The
solubilized dyes have most of the sulfides removed and
have no affinity to cotton or rayon. The solubilized
forms are generally powders."
Uses.--"The leuco dyes are used as liq. in the textile
industry to dye cotton and rayon. The solubilized
dyes are. powder and sold to the leather and paper
indu.s try. "

***· .......... .

Characteristics.--"C.I. leuco dyes are sulfur dyes
that have been chemically reduced with caustic and
sodium sulfide to their soluble liquid form. C.I.
solubilized dyes are sulfur dyes that have been
chemically reacted with sodium sulfit.e and/or sodium
bisulfite to their thiosulfate derivative.· C.I. lwuco
dyes are water soluble and have affinity for the
cotton. C.I. solubilized dyes are water soluble but
have no affinity for the cotton. C.I. leuco dyes are
applied from a caustic and sodium sulfide dyebath.
C.I. solubilized dyes are reduced with caustic and
dextrose and "salted outi• on the cottton during the
dyeing process. C.I. leuco dyes are sold as a liquid.
Generally C.I. solubilized dyes are sold as a powder.
Both have the same fastness characteristics."
Uses.--"C.I. leuco dyes are used in pad-steam
continuous, exhaust, and denim dyeing operations.
C.I. solubilized dyes are used primarily in exhaust
dyeing operations like garment dyeing and use
different reduction chemicals."

***· ........... .

Characteristics.--"Leuco and solubilized dyes are
produced with different chemical intermediates,
creating different dye molecules. Solubilized sulfur
dyes are small molecules, allowing it to penetrate
leather, with negative charges that react with the
positively charged collagen molecule in leather hides.
The leuco dye is a large molecule which is fixed onto
cellulosic fibers by oxidation into insoluble pigment
f o:rm:"
Uses.--"Leuco dyes cannot be used (to dye leather)
because the high pH, created during application, will
destroy the leather. Solubilized dyes can be used to
dye cotton but their relatively high cost limits their
applications to niche areas."
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F) CONVENTIONAL sulfur dyes vs. ENVIRONMENTALLY-SAFER sulfur dyes:
Comments

***· .......... .

Characteristics.--"Similar but environmentally safer
dyes contain less polysulfide and is applied using
non-sulfide reducing agent with less sulfide in waste
water."
Uses.--"Knits, denim, wovern, yarn thread."

***· ........... .

Character:i.stics.--"The amount of sulfides and
polysulfides separates the difference ... An
environmentally safe sulfur dye must contain IlQ.
polysulfides ... The shade, build-up, fastness
characteristics of the same product is the same."

G) CLARIFIED sulfur dyes vs. UNCLARIFIED sulfur dyes:
Comments

***· .......... .

Characteristics.--"Clarified sulfur dyes are filtered
through a filtering device to remove inert and
insoluble material. Chemical composition is the
same."
Uses.--"Unclarified dye can be used in denim,
continuous woven dyeing, knit fabric or jets or beck.
Will likely cause problems in package dyeing of yarn
or thread and beam dyeing fabric."

***· .......... .

Characteristics.--"Clarified sulfur dyes have all
insolubles and filtrates removed."
Uses.--"Both products are used interchangeably.
However, the possibility remains that the unclarified
product could spot or speck on the fiber or fabric
when dyed."

***· .......... .

Characteristics.--"Clarified refers to the sulfur
liquid dyes that have been filtered to remove any grit
and major insolubles. Unclarified sulfur dyes are
sulfur liquid dyes that have not been filtered."
Uses.--"Both dyes can be used for pad-steam
continuous, exhaust, and denim operations. The
clarified dyes, however, are highly recommended over
unclarified for exhaust package dye operations."
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APPENDIX E
COMMENTS ON MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

E-3

QUESTIONNAIRE RESPONSES
The Commission's questionnaires in these investigations requested
comments regarding the differences and similariti~s in the manufacturing
processes used in the production of selected sulfur dyes. The following
comments were received:
A) SULFUR dyes vs. SULFUR VAT dyes:
Comments-:
***· .......... .

"To make leuco. sulfur dy~, reactors, scrubbers and
skilled labor is required to add the chemicals in
order to avoid a hazard problem. To make a vat paste
--entirely different equipment is needed. A Col.
dissolver, colloid mills, sand mills, special mix
tanks and filtration is needed. All requires skilled
labor."

***· ...... ; ... .

"Production inputs are similar in that sulfur is a
common ingredient. For each color of dye the organic
reacted with the sulfur and the reaction differs.
Machines/equipment to make the vat dyes is greatly
increased since ·the dye formed in the reaction must be
isolated and finished (milled and dispersed). This
requires additional equipment. The level of skilled
labor is similar."

***· .......... .

"These products are not interchangeable. The sulfur
dyes require reactors with special agitation, heating
and cooling capabilities and must be connected to a
hydrogen sulfide scrubber for environmental reasons.
The sulfur vat dyes require Cowles dissolvers, colloid
mill, cartridge filter and holding tanks with minimum
cooling and agitation requirements."

B) SULFUR VAT dyes vs. OTHER VAT dyes:
***· .......... .

"These dyes are completely interchangeable. The same
equipment is used, but this equipment is currently
used to produce other vat dyes and disperse dyes more
than*** of the time."

***· .......... .

"Manufacturing of other vat dyes is significantly
different in that synthesis usually involves toxic
solvents and special systems for handling solvents.
Sulfur vat dyes are a aqueous (water) based chemistry.
Level of skilled labor may·be higher for other vat
dyes ... Typical conventional vat pastes are more
expensive to manufacture due to higher priced raw
materials and more complicated processing."
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Firm
(Continued)

***· .......... .

Comments
"The same equipment is used. However, the trick is
the formulation which requires years of experience and
technology for plant managers and lab personnel."

C) Sulfur BLACK dyes vs. sulfur OTHER-COLOR dyes:
Comments

***· .......... .

"Same type of reactors if we start with insoluble
presscake cone. pdr. The big difference is the amt.
of solvents, sulfides, caustic, etc. required to make
a stable liquid."

***· .......... .

"Manufacturing inputs differ in the organic that is
reacted with the sulfur. Equipment for the reaction
of the organic and sulfur are similar. Equipment for
production of intermediates is significantly
different."

***· .......... .

"Extensive clean-up of the equipment is required to
prevent contamination, but otherwise they are
completely interchangeable."

D) C.I. LEUCO dyes vs. C.I. SOLUBILIZED sulfur dyes:
Comments

***· .......... .

"Manufacturing inputs are similar. Equipment is
similar through the dye formulation steps and
significantly different for the dye isolation and
finishing. In particular for the precipitation,
isolation and spray drying of the leuco/solubilized
dyes. Level of skilled labor is different for spray
drying."

E) CONVENTIONAL sulfur dyes vs. ENVIRONMENTALLY-SAFER sulfur dyes:
Comments

***· .......... .

"Manufacturing inputs are similar but varied
stoichiometrically. Equipment is similar. Skilled
labor level is similar."

***· .......... .

"These dyes are completely interchangeable since the
same equipment is used for both."
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Firm
(Continued)

***· .......... .

Comments
"The complete omission of sodium polysulfides
eliminates odors and most of the waste treatment
problems. Regular sulfur dyes contain polysulfides,
the amount depends on the individual color. Sulfur
blacks contain the highest amount."

F) CLARIFIED sulfur dyes vs. UNCLARIFIED sulfur dyes:
Comments

***· .......... .

"Manufacturing is similar except for the clarification
which is not done for unclarified sulfur dyes."

***· .......... .

"Clarified means filtered. It is a compromise in
quality to market an unclarified dye."

,
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HARMONIZED TARIFF SCHEDULE of the United States ( 1993)
Annotated for Statistical Reporting Purposes
CHAPTER 32
TA!INING al DYEING EXTRACTS;
TAMNINS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES; DYES,
PICHJITS AND OTHER a>LalING HATTER;
PAINTS AND VARNISHES; PUTTY AND OTHER MASTICS; INKS
VI
32-1

Notes
1.

This chapter does not cover:
(a)

Separate chamically defined el-.nts or compounds (except those of heading 3203 or 3204, inorganic product.a of a kind
used as l\mlinophores (heading 3206), glass obtained frClll fused quartz or other fused silica in the foJ:lllll provided for
in heading 3207, and also dyes and other coloring mat.tar put up in forms or packings for retail sale, of heading
3212);

Cb)

Tannat.es or other tannin derivatives of products of headings 2936 to 2939, 2941 or 3501 to 3504; or

(c)

Hast.ics of asphalt or other bit\Dinous mast.ics (heading 2715).

2.

Heading 3204 includes mixt.ures of stabilized diazonium salt.a and couplers for th• product.ion of azo dyes.

3.

Headings 3203, 3204, 3205 and 3206 apply also to preparat.ions based on coloring mat.t.er (including, in the case of heading
3206, coloring pigment.a of heading 2530 or chapter 28, met.al flakes and met.al powders), of a kind used for coloring any
material or used as ingredients in the manufacture of coloring preparat.ions. The headings do not. apply, however, t.o
pi8J11811t.s dispersed in nonaqueous media, in liquid or paste fotn1, of a kind used in the manufacture of paints, including
enamels (heeding 3212), or t.o other preparations of heading 3207, 3208, 3209, 3210, 3212, 3213 or 3215.

4.

Heading 3208 includes solutions Cother than collodions) consisting of any of the products specified in headings 3901 to
3913 in volatile organic solvents when t.he weight. of the solvent. exceeds 50 percent of the -ight. of the solut.ion.

5.

The expression "coloring matter" in this chapter does not include products of a kind used as ext.enders in oil paints,
whet.her or not. they are also suitable for coloring distempers.

6.

The expreasion "st.amping foils" in heading 3212 applies only to thin sheets of a kind used for print.ing, for example, book
covers or hat bands, and consisting of-(a)

Het.allic powder (including powder of precious metal) or pigment, agglcmeratad with glue, gelat.in or other binder; or

(b)

Hat.al (including precious metal) or pigment, deposited on a support.ing sheet of any mat.erial.

Additional U.S. Note
1.

Fort.he purposes of subheadings 3204.11.10, 3204.12.20 and 3204.16.20, the t.eDD "dyes cont.aining. by weight." means t.hose
products which contain as the only dye ccmponents, the specified ccmponents list.ad t.harewit.h, each of which 1111111t. be
present in the product .. A tolerance of plus or minus two percent.age points from the named percent.ages is all-able.
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Annotated tor Stat/at/Cal Reporting Purpoaes
Heading/ Stat.
SufSubheading fix
3204 (con.

3204.14
(con.)
3204.14.20

3204.14.25

3204.14.30

00

00

00

3204.14.50
3204.15

00

3204.15.10

00

3204 .15.20

00

3204.15.30

3204.15.35

00

00

Article Description
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Rates of Dutv

Units
of
Quantity

General

Soecial

2

Synthetic organic coloring matter, Mhether or
not chanic&ll~ defined; preparations as specified
in note 3 to this chapter based on synth9tic
organic coloring matter; synthetic organic
products of a kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or as l\Slli.nophores, Mhether or nclt chanically defined (con.):
Synthetic organic coloring matter and
preparations based thereon as apecified
in note 3 to this chapter (con.):
Direct dyes and preparations baaed
thereon (con. ) :
Direct black 51, 69, 112, 114,
118, 122;
.
Direct blue 74, 77, 85, 90, 156,
158, 158:1, 207, 211, 225, 244,
267;
Direct brown 97, 113, 157, 169,
170, 200, 212, 214;
Direct green 33, 59, 67, 68;
Direct orange 17, 60, 105, 106,
107, 118;
Direct rad 9, 89, 92, 95, 111, 127,
173, 207, 221;
Direct violet 47, 93; and
Direct yellow 27, 39, 68, 93, 95,
96, 98, 109, 110, 133, 134.........

kg ......

9.5%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

54.7%

Direct blue 86;
Direct red 83; and
Direct yellow 28....................

kg ..... .

20%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

67.3%

Other:
Products described in
additional U.S. note 3
to section VI .......•.•.•.... , •

kg .•....

15%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

67.3%

kg .••...

20%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

67.3%

kg ..... .

3,3¢/kg +
14.4%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

Vat brown 3;
Vat orange 2, 7; and
Vat violet 9, 13....................

6.6¢/kg +
29%

kg ..... .

20%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

64.5%

Solubilized vat blue 5;
Solubilized vat orange l;
Solubilized vat yellow 7, 45, 47;
Vat black 19, 30, 31;
Vat blue 5, 16, 19, 21, 66, 67;
Vat brown 33, 50, 57;
Vat green 28, 48;
Vat orange 5, 13;
Vat red 10, 15, 32, 41; and
Vat yellow 46.......................

kg ......

8.4%

Free CCA,E,IL,J)

48.1%

Solubilized vat orange 3;
Vat blue 2;
Vat rad 44; and
Vat yellow 4,

kg ......

14.2%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

52.3%

Other..........................
Vat dyes (including those usable in that
state as pig1119Dts) and preparations
based thereon:
Vat blue 1 (synthetic indigo),
"Colour Index Mo. 73000". . . . . .. . . . • .

lO....................
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VI
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Heading/ Stat.
SufSubhuding fix
3204 (con.

3204.15
(con.)
3204.15.40

.,.,n..

i

o; o;n

00

00

3204.16
3204.16.10

00

Kates OT IJUtv

Units

Article Description

of

Ou.ntity
Synthetic organic coloring matter, whether or
not chaaically defined; preparations as specified
in note 3 to this chapter based on synthetic
organic coloring matter; synthetic organic
products of a kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or a& luminophore&, whether or not..
chemically defined (con.):
Synthetic organic coloring matter and
preparations based thereon as specified
in note 3 to this chapter (con.):
Vat dye& (including those usable in that
state as pigments) and preparations
based thereon (con.):
Other:
Products described in
additional U.S. note 3
to section VI ................. .
Other. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Reactive dyes and preparations based
thereon:
Reactive black l;
Reactive blue l, 2, 4;
Reactive orange l;
Reactive rad 1, 2, 3, 5, 6; and
Reactive yellow 1...................

General

soecial

2

kg ......

15%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

75.3%

kg. . . . . .

20%

Free CCA,E,IL,Jl

75.3%

kg......

14.2%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

50.8%
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Heading/ Stat.
SufSubheading fix
3204 (con.

3204.19
(con.)

Article Description

Units
of
Quantity

Rates or autv
13eneral

2

lrnecial

Synthetic organic coloring matter, whether or
not chllllically d•fined; preparations as specified
in note 3 to this chapter based on synthetic
organic coloring matter; synthetic organic
products of a kind used as fluorescent brightening agents or as luminophores, whether or not chllllically defined (con.):
Synthetic organic coloring matter and
preparations based thereon as specified
in note 3 to this chapter (con.):
Other, including mixtures of coloring
matter of two or more of the subheadings 3204.11 to 3204.19 (con.):
Other:
Sulfur black, "Colour Index
Nos. 53185, 53190, and 53195" .•

kg .. : ...

3.3¢/kg +
14%

Free CCA,E,IL,J)

6.6¢/kg +
28%

3204.19.30

00

3204.19.35

00

Beta-carotene and other
carotenoid coloring matter .....

kg ......

3.1%

Free CA-.,CA,E,
IL,J)

25%

3204.19.40

00

Other:
Products described in
additfonal U.S. note 3
to section VI ............ .

kg ..... .

15%

Free CCA,E,IL,J)

50.5%

50

00

3204.20.10

00

3~04

lQ

3204.20

Other .................... .
Synthetic organic products of a kind used as
fluorescent bri&btening agents:
Fluorescent brightening agent 32 ........ .

kg ..... .

20%

Free CCA,E,IL,J)

50.5%

kg .... ..

20%

Free (A-.,CA,E,
IL,J·)
Free CA-.,CA,E,
IL,J)
Free (A-.,CA,E,
IL,J)

64.2%

8.lZ

44.lZ

3204.20.50

00

Otlier ................................... .

kg ..... .

3204.90.00

00

Other ........................................ .

kg ..... .

5.9%

00

Color lakes; preparations as specified in note 3
to this chapter based on color lakes:
Carmine ...................................... .

kg ..... .

15%

Free CA,. ,CA,E,
IL,J)

72%

15%

Free CCA,E,IL,J>

72%

20%

Free (CA,E,IL,J)

72%

3205.00
3205.00.20
3205.00.40
10
20
30
40
50
3205.00.50
10
20
30
40
50

Other:
Products described in additional U.S.
note 3 to section VI .................... .
Yellow ............................. .
Red ................................ .
Violet ............................. .
Blue ............................... .
Other .............................. .
Other ................................... .
Yellow ............................. .
Red ................................ .
Violet ............................. .
Blue ............................... .
Other .............................. .

50.8%

kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
kg
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APPENDIX G
SUMMARY DATA ON THE SUBJECT SULFUR DYES
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Table G-1
Subject sulfur dyes: Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1989-91,
January-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

Figure G-1
Subject sulfur dyes:
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Salient data
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H-1

APPENDIX H
INCOME-AND-LOSS DATA ON INDIVIDUAL SULFUR DYE PRODUCTS

H-3

Table H-1
Combined external and internal frtco·me-anti-loss ~:x.perience of Sandoz on its
intermediate sulfur dye operations,· 'ffS·cal years 1989-91,'
.. January-September
. .
.
1991, and January-September 1992
{•

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table H-2
Income..: andi.. loss ·experience of the· lJ. S. producer and finishers on· their C. I.
leuco sulfur dye operations, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991,
and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table H-3

Incom~-and.-loss -experience of SandO'z on its C.I. solubitized sulfur dye

bperations', fiscal years 1989-91, January-Sept·einber 1991, and·
January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table H-4
Iriternalihconie-arid-loss experience of Sandoz on its presscake sulfur vat
dye operations, fTscal ·years 1989-91·, January-September 1991, and JanuarySeptember 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table H-5
Income-and-loss experience of Sandoz and Southern Dye on their reduced sulfur
vat dye operations, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and JanuarySeptember 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

H-4

Table H-6
Income-and-loss experience of the U.S. producer and finishers on their paste
sulfur vat dye operations, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table H-7
Income-and-loss experience of ..the U. .S. producer and finishers on their black
sulfur dye operations, fiscal years 198~-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table H-8
Income-and-loss experience of Sandoz and Southern Dye on their environmentally
safer sulfur dye operations, fiscal years 1989-91, January-September 1991, and
January-September 1992
·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table H-9
Income-and-loss experience of Sandoz on its C.I. leuco sulfur dye operations,
fiscal years 1989-91, Januar~-September 1991, and January-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX J
COMMENTS ON THE IMPACT OF IMPORTS

J-3

1. Since January 1, 1989, has your firm experienced any actual negative
effects on its growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or existing
development and production efforts, including efforts to develop a derivative
or more advanced version.of the product, as a result of imports of SULFUR DYES
(INCLUDING SULFUR VAT DYES) from CHINA, HONG KONG (for product produced in
China), INDIA, OR THE UNITED KINGDOM?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

2. Does your firm anticipate any negative impact of imports of SULFUR DYES
(INCLUDING SULFUR VAT DYES) from CHINA, HONG KONG (for product produced in
China), INDIA, OR THE UNITED KINGDOM?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

3. Has the scale of capital investments undertaken been influenced by the
presence of imports of SULFUR DYES (INCLUDING SULFUR VAT DYES) from CHINA,
HONG KONG (for product produced in China), INDIA, OR THE UNITED KINGDOM?

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX K
INFORMATION REIATED TO INDIAN TRANSSHIPMENTS

K-3

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

L-1

APPENDIX L
INFORMATION RELATED TO TARIFF MISCLASSIFICATIONS

L-3

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

M-1

APPENDIX M
C.l. SOLUBILIZED SULFUR SLACK 1: F.O.B. PRICES OF U.S. ANTh
INDIAN PRODUCED DYES AND MARGINS OF UNDER/(OVER) SELLING

M-3

Table M-1
C.I. Solubilized Sulfur Black I: F.o.b. prices of U.S.-produced dye to end
users and f.o.b. prices of Indian-produced dye sold by a distributor to end
users and margins of under/(over)selling, by quarters, January 1989-September
1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX N
U.S. F.O.B. TRANSFER PRICES FOR CERTAIN U.S. CONCENTRATE

N-3

Table N-1
Net f.o.b. transfer prices of certain U.S.-produced sulfur dye concentrate, by
quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table N-2
C.H. Patrick's delivered purchase prices of certain Chinese- and Indianproduced sulfur dye concentrate, by quarters, January 1989-September 1992

*

Figure N-1
Sulfur black dyes:
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*

Unit values based on converted quantity
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*
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*

